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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Committee on Hypersonic coupled with the cryogenic fuels of
Technology for Military Application of hypersonic aircraft will require
the Air Force Studies Board was formed unusual base support requirements
to: that must be considered in any
"* Evaluate the potential military judgment of their operational utility.

applications of hypersonic aircraft.
" Assess the status of technologies

critical to the feasibility of such NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE
vehicles. PROGRAM

Part of our task is to advise the
MILITARY APPLICATIONS Commarn !er of AFSC on the:

- Research and development strategy
Early in our proceedings, we found of the National Aerospace Plane

that firm military operational concepts (NASP) research vehicle designed for
do not exist for applications of hyper- single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) capa-
sonic aircraft. Determination of oper- bility.
ational requirements must await a better 0 Research vehicle approach for the
understanding of criical ieciiiulo•:•-s. aerospace plane that , will maximize
Thus, the focus of this report is an the acquisition of knowledge in the
e' aiuation of the status of these tech- technical areas most critical for
nologies. From this evaluation we hypersonic vehicles.
concluded that: The aerospace plane program is in the

H Hypersonic aircraft technology and technology development phase, and
ramjet/scramjet propulsion offer decisions to build an SSTO vehicle will
potentially large increases in speed, riot be made before 1990, Due to the
altitude, and range of military technical uncertainties, we agree with
aircraft, and may enable or extend this approach. In particular, substantial
important Air Foi'ce missions. technology demonstrations are needed,

a - simpc (ands probably most especial", ;n hioh temperaiure materials
feasible) hypersonic vehicle would and structural concepts appropriate to
cruise in the range below Mach them, before a commitment to build an
number 8. SSTO research vehicle can bz technically

* The most attractive missions involve justified.
flight to orbital or near-orbital
speed above the sensible atmosphere. We recommend that the NASP pro-
These missions offer flexible recall, gram office retain the ultimate goal of
en route redirection, and return to demonstrating the technical feasibility of
base. SSTO capability, but mainta;n an option

0 Any potential military advantage in of selecting less than SSTO as part of a
the speed range between Mach num- prudent risk management strategy. Con-
ber 8 aad orbital velocity would be sideration should be given to incorporat-
negated by technical difficulties in ing design features into this research
the areas of surface heating and vehicle that allow such modifications as
thiust. and weapons carriage, aim- may be found necessary from flight
ing, and release, experience.

• The global or near-global range

EX~CUTIVE SUMMARY 

EXECUTIVE SLlMMARY 

The Committee on Hypersonic 
Technology for Military Application of 
the Ai.- Force Studies Board was formed 
to: 
• Evaluate the potential military 

applications of hypersonic aircraft. 
• As:sess the status of technologies 

critical to the feasibility of such 
vehicles. 

I\HLlTARY APPLICATIONS 

Early in our proceedings, we found 
that firm military operational concepts 
do not exist for applications of hyper
sonic aircraft. Determination of oper
ational requirements must await a better 
und('rstanding of critkai it:l:hllulu~:t::>. 

Thus, th~ focus of this report is an 
e' aiuation of the status of these tech
nologies. From this evaluation we 
concluded that: 
• Hypersonic aircraft technology and 

ramjet/scramjet propulsi0n offer 
potentially large increases in speeJ, 
altitude. and range of military 
aircraft, and may enable or extend 
important Air FOfce missions. 

• The simplest (and probably most 
feasible) hypersonic vchicle would 
cruise in the range below Mach 
number 8. 

• The most attractive missions involve 
flight to orbital or n~ar-orbilal 
speed above the sensible atmosphere. 
These missions offer flexible recall, 
en route redirection, and return to 
base. 

• Any potential military advantage in 
the speed range between Mach num
ber 8 a;ld orbital velocity would be 
n~gated by technical difficulties in 
the areas of surface heating and 
th1 ust. and weapons carriage, aim
ing, and release. 

• The global or near-global range 

coupled with the cryog~nic fuels of 
hypersonic aircraft will require 
unusual base support requirements 
that must be considered in any 
judgment of their operational utility. 

NATIONAL AEROSPACE PLANE 
PROGRAM 

Part of our task is to advise the 
Cornman !er of A FSC on the: 
• Research and development strategy 

of the National Aerospace Plane 
(NASP) research vehicle designed for 
single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) capa
bility. 

• Research vehicle approach for the 
aerospace plane th3t \-vi!! m3ximize 
the acquisition of knowledge in the 
technical areas most critical for 
hypersonic vehicles. 

The aerospace plane program is in the 
technology development phase, and 
decisions to build an SSTO vehicle will 
not be made before 1990. Due to th~ 
technical uncertainties. we agree with 
this approach. In particular, substantial 
technolcgy demonstrations are needed. 
especially b high temper;!ture rnat('rials 
and structur~1 concepts appropriate to 
them, before a commitment to build an 
SSTO research vehicle can b~ techni<:ally 
justified. 

We recommend that the NASP pro
gram office retain the ultimate goal of 
demonstrating the technical feasibility of 
SSTO capability. but maintain an option 
of selecting less than S5TO as part of a 
prudent risk management strategy. Con
sideration should be given to incorporat
ing design features into this research 
vehicle that allow such modifications 35 

may be found necessary from flight 
experience. 
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The research vehicle should also Efficient operation at very high Mach
have auxiliary rocket propulsion to number requires configurations that pose
enable controlled flight with some inde- serious integration problems at other
pendcnce from the air-breathing propul- M~ach numbers. Consequently, the low
sion system. The auxiliary propulsion speed propulsion system must be inte-
will enable greater exploration of the grated with the hypersonic propulsion
vehicle's flight characteristics and will system and overall aerodynamics in a
help ensure flight safety. The drawback way that does not degrade performance
is that this auxiliary propulsion system prohibitively over the entire vehicle
will make the research vehicle heavier, speed range.
thus making it more difficult to achieve
the structural weight fraction required Finally, the amount of hydrogen
for SSTO capability. Further, the required for engine cooling exerts an
program office might design a series of unusually high leverage on the airplane
flight research vehicles, each one able size. Under the most severe conditions,
to access an increment of the total the molar flow rate of hydrogen coolant
flight corridor up to orbital conditions, within the airframe and engine structure

is more than double the molar flow rate
of air through the engine. Conse-

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT quently, the cooling system must be
effectively integrated wihh airframe and

The following is a summary of the engine system, and coolant plumbing and
status of tne major technical areas pumping losses must be minimized.
Critical )to hypcrsoic qtrcraft. Tech-
nical reviews such as this one tend to To help solve these problems in the
focus on deficiencies and problems. NASP research vehicle program, we

Because our purpose is to help the Air recommend that erngine-airframe integra-
Force support solid approaches and tion receive emphasis in the design
correct deficiencies in its program, this definition by teams drawn from both
report will follow that pattern. The engine and airframe contractors.
committee wishes to be on record, how-
ever, as strongly favoring a vigorous,
vehicle-focused hypersonic technology Propulsion Systems
program, carried on at least at the level
of the planned aerospace plane nrogram. The key technology for hypersonic

air-breathing propulsion at higher flight
Mach numbers is the supersonic combus-

Propulsion-Airframe Integration tion ramjet (scramijet). In this device,
injection of hydrogen fuel and its mixing

The success of any hypersonic with air is the most influential factor
vehicle will depend as much, or perhaps affecting engine performance. Current
more, on the integration of the various techniques for modeling related phen-
contributing technologies into a L implete omena are inadequate. Conventional
system, as on the individual technol- one-dimensional or quasi one-dimensional
ogies. Such integration is quite mission- computation of the reacting flow in the
specific. Integration of ihe propulsion combustor is insufficient and often mis-

system and airframe is basic to deter- leading. Further, the stability of the
mining the aerodynamic shape of a scramjet flow with hydrogen reaction is
hypersonic vehicle. How such integra- not understood. Flow instability poses
tion is achieved becomes increasingly the possibility of developing strong
important as the maximum air-breathing shock waves and catastrophic loss of the
Mach number rises toward orbital values, engine.

HYPERSONIC TECHNOLOGY FOR MILITARY AI'PLICATION 

The rf-search vehicle should also 
have auxiliary rocket propulsion to 
enable controlled f1i~ht with some indc
pl'ndfnce from the air-breathing propul
sion system. The auxihary propulsion 
will enable greater exploration of the 
vehicle's flight I;haracteristics and will 
help ensure flight safety. The drawback 
is th:lt this auxiiiary propulsion system 
will make the research vehicle heavier, 
thus making it more difficult to achieve 
the structural weight frletion required 
for SSTO capability. Further, the 
program office might design " series of 
flight research vehicks, rach one able 
to access an increm('nt of the total 
flight corridor up to orbital conditions. 

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 

The fallowing is a summary of the 
status of tile major technical areas 
~ritic31 to hy~crsu,1i~ 'lirCf3ft. Tech
nical reviews such as this one tend to 
focus on deficiencies and problems. 
Because our purpose is to help the Air 
Force support solid approaches and 
corr-:ct deficit'ncies in its program, thj~ 

rri'ort will follow that pattern. The 
committee wishes to be on record, how
evrr, as strongly favoring a vigorous, 
vehicle-focused hypersonic technology 
program, carried on at least at the level 
of t!!e p!:mned at:'rospace plane program. 

Propulsion-Airframe Integration 

The success of any hypersonic 
vehicle will de~lend as much, or perhaps 
more, on the integration oi the various 
contributing technologies into a llmplete 
system, as on the individual technol
ogi('s. Such integration is quite mission
sr~cific. Integration of the propulsion 
system and airframe is basic to deter
mining the al'fodynamic shape of a 
hypersonic vehicle. How SIJch integra
tion is achi('ved bl'come!> increasingly 
important as the maximum air-hreathing 
Mach numb('r ris('s toward orbital values. 

Efficient operation at very high Mach 
number requires configurations that pose 
serious integration problems at oth'~r 
Mach numbers. Consequently, the low 
speed propulsion systf'm must be inte
grated with the hypersonic ~)ropulsi0n 

system and overall aerodynamicg in a 
way that does not degrade performance 
prohibitively over the entire vehiclc 
speed range. 

FinaIly, the amount of hydrogen 
required for engine cool 109 exerts an 
unusually high leverage on the airpl:lIle 
size. Under the most severe conditions, 
the molar flow rat~ of hydrogen coolant 
within the airframe and engine structure 
is more than double the molar flow rate 
of air thr0ugh the engine. Conse
quently, lhe cooling system must be 
effectively integrated wilh airfrnme and 
engine system, and coolant plumbing and 
pl!mping losses must be minimized. 

To help solve these problems in the 
NASP research vehicle program, we 
recommend that engine-airframe integra
tion receive emphasis in the design 
definition by teams drawn from both 
engin~ and airframe contractors. 

Propulsion Systems 

The key techp.ology for hypersonic 
air-breathing propulsion at higher flight 
Mach numbers is the stJpersonic combus
tion ramjet (scramjet). In this device, 
injection of hydrogen fuel and its mixing 
witl, air is the most influential factor 
affecting engine performance. Current 
techniques for modeling related phclI
omena are inadequate. Conventional 
one-dimensional or quasi one-dimensional 
computation of the reacting flow in the 
combustor is insufficient and often mis
leading. Further, the stability of the 
scramjet flow with hydrogen reaction is 
not understood. Flow instability poscs 
the possibility of developing strong 
shock waves and catastrophic loss of the 
englOe. 
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For the scram jet to operate at peak There is a critical need for acro-
performance throughout its Mach number dynamic data, both for input to compu-
range, extensive geometric changes must tational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies,
be made while maintaining minimum for CFD validation and for engineering
internal aerodynamic losses. These design. At low hypersonic speeds no
changes place additional demands on the current facility has a high enough Mach
design of coolant passages and on cool- number (8 to 10) with an adequate Rey-
ant m-anagement. Also, transitions nolds number and size for the necessary
between the various operating modes of aerodynamic and configuration studies.
the propulsion system present severe At high hypersonic speeds - above Mach
design and control problems if extreme number 10 - it will be necessary to
loads on the engine and airframe are to simulate the aerodynamics (viscous
be avoided. Since experimental verifica- effects and flow field), while including
tion of most transitional modes cannot real gas effects at conditions ranging
be accomplished in ground-based facil- from the continuum low altitude regime
ities, the complete engine will undergo to the free molecular regime at high
much of its high Mach number develop- altitude. No current facility or facilities
ment during the flight program. Thus, can simulate the full range of flow
it will be necessary to incorporate parameters with the needed flow quality.
auxiliary rocket propulsion in the
research vehicle with fuel supply and Since complete simulation in ground-
controls separate from the scramjet, to based facilities cannot be carried out, it
be able to vary the engine operating will be necessary to check individual
point at fixed flight conditions. elements of CFD codes. Thus, there will
Additionally, some rocket propulsion be a need for flight tests for full valid-
must be incorporated in the propulsion ation of CFD codes particularly at high
system of vehicles with orbital capabil- Mach numbers.
ity, for final insertion into orbit and for
the de-orbit maneuver. To provide essential data for hyper-

sonic vehicle designs, we recommend:
. The immediate consideration of a

Aerodynamics quiet tunnel in the Mach number 10
range and of a size and Reynolds

The aerodynamic problems of hyper- number capability to permit testing
sonic flight can be considered in two of hypersonic configurations at close
categories. Below Mach number 10, the to full-scale conditions. The Gas
problems are primarily of a fluid mech- Dvnamics Facility at the Arnold
anical nature, where one must accurately Engineering Development Center, for
determine the pressure distribution, skin example, might be so modified.
friction, heat transfer, flow field details, 0 A -ombined CFD/experimental pro-
and mixing. Above Mach number 10, the gram focused on key hypersonic
same fluid mechanics problems remain, aerodynamic elements.
with the additional complication of the a That a high priority be given to a
rate kinetics of real gases, the special national integrated program to
low density phenomena of high altitude determine reaction rates at high
flight, and the effect of small bluntness temperatures as a needed input into
on slender bodies. It is not yet possible CFD computations.
to simulate or compute with any degree • That special attention be paid to the
of certainty, these phenomena over the problems of low density flows be-
entire flight range. cause of the special phenomena

associated with high altitude, high
Mach number flight. We also sug-
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For the scramjet to operate at peak 
performance throughout its Mach number 
range, extensive geometric l'hangcs must 
be made while maintaining minimum 
internal aerodynamic losses. These 
changes place additional demands on the 
design of coolant passages and on cool
ant management. Also, tranSItiOnS 
between the various operating modes of 
the propulsion system present severe 
design and control problems if extreme 
loads on the engine and airframe are to 

be avoided. Since experimental verifica
tion of most transitional modes cannot 
be accompiished in ground-based facil
ities, the complete engine will undergo 
much of its high Mach number develop
ment during the flight program. Thus, 
it will be necessary to incorporate 
auxiliary rocket propulsion in the 
research vehicle with fuel supply aild 
controls separate from the l>cramjct, to 
be ::Ible to vary the engine operating 
point at fixed flight conditions. 
Additionally, some rocket propulsion 
must be incorporated in the propulsion 
system of vehicles with orbital capabil
ity, for final insertion into urbit and for 
the de-orbit maneuver. 

Aerodynamics 

The aerodynamic problems of hype\"
sOllic flight can be considered in two 
categories. Belew M:!ch number 10, the 
problems are primai"ily of a fluid mech
anical nature, where one must accurately 
determine the pressure distribution, skin 
friction, heat transfer, flow field details, 
and mixing. Above Mach number 10, the 
same fluid mechanics problems remain, 
with the additional complication of the 
rate kinetics of real gases, the special 
low density phenomena of high altitude 
flight, and the effect of small bluntness 
on slender bodies. It is not yet pussible 
to simuIJte or compute with any degree 
of certainty, th~se ph('noIllena over the 
entire flight range. 
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There is a critical need for aero
dynamic data, both for input to compu
tational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies, 
for CFD validation and for engineering 
design. At low hypersonic speed~ no 
current facility has a high enough Mach 
number (8 to 10) with an adeqaate Rey
nolds number and size for the necessary 
aerodynamic and configuration studies. 
At high hypersonic speeds - above Mach 
number 10 - it will be necessary to 
simulate th~ aerodynamics (\'iscou~ 
effects ane flow field), while including 
real gas effects at conditions ranging 
from the continuum low altitude regime 
to the free molecular regime at high 
altitude. No curren, facility or facilities 
can simuLlte the full range of flow 
parameters with the needed flow quality. 

Since complete simulatio!l in ground
based facilities cannot be carried out, it 
will be nf'cessary to check individual 
elements of CFD codes. Thus, there will 
be a need for flight tests for full valid
ation of CFD codes particularly at high 
Mach numbers. 

To provide essential data for hyper
sonic vehicle designs, we recommend: 
• The immediate consideration of a 

quiet tunnel in the Mach number 10 
range and of a sizt and Reynolds 
number capability to permit testing 
of hypersonic configurations at close 
to full-scale conditions. The Gas 
Dvnamics Facility at the Arnold 
Engineering Development Center, for 
example, might be S0 mOdified. 

• A :cmbined CFDjexperimental pro
gram focused on key hypersonic 
aerodynamic elements. 

• That a high priority be given to 3 

national integrated program to 
determine reaction rates at high 
temperatures as a needed input into 
CfD computations. 

• That special attention be paid to the 
problems of low density flows be
cause of the special phenomena 
associated with high altitude, high 
Mach number flight. We also ~ug-
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gest that the personnel of the NASA system range up to 25-511 million
Ames Research Center could provide instructions per second. This high level

a key nucleus for such an effort, of throughput will cause reliability
reuqirements to be in the range of 10
million to one billion hours between

Control, Guidaiice, and Inftrmation failures. This level of reliability and
Systei:; throughput has not yet been achieved in

a flight qualified installation. Other
llypersonic v.hicles present signif- agencies such as NASA and DARPA have

icant challenges in control of the sponsored high rehability, high through-
vehicle trajectory and also in the con- put laboratory level programs that may
trol of vehicle configuration, aero- help assure the availability of an
dynamics, dynamics, propulsion, and adequate onboard processing system.
cooiLng with particular emphasis on the
need for their complete integration. The thermal environment, even
These demands in turn present difficult inside a hypersonic vehicle, is likely to
challenges in the associated fields of be quite hostile to electronic, sensor,
instrumentation and information systems. and hydraulic systems. Active cooling
"The net result is that information and undoubtedly will be necessary. Advances
control technology joins materials, pro- in high temperature electronics, cabling,
pulsion, and aerodynamics as an enabling and hydraulics also will be highly desir-
techtology. able to offer more design fi-xibility and

reduce the weight requirements for

Since the lowcr surfaces of the pro- active cooling. In addition, the c3mbin-
jected hypersonic aircraft are part of ation of speed, low density, and high
the engines, angle of attack and sideslip temperature impose conditions for
will significantly affect engine perfor- sensors beyond anything required to
mance. Precise control of the entire date. The problem becomes even more
integrated vehicle, perhaps as accurately complex when the need for redundancy
as to within 0.1 degree, is therefore is added. A program to identify and
necessary. Further, exacting speed develop the necessary sensors is
control may be need-d for engines imperative.
transition and aerodynamic heating that,
in conjunction with the other demands A control system designed to accom-
on the control system, may prove dif- modate ali -he uncertainties that can be
ficult to achieve. In the presence of anticipated at this -stage of the design
maneuvers and thrust asymmetries, speed would have to be very robust and com-
control presents a challenge in controls plex. Considerable savings in controls
technology far beyond that posed by any expenditures are likely if a phased flight
aircraft yet designed. Offsetting this development approach is adopted to
very seveie challenge is the potential reduce uncertainty as the flight envelope
offered by advanced control technology, is expanded from subsonic to hypersonic
But to realize these potentially signif- speeds. To make this possible the infor-
icant returns, it will be important to mation processing system installed in the
systematically identify those areas where prototype aircraft must be exceptionally
such benefits are possible and incor- reliable and be able to expand gracefully
porate them into the designs. to the necessary size and throughput

required for the final configuration,
Both the performance and safety of without need tor redesign or recon-

the vehicle will depend fully on onboard figuration.
processing. Projections for throughput
requirements for the onboard information
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gcst that till' personnel of the NASA 
Ames Resear..:h Center could providl.' 
a key nude1l5 for su..:h an effort. 

Control, Luidancc, lind Inf(lrmatioll 
Systl'I11:; 

Ilypersoni..: '\1. hicks present SIgnif
icant chalknges in control of the 
Yl.'hicll.' trajl'ctory and also in the con
trol of vehicle configur:llion, aero
dynamics, dynamics, pwpulsion, and 
cooi;ng with particular emphasis on the 
need for their complcte integration. 
These dl"11ands in turn pet'scnt difficult 
ch:dlenges in till' 3ssocialed fields of 
instrulllcntal ion and i nfllfIllat ion systems. 
TI1l' nl't result is that information and 
control technology jl1ins materials, ;Jro
pulsion. and aerodynamics as r.n enabling 
tl'cllllology. 

Since the lower surfaces of the pro
jrctl'd hypersonic aircraft are part of 
the cilgincs, anljlc of att:lck and sideslip 
will signifi...:antly :lff:?c! ~ngine perfor
lllanCl'. Prl'cise control of the entire 
intcgr3tcG vl'hicll'. perhaps as accurately 
as to within 0.1 degreC', is therefore 
ne.:essary. Further, exacting speed 
control may be need;d for engines 
transition and aC'rodynamic heating that, 
in conjunction with the other demands 
on the controi system, may prove dif
ricult to achieve. In thl' p;-esC'nce of 
m:lnl'UVers :Ul(i thrust asymmetries, speed 
control presents a chal\C'nge in controls 
!l'chnology far beyond that posed by any 
aircraft yet dl'~igned. OffsC'tting this 
very sevcle challenge is the potential 
offered by aJvanced control technology. 
But to realize these j)otenti:illy sign if -
ican! returns, it \,.·ill be important to 
systematically identify those areas where 
such benefits :Hl' possible and incor
porate them into the designs. 

Doth the perfllrman.:e and saf':'ty of 
th(' vehicle will depend fully on onbo:nd 
prn,essing. Projections fnr throughput 
requirements for thc onboard information 

system range up to 25-5" million 
instructions per second. This high level 
of throughput will cause reliability 
reuqiremcnts to be in the range of 10 
million to one billion hours between 
failures. This level of reliability and 
throughput has not yet been achieved in 
a flight qualifil'd installation. Other 
agencies such as NASA and DARPA have 
sponsored high rel:ability. high through
put laboratury level programs that may 
help assure the availability of an 
adequate onboard processing system. 

The thprmal environment, even 
insid~ J hypersonic vehicle, is likely to 
be Guite hostile to electronic, sensor, 
and hydraulic sy:Hems. Active cooling 
undoubtedly will be necessary. AJvanr.es 
in high temperatllre electronics, cabling. 
and hydraulics also will be highly desir
able to offer more design f1 0 xibility and 
reduce the weight requirements for 
acti\e cooling. In addition. the cJmbin
ation of speed, low density, and high 
temperature impose conditions for 
sensors beyond anything required to 
date. The problem becomes even more 
complex when the need for redundancy 
is added. A program to identify and 
develop the necessary sensors is 
imperative. 

A control system desi~ned to accom
modate aii the uncenailllies that I..::.lll be 
anticipated at this ~"lge of the design 
would have to be very rot-ust and com
plex. Considerable savings in controls 
expenditures are likely if a phased flight 
development approach is adopted to 
r('duel' uncertainty as the flight envelope 
is ~xpanded from subsonic to hypersonic 
speeds. To make this possible the infor
mation processing system installed in the 
prototype aircraft must be exceptionally 
reliable and be able to expand gracefully 
to the necessary size and throughput 
required for the final configuration, 
withollt need tvr redesign or recon
figuration. 
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Materials, Structures, and Cooling materials are very process-dependent, so
that extensive processing experience

The system challenge posed by a must be accumulated before they can be
hypersonic vchicle to the materials and reliably employed. Even after the
structt ral community is reflected in the materials are available with nominally
structural weight fraction, which is the adequate properties, the structural
weight of all the structure divided by designer must confront the effects of
the take-off gross weight (TOGW). With the high temperatures, including:
presently envisioned air-breathing stresses induced by the differential
propulsion systems using cryogenic fuels, expansion of the structure (the so-called
a fuel fraction of approximately 0.75 is thermal stiesses), degradation of the
required for SSTO performance. Design material properties, and distortion of the
studies show that the consequent struc- shape of the structure, which will lead
tural weight fraction of an SSTO vehicle to interactions with the flight loads.
must be approximately 0.15. Present Designing for thermal stresses requires
military aircraft that operate mainly in temperatures to he predicted with great
the slightly supersonic regime have precision. Also required are an accurate
structural weight fractions of approx- knowledge of the thermal conductivity,
iniately 0.30. An increase in either the thermal coefficient of expansion, heat
fuel fraction or the structural weight capacity as a function ot temperature,
fraction means either a multi-fold and the thermal impedances of joints
increase in TOGW (if the payload is not and connections. Design considerations
to decrease) or a vanishingly small are further complicated by the additional
payload (if TOGW is not to increase). stresses causcd by load's due to mancu-
Thus, from the viewpoint of structural vers, gust, and landing.
weight fraction, we consider the SSTO
objective very demanding. It can be In sum, vehicles with orbital or
met only with new materials and new near-orbital capability in a single stage
structural concepts. will require new materials and novel

structural concepts to meet the ýtruc-
The structures will face severe tural integrity requirements of strength,

design conditions arising from aerody- rigidity, longevity, damage tolerance, and
namic heating. The aircraft will require efficiency; all of these at a cost corn-
new materials with elevated temperature mensurate with the importance of the
pi...... L".C. cor-parab1UIC t v- *0 £0 of tss ro An a'gr', s.ve and .ii nedt~j

high strength aluminum alloys at room materials and structures program will be
temperature. A necessary consort to the required to develop these technologies to
"strength" materials will be coatings to meet the presently envisioned objectives
prevent oxidation at the elevated tern- of the aerospace plane. Considerable
peratures at which they will have to progress toward such a program has
operate. The aircraft will also require been made in the last year, but we still
materials for insulation and for both regard materials and structures as a
passive and active cooling, probable limit'ng factor in meeting the

objective of SSTO per formance.
Experimental material cannot be

readily used in a flight test vehicle.
The scale-up of a material system that The Role of Computational Fluid
has been proveni in the laboratory to the Dynamics
production quantities demanded by even
a research vehicle requires the develop- Computational fluid dynamics 1
ment of a materials fabrication technol- become a principal tool for aerodynamic
ogy. Also, the properlies of these new and propulsive-flow design of hypersonic
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l\1atrrials, Structure!), and Cooling 

The: systrm chall(,l1ge posed by a 
hyp('r~onic vehicle to the materials and 
structlral community is reflected in the 
:;tructufal wl'ight fraction, whi..:h i:i the 
weight of all the structure divid('c by 
the take-off gros~ weight (TOGW). With 
presently envisiont'd air-hreathing 
propulsion systems using cry<.'genic fuels, 
a fuel fraction of approximately 0.75 is 
required for SSTO performance. Design 
studics sho\ ... · that the con~eQuent struc
tural ""eight fra\~tion of an SSTO vehicle 
nlust bl' approximately 0.15. Present 
military aircraft th:tt operate mainly in 
the slightly supersonic regime have 
structural weight fractions of approx
illl:.ltCly 0.30. An incre~.se in eitber the 
fuel fraction or the structural weight 
fraction means either a multi-fOld 
increase in TOGW (if the payload is not 
to decrease) or a vanishingly small 
payload (If TOGW is nOI to increase). 
Thus, from tht' viewpoint of structural 
weight fraction, we consider the SSTO 
ohjective very demanding. It can be 
I1H.'t only with new materi:>.ls and new 
structur:tl cop.cepts. 

The structures will face severe 
dcs;gn conditions arising from aerody
namic heating. The aircraft will require 
new materials with elevated temperature 
ploperties con1p~r~blc to those of the 
high strength aluminum alloys at room 
temperature. A necessary consort to the 
"strength" Il13terials will be cOltings to 
prevent oxidation at the elevated tem
peratures at which they will have to 
operate. The aircraft will also require 
m:w:rials for insulation and for both 
p:lssive and active cooling. 

Expl'ril11ental material cannot be 
readily uSl'd in a flight test vehicle. 
The scale-up of a material system th:tt 
has been proven in the bboratory to the 
production quantities dl'mandrd by even 
a research vrhicle reQuirl's the develop
ment of a materials fabfication technol
ogy. AI~o, the prvfWrlies of these new 
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materials are vcry process-dependent, so 
that extensive processing e"perience 
must be accumulated bl..'forc they Can be 
reliably employed. Even after the 
materials are available with nominally 
adequate properties, the structural 
d~signer must confront the effecls of 
the high temperatures, including: 
stresses induced by the diffcrentinl 
expansion of the structure (the so-called 
thermal stresses), degradation of the 
material properties, and distortion of the 
shape of the structure, which will lead 
to interactions with the flight loads. 
Dl.'signing for therlllal stresses reQuireo 
temperatures to be predicted with great 
prccision. Also required art> an accurate 
knowledge of the thcrmal conductivity, 
thermal coefficient of expansion, heat 
capacity as a function 01 temperature, 
and the thermal impedances of joints 
and connections. Design considerations 
are fUrther complicated by the additional 
stresses l.:i.l ust:u U y lO;Il:b ,j ue h) iliJ iiC:u-

vcrs, gust, and landing. 

In sum, vehicles with orbital or 
ncar-orbital capahility in a single stagr 
will require new materials and novel 
~tructural concepts t;) meet the :.;truc
tural integrity requirements of strength, 
rigidity, longevity, damage tolerance, and 
efficiency; alI of these at a cost com
mensurate with the importance of the 
mls~aon. /\n aggrt~ssive and ~ uS!3ined 
materials ~nd stru.:tures program will be 
required to develop these technolog:es to 
meet the presently envisioned objectives 
of the aerospace plane. Cons iderable 
progress toward such a program has 
been made in the last year, but we stili 
regard materials and structures as a 
probable limit;ng factor in meeting the 
objective of SSTO performance. 

The Role of Comf,lJtational "'luid 
Dynamics 

Computational fluid dynamics ! 
become a principal tool for aerodynamic 
and propulsive-flow design of hypersonic 
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,ehicles. Computers can simulate simul- mixing flows relevant .o hypersonic
taneously the hypersonic flight para-- flight and of turbulent boundary
meters of velocitN, free stream density, layer flows in the presence of heat
physical scales, and free stream therriso- transfer and pressure gradient.
chemical stat,, whi!e the present high-altitude shock-on-shock cowl
ground-based test facilities cannot. The lip heating be investigated by direct
role of CFD is especially significant for simulation Monte Carlo methods,
high altitude hypersonic flight conditions appropiiate new experiments, and
involving reaction-rate dependent air continuum equations more advanced
chemistry. than Navier-Srokes.

0 the direct numerical simulation of
Current supercomputers and numeri- turbulence in compressible flows

cal methods are able to simulate three should be an integral part of the
dimensional flows using the Reynolds- long range technology development
averaged (time-averaged) Navier-Stokes program of the Air Force.
equations. Hlowever, the lack of capa-
bility for modeling of turbulent stresses,
heat flux, and transition locations, form Test Requirements
the principal current limitations of CFD
techniques. Although the validation of Most U.S. hypersonic facilities were
three-dimensional hypersonic CFD odes built when the major national effort was
is now relatively limited, we expect this on ballistic missiles and space vehicles.si<Uat t. I .... LI.. X.0 A1,,1,..lt A . caraful is •f

near future as various results from such their utility for the design and testing
codes and hpersonic experiments of the new generation of hypersonic
become available. vehicles. The nation must consider not

only current, but also long term needs
The most intense local heating rates for hypersonic testing.

on vehicles such as the projected NASP
research vehicle are expected to be on Since ten years or more are required
cowl lips, caused by shock-on-shock to design, build, and commission new
heating. Present CFD simulations of facilities, it must be accepted that only
this phenomenon agree well with experi-- currently available facilities will con-
m Lnt s for the lower portion of the trih'_,te to the testing needs of the NASP
hypersonic flight corridor where shock program during the technology develop-
wave thickness is negligible. However, ment and design phases. It is very
neither computations nor experim-rnts important, therefore, to ensure that all
have yet been mide for these higl: existing facilities are used as effectively
altitude hypersonic flight coiiditions. as possible. We should note that many

of these are 20 to 40 years old and flow
The limitations of current CFD conditions in them are not sufficiently

simulations are not inherent to CFD well known. Research must be done in
itself, but are due largely to the present such facilities, to identify their flow
state of supercomputer development, characteristics.
Adxariced CFD technology will require
more powerful supercomputers than those Comporientj of hypersonic vehicles
expected to be available in the near will have to be tested at inpreced-
future. entedly high temperatures, for which

existing but inactive facilities such as
Our recommendations are that: those at Plum Brook, Ohio, and the
an effort be made to significantly NASA Dryden Test Facility should be
improve the modeling of turbulent reactivated. Serious consideration should
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itself, hut are due largely to the present 
st~ll(" of supercomputer development. 
AJ\ anced CfD technology will require 
more powerful supercomput.;>rs than those 
exp('cled to be available in the near 
future. 

Our rl'comlllen.:i:ltions arc that: 
• an effort be made to significantly 

improve the modeling of turbulent 

mixing flows relevant to hypersonic 
flight and of turbulent boundary 
layer flows in the presence of heat 
transfer 'lnd pressure gradient. 

• high-altitude shock-on-shock cowl 
lip heating be investigated by direct 
!Simulation Monte Carlo methvds, 
ap;Jropr iate new experiments, and 
continuum equations more advanced 
than Navicr-Stokes. 

• th~ direct numerical simulation of 
turbulence in compressible flows 
sl.ould be an integral part of the 
long range technology development 
program of the Air Force. 

Test Requirements 

Most V.S. hypersonic facilities were 
built when the major national effort waS 
on ballistic missiles and space vehicles. 
A c3rcful CX3min~Hion i~ required ,,[ 
their utility for the design and te~ting 

of the new seneratioo of hypersonic 
vehicles. The nation must consider not 
only current, but also long term needs 
for hypersonic testing. 

Since ten years or more are r~quired 
to design, build, and commission new 
faciliti~s, it must be accepted that only 
currently available facilities will con
trib:.!te- to the testing need!'> of the NASP 
program during the technology develop
ment and design phases. It is very 
important, therefore, to ensure that all 
existing facilities are used as effectively 
as pos~ible. We should note that many 
of these are 20 to 40 years old and flow 
conditions in them are not sufficiently 
well known. Research must be done in 
such facilitie;, to identify their flow 
characteristics. 

ComponentJ of hypersunic vehicles 
will have to be tested at onpreced
entedly high temperatures, for which 
eXIsting but inactive facilities such as 
those at Plum Brook, Ohio, and the 
NASA Dryden Test Facility should be 
reactivated. Serious consideration should 
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also be given to the construction of their flight conditions prior to flight.
facilities for component testing at Thus, hypersonic aircraft research above
temperatures above the 12000 C limit of Mach number 8 will require a philosophy
these existing facilities, of flight research somewhat more akin

We do not know the local composi- to that practiced for missiles and launch
tion, temperature, and turbulence of the vehicles. A clear recognition of this
upper a~mospnere well enough to infer will be essential to success of the
high alt;tude hypersonic flight conditions program.
from ground test data. Measurements The NASP flight research program
and analyses should be made of these will collect more basic information on
characteristics of the atmosphere to aerodynamics, propulsion, control, and
provide a firmer base for use of test structural behavior than any previous
data in vehicle design and in flight test flight research program. We recommend
planning. that very careful consideration be given

It will not be possible to test to the flight test scenario during the
hypersonic vehicies with orbital or near- design of the research vehicle, not
orbital capability over the full range of afterward.
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their flight conditions prior to flight. 
Thus, hypersonic aircraft research above 
Mach number 8 will require a philosophy 
of flight research somewhat more akin 
to that practiced for missiles and launch 
vehicles. A clear recognition of this 
will be essential to success of the 
program. 

The NASP flight research program 
will collect more basic information on 
aerodynamics, propulsion, control, and 
structural behavior than any previous 
flight research program. We recommend 
that very careful consideration be given 
to the flight test scenario during the 
design of the research vehicle, not 
afterward. 
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INTRODUC IFiON1

The Committee on Hypersonic Tech- piograrn has highlighted hypersonic
nology for Military Applications was technology .-equilenievits and provided
formed in carly 19S7 by the Air Forceý the buik of ~he suplpor. for hypersonic
Studiles Board of the National Resarch research for the last three years. The
Council 'in rcsponse to a reqluestý from pro-ram has led to a revinw and tc, some
the Air Foi-ce Systems Command. We extent rediscovery of the rat~iei exten-
were asked to evaluate potential appli- sive work- done on hypersonic propulsion
cations of hypersonic au-breathing and configurations in tlJ.e 1960s anr6
vehicles to military mirsions, and to early 197 0S. It has, tl.ýeiefoie, also been
assess the statvi': of *:hosf. technologies the source of muc:h oil the commh~ee's
crii:,ai to the feasibility of such information on tiie stv-,tas of hypeisctiic
vehicles. Further, we were asked to technologies. Our assessmont (of hyper -

exanimn, tlh. full range of itsuas relevant sonic Lcapabil'ties is thus to sonic extent
to potential military hypersonic applic- in the context c~f the tenitztix'e relcire-
akions, uvn:luJiig the c~asses of missions rnentr7 se1 ~or -he NA~rS!'~a vehid.e.
and the types of vehicles th?t wouild be However, other inquiremert statements,
appropriate k.o them, at iaast to the perhaps somewhat less demand~ng of the

tKeztma iiiesani', of sudih is-sues crikicall hyi.--ctnnric t~ccl-ncoogies, mn
is necessary to an eval-"Ltioii of Ityper- ultimately be of ,onsnileraolcr interest to
sonic technologiesý. We ci'ýteim;r-ed vwry the Air Forcet. We hav-ý attempted to
eaily iii our procteedings that a f~rm main~tain thnis V,.,rspe-cti%-,. in our deliber-
conceptual basis for imiih•*ry air- ationS.
breathing ;%ypersornic operations that is,

, et of mnission wcenarios, tloe,.: "T1 y1the contmitt~ea v;as briefed by all
exist. Therefore, our disussioa cif Inajor government and industrial par-
potental w.;ssions will be relatively ticliparts L.- hy-ersonic research and
brief; the, principal emnphaý,s of our iechriology development, including the
discussion will be the Ftatus of' die relevant units of the Air Force Wright
cfitical tech1nologics. Aeronautizal_ Laboratoriesý, the NASP

Joint Program Office, and NASA Langley
in the time frame of' the commit- Research Center. Individual members of

tee's activities, the National Aerospace the committee had additional contacts
Plane program has dominated hypersonic during this period. Two members of the
research in the USA. With its focus on committee were members of the NASP
technology development for, and prelim- Review Panel of the Defense Science
inary design of, a research vehicle Board, providing the committee as a
capable of air-breathing operation to whole with an insight into that group's
orbital speeds without staging. the NASP findings. After the selection of con-

lTo assure the widest dissemination, a special effort has been made to publish this
report without security restrictions. The committee believes that it has adequately
examined and reported the state of the technology to provide the reaod2- with an
accurate assessment of' hypersonic technology deve!opment without divulging classified
information.
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INTRODUC fiO\'lj I 
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pott'nt;:ll n;!sswn~ will be relatively 
brief; th principal empha~;s I)f our 
discussion will be the ~(<1tus or tile 
~fitical technolugic3. 

In the time frame of the commit
tee's activities, the National Aerospace 
Plane program has dominated hypersonic 
research in the USA. With its focus on 
technology development for, and prelim
inary design of, a research vehicle 
capable of air-breathing operation to 
orbital speeds without staging. the NASP 

plogram has highlighted hypersonic 
technolo:n' !"equil e1}lelllS and provided 
Ih~ buik of~he sup,)or: for hypersonic 
research for the last three years. Thl' 
prOdr.,~n has led 10 a rev.i!'w and tG some 
extent rediscovery {\f th~ rat:lel' exten
$ive work (fone on hypersonic propuhioil 
and configuratio~s in t~.C 1960s anli 
early 1970s. It has, the; efOi e, :;,lIsa been 
the source ')f ml'('n of the commi:;ec's 
informatioTt on tile ~tUllS uf hypelscnic 
lechllolo3ies. Our assessml~nt (If hyper
sonic ..:..apabil:tles is thus to soale ex tent 
in the context c·f th~ tent~,ti"e reqt:ire
Jllent:: s~t 'or :h€ NA~~ :'.!s-;'lr.;h vehide. 
However, other H~quirem('rt st~lcmer.ts, 

per'laps somewhat less demaod:ng Df the 
crilical hy;:~i~0i'iiC :~cl~nclor.ies~ may 
ultimately be of .:'onsi(jer:wlc imerest to 
the. P.ir Fore;:.. We han attempted to 
mailltain this fh;rspecti\'o.; in our deliber
ation:;. 

1he comm;t~e~ vas briefed by all 
lonjor government and industrial par
t\.~lP'H:ts i.~ hy"'ersonic research and 
iechnology development, including the 
relevant units of the Air Force Wright 
Aeronauti.:a! Laboratories, the N ASP 
Joint Progr~m Office, and NASA Langley 
Research Center. Individual members of 
the committee had additional contacts 
during this period_ Two members of the 
committee were members of the NASP 
Review Panel of the Defense Science 
Board, providing the committee as a 
whole with an insight into that group's 
findings. After the selection of con-

ITo assure the widest dissemination, a special effort has been made to publish this 
report without security restrictions. The committee believes that it has adequately 
examined anj reported the state of the technology to provide the rea~~'~ with an 
accurate assessment of hypersonic technology development without divulging classified 
information. 
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tractors for Phase II, the preliminary throughout the flight corridor from
design phase of the NASP Program, we takeoff to orbital or near-orbital
were briefed by the two propulsion velocity.
contractors selected for phase 2B, and
met informally with the other prospec- We have evaluated these technologies
tive propulsion contractor who par- against our perception of the needs for
ticipated in Phase 2A. The committee military hypersonic flight in the broadest
was then briefed by the three airframe sense.
contractors selected for phase 2, part 2.

Also in keeping with its charge, the
To ensure that we and the several committee has examined the technology

contractors engaged the issues that the needs for the experimental hypersonic
committee believed were important, we vehicle, the X-30, which is the focal
prepared a questionnaire and sent it to point for the NASP program. We believe
the contractors through the director of the design of the X-30 requires suffi-
the NASP Joint Program Office (see cient understanding of the critical tech-
Appendix B). In general, the contractors nologies to enable the design of a
responded quite adequately to our quer-, reusable vehicle (or vehicles) with
ies, and added their own special points, reasonable assurance that they will be

able to fully explore the flight cond-
Inevitably, many judgmental issues itions of interest for hypersonic flight

arise in any assessment such as this. vehicles. Tentatively, this envelope
.e have tried to ensure that we under- includes the Mach number range from 0

stand the views of the hypersonic to 25, at associated altitudes such that
research arid technology community, and the dynamic pressure is in the range
to the extent that we agree, we have from 500 to 2000 psf. It includes steady
incorporated these judgments in this state flight as well as acceleration and
report. But the final responsibility for deceleration in the hypersonic regime.
the findings and recommendations of this Since the X-30 will be a research
report rests with us, and where our vehicle, we believe that it may reason-
views differ from others, our experience ably incorporate technologies that are
and judgment have prevailed, not fully mature; however, given the

high visibility and cost of the program,
in addressing. our char.e• , we have they will have to be sufficiently reliable

placed the major emphasis on evaluation in an experimental context to assure
of the technologies most critical for that the program can be completed and
hypersonic flight. We judge these to be, realize its experimental objectives.
in order of importance: These requirements are considerably less

demanding than those for an operational
"• the supersonic combustion ramjet vehicle with the same envelope, in terms

(scramjet) engine of the required reliability, durability,
"• the technology of integrating such and safety of the vehicle. On the other

engines with the airframe, including hand, they are more demanding of oper-
the aerodynamics and control of the ational flexibility if the vehicle is to be
resulting "flying engines" capable of accessing all parts of the

"* the structural concepts and high- altitude-Mach number space that may be
temperature low-density materials of interest for various possible oper-
required to achieve the desired ational vehicles, any one of which may
weight fractions have to operate in a more limited envel-

"* guidance and control of such large, ope. As will be elaborated in the ensu-
flexible, complex vehicles as result ing discussion, the research vehicle may
from the requirement to operate require special features, particularly in
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throughout the flight corridor from 
takeoff to orbital or near-orbital 
velocity. 

We have evaluated these technologies 
against our perception of the needs for 
military hypersonic flight in the broadest 
sense. 

Also in keeping with its charge, the 
committee has examined the technology 
needs for the experimental hypersonic 
vehicle, the X-30, which is the focal 
point for the NASP pr~gram. We believe 
the design of the X-30 requires suffi
cient understanding of the critical tech
nologies to enable the design of a 
reusable vehicle (or vehicles) with 
reasonable assurance that they will be 
able to fuIly explore the flight cvnd
itions of interest for hypersonic flight 
vehicles. Tentatively, this envelope 
includes the Mach n'.!mb~r range from 0 
to 25, at associated altitudes such th3t 
the dynamic pressure is in the range 
from 500 to 2000 psf. It includes steady 
state flight as well as acceleration and 
deceleration in the hypersonic regime. 
Since the X-30 will be a research 
vehicle, we believe that it may reason
ably incorporate technologies that are 
not fully m~ture; however, given the 
high visibility and cost of the program, 
they will have to be sufficiently reliable 
in an experimental context to assure 
that the program can be completed and 
realize its experimental objectives. 
These requirements are considerably less 
demanding than those for an operational 
vehicle with the same envelope, in terms 
of the required reliability, durability, 
and safely of the vehicle. On the other 
hand, they are mare demanding of oper
ational flexibility if the vehicle is to be 
capable of accessing all p;\rts of the 
altitude-Mach number space that may be 
of interest [Gr various possible oper
ational vehicles, anyone of which may 
have to operate in a more limited envel
ope. As will be elaborated in the ensu
il1g discussion, the research vehicle may 
require special features, particularly in 
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propulsion and control, that will not be It is not clear that full validation
required in an operational vehicle, testing is possible at the high Mach

number limits of the envelope, but even
Facilities for testing can be con- if feasibility could be established, 10 or

sidered a critical issue for hypersonics. more years wo'old be required to design,
Indeed, if the NASP program were to build, and activate such major facilities.
proceed in the classical way, with full In connection wi-.ý the NASP program,
verification of all major components and we have therefore asked how existing
systems before flight, a major national facilities can best be used, and what
commitment would be required, far component tc,;ting is feasible on ihý'
exceeding that presently planned. We time scple of the NASP program.
have not addressed this possibility. We
have taken the view that the NASP pro-- In the centext o- long term zper-.
gram must depart from the classical aticnal uses of hypersonic vehicles, the
approach by making much more extensive issue of test facilities must be reexam-
use of numerical modeling (made possible ined. If we arc to build such vehicles,
by recent advances in compw•ation.l extensive testing capabilities probably
fluid dynamics), and by dependr.Z more wil! be needed to ensure their econom-
on flight research. There is no other ical development. This committee has
option, if the NASP program is to pro- not addressed this issue in depth.
ceed on the planned schedule.

i WN
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1.0 POTENTIAL MILITARY HYPERSONIC APPLICATIONS

The Air Foice and the NASP Joint operational missions at hypersonic speed
Program Office each b-iefcd the corn- can be divided into three areas. All
mittee on the military aspects of a sustained (steady) flights at such speeds
hypersonic vehicle. Clearly a hypersonic will be confined to a restricted "cor-
vehicle has several advantages. Flight ridor" of altitudes at each speed (Mach
time to the target could be less than number). Above this corridor the
one hour at near-orbital speeds. While aircraft cannot provide enough lift or
this is comparable to the flight time of thrust; below it, vehicle heating or
a ballistic missile, a hypersonic vehicle structural loads are excessive. These
could have the advantage of flexible design factors are discussed in more
rec..all and en route re-direction. Con- detail later. The approximate form of
sidering the range to potential areas of the flight corridor is shown in Figure 1-
interest and targets from the interior of 2, where the three operatiooal areas are
the United States, the military potential defined in terms of the Mach number
is i'cadicy apparent. and altitude range of each.

As shown in Figure 1-1, a hyper- Area 1, including operations at up to
vehi;Ii c•n ieaIU a point ori the about ach, number 8, requir tes "ast

opposite side of the earth from Omaha, complex hypersonic vehicles from a
,iebr.ska in about one hour. The technical point of view. Nevertheless, it
dynamic pressure on the vehicle could be offers significant reductions in mission
considerably less than 1000 psf at this time. Vehicles for operation in this
t'!i,.ht condition. region appear reasonabiy achievable, and

the stress of the flight environment
A hypersonic vehicle can also range appears to be tolerable for sensor

from Omha .to Moscow, USSR to run operation and weapon delivery. The
ithe,. a strike mission or a high altitude pattern of manned military operations in

meconnaissance mission in about 30 this area will be similar to those of the
,mnte.An !C.,M can also accomplish SR-7!.
a strfm; ý, i mssioa in about 30 minutes, Area 2 involves mission accomplish-
with its warheads either reentering ment from space, outside the sensible
ballistically or -; hypersonic glide atmosphere, between Mach numbers 20
vehic!,. which can maneuver. Once and 25. In our view, this area encom-
lainched, however, the ICBM cannot be passes the most attractive hypersonic
r.ca&led; the hypersonic aircraft can. aircraft missions because of launch
The reconnaissance mission can also be flexibility, short flight time, and the
done by other means, such as by an SR- ability to take advantage of the
71 at 80,000 f!. ia over three hours or relatively benign environment of space
by a satelli', pass over Moscow at a for mission accomplishment. Maneuver-
predictable time. Again, the response ing is another attractive feature.
time of the hypetsonic vehicle is
me'sured in I. inutes against many hours The major technical challenges for
for the two alternate means mentioned. Area 2 are presented by the accelerating

climb through the atmosphere and the
From the viewpoint of de-ree of subsequent re-entry. Although many of

technical difficulty, the full range of the technical advances of the space
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1.0 POTENT!AL MILITARY HYPERSONIC APPLICATIONS 

The Air FOice and the NASP Joint 
Program Office each bril~fcd the com
mittee on the military aspects of a 
hypersonic vehicl~. Clearly a hyperSO!li::: 
veilicle has several advant<lge5. Flight 
time to the target could be l~ss than 
one hour at near-orbital speeos. While 
this is comparable to the flight time of 
a ballistic missile, a hypersonic vehicle 
could have the advantage of flexible 
rf'~~all and en route re-direction. Con
sidering the range to potential area!: of 
interest and targets from the interior of 
the United States, the military potential 
is ,T;1ci:y apparent. 

As shown in Figure I-I, a hyper
:,ulli..:: 'vehi.;;le cun reach a point on the 
opposite side of the earth from Omaha, 
~ ietr.!sL:! in about one hour. The 
dynamic pressure on the vehicle could be 
c')nc;iderably less than 1000 psf at this 
t'~ilht c')udition. 

J\ hypersonic vehicle can also range 
frlim Om:'~\~ tc. Moscow, USSR to run 
(jth,~. 2 strike mission or a high altitude 
1 econnaissance mission rn about 30 
... ninl~!p.s. /\B JI~B~~ can also accomplish 
a stfh.:~: iTl1SS10I1 in about 30 minutes, 
with its warheads either reentering 
ballic;tically or ;:.,~ hjpl.'.rsonic glide 
vehiC! ... ~. which can maneuver. Once 
la.wehed, howev~r, the ICB\1 cannot be 
r ..'ca:led; lht' hYJ.l~rs(jn:c ~;rcraft can. 
The recC'llnair;sance mission can also be 
done by other means, such as by an SR-
7 I at 80,000 fL i,l -wcr three; :lOurS or 
by a satcl:il~ pass over Moscow at a 
predi<.;ta~le time. Again, th~ response 
t i ole of the hyp~1 sonic- vt.;}1 icle is 
.!l{'~sured in ,. inute:; apinst many hours 
fer the two alterndt~ means mentioned. 

From the viewpoint "f jCJfce of 
technical difficulty, the iull fange of 

operational missions at hypersonic spet!d 
~'an be divided into three areas. All 
sustained (steady) flights at such speeds 
will be confined to a restricted "cor
ridor" of altitudes at ,~ach speed (Mach 
number). Above this corridor the 
ai:"craft cannot provide enough lift or 
thrust; below it, vehicle heating or 
structural load!> are excessive. These 
design factors are discussed in more 
detail later. The approximate form of 
the flight corridor is shown in Figure 1-
2, where the three operatiopal areas are 
defined in terms of the Mach number 
and altitude range of each. 

Area I, including operations at up to 
about ~Y1ach number 8, requires the least 
complex hypersonic vehicles from a 
technical point of view. Nevertheless, it 
offers significant reductions in mission 
time. Vehicles for operation in this 
region appear reason~biy achievable, and 
the stress of the flight environment 
appears to be tolerable for sensor 
operation and weapon delivery. The 
pattern of manned military operations ia 
this area will be similar to those of the 
SR-7 !. 

Area 2 involves mission accomplish
ment from space, outside the sensible 
atmosphere, between Mach numbers 20 
and 25. In our view, this area encom
passes the most attractive hypersonic 
aircraft mlsslon~ because of launch 
flexibility, short flight time, and the 
ability to take advantage of the 
relatively benign environment of space 
for mission accomplishment. Maneuver
ing is another attractive feature. 

The major technical challenges for 
Area 2 are presented by the accelerating 
climb through the atmosphere and the 
subsequent re-entry. Although many of 
the technical advances of the space 
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program are directly applicable, the factors should be considered in address-
requirement to fly with a completely ing these logistic issues.
recoverable air-breathing vehicle adds
formidable new i:roblems. These are For the last 15 years or more,
addressed later in this report. hydrogen-fueled aircraft have been the

subject of serious study by NASA and
Area 3, between the two areas dis- U.S. commercial aircraft companies,

cussed above, involves sustained cruising primarily to enable fast, economical,
flight in the atmosphere roughly between long-range flight such as supersonic
Mach numbers 8 and 20. This is a very trans-Pacific flights. The airport
stressful flight environment with high facilities required for liquid hydrogen
skin temperatures, control and maneu- handling have received quite detailed
"vering difficulties, ionized boundaries study, and the problems appear tractable.
through which sensors must operate, and
high infrared signatures that would make The military hypersonic aircraft, in
the vehicle vulnerable to detection. For common with these commercial concepts,
these reasons, we have great reserva- will fly farther and higher than today's
tions about the military utility of sus- aircraft, which suggests that a much
tained hypersonic flight in the atrao- smaller number of cryogenically-equipped
sphere above Mach number 8. airports will be needed for satisfactory

operation. Finally, all classes of hyper-
In examining potential applications sonic aircraft will require the same type

in any of these thice aireas, One must of ae fcil'iiae, .n' t r , hmay nf

take account of some basic limitations interest to examine the concept of a
and restrictions on the operations of new tyne of Air Force base, capable of
hypersonic aircraft. Their minimum supporting all classes of mission, and
turning radius is measured in hundreds fully-equipped for cryogenic fuels.
or even thousands of miles - propor-
tional to the square of the speed; they It follows from these arguments that
can maneuver in flight with modest any forecast of missions for hypersonic
energy expenditure,, in contrast to the aircraft must include a careful examin-
ballistic n issile. but flight path curv- ation of the unusual support require-
atures must be small compared to those ments. We suggest that as hypersonic
of cur r.nt aircraft. One important technology advances, periodic studies of
consequence is that global or near-global the logistical support requirements
range is necessary, and the plane will should be made to give confidence in
often have to circle the planet to return the vehicle's military utility.
to base after the mission.

In sum, we believe that there are
Another restriction is inherent in clear potential advantages to the Air

the base support requirements associated Force in hypersonic air-breathing capa-
with cryogenic fuels. They will require bility. These potential advantages are
a complete departure from conventional sufficient to justify an intensive tech-
airport storage and distribution facilities. nology development program, including
For economic reasons alone, we are un- flight vehicle research sufficient to
able to envision a network of airfields determine the military utility of hyper-
giving the flexibility that today's air- sonic flight at orbital or near-orbital
craft enjoy. However, some mitigating speeds.
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program are directly applicable, the 
requirement to fly with a completely 
recoverable air-breathing vehicle add~ 

formidable new .:roblems. These are 
addressed later in this report. 

Area 3, between the two areas dis
cussed above, involves sustained cruising 
flight in the atmosphere roughly between 
Mach numbers 8 and 20. This is a very 
stressful flight environment with high 
skin tempe-ratures, control and maneu
vering difficulties, ionized boundaries 
through which sensors must oper~te, and 
high infrared signatures that would make 
the vehicle vulnerable to detection. For 
these reasons, we have great reserva
tions about the military utility of sus
tained hypersonic flight in the atrdo
sphere above Mach number 8. 

In examining potential applications 
in any of i.he~>: tillet areas, one must 
take account of some basic limitations 
and restrictions on the operations of 
hypersonic aircraft. Their minimum 
turning radius is measured in hundreds 
Or even thousands of miles - propor
tional to the square of the speed; they 
can maneuver in flight with modest 
energy expenditures, in contrast to the 
ballistic n issile. but fhght path curv
atures must be small compared to those 
of current aircraft. One important 
consequence is that global or near-global 
range is necessar~l, and the plane will 
often have to circle the planet to return 
to base after the mission. 

Another restriction is inherent in 
the base support requireme~lts associated 
with cryogenic fuels. They wilI require 
:l complete departure from conventional 
airport storage and distribution facilities. 
For economic reasons alone, we are un
able to envision a network of airfields 
giving the flexibility that today's air
craft enjoy. However, some mitigating 

factors should be considered in address
ing these logistic issues. 

For the last 15 years or more, 
hydrogen-fueled aircraft have been the 
subject of seriou~ study by NASA and 
U.S. commercial aircraft companies, 
primarily to enable fast, economical, 
IOl1g-range flight such as supersonic 
trans-Pal.:ific flights. The airport 
facilities required for liquid hydrogen 
handling have r~ceived quite detailee 
study, and the problems appear tractable. 

The military hypersonic aircraft, in 
common with these commercial concepts, 
wilI fly farther and higher than today's 
aircraft, which suggests that a much 
smaller Gumber of cryogenically-equipped 
airports will be ;teeded for satisfactory 
operation. Finaliy, all classes of hyper
sonic aircraft will require the same type 
of bo.se f3ci1itie~, and it may be of 
interest to examine the concept of a 
new tyDe of Air Force base, capable of 
supporting all classes of mission, and 
fully-equipped for cryogenic fuels. 

It follows from these arguments that 
any forecast of missions for hypersonic 
aircraft must include a careful examin
ation of the unusual support require
ments. We suggest that as hypersonic 
tt'chnoloey advances, periodic studies of 
the logistical support requirements 
should be made to give confidence 10 

the vehicle's military utility. 

In sum, we bel ieve that there are 
clear potential advantages to the Air 
Force in hypersonic air-breathing capa
bility. These potential advantages are 
sufficient to justify an intensive tech
nology development program, including 
flight vehicle research sufficient to 
determine the military utility of hyper
sonic flight at orbital or near-orbital 
speeds. 
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2.0 TECHNOLOGIES RELEVANT TO HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
AND THEIR STATUS

2.1 Aerodynamic - Propulsive Integ;ration The need to maintain a weak bow
shock to minimize losses and for a large

As usually conceived, the hypersonic capture area require slender configur-
air-breathing propulsion system uses a ations in which the entire forebody, or
low speed system for operation from at least its lower surface, comprises the
standstill to about Mach number 2.5, a engine inlet. (See Figure 2-1.) The
ramjet for operation to about Mach same factors dictate that the aft end of
number 6.5, and a scramjet for Mach the fuselage serve as the expansion sur-
numbers above 6.5. 1If these three face for the propulsive streamtube.
systems are to be combined. this must
be done in a way that does not degrade While the resulting configurations
their individual performances when they' are conceptually appealing, especially to
are active, and with acceptable weight the propulsion-oriented, they pose prob-
and complexity'. This is a major chal- lems that, though not entirely new, are
lenge for the designer of hypersonic certainly more serious than for more
aircraft, and must be recognized as such. conventional designs, in which the pro-
We wili not deal with it comprehensively ptlsive streami'.ue and frrse1ace and wing
in this discussion, however. Our focus airflows are farther apart. Thus, in
here is primarily on hypersonic propul- most if not all conceptual designs for
sion. hypersonic vehicles, the propulsion

system is assumed to ingest the boun-
Integration of the airframe and dary layer flow that develops on the

propulsion system is a central feature of forebody. Most successful propulsion
all conceptual designs for hypersonic installations in the past have avoided
flight vehicles mainly because the engine this. If the propulsion system ingests
capture area must be a large fraction of the boundary layer: 1) the ramjet,
the vehicle frontal area. Among the whether operating in the subsonic or
contributing factors are: supersenic combustion mode, must pass

two parallel streams of very different
1) a low thrust per unit of engine air- velocities and temperatures, or 2) the

flow at hypersonic speeds, which boundary layer flow must mix with the
results from the small fractional free-stream. The former will lead to
change in energy of the engine air- constraints on the supersonic combustion
flow that can be achieved through process, because the pressure must be
combustioii; equalized between the supersonic and

2) the need to fly as high as possible subsonic streams, imposing serious
to minimize the heat load on the performance penalties. The latter may
structure, which results in a pro- result in losses, or in heating of the
portionately low engine mass flow supersonic stream, which is counter to
for any given capture area; and the principal rationale for the supersonic

3) the desire to make efficient use of combustion ramjet, namely to lower the
the compression by the bow shock combustion temperature.
of the whicle, which leads to the
need to capture, in the engine, most These issues are discussed further in
of the flow through this shock, the propulsion sections. However, it is
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2.0 TECHNOLOGIES RELEVANT TO HYPERSONIC VEHKLES 
AND THEIR STATUS 

2.1 Aerodynamic - Propulsive Intc!:ution 

As usually conceived, the hypersonic 
air-breathing propulsion system uses a 
low speed system for operation from 
standstill to about Mach number 2.5, a 
ramjet for operation to about Mach 
number 6.5, and a scramjet for Mach 
numbers above 6.5. If these tlIra 
s),stems arc tv be combined. this must 
bc dOllc in a way that docs not degrade 
their individual performances whef! they 
are activc. and with acccptahic weight 
alld complexity. This is a major chal
lenge for the ciesigner of hypersonic 
aircraft, anci must be recognized as such. 
WI! wili '10t deal with it comprehensively 
in this discussion, however. Our focus 
here is primarily on hypersonic propul
sion. 

Integration of the airframe and 
propu1sion system is n central feature of 
all conceptual designs for hypersonic 
flight vehicles mainly because the engine 
capture area must be a large fraction of 
the vehicle frontal area. Among the 
contributing factors are: 

I) a low thrust per unit of engine air
flow at hypersonic speeds, which 
results from the small fractional 
change in energy of the engine air
flow that can be achieved through 
combustioll; 

2) the need to fly as high as possible 
to minimize the heat load on the 
structure, which results in a pro
portionately low engine mass flow 
for any given ~apture area; and 

3) the desire to make efficient use of 
the compression by the bow shock 
of the 'v~hiclc, which leads to the 
need to capture, in the engine, most 
of the flow through this shock. 

The need to maintain a weak bow 
shock to minimize losst's and for a large 
capture area require slender configur
ations in which the entire forebody, or 
at least its lower surface, comprises the 
engine inlet. (See Figure 2-1.) The 
same iactors dictate that the aft end of 
the fuselage serve as the expansion sur
face for the propulsive strearntube. 

While the resulting \:onfigurations 
are conceptually ~ppealing, especially to 
the propulsion-oriented, they pose prob
lems that, though not entirely new, are 
certainly more serious than for more 
conventional designs, in which the pro
pulsive streamt\lbe. :)nd f\lse1agp. lind wing 
airflows are farther apart. Thus, in 
most if not all conceptual designs for 
hypersonic vehicles, the propulsion 
system is assumed to ingest the boun
dary layer flow that develops on the 
forebody. Most successfui propulsion 
installations in the past have avoided 
this. If the propulsion system ingests 
the boundary layer: I) the ramjet, 
whether operating in rhe subsonic or 
superscnic combustion mode, rnust pass 
two parallel streams of very different 
velocities and temperatures, or 2) the 
boundary layer flow must mix with the 
free-stream. The former will lead to 
constraints on the supersonic combustion 
process, because the pressure must be 
equalized between the supersonic and 
subsonic streams, imposing serious 
performance penalties. The latter may 
result in losses, or in heftting of the 
supersonic stream, which is counter to 
the principal rationale for the supersonic 
combustion ramjet, namely to lower the 
comhustion temperature. 

These issues are discussed further in 
the propulsion sections. However, it is 
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proper here to ask whether the engine change and a strong pitching moment is
should ingest the boundary layer from developed. Although quasi-steady
the forebody. One can imagine con- operation of the engine is involved, the
figurations in which the boundary layer coupling with the airframe dynamics is
flow bypasses the combustor, the inlet strong and must be dealt with by the
ingesting flow primarily from outside the control system. This is not only an
boundary layer, but we have seen little issue of sensors and control response, it
evidence of serious consideration of this is a question of engine and airframe
possibility, design. For example, should steps be

taken to design or position the engine
The high degree of integration also to be less sensitive to such disturb-

poses serious control problems if, as ances? In the extreme, should the
seems probable, the inlet compression engine avoid ingesting the boundary
and nozzle expansion occur only on the layer entirely? The presently proposed
lower surface of the vehicle. Both the configurations foi the NASP are subject
inlet and nozzle then contribute strongly to such airframe interactions that may
to the vehicle's lift, particularly at high pose significant control problems.
flight Mach numbers. A balance be-
tween the lift forces on the inlet and Most of the current airplane config-
nozzle will determine the pitching urations use a modular propulsion system
moment produced by the propulsive with several engines side by side under
streamtube. While the lift and thrust the airframe. The individual modules
can conceivably be oriented through the probably will operate under nearly
center of mass and the pitching moment identical conditions and usually not
can be nulled at the design point, it is interact or interfere with each other.
not yet clear how these balances can be However, when changing propulsion mode
maintained at off-design conditions, from low speed engine to ramjet and
without large forces from control sur- from ramjet to scrainjet, each of the
faces. Furthermore, even if a design modules will sometimes experience a
can be evolved to meet these require- start-up transition that might induce
ments in normal operation, what pitching airflow disturbances that propagate
moment will follow from a sudden loss upstream of the inlet. It is unlikely

of heat addition in the combustor, and that this phase of operation will occur
the resulting modification of the nozzle simultaneously for each of the modules
expansion? Although an inlet unstart and, indeed, it may not occur symmet-
probably will be unacceptable in a rically with respect to the desired thrust
scramjet operating at very high Mach axis. Furthermore, if for some reason
numbers, how will control deal with such the starting transients are severe, the
an unstart? inlet disturbances or inlet malfunction

can propagate from one module to the
A further control difficulty may other, perhaps leading to a catastrophic

arise from the ingestion of the ramp malfunction of the propulsion system.
boundary layer by the engire. To see Such difficulties can be closely coupled
this, suppose the airplane pitches upward with yawing disturbances of the airplane
so as to increase the angle of attack. which may, in turn, be induced by
The ramp boundary layer and shock unsymmetric mode changes of the engine
layer now accumulate more losses, higher modules.
static pressure, hotter and lower
stagnation pressure air, and these are The large nozzle expansion required
ingested into the engine. With no for efficient hypersonic operation leads
change in fuel flow, the engine thrust to a serious base drag problem at
and the pressure on the nozzle face transonic speeds, where the nozzle
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proper hen.' to ask whether the engine 
should ingest the boundary layer from 
the forrbody. One can imagine con
figurations in which the boundary layer 
flow bypasses the combustor, the inlet 
ingesting flow primarily from outside the 
boundary layer, but we have seen little 
evidence of serious consideration of this 
possibility. 

The high degree of integration also 
poses serious control pr(lblems if, ac; 
seems probablc, the inlet compression 
.1nd nozzle expansion occur only on the 
lower surface of thc vehicle. Both the 
inlet and nozzle then contribute strong!y 
to the vehicle's lift, particularly at high 
flight Mach numbers. A balance be
tv,:een the lift forces on the inlet and 
llozz.lc will determine the pitching 
moment produced by the propulsive 
streamtube. While the lift and thrust 
C:lll concei'.':;.I)ly be oricntrd through tht> 
center of rn~ss and the pitching mom~nt 
can be nulled at thc dcsign point, it is 
not yet clear how these balances can be 
mJintained at off-design conditions, 
without large forces from control sur
taces. Furthermore, even if a design 
can be evolved to meet these require
ments in normal operation, what pitching 
moment will follow from a sudden loss 
of hear addition in thc combustor, and 
the resulting modification of the nozzle 
expansion? Although an inlet unstart 
probably will bc unacceptable in a 
scramjct operating at very high Mach 
numbers, how will control deal with such 
an unstart? 

A further control difficulty may 
arisc from the ingestion of the ramp 
boundary layer by the engire. To see 
this, suppose the airplane pitches upward 
so as to increase the angle of attack. 
The ramp boundary layer and shock 
layer now accumulate more losses, higher 
slatic pressure, hottcr and lower 
stagnation prcssurc air, and th~se arc 
ingested into the engine. With no 
change in fucl flow, thc enginc thrust 
and the pressure on the nozzlc face 

change and a strong pitching monlent is 
developed. Although quasi-steady 
operation of the engine is involved, the 
coupling with the airframe dynamics is 
strong and must be dealt with by the 
control system. This is not only l1n 
issue of sensors and control response, it 
is a question of engine and airframe 
design. For example, shouid steps be 
taken to design or positivn the engine 
to be less sensitive to such disturb
ances? In the extreme, should thr 
engine a void ingesting the boundary 
layer entirely? The presently proposed 
configurations fOl the NASP are subject 
to such airframe interactions that may 
pose significant control problems. 

Most of the current airplane config
urations use a modular propulsion system 
with several engines side by side under 
the airframe. The individual modules 
probably will orNate under nearly 
identical conditions and usually not 
interact or interfere with each other. 
However, when changing propulsion mode 
from low spced engine to ramjet and 
from ramjet to scrarnjet, each of the 
modules will sometimes experience a 
start-up transition that might induce 
airflow disturbances that propagate 
upstream of the inlet. It is unlikely 
that this phase of operation will occur 
simultaneously for each of the modules 
and, indeed, it may not occur symmet
rically with respect to the desired thrust 
axis. Furthermore, if for some reason 
the starting transients are severe, the 
inlet disturbances or inlet malfunction 
can propagate from one module to the 
other, perhaps leading to a catastrophic 
malfunction of the propulsion system. 
Such difficulties can be clos~ly coupled 
with yawillg disturbances of the airplane 
which may, in turn, be induced by 
unsymmetric mode changes of the engine 
modules. 

The large nozzle expansion required 
for efficient hypersonic operation leads 
to a serious base drag problem at 
transonic speeds, where the nozzle 
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pressure ratio is far too low to fill the phase, not after a configuration has
entire basc area. This problem has been selected.
appeared in non-afterburning operation
of aircraft where the nozzle area
required for afterburning operation has 2.2 Propulsion Systems
dictated a large base area. Ejector
nozzles, which fill this base area with a In addition to the several technol-
secondary or tertiary air stream, have ogical areas that are either unique to
provided partial solutions, but this the scramjet or are emphasized to an
avenue will be much harder to follow for unusual degree, there are important
hypersonic aircraft. Base burning is a issues of (1) transition (2) the limit-
possible alternative, but one whose ations to development and testing above
heating and fuel consumption implic- Mach number 8, and (3) the extraordin-
ations have not been fully explored. arily sensitive interaction between the

engines and the airframe. These issues
Another class of problems arises will be discussed separately after we

from the need tu integrate the low have examined the basic technologies
speed propulsion system with the high pertinent to the high-speed engine.
speed ramjets, with acceptable weight
and complexity, and without serious
interference with the function of the 2.2.1 Basic Scramjet Engine
scramjet at high Mach numbers. There
should be no extraneous projections into If the requirements underlying the
the airflow that would cause strong principles fundamental to the scramjet
shocks or excessive heating. All sur- engine are not satisfactorily met, the
faces of the engine flow path must be engine may perform no better, or per-
actively cooled, and this further argues haps worse, than a high performance
for a minimum of complexity. lVhile we rocket. The main issue is to maintain
certainly do not argue that innovative the static temperature of the air in the
solutions to these design prohlerns are combustor at a reasonable value while
improbahle, there is no base of success- the aircraft is flying in the Mach num-
ful designs on which to draw to solv; ber range 10-24. At a very high air
them. temperature the eventual reaction of

hydrogen and oxygen to water vapor is
The imnortanc3 of aerodynamic- very slow or incomplete or both, and the

propulsive integration for hypersonic specific impulse of the engine falls from
vehicles has been recognized for many a value in excess of 1000 seconds to
years, and has been highlighted over the well below 500 seconds. This concept
last two by active participants in the breeds two conflicting technologicai
NASP program and by advisory groups. problems. First, due to the high air
But today there is more enthusiasm than velocity in the combustor, the combustor
integration. This problem is not being would have to be very long to achieve a
adequately addressed and will remain so reasonable residence time. Second,
as long as responsibility for the pro-- extreme heat transfer rates and wall
pulsion system and vehicie are divided, shear losses require the combustor to be

as short as possible. How to balance
We urge that an organizational these issues and whether or not there is

,tructure he created where responsihility an acceptable balance underlie the
for the conceptual design of both enginc fa'.tors discussed below.
and ichicle ieside in one orgonization.
This must be done soon, so that these The processes of injecting the
issues are faced in the conceptual design hydrogen fuel and mixing it with air in
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pressure ratio is far too low to fill the 
entire bas~ area. This problem has 
appeared in non-afterhurning operation 
of aircraft where the nozzle area 
required for afterburning operation h[!s 
dictated a large base area. Ejector 
nozzles, which fill this base area with a 
secondary or tertiary air stream, have 
provided partial solutions, but this 
avenue will be much harder to follow for 
hypcr$onic aircraft. Base burning is a 
possible alternative, but one whose 
heating and fuel consumption implic·· 
at ions have not been fully explored. 

Another class of problems arises 
from the need tu integrate the low 
sp('('d propulsion system with the high 
speed ramjets, with acceptable weight 
and complexity, ~nd without serious 
interference with the function of the 
scramjet at high Mach numbers. There 
should be no extraneous projections into 
the ~irflow that would C~U$e $trong 
slll~cks or excessive heating. All sur
faces of the engine flow path must be 
actively cooled, and this further argues 
for a minimum of complexity. IVhile we 
certaillly do 1I0t ar!:!i(' that illflovative 
su/ulions to these design prohlems arc 
improhah/e, there is flO hase of success
[u! desiNllS on which to draw to sol v': 
t/rent. 

The importanc~ of aerodynamic
propulsive integration for hypersonic 
vehicles h:1s been recognized for many 
years, and has been highlighted over the 
bst two by active participants in the 
NASP program and by advisory groups. 
But today there is more enthusiasm than 
integration. This problem is not being 
adequately addr('ssed and will rem.lin so 
3S long as responsibility for the pro-
rulsion system and vehiC:c are divided. 

Wc urJ.;C that all organi.:alional 
.\{ruClurc ht' created where responsihility 
[ur Ihe COIl('{'pIUr./ design o[ hoth cflNinc 
and ~'chiclc /c.iidc in (/Ilt' OrN(mi:;atioll, 
This mllSI he dOlle SOOIl, so thai these 
isslles arc faced ill the conceptual dcsiNn 
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phase, not after a configuration has 
been selected. 

2.2 Propulsion Systems 

In addition to the several technol
ogical arcas that are either uniquc to 
the scramjet or are emphasized to an 
unusual degree, there are imponant 
issues of (I) transition (2) the limit
ations to development and testing above 
Mach number 8, and (3) the extraordin
arily sensitive interactbn between the 
engines and the airframe. These issues 
will be discussed separately after we 
have examined the basic technologies 
pertinent to the high-speed eogine. 

2.2.1 Basic Scramjet Engine 

If the requirements underlying the 
principles fundamental to the sc!':!mjet 
engine are not satisfactorily met, the 
engine may perform no better, or per
haps worse, than a high performance 
rocket. The main issue is to maintain 
the static temperature of the air in the 
combustor at a reasonable value while 
the ain:raft is flying in the Mach num
ber range 10-24. At a very high air 
temperature the eventual reaction of 
hydrogen and oxygen to water vapor is 
very slow or incomplete or both, and the 
specific impulse of the engine falls from 
a value in eXCeSS of 1000 seconds to 
well below 500 seconds. This concept 
breeds two conflicting technological 
problems. First, due to the high air 
velocity in the combustor, the combustor 
would have to be very long to achieve a 
reasonable residence time. Second, 
extreme heat transfer rates and wall 
shear losses require the combustor to be 
as short as possible. How to balance 
these issues and whether Or not there is 
an acceptable b;!13nce underlie the 
fadors discussed below. 

The processes of injecting the 
hydrogen fuel and mixing it with air in 
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the scram jet appear to be the most dif- nounced effect on the structure of the
ficult obstacles to the realization of a flow field which, in turn, strongly
successful engine; and they are processes influences the mixing processes. This
in which our present fundamental and coupling introduces complexities that we
technological base is weakest. Hydrogen find very difficult to cope with either
fuel must be injected into the engine experimentally or computationally.
with very low losses, at local Mach Today it is impossible to describe with
numbers as high as 8, where losses have certainty the best geometry of the com-
the greatest effect because of the small bustion chamber, for any Mach number
fractional heat addition due to combus- or altitude.
tion. It is gencially agreed that shear
layer mixing rates drop tunder some A serious concern among workers
conditions of supersonic relative motion experienced in the field is the stability
between streams. The technological of the hypersonic flow in the combustion
basis for this is not extensive and chamber during combustion. Would a
design experience is lacking. Possible small disturbance imposed on a design
alternatives, such as mixing augmenters, flow field decay, diverge, or lead to a
waall injection, and shock enhanced pulsating combustion process? A central
mixing ate in an even more primitive obstacle to understanding the result of
technological state. such a tiime-dependent disturbance to the

combustion chamber flow is our current
It must be made clear here that incapability to either experimentally

satisfactory mixing for a chemical measure or to compute this chemically-
reaction process contrasts sharply with reacting flow.
one in which, for example, momentum is
being exchanged. The mixing must be The ingestion of the ramp boundary
complete on the molecular level to allow layer and shock layer may lead to large
combustion. Not only is this a more variations in the air density and stag-
time-consuming process but the exper- nation pressure over the cross-section of
imental difficulties of assessing the the inlet. The air density from top to
completeness of molecular mixing are bottom of the engine inlet may some-
considerabie, and therefore the tech- times vary by a factor of four. Exper-
nological basis will be slow to develop. ience has shown that such conditions

facilitate communication of disturbances
Considerable effort is now being through the boundary layer ahead of the

expended in appropriate investigations engine, which may result in unfavorable
and the results will be of unusual value inlet conditions and even inlet instabil-
not only to the present development but ity. Such a disturbance may couple with
also to future efforts of scramjet the combustion process in the chamber
development. It is not now clear just with possibly unfortunate results. Our
how extensive the data will have to be experience with this problem is restric-
to impact the NASP Program. ted to a much lower Mach number re-

gime than that appropriate to the NASP
D)uring the most important periods and requires serious experimental atten-

of scramjet operation the combustor tion and perhaps design compromises.
Mach number is in the range of 2.5 to
8. This flow field is quite complex due Almost exclusively, oui ability to
to the heat release, which is controlled calculate chemically-reacting unsteady
by the molecular mixing process, and by flow fields is restricted to one dimen-
the ramp boundary layer and bow shocK sion. Such steady one-dimensional
layer that may be ingested by the calculations are being used in engine
engine. The heat release has a pro- performance calculations, yet quasi one-
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the scramjl't :lPlwar to be the most dif
ficult obstacles to the realizatiun of a 
successful engine; and thl'Y arc processes 
in which our present fundamental and 
technological base is weakest. Hydrogen 
fuel Olust be injected into the engine 
with very low lossl's, at local Mach 
numbers as high as 8, where losses have 
the greatest effect because of the small 
fractional heat addition due to combus
tion. It is gcnelaIly agreed that shear 
layer mixing rates drop under som~ 
conditions of supersonic relative motion 
between streams. The tcchnologi.::al 
l';J<;is for this is not ~xtensive and 
d('sign experience is lacking. Possiblr 
alternatiws, such as mixing augmenters, 
waIl injection, anJ shock enhanced 
mixing ale in an t'ven more primItive 
technOlogical statl'. 

It must bt' made c\car here that 
satisfactory Illlxmg for a chemical 
reaction process contrasts sharply with 
onl' in which, for exalll~k. 1I10IHCl1tum is 
being t'xchanged. The mixing must be 
complete on the molecular level to aIlow 
combustion. Not only is this a more 
time-comuming procl'Ss hut the exper
it1ll'ntal difficulties of assessing the 
complcteness of molrcular mixing are 
considl'rabil', and therefore the tech
nological basis wiil be slow to develop. 

Considerable effort is now being 
expended in appropriate inwstigations 
and the results will be of unusual value 
not only to the present development but 
also to future efforts of scramjet 
development. it is not (lOW ckar just 
how ext;.>nsive the d~lta will have to be 
to impact the NASP Pro£ralll. 

During the- 1110st important periods 
of scramjet operation the combustor 
Mach number is in the range of :!.5 to 
8. This flow field is quite complex due 
to thl' heat rek:lse, which is controlled 
by the molecular mixing process, and by 
the ramp bound:IrY layer and bow ShOCK 

l:Iyer that ,,)ay be ingested by thl' 
enginL'. The heat rl'lease has a pro-

nounced effect on the struct!lfC of the 
flow field whiCh, in tum, strongly 
influenc~s the mixing processes. This 
coupling introduces complexities that we 
find very difficult to cope with either 
experimentally or computationally. 
Today it is impossible to describe with 
certainty lhe best geometry of the com
bustion chamber, for any Mach number 
or altitUde. 

A serious concern among workers 
experienced in the field is the stability 
of the hypersonic flow in the combustion 
chamber during combustion. Would a 
small disturbance imposed on a design 
flow field decay, diverge, Or lead to a 
pulsating combustion process? A central 
obstacle to understanding the result of 
such a time-dependent disturbance to the 
combustion chamber flow is our current 
incapability to either experimentally 
measure or to compute this chemically
reacting flow. 

The ingestion of the ramp bOllndary 
layer and Sh0Ck layer may lead to large 
variations in the air density and stag
nation pressure over the cross-section of 
the inlet. The air density from top to 
bottom of the engine inlet may some
times vary by a factor of four. Exper
ience has shown that such conditions 
facilitate communication of disturbances 
through the boundary layer ahead of the 
engine, which may resuit in unfavorabil> 
inlet conditions and even inlet instabil
ity. Such a disturbance may couple with 
the combustion process in the chamber 
with possibly unfortunate results. Our 
experience with this problem is restrit;:
ted to a much lower Mach number re
gime than th3t appropriate to the NASP 
and requires serious experimental atten
tion and perhaps design compromises. 

Almost exclusively, OUI ~bility to 
calcubte chemically-reacting unsteady 
flow fields is restricted to one dimf'n
sion. Such steady one-dimensional 
calculations are being used in engine 
performance calculations, yet quasi one-
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dimensional analysis can cope neither present this magnitude of numerical
with the mixing-controlled combustion calculation is impossible and the
issue nor with the stability problem. situation is unlikely to change very
But difficuities arise even at the more soon. The nozz.le may be one aspect of
elementary level of performance calcu- the NASP that undergoes significant
lation. When the engine ingests the development during flight test.
ramp boundary layer and bow shock lay-
er, the gas entering the combustor has a As we have noted above, the
very non-uniform temperature distribu- ingestion of the ramp boundary layer
tiero over its cross-section. As a con- and shock layer exacerbates the
sequence, tie chemistry, which has a pioblems of the intake, combustor, and
strong and non-linear temperature nozzle. Although it is difficult to study
dependence, may vary even more vio- without better computational capabilities,
lently over the ccoss-section. In trying we must nevertheless consider whether
to adapt one-dimensional analysis to this or not the boundary layer should be
problem one is faced with the issue of swallowed. Even at the cost of some
choosing appropriate average values for possible reduction of the airplane
each cross-section, which introduces performance, the additional design
large and unacceptable errors in the certainty that would accrue from
results. Also, the output of a one- capturing clean air might result in an
dimensional analysis can provide only a overali benefit.
uniform input to the nozzle calculation
that foiiows. Even an approximuatc cal-
culation of the nozzle expansion process 2.2.2 Cooling Problems
makes it clear that the pressure distrih-
ution over the nozzle surface and, con- Although active cooling with hydro-
sequently, the calculated performance of gen will be employed over several
the engine, is very sensitive to the sections of the airplane, the larger part
details of the gas state distribution at of the cooling load is connected with
the start of expansion. It is most the engine. Even the most optimistic
important to make at least an approx- estimates show that the hydrogen flow
imate accounting for the two- and rate required for cooling exceeds the
three-dimensional nature of the combus- stoichiometric fuel flow requirement
tor and nozzle gas dynaics. above Mach number 15. Less optimistic

analyses suggest that above Mach num-
As a result of the relatively high her 20 the hydrogen cooling requirement

temperature and short residence time in may exceed four tiraes that for combus-
the combustion chamber, the hydrogen- tiom,. This means that the molar flow
oxygen reaction will not reach an rate of hydrogen in the cooling passages
equilibrium water vapor concentration of the airframe is more than twice the
before reaching the nozzle. So it is total flow rate of air into the engines.
important that the reaction between OH And because it is the molar flow rate of
aad 11 he completed to the maximum gas that determines the pumping power
degree during expansion in the nozzle. requirement, details of the cooling
Because it is most unlikely that crucial passages and the active management of
experiments can be done, a high degree the coolant flow to different regions of
of reliance must be placed upon compu- the airframe and engine are as impor-
tations. These must, at the least, be for tant as the external gas dynamics. In
two-dimensionA reactive f,ow and pref- fact, because the airframe is largely
erably three-dimensional. Moreover, we sized by the hydrogen tankage, the
must account for the non-uniform state cooling requirement exerts an unusually
of the gas at the nozzle entrance. At high leverage on the airplane size and
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dimensional analysis can cope neither 
with the mixing-controlIed combustion 
issue nor with the stability problem. 
DU{ diificuitics arise even at the more 
elementary level of performance calcu
lation. When the engine ingests the 
ramp boundary layer and bow shock lay
er, the gas entering the combustor has a 
vcry non-uniform temperature distribu
tion over its cross-section. As a con
sequence, the chemistry, which has a 
strong and non-linear temperature 
dependence, may vary even more vio
lently over the cross-section. In trying 
to adapt one-dimensional analysis to this 
problem One is faced with the issue of 
choosing appropriate average values for 
each cross-section, which intrOduces 
large and unacceptable errors in the 
results. Also, the output of a one
dimensional analysis can provide only a 
uniform input to the nozzle calculation 
thal foliuw~& Even an approximate cal
culation of the nozzle expansion process 
makes it clear that the pressure distrih
ution over the nozzle surface and, con
sequently, the calculated performance of 
the engine, is very sensitive to the 
details of the gas state distribution at 
the start of expansion. It is most 
important to make at least an approx
imate accounting for the two- and 
three-dimensional n3ture of the combus-

As a result of the relatively high 
temperature and short residence time in 
the combustion chamber, the hydrogen
oxygen reaction will not reach an 
equilibrium water vapor concentration 
berore reaching the nozzle. So it is 
important that the reaction between OH 
a,ld H he completed to the maximum 
degree during expansion in the nozzle. 
Because i\ is most unlikely that crucial 
experiments can be done, a high degree 
of reliance must bf' placed upon compu
tations. These must, at the least, be for 
two-dimensiorwl reactive Low and pref
erably three-dimensional. Moreover, we 
must account for the non-uniform state 
of the gas at the nozzle entrance. At 
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present this magnitude of numerical 
calculation is impossible and the 
situation is unlikely to <:'hane~ very 
soon. The noz:de may be one aspect of 
the NASP that undergoes significant 
development during flight test. 

As we have neted above, the 
ingestion of the ramp boundary layer 
and shock layer exa(;erbates the 
problems of the intake, combustor, and 
nozzle. Although it is difficult to study 
without better computational capabilities, 
we must nevertheless consider whether 
or not the boundary layer should be 
swallowed. Even at the cost of some 
possible reduction of the airplane 
performance, the additiollal design 
certainty that would accrue from 
capturing clean air might result in an 
overali J)enefit. 

2.2.2 Cooling Problems 

Although active cooling with hydro
gen will be employed over several 
sections of the airplane, the larger pan 
of the cooling load is connected with 
the engine. Even the most optimistic 
estimates show tlIat the hydrogen flow 
rate required for coaling exceeds the 
stoichiometric fuel flow requirement 
above Mach number 15. Less optimistic 
analyses suggest that above Mach num
ber 20 the hydrogen coolillg requirement 
may exceed four ti"ws that for combus
tim,. This means that the molar flow 
rate of hydrogen in the cooling ptl.ssages 
of the airframe is more than twice the 
total flow rate of air into the engines. 
And because it is the molar flow rate of 
gas that determine:; the pumping power 
requirement, details of the coo!ing 
passages and the active manap,ement of 
the coolant flow to different regions of 
the airframe and engine are as impor
tant as the external gas dynamics. In 
fact, because the airframe is largely 
sized by the hydrogen tankage, the 
cooling requirement exerts an unusually 
ltigh leverage on the airplane size and 
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weight. The actual cooling requirement some experience with this sort of
is now one of the least certain elements problem, two important factors make the
in the entire vehicle, so the airframe present situation unique. First, the
probably will be over-sized to accom- transition to the scramjet mode lies in a
modate this uncertainty. Mach number range far outside our

experience and where an error may be

The design of cooling passages in contly. Second, in contrast with our
the engine and assurance of their experience, experimental verification and
effectiveness are made much more dif-. development will not be possible. Th_
ficult, and may perhaps be compromised, chance for serious trouble here is so

by the extensive geometric changes likely and the potential damage so great
required of the engine over its Mach that the issue is significant. The
number range. It is in the regions of development problems of the individual
the hinged joints, and the scramjet may propulsion systems are so severe in
require several of them, that meticulous themselves that considerations of this
design and careful coolant management problem might be postponed too far into
must be exercised, the program.

The emergence of coolant effective-
ness, active coolant management, and a 2.2.4 Auxiliary Rocket Propulsion
high degree of integration of the coolant
system with the structural design as a Because the ground-based test
significant and novel aspect of the NASP facilities for the NASP will be unable to

is just bcginning to be taken seriously, accommodate the Mach number and
Furthermore, this issue will command enthalpy range appropriate to the high
attention for any hypersonic airplane, speed engine, much of the engine testing
and the technology base that is acquired and development must be planned as part
here will be of permanent value, of the flight program. Engine develop-

ment and testing will occur as the flight
envelope of the airplane is expanded

2.2.3 Propulsion System Transition into the higher Mach number range.
During this process, the airplane will

The acceleration of the NASP from require a separate propulsion system to
take-off to orbital velocities requires allow a range of conditions under which
not only widely different operating to test the engine. This probably would

conditions for each engine but the take the form of several hydrogen-
transition between the two or three oxygen rockets distributed appropriately
different engines, each of which is over the airframe but physically separate
designed to operate in a specific Mach and with an independent control system.
number range. In the "conventional" These rockets should be capable of
arrangement, one engine will operate taking over the propulsion and trim of
from zero to low supersonic Mach num- the airplane during testing of the high-
bers, a ramjet with subsonic combustion speed engine. This will allow much
up to the lower limit of the scram jet greater flexibility in exploring the
range and, finally, the scramjet to near operating envelope of the engine at
orbital velocities. It may be anticipated nearly constant inlet conditions. This
that these changes of propulsion mode requirement will hold not only for the
will be sensitive processes, reQuiring NASP but for any hypersonic research
careful control to assure that each vehicle using scram jet propulsion.
newly fired engine starts properly and
that the transition induces no extreme It appears that there is a quite
and unusual loads. Though we have separate requirement for some degree of
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weight. The actual cooling requi,ement 
is now one of the least certain elements 
in the entire vehicle, so the airframe 
prohably will be over-sized to accom
modate this uncertainty. 

The design of cooling passages in 
the engine and assurance of their 
effectiveness are made much more dif-· 
ficult, and may perhaps be compromised, 
by the extensive geometric changes 
required of the engine over its Mach 
number range. It is in the regions of 
the hinged joints, and the scramjet may 
require several of them, that meticulous 
design and careful cool:.nt management 
must be exercised. 

The emergence of coolant effective
ness, active coolant management, and a 
high degree of integration of the coolant 
system with the structural design as a 
significant and novel aspect of the NASP 
is just beginning to be taken seriously. 
Furthermore, this issue will command 
attention for any hypersonic airplane, 
and the technology base that is a!;quired 
here will be of permanent value. 

2.2.3 Propul:;ion System Transition 

The acceleration of the NASP from 
t~ke-off to orbital velocities requires 
not only wideiy ailierent operating 
conditions for each engine but the 
transitIOn between the two or three 
different engines, each of which is 
designed to operate in a specific Mach 
number range. In the "conventional" 
arrangement, one engine will operate 
from zero to low supersonic Mach num
bers, a ramjet with sl.!hsonic combustion 
up to the lower limit of the s!;ramjet 
range anci, finally, the scramjet to near 
orbital velocities. It may be anticipated 
that these changes of propulsion mode 
will be sensitive processes, requiring 
careful control to assure that each 
newly fired ~ngjne starts properly and 
that the rransition induces no extreme 
and unusual loads. Though we have 

some experience with this sort of 
problem, tVlO important factors make the 
present situation unique. First, the 
transition to the scramjct mode lies in a 
Mach number range far outside our 
experience and where an error may be 
co~tly. Second, in contrast with our 
experience, experimental verification and 
development will not be possible. Th3 
chance for serious trouble here is so 
likely and the potential damage so great 
that the issue is significant. The 
development problems of the individual 
propulsion systems are so severe in 
themselves that considerations of this 
problem might be postponed too far into 
the program. 

2.2.4 Auxiliary Rocket Propulsion 

Because the ground-based test 
facilities for the NASP will be unable to 
accommodate the Mach number and 
enthalpy range appropriate to the high 
speed engine. much of the engiM testing 
and development must be planned as part 
of the flight program. Engine develop
ment and testing will occur as the flight 
envelope of the airplane is expanded 
into the higher Mach number range. 
During this process, the airplane will 
require a separate propulsion system to 
allow a range of conditions under which 
to test the engine. Thi~ pruhabiy wnuid 
take the form of several hydrogen
oxygen rockets distributed appropriately 
over the airframe but physically separate 
and with an independent control system. 
These rockets 5hould be capable of 
taking over the propulsion and trim of 
the airplane during testing of the high
speed engine. This will allow much 
greater flexibility in exploring the 
operating envelope of the engine at 
nearly constant inlet conditions. This 
requirement will hold not only for the 
NASP but for any hypersonic research 
whicle using scramjct propulsion. 

It appears that there is a quite 
separate requirement for some degree of 
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rocket propulsion as a component of the conditions from take-off to orbit,
final NASP propulsion system itself. conditions of high dynamic pressure
Rocket propulsion will be needed to (2000 psf seeins to be an approximate,
insert and stabilize the vehicle in orbit, practical, upper limit), low Reynolds
and possibly to maneuver in orbit and number conditions at high altitude, and
de-orbit. It is very likely that the conditions in the non-coatinuum region
rockets will prove invaluable in main- approaching fiee molecular flow. The
taining thrust and trim during change of aerodynamic considerations require the
propulsion mode. treatment of real gases with full viscous

effects applied to configurations that
Part of the !ong-term growth pro- consist of blunt noses and leading edges

cess for a conventional aircraft and oih slim bodies with complex configur-
propulsion system is the gradual ations that generate three-dimensional
improvement of the thrust level and gradients and shock waves. rhe
efficiency of the engine, and a cor- requirement is to predict, with reason-
responding improvement of the overall able accuracy, the following parameters,
aircraft performance. The NASP will be assuming similar inputs will be provided
no exception to this pattern and will, in by the propulsion syster.:
fact, undergo even more striking changes
than the conventional aircraft. In its 0 Local pressures, heat transfer, and
initial form, the scramjet probably will skin friction, on the surface of the
become ineffective at velocities con- entire vehicle, including the flow
siderably below orbital velocity and will through the inlet.

COa 1pUilAIL of' ,ok•,t Propulsion a) To providc the, forces (lift, drag,
during some final portion of its accel- moment, etc.) over the full
eration. But the long-term growth of flight envelope
the engine will reduce, though probably b) To provide the detailed thermal
not eliminate, this requirement, and the loads for cooling and structural
propulsion system must accommodate this design, and
growth without severe design changes to c) To provide dynamic inputs to
the entire airplane. Rocket thrust the aerodynamic and thermal
should be an integral part of the final control systems.
operational NASP propulsion, not just a 0 The three-dimensional flowfield with
temporary feature of the flight test detailed information on the local
program, conditions and the state of the ýi-s,

for configuration and control design,
for inlet positioning conditions, and

2.3 Aerodynamics optimum inlet design for flow to the
combustion chamber.

The aerodynamics of a hypersonic
vehicle must be closely integrated with The statuses of the various aeo-
the power plant. Presentations to this dynamic technology elements have been
committee arbitrarily focused on the evaluated on the basis of the experi-
aerodynamics of the entire vehicle mental data base from wind tunnels and
including the inlet, but excluded the flight, and fr')m the examination of
propulsion system element, consisting of computations that have been validated or
the fuel injectors, combustion chambers, calibrated under the appropriate condi-
and expansion nozzle, despite the fact tions. Current comp,. 'onal capability
that many items included in the aero- enables us to calculate complex flows,
dynamic discussion are important in the but is limited in dealing with the details
propulsion system itself. The aero- of viscous and real gas effects. Current
dynamic discussions must address fligMt technology provides the capability to
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rocket propulsion as a component of the 
final N ASP propulsion system itself. 
Rocket propulsion will be needed to 
insert and stabilize the vehicle in orbit, 
and possibly to maneuver in orbit and 
de-orbit. It is very likely that the 
rockets will prove invaluable in main
taining thrust and trim during change of 
propulsion mode. 

Part of the long-term growth pro
cess for a conventional aircraft and 
propulsion system is the gradual 
improvement of the thrust level and 
efficiency of the engine, and a cor
responding improvement of the overall 
aircraft performance. The NASP will be 
no exception to this pattern and will, in 
fact, undergo even mOre striking changes 
than the conventional aircraft. In its 
initial form, the scramjet probabiy will 
become ineffective at velocities con
siderably below orbital velocity and will 
lI;quile a compofiefit of ,ocket plvpulsion 
during some final portion of its accel
eration. But the long-term growth of 
the engine will reduce, though probably 
not eliminate, this requirement, and the 
propulsion system must accommodate this 
growth without severe design changes to 
the entire airplane. Rocket thrust 
should be an integral part of the final 
operational NASP propulsion, not just a 
temporary feature of the flight test 
progr3m. 

2.3 Aerodynamics 

The aerodynamics of a hypersonic 
vehicle must be closely integrated with 
the power plant. Pres~ntations to this 
committee arbitrarily focused on the 
~erodynamics of the entire vehicle 
including the inlet, but excluded the 
propulsion system element, consisting of 
tht fuei injectors, combustion chambers, 
and expansion nozzle, despite the fact 
that many items included ill the aero
dynamic discussion are important in the 
propulsion system itself. The aero
dynami-; discussiom must addrc~s flight 
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conditions from take-off to orbit, 
conditions of high c.ynamic pressure 
(2000 psf seems to be an approximate, 
practical, upper limit), low Reynold,:; 
number conditions at high altitude, and 
conditions in the non-coatinuum r(zion 
approachine flee molecular flow. The 
aerodynamic considerations require the 
treatment of real gases with full viscous 
effects applied to configUl atioos that 
consist of blunt noses and leading edges 
011 slim bodies with complex configur
ations that generate three-dimensional 
gradients and shock waves. The 
requirement is to predict, with reason
able accuracy, the following parameters, 
assuming similar inputs will be provided 
by the propulsion system: 

• Local pressures, heat tfansf~r, and 
skin friction, on the surface of the 
entire vehicle, including the flow 
through the inlet. 
a) To provide the forces (lift, dr3g, 

moment, etc.) over the full 
flight envelope 

b) To provide the detailed thermal 
loads for cooling and structural 
design, and 

c) To provide dynamic inputs to 
the aerodynamic and thermal 
control systems. 

• The three-dimetlsional flowfield with 
detailed information on the locai 
conditions and the state of the P.,!!S, 

for configuration and control design, 
for inlet positioning conditions, and 
optimum inlet design for flow to the 
combustion chamber. 

The statuses of the various aelO
dynamic technology elements have been 
evaluated on the basis of the experi
mental data base from wind tunnels and 
flight, and fnm the examination of 
computations that have been validated or 
calibrated under the aopropriate condi
tions. Current com~," ·.onal capability 
enables us to calculate complex flows, 
but is limited in dealing with the details 
of visc.ous and real gas effects. Current 
technology provides tI-.e capability to 
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compute real gas effects if the signif- NASA/Langley. The problem is that
icant reaction rates are known. In wind tunnel data are biased by wind
general, aerodynamic characteristics for tunnel disturbances and free flight
three-dimensional configurations up to results are primarily for simple bodies,
about Mach number 10 are reasonably axisymmetric, with zero gradients.
known or can be predicted, if transition Considerable work is being done in this
location and the extent of transition can field, including extensions of laminar,
be provided. Beyond that, where real linear stability theory, and attempts to
gas effects become important and viscous evaluate cold wall effects in the lower
effects more complex, very little three- hypersonic region. Still missing are high
dimensional aerodynamic information is Mach number data with 3-D gradients
available beyond the blunt body con- and shock waves. Proposals are being
figuration for realistic design procedures. considered for extended wind tunnel
The following comments address the tests under the appropriate conditions
inclusion of detailed viscous effects, real and for flight tests of bodies that might
gas effects, and real gas complex flow include more complex geometries. The
conditions. problem is made even more difficult by

the lack of knowledge of the disturbance
field in the stratosphere, which could be

2.3.1 V.scous Effects a factor in triggering transition.

The primary viscous effects are
experiepneed in the boundary layer where 2.3.1.2 Extent of the Transition Region
the hypersonic conditions require a
considerable extension of low speed Although it is critical to determine
experience and computations to high the transition point, the condition of the
Mach numbers and "cold wall" conditions. boundary layer downstream of that point
The main problem is to define the is also important. There is some indi-
condition of the boundary layer at any cation that the transition region between
point on the vehicle during any cond- fully laminar and fully turbulent flow
ition of flight. This definition is gets longer as Mach number increases.
required to calculate heat transfer and It is possible, therefore, that a con-
skin friction (critical elements in the siderable region of transitional flow will
design of the structure and cooling occur over a hypersonic vehicle or in a
system), to predict and avoid unaccept- hypersonic inlet. The characteristics in
able separations, and to compute per- this region are unknown. It is believed
formance. to be partially laminar and partially

turbulent, in a temporal sense, but
detailed information in this region must

2.3.1.1 Transition Point Determination await solution of the transition point
problem of sub-section 2.3.1.1.

Determination of the transition point
is a critica! element in the design and
performance of a hypersonic vehicle. 2.3.1 .3 Turbulent Boundary Layer
Unfortunately, there is no well-founded
theory for this determination. Conven- Somewhere downstream of the tran-
tional low Mach number use of the para- sition point, the flow will be fully
meter Re,/M at values as low as 150 to turbulent. At higher Reynolds number
about 300 has not been validated under conditions, low altitude flight, a
the conditions of hypersonic flight or considerable part of the hypersonic
for complex flows. New attempts to use vehicle may be turbulent. Depending on
the parameter e" are being studied by the trajectory chosen, this turbulent
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compute real gas efr~\:ts if the sign if -
icant reaction rates are known. In 
general, aerodynamic characteristics for 
three-dimensional configurativns up to 
about Mach number 10 are reasonably 
known or can be predicted, if transition 
location and the extent of transition can 
be provided. Beyond that, where real 
gas effects become important and viscous 
effects more complex, very little three
dimensional aerodynamic information is 
available !Jeyond tht blunt body con
figuration for realistIC design procedures. 
The following comments address the 
inclusion of detailed visr;ous effects, real 
gas effects, and real gas complcx flow 
conditions. 

2.3.1 V:scous Effects 

The primary viscous effects are 
pxp('riencect in the hounctary layer where 
the hypersonIc conditions require a 
considerable extension of low speed 
experience and computations to high 
Mach numbers and "cold wall" conditions. 
The main problem is to define the 
condition of the boundary layer at any 
point on thp. vehicle during any cond
ItIOn of flight. This definition is 
required to calculate heat transfer and 
skin friction (critical elements in the 
design of the structure and cooling 
system), to predict ar.d avoid un2.ccept-
3ble separations, and to compute per
formance. 

2.3.1.1 Transition Point Determination 

Determination of the transition point 
is a cntica! element in the design and 
performance of a hypersonic vehicle. 
Unfortunately, there is no well-founded 
theory for this determination. Conven
tional low Mar-h number use of the para
meter Rex/M at values as low as 150 to 
3bout 300 has not becn validated under 
the conditions of hypersonic flight or 
for complex flows. New attempts to use 
the parameter en are being studied by 

NASA /Langley. The problem is that 
wind tunnel data are biased by wind 
tunnel disturbances and free flight 
results are primarily for simple bodies, 
axisymmetric, with zero gradients. 
Considerable work is being done in this 
field, including ex~ensions of laminar, 
linear stability theory, and attempts to 
evaluate cold wall effects in the lower 
hypersonic region. Still missing are high 
Mach number data with 3-D gradients 
and shock waves. Proposal~ are being 
considered for extended wind tunnel 
tests unde:- the appropriate conditions 
and for flight tests of bodies that might 
include more complex geometries. The 
problem is made even more difficult by 
the lack of knowledge of the disturbance 
field in the stratosphere, which could be 
a factor in triggering transition. 

2.3.1.2 Extent of the Transition Region 

Although it is critica! to determine 
thl! transition point, the condition of the 
boundary layer downstream of that point 
is also important. There is some indi
cation that the transition region between 
fully lamin~r and fully turbulent flow 
gets longer as Mach number increases. 
It is possible, therefore, that a con
siderable region of transitional flow will 
occur over a hypersonic vehicle or in a 
hypersonic inlet. The chamcteristics in 
this region are unknown. It is believed 
to be partially laminar and partially 
turbulent, in a temporal sense, but 
detailed information in this region must 
await solution of the transition point 
problem of sub-sectIOn 2.3.1.1. 

2.3.1.3 Turhulent Boundary Layer 

Somewhere downstream of the tran
sition point, the flow will iJe fully 
t~rbulent. At higher Reynolds number 
conditions, low altitude fl1ght, a 
considerable part of the hypersonic 
vehicle may be turbulent. Depending on 
the trajectory chosen, this turbulent 
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flow could occur under Mach number Slim, comp'ex, three-dimensional
conditions that have not beer exten- bodies with blunt noses and lea.gir'g
sively studied. The effects of high edges provide a specicl problem in real
external Mach number and cold wall, gas effects. Ahhough the blunt nose
with gradients have not been well- solutions are well known, the streamlines
validated for the higher Mach number downstream of the blunt nose carry
regimes, different histories; mixing and recombin-

ation rates depend on local conditions.
A similar problem is experienced in the

2.3.1.4 Test Conditions expansion of the combustion chamber
flows through the nozzle. Although the

It is possible to do considerable chemical kinetics for the blunt nose are
work on items 2.3.1.1 through 2.3.1.3 in well known, not all of the data needed
ground facilities below Mach number 10, for recombination rates for the down-
although the results to date are only stream flows are in hand. These data
preliminary and effects of wind tunnel should be obtainable, however.
conditions on such phenomena as the
transition point have not been fully The effects of real gas kinetics on
explored. The effects of cold walls in boundary layer characteristics are only
3-D complex flows, with the gradients beginning to be explored. The effects
and shock waves that are required for are probably not important below Mach
optimized configurations in this lower number 10, Above 10, surface catalysis
Mach number range, along with inlet and chemical reactions in the boundary
studies, can be studied, but have not. layer flow, wiih cold waiis, could alCCL -.

boundary layer characteristics and the
These same problems at high Mach transition point and transition region.

numbers are critical issues because Studies are only in their elementary
facilities are limited, and all of the phase and some reasonable solutions for
parameters for boundary layer validation the boundary layer characteristics will
must be applied, including wind tunnel be required before the addition of real
disturbance effects (now including gas effects can be attempted in detail.
entropy and constituent effects), wall
cooling and catalysis, and wall rough-
ness. 2.3.3 Real Gas Effects in Complex Flows

Inlets, bodies, fins, and wings, and
2.3.2 Real Gas Effects their interactions, cause A combination

of viscous effects, shock; waves, and
Blunt body flows have been calcula- strong gradients with real gas effects.

tod and validated to some considerable These must be understood to give
detail. There is some question of the detailed flowfields, such as for the
results for very high altitudes where the combustor, where the local conditions
constituents of the atmosphere and the and the constitu-.rnts (state of the gas)
local conditions ore not well known, must be known at ech point. Local,
Accurate measurement of the conditions configuration-specific hot spots must be
ahead of the vehicle in flight would identified. Inlets have been tested at
provide an important input into the low Mach number. At high Mach num-

analysis :f the results, and consideiable bers, the inlet tests must be closely
effort is being expended in this area, associated with a well-defined initial
altkough solutions to the problem are flow determined by the details of the
not yet in hand. forebody. The jack of adequate testing

facilities and the complexity of the flow
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flow could occur und~; Mach number 
conditions that have not beer. exten
sively studied. The effects of high 
external Mach number and cold wall, 
with gradients have not been well
validated for the higher Mach number 
regimes. 

2.3.1.4 Test Conditions 

It is possible to do considerable 
work on items 2.3.1.1 througb 2.3.1.3 in 
ground facilities below Mach number la, 
although the results to date are only 
preliminary and effects Of wind tunnel 
conditions on such phenomena as ~he 

transition point have not been fully 
explored. The effects of cold walls in 
3-D complex flows, with the gradients 
and shock waves that are required for 
optimized configurations in this lower 
Mach number range, along with inlet 
studies, <:an be studied, but have nor. 

These same problems at high Mach 
numbers are critical issues because 
facilities are limited, and all of the 
p;!rameters for boundary layer validation 
mllst be applied, including wind tunnel 
disturbance effects (now including 
entropy and constituent effects), wall 
cooling and catalysis, and wall rough
ness. 

2.3.2 Real Gas Effects 

Blunt body flows have been ca\cula
t(~cI and validated to some considerable 
detail. There is some question of the 
results for very high altitlldes where the 
comtituents of the atmosphere and the 
local conditions ~In' not well known. 
Accurate measurement of the conditions 
::lhead of the vehicle in flight wOllld 
provide an irnportallt input into the 
an;dysis Jf the results, and considerable 
effort is being expended in this area, 
aitl:ollgh solutions to ,he problem are 
not yet in hand. 

Slim, cnmp!ex, three-dimensiunal 
bodies whh blunt noses ann If!ac.:irg 
edges provide a speci:: 1 probkm in real 
gas effects. Although the blunt nose 
solution$ are well known, the streamlines 
downstream of ~he blunt nose carry 
different histories; mixing and recombin
ation rates depend on local conditions. 
A similal problem is experienced in the 
expansion of the combustion chamber 
flows through the nozzle. Although the 
chemical kinetics for the blunt nose are 
well known, not all of the data needed 
for recombination rates for the down
streall1 flows are in hand. These d:11a 
should be obtainable, however. 

The effects of real gas kinetics on 
boundary layer characteristics are only 
beginning to be explored. The effects 
are probably not important below Mae;h 
number 10. Above 10, surface catalysis 
and chemical reactions in the boundary 
...... , I." 1 1 rc-layer 1l0W, wlln COlU wallS, l.:QU1U alll:l.:L 

boundary layer characteristics and the 
transition point and transition region. 
Studies are only in their elementary 
phase and some reasonable solutions for 
the boundary layer characteristics will 
be required brfore the addition of rcal 
gas effects can be attempted in detail. 

2.3 .. ~ Real Gas Effects ill Complex Flows 

Inlets, bodies. fin", and wings, and 
their interaction;;, cause :i combination 
of viscous effects, shocl; waves, and 
strong gradients with real gas effects. 
These must be understood to give 
detailed flowfields, such as for the 
combustor, where the local conditions 
and the constitl1;~nts (state of the gas) 
must be known at el'lch point. Local, 
configuration-specific hot spots must be 
identified. Inlets have Leen tested at 
low Mach number. At high Mach num
bers, the inlet tests must be closely 
associated with a well-defined initial 
flow determined by the details of the 
forcbody. The iack of an equate testing 
facilities awl the wmplcxity of the flow 
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snakes this an important problem that the system design and test philosophy of
will require considerable further work, gradual and punctuated buildup described
both for computational validation and for below, an aggressive technology develop-
inlet optimization at high Mach numbers. ment program in controls, sensors, and

information systems is still necessary.

2.4 Control, Guidance, Instrumentation, The uniqueness of vehicle dynamics
and Information Systems and flight control disciplines to hyper-

sonics is sometimes a matter of degree

As with propulsion, aerodynamics, rather than of kind. Control of sideslip,
and materials, further developments in for example, is a ubiquitous general
controls are required for hypersonic problem in aircraft, but the control
flight. Challenges in controls-related precision needed for some hypersonic
areas include vehicle trajectory, con- aircraft configurations can be an order
figuration, and effective dynamics, and of magnitude greater than for other
the related fields of instrumentation and craft. Further, the ways to achieve this
information systems. The Wright Bro- control on a multiply-redundant system
thers, in 1991, realized that approaches basis are, at best, obscure and possibly
to problems in propulsion, structures, beyond the present state of the art.
and aerodynamics were more or less This ancient problem could become a
understood, but that an "inability to design driver at best and a potential
balance and steer still confronts students show stopper at worst.
of the flying problem...[and] when this
ox•,e f'eaturc. has beni wk.-ed outl, the

age of flying machines will have 2.4.1 Physical Factors
arrived ...." Today for hypersonic fight.
we recognize a ho'At of aerodynamic, Hypersonic vehicles will demand
materials, proputsion, etc., problems sophisticated control for the engines,
clearly enough that we can, to some inlet, and guidance and control of the
degree, d&fine and even assess them. aircraft. Subsystems probably will be
But the means to achieve directed ind more complex than even an entire air-
governed propelled hypersonic flight can craft automatic flight control system of
be seen, at best, only dimly. The today. The demands on the information
problem ib how to exert simultaneous processing equipment will be v-ery sig-
control over aErc '.', 'ht path, nificant. This will lead to hierarchical
aerodynamic attitude (local flows at distributed fault-tolerant information
critical locations), and propulsion. All systems. Embedded in these systems will
guidance and control system aspects are be many sensors and effectors at diverse
somewhat critical, bui the, most impor- locations around the aircraft. This, in
tant "missing means" ae probably the turn, will place unique requirements on
fundamental system atchitecture and the subsystems and sensors. All the
control structare, special sensors, aircraft designs will have a large cryo-
effectors, and the information processors genic tank at the center of the fuselage.
that implement the control structure. The many sensors, wires, fiber cables,

and hydraulic lines will have to pass
In this section, we discuss various through these tanks or be routed around

issues central to controlled hypersonic them. Either way, there is a technology
flight: physical factort;, vehicle dynam- issue. At a minimum, the components
ics, vehicle-flight control systems, will have to operate in the environment
sensors, and information systems. peculiar to their location. Some sensors
Although some of the key problems in and effectors together with their con-
these areas can be alleviated by adopting nectors and cabling will be near the
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.nakes this an important JJroblem that 
will r\?quire considerable further work, 
both for computational validation and for 
inlet optimizatior, at high Mach numbers. 

2.4 Control, Guidance, Instrumentation, 
and Information Systems 

As with propulsion, aerodynamics, 
and materials, further developments in 
controls are required for hypersonic 
flight. Challenges in controls-related 
areas include vehicle trajectory, con
figuration, and effective dynamics, and 
the related fields of instrumentation and 
information systen's. The Wright Bro
thers, in 190 I, realized that approaches 
to problems in propulsion, structures, 
3nd aerodynamics were mOre or less 
understood, bUI that an "inability to 
balance and steer still confronts students 
of the flying problem ... [and] when this 
(Jli~ fl2:J.tUff: lld.s been Vv"orked out, the 
age of flyinf, machines will have 
arrived .... " Today for h~;Jjersonic fight, 
we recognilp. a "o';t of aerodynamic, 
materials, propu;Sl(Jn, et<:., problems 
clearly enough that we C~tI1, to some 
degree, d~fine and even assess them. 
But the nleans to acnievt~ directed ;i nd 
governed propelled hYlwrsonic flight can 
be seen, ;H best, only dimly. '1 he 
problem i'; how to exert simllltaneo\ls 
control over aircr.1ft flight p~th, 

aerodyn.1mic attitude (Iocnl flo\,vs at 
critical locations), and propulsion, A!l 
guillance and contrl)1 system aspects are 
somewhat critical, bUl the mo:;t impor
tant "missing means" ale probably the 
fundamental system afl;hitC'cture and 
control Structilre, special srosors, 
effectors, and the inform3tion processors 
that implement the conlrol structllre. 

In this section, we discuss various 
issues central to cOll\wlled hypersonic 
flight: physical factor:;, vehicle dynam-
ics, veh icle-fl igh leon trol systems, 
sensors, and information systems. 
Although some of the key problems in 
these areas can be alleviated by adopting 

the system design and test philosophy of 
gradual and punctuated buildup described 
below, an aggressive technology develop
ment program in controls, sensors, and 
information systems is still necessary. 

The uniqueness of vehicle dynamics 
and flight control uisciplines to hyper
sonics is sometimes a matter of degree 
rather than of kind. Control of sideslip, 
for example, is a ubiquitous general 
problem in aircraft, but the control 
precision needed for some hypersonic 
aircraft configurations can be an order 
of magnitude greater than for other 
craft. Further, the ways to achieve this 
control on a multiply-redundant system 
basis are, at best, obscure and possibly 
beyond the present state of the art. 
This ancient problem could become a 
design driver at best and a potential 
show stopper at worst. 

2.4.1 Physical Factors 

Hypersonic vehicles wiIl demand 
sophisticated control for the engines, 
inlet, and guidance and control of the 
aircraft. Subsystems probably will be 
mOre complex than even an entire air
craft automatic flight control system of 
today. The demands on the information 
processing equipment will be v~ry sig
nificant. This wil! lead to hierarC'hical 
distributed fault-tolerant information 
systems. Embedded in these systems will 
be many sensors and effectors at diverse 
locations around the aircraft. This, in 
tllTO, will place unique requirements on 
the subsystems and sensors. All the 
aircraft designs will have a large cryo
genic tank at the center of the fuselage. 
The many sensors, wires, fiber cables, 
and hydraulic lines will have to pass 
through these tanks or be routed around 
them. Either way, there is a technology 
issllf-:. At a minimum, the components 
will have to operate in the environment 
peculiar to their location. Some sensors 
and effectors together with their con
nectors and cabling will be near the 
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skin, in the engine, and in the cryogenic frequency body bending modes, active
fuel. They must accommodate large control of body bending will be needed.
temperature gradients while guaranteeing This will require a set of sensors
electrical, optical, and hydraulic distributed around the body at particular
integrity. If routed near the aircraft locations selected to expedite control.
subskin, they must withstand the very Just as the cables may be exposed to
high temperatures expected in that area, very high temperatures, so will these
yet exposure to cryogenic temperature sensors.
will be a challenge to hydraulics, if
used. Most accelerometers and rate gyros

available for such applications are
Typical maximum operating temper- limited to approximately 85' C maximum

ature for today's fiber cables is 75-85° temperature. Piezo-electric accelero-
C. New fiber for aircraft applications meters are available that can operate up
to 2000 C is being tested. Beyond 2000 to around 2500 C. Clearly, either cool--
C, current organic jacket material be- ing must be provided or a new family of
comes inapp-opriate. Questions concern- high temperature body motion sensors
ing the eptical properties of specific will be needed. The problem is even
fiber types exist for very high temper- more complex because the body bending
atures. The waveguide itself is made of parameters could be a function of tern-
fused silica, the material used in space perature. In a normal situation, when a
shuttle windows. However, without a sensor cannot be properly placed, a
protective Jacket, this fiber i; bubj;ct to model of the structure can be used to
serious mechanical and chemical damage, estimate the signal that would be
particularly in the vibratory environment obtained from properly located sensors.
likely in a hypersonic vehicle. Two This is not a preferred solution. Where
program paths are needed to minimize bending parameters are temperature-
risks. One is a technology program dependent, it is even less desirable since
focused on the thermal capabilities of the model required here will be even
sensors, cables, and connectors and the more complex. This will place consid-
other is careful attention to the details erable robustness demands on the control
of the thermal environment to which system.
this type of equipment will be subjected.

Almost all modern aircraft use
Hypersonic vehicles with their very hydraulics to provide the necessary

high temperature will present an unusual forces for control. Hypersonic aircraft
requirement on control system sensors. likewise will need high bandwidth, high
Even in conventional vehicles, it is a strength controls. Either hydraulics or
challenge to be able to locate the sen- newer technology high strength elec-
sors involved in rtabilization of flexible trical actuators will be required. Either
body modes at useful locaitions. Nodes way, high pressure hydraulics (or elec-
and antinodes are sometimes preferred trical power cables) must be either
by the flight control system designer, routed under the skin where they will
but such locations may be counter- suffer a totally new environment due to
indicated by other demands. This prob- the high temperatures that could be
lem will be compounded by the likely encountered or passed through or near
significant variation in mass distributron the cryogenic tanks. A key factor will
as fuel is consumed. IDecause these be the chemical stability of the hydraul-
vehicles will usually exhibit both lateral ic fluid which limits its lubrication
and longitudinal instabilities (requiring a properties. Carburization and viscosity
high-bandwidth controller to correct) losses usually limit petroleum-based
kind also are projected to have low fluids to applications around 200' C.
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skin, in the engine, and in the cryogenic 
fuel. They must accommodate large 
temperature gradients while guaranteeing 
electrical, optical, and hydraulic 
integrity. If routed near the aircraft 
subskin, they must withstand the very 
high temperatures expected in that area, 
yet exposure to cryogenic temperature 
will be a challenge to hydraulics, if 
used. 

Typical maximum operating temper
ature for today's fiber cables is 75-85° 
C. New fiber for aircraft applications 
to :,WO° C is being tested. Beyond 2000 

C, current organic jacket material be
comes inapp~opriate. Questions concern
ing the cptical properties of specific 
fiber types exist for ve;·y high temper
atures. The waveguide itself is made of 
fused silica, the material used in space 
shuttle windows. Ho'Wever. without a 
protective j3cket, this fiber is subject to 
serious mechanical and chemical damage, 
particu13rly in the vibratory environment 
likely in a hypersonic vehicle. Two 
program paths are needed to minimize 
risks. One is a technology program 
focused on the thermal capabilities of 
sensors, cables, and connectors and the 
other is careful attention to the details 
of the thermal environment to which 
this type of equipment will be subjected. 

Hypersonic vehicles with their very 
high temperature will present an unusual 
requirement on ~ontrol system senSQrs. 
Even in conventionJI vehicles, it is a 
challenge to be able to locate the sen
sors involved in :tabilization of flexible 
body modes at useful loc;nic,ns. Nodes 
and antinodes are someti mE'S preferred 
by the flight eotHral system de~igner, 

but such locatioI15 may be countef
indicated by other de.manris This prob
lem will be compounded by the likely 
significant variation in mass distribut:on 
as fuel is consumed. Because th"se 
vehicles will usu:llly exhibit both lateral 
and longitudinal instabilities (requiring a 
high-bandwidth controller to c()rn~ct) 

<llId also are projected to hav\! low 
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frequency body bending modes, active 
control of body bending will be needed. 
This will require a set of sensors 
distributed around the body at particular 
locations selected to expedite control. 
Just as the cables may be exposed to 
very high temperatures, so will these 
sensors. 

Most accelerometers and rate gyros 
available for such applications are 
limited to approximately 8Y C maximum 
temperature. Piezo-electric accelero
meters are available that can operate up 
to around 2500 C. Clearly, either cool·· 
ing must be provided or a new family of 
high temperature body motion sensors 
will be needed. The problem is even 
more complex because the body bending 
parameters could be a function of tem
perature. In a normal situation, when a 
sensor cannot be properly placed, a 
mode! of the strurhlre c~n be m;ed to 
estimate the signal that would be 
obtained from properly located sensors. 
This is not a preferred solution. Where 
bending paranleters are temperature
dependent, it is even less desirable since 
the model required here will be even 
more complex. This will place consid
erable robustness demands on the control 
system. 

Almost all modern aircraft use 
hydraulics to provide the necessary 
forces for control. Hypersonic aircraft 
likewise will need high bandwidth, high 
strength controls. Either hydraulics or 
newer technology high strength elec
trical actuators will be required. Either 
way, high pressure hydraulics (or elec
trical power cables) must be either 
routed under the skin where they will 
suffer a totally new environment due to 
the high temperatures that could be 
ellcountered or passed through or near 
the cryogenic tanks. A key factor will 
be the chemical stability of the hydraul
ic fluid which limits its lubrication 
properties. Carburization and viscosi ty 
losses llsually limit petroleum-based 
fluids l~'" applications around 2000 C. 
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Synthetic emulsions may work up to thrust asymmetries, during maneuvers,
approximately 400' C. Fluids would etc., in the supersonic and hypersonic
need fire retarding capability in the reginies is a critical problem in almost
event of a leak. Servo valves present all its aspects - control power and
additional problems due to magnetic effectiveness, sensing, and actuation.
degradation. Their performance in most Precise sideslip control is needed in
cases begins to be affected at about essentially all hypersonic designs.
200' C. Again, this important technol-
ogy development issue must not be
overlooked and the design must consider 2.4.2.2 Integrated Propulsion/Flight
protection of this type of equipment Control and Guidance
also.

Speed control is sometimes essential
to the trajectory adjustment control for

2.4.2 Vehicle Dynamics and Controls hypersonic vehicles. Ramjet and scram-
jet engines have some unknown dynamic

2.4.2.1 "Aerodynamic-Attitude" (Angle of features that can seriously affect a
Attack and Sideslip) Control tightly integrated propulsion/flight

control system. Thus, the very feasibil-
Projected hypersonic "aircraft" are ity of speed control may be questionable.

basically engines with attachments. The Even without speed control, ways to
local flow directions at key locations cope with unstart, minimizing thrust
near the engines are central to engine asymmetries (e.g., through center of
operation. The basic airplane pcrfor-. gravity control, offsetting effectors,
mance is extremely sensitive to the etc.) are not certain.
angle of attack and sideslip. On large
vehicles, the lower frequency structura!
and slosh modes may be significant 2.4.2.3 Aerothermoelastic and Slosh
contributors to the local effective angle Mode Characteristics and Control
of attack and sideslip as seen by the
engine. The nature of the structural dynamic

and slosh mode characteristics, how
It follows from this litany that the these are affected by temperature, and

establishment and maintenance of the the implications for structural and slosh
local angle of attack and sideslip within mode control are a fiistrmagnitud•e-
very narrow bounds by the inner loops problem, especially for manned vehicles.
of the attitude control/structural mode
control system(s) are an enabling, lim- Because flight control systems have
iting, and driving technical requirement. been required to cope with structural
This amounts to precision control of the and slosh modes for many years there is
vehicle as an engine mount! The precise a tendency to treat this as a problem
requirements are a bit obscure, but angle that will yield to available flight control
of attack established and held to 0.1 technology. Things will be different
degree even whi!e maneuvering is sup- with hypersonic aircraft. In the past,
portable for some proposed configur- most flight control systems have relied
ations. .Just how this is to be done as on proper sensor placements and sup-
part of the flight control system (which pression of the 3ower frequency struc-
simultaneously controls the flight path tural and slosh modes picked up by the
vector) is a question of the first order. sensors using notch or low-pass filters.

For large flexible vehicles that are
The maintenance of near-zero aero- flown statically unstable to maximize

dynamic sideslip in the presence of performance, and for which active con-
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Synthetic emulsions may work up to 
approximately 4000 C. Fluids would 
need fire retarding capability in the 
event of a leak. Servo valves present 
additional problems due to magnetic 
degradation. Their performance in most 
cases begins to be affected at about 
200 0 C. Again, this important tec!1nol
og)' development issue mllst not be 
overlooked and the design must consider 
protection of this type of equipment 
also. 

2.4.2 Vehicle Dynamics and Controls 

2.4.2.1 "Aerodynamic-Attitude" (Angle of 
Attack and Sideslip) Control 

Projected hypersonic "aircraft" are 
basically engines with attachments. The 
local flow directions at key locations 
near the engines are central to engine 
operation. The basic airplane perfor·· 
mance is extremely sensitive to the 
angle of attack and sideslip. On large 
vehicles, the lower frequency structural 
and slosh modes may be significant 
contributors to the local effective angle 
of attack anG sideslip as seen by the 
engine. 

It follows from this litany that the 
establishment and maintenance of the 
local angle of attack and sideslip within 
very narrow bounds by the inner loops 
of the attitude contro\jstructural mode 
control system(s) are an enabling, lim
iting, and driving technical requirement. 
This amounts to precision control of the 
vehicle as an e'lgine mount! The precise 
requirements are a bit obscure, hut angle 
of attack established and held to 0.1 
degree even while maneuvering is sup
portable for some proposed configl!r
ations. Just how this is to be done as 
part of the flight control system (which 
simultaneously controls the flight path 
vector) is a question of the first order. 

The maintenance of near-ze!"o aero
dYl1Jmic sideslip in the presence of 

thrust asymmetries, during maneuvers, 
etc., in the supersonic and hypersonic 
reginles is a critical problem in almost 
all its aspects - control power and 
effectiveness, sensing, and actuation. 
Precise sideslip control is needed 10 

essentially all hypersonic designs. 

2.4.2.2 Integrated Propulsion/Flight 
Control and Guidance 

Speed control is sometimes essential 
to the trajectory adjustment control for 
hypersonic vehicles. Ramjet and SCram
jet engines have some unknown dynamic 
features that can seriously affect a 
tightly integrated propulsion/flight 
control system. Thus, the very feasibil
ity of speed control may be questionable. 
Even without speed control, ways to 
cope with unstart, minimizing thrust 
asymmetries (e.g., through center of 
gravity contrOl, offsetting effectors, 
etc.) are not certain. 

2.4.2.3 Aerothermoelastic and Slosh 
Mode Characteristics and Control 

The nature of the structural dynamic 
and slosh mode characteristics, how 
these are affected by temperature, and 
the implications for structurr.l and slosh 
mode controi are a fil ~i magnitude 
problem, espe!;;ially for manned vehicles. 

Because flight control systems have 
been required to cope with structural 
and slosh modes for many years there is 
a tendency to treat this as a problem 
that will yield to available flight control 
technology. Things will be different 
with hypersonic ain.;raft. In the past, 
most flight control systems have relied 
on proper sensor placements and sup
pression of the ~ower frequency struc
tural and slosh modes picked up by the 
sensors using notch or low-pass filters. 
For large flexible vehicles that are 
flown statically unstable to maximize 
performance, and for which active coo-
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trol of the lower frequency structural cooling and engine flows is essential,
modes is needed for structural system with even closer integration of other
optimization, the traditional approaches engine and thermal variables being a
will no longer apply. Active control of likely requirement.
the instability and of lower frequency
structural/slosh modes will demand very Since these vehicles will be so
large controller bandwidth. Lags critically dependent on controls, it is
appropriate for traditional "gain-stabil- important to consider some issues relat-
ized" structural mode filters are ing to control system integrity. While
inconsistent with the controller band- highly reliable fly-by-wire control sys-
wNidth needs and cannot be tolerated by tems are now standard, the level of
the control system. Even if they were, integration of flight, aerothermoelastic,
such lags would also lead to piloting thermal, and propulsion controls required
difficulties and poor flying qualities, here poses a significant new dimension
(For example, relatively large effective to the problem. Control system archi-
time delays, partially due to structural tectures for these vehicles will be driven
mode filters, played a major role in the by the simultaneous requirements for
ALT 5 Shuttle PlO.) The net result for tight local control of high frequency
structural/slosh mode control is that the phenomena and coordinated action across
system may have to be "phase stabilized" the entire system to assure appropriate
in such a way that the net effective control integration. Hence the need for
vehicle dynamics are appropriate for distributed hierarchical systems with life
piloted control. This has never been critical integrity. The basic principles
done for manually controlled aircraft- for such systems are not establishid,
existing specifications don't even permit proven architectures are not available,
it to be tried! Thus, the problem is and only rudimentary design, evaluation,
completely different in both kind and and validation tools are in place.
degree from what one would casually
expect as an extrapolation of existing As one would expect in the interdis-
technology, ciplinary arena of controls/aerodynam-

ics/propulsion/thermal/structural dynam-
ics interactions, the quantitative dimen-

2.4.2.4 Engine/Inlets/Diffuser, etc., sions of many facets of these problems
Control will be configuration specific. The

problems th-emselves, however, arc gen-
The vehicle-flight and propulsion eral, and the fundamental control system

system controls have been mentioned architectures available to solve them are
above as a major overall integration relatively limited. For example, one can
problem. And even in cases where the list perhaps a dozen specific overall
engine can be looked at as an entity vehicle dynamic phenomena stemming
that is somewhat separate from the from interacting aerodynamic, structural.,
vehicle, the maintenance of reasonable and propulsion sources that must be off-
operating conditions by the engine set or corrected by the controls in some
control system will not yield to a simple flight regimes. These phenomena then
extrapolation of existing technology, and define the fundamental control system
perhaps not even of existing control architectural possibilities as well as the
concepts. key sensing and effecting means. Yet,

as we have noted, the definition, feasi-
For example, while the control of bility, and detailed consideration of

thermal states throughout the vehicle is technology needs pertinent to these
difficult, within the engine it is awe- architectural possibilities, associated
inspiring! Close coordination of thermal sensing and effecting means, etc., appear
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------
tro! of the lower frequency structural 
modes is needed for structural system 
opt imization, the traditional approaches 
will no longer apply. Active control of 
the instability and of lower frequency 
structural/slosh modes will demand very 
large controller bandwidth. Lags 
appropl iate for traditional "gain-stabil
ized" structural mode filters are 
inconsistent with the controller band
WIdth needs and cannot be tolerated by 
the control system. Even if they w~re, 
such lags would also lead to piloting 
difficulties and poor flying Qualities. 
(For example, relatively large effective 
time delays, partially due to structural 
mode filters, played a major role in the 
AL T 5 Shuttle PIO.) The net result for 
structural/slosh mode control is that the 
system may have to be "phase stabilized" 
in such a way that the net effective 
vehicle dynamics are appropriate for 
piloted control. This has never been 
done for manually controiied aircrafI
existing specifications don't even permit 
it to be tried! Thus, the problem is 
completely different in both kind and 
deg:'ee from what one would casually 
expect as an extrapolation of existing 
technology. 

2.4.2.4 Engine/Inlets/Diffuser, etc., 
Control 

The vehicle-flight and propulsion 
system comrols have been mentioned 
above as a major overall integration 
problem. And even ill cases where the 
engine can be looked at as an entity 
that is somewhat separate fronl the 
vehicle, the maintenance of reasonable 
operating conditions by the engine 
control system will not yield to a simple 
extrapolation of existing technology, and 
perhaps not even of existing control 
concepts. 

For example, while the control of 
thermal states throughout the vehide is 
difficult, within the engine it is awe
inspiring! Close coordination of thermal 

cooling and engine flows is essential, 
with even closer integration of other 
engine and thermal variables being a 
likely requirement. 

Since these vehicles will be so 
critically dependent on controls. it is 
important to consider some issues relat
ing to control system integrity. While 
highly reliable fly-by-wire control sys
tems are now standard, the level of 
integration of flight, aerothermoelastic, 
thermal, and propulsion controls required 
here poses a significant new dimension 
to the problem. Control system archi
tectures for these vehicles will be driven 
by the simultaneous requirements fOi 
tight local control of high frequency 
phenomena and coordinated action across 
the entire system to assure appropriate 
control integration. Hence the need for 
distributed hierarchical systems with life 
critical integrity. The basic principles 
fur ~uch sysiems are not establiShed, 
pmven architectures are not available, 
and only rUdimentary design, evaluation, 
and validation tools are in place. 

As one would expect in the interdis
ciplinary arena of controls/aerodynam
ics/propulsion/thermaljstructural dynam
ics interactions, the Quantitative dimen
sions of many facets of these problems 
will be configuration specific. The 
pioblcms themselves, hC\I/ever, 3rc {;en
eral, and the fundamental control system 
architectures available to solve them are 
relatively limited. For example, one can 
list perhaps a dozen specific overall 
vehicle dynamic phenomena stemming 
from interacting aerodynamic, structural, 
and propulsion sources that must be off
set or corrected by the controls in some 
flight regimes. These phenomena then 
define the fundamental (,I)ntrol system 
architectural possibilities as well as the 
key sensing and effecting means. Yet, 
as we have noted, the definition, ieasi
bility, and detailed consideration of 
technology needs pertinent to these 
architectural possibilities, associated 
sensing and effecting means, etc., appear 
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to have received insufficient attention, the skin with wiring is a severe
challenge. We have a long way to go in
the sensor area and an ambitious R&D

2.4.3 Sensors program will be needed in this area also.

Hypersonic vehicles place new
requirements on sensors required for 2.4.4 Information System Requirements
feedback control. In addition to the
thermal requirements outlined above, For one hypersonic vehicle concept,
entirely new classes of sensors are three airframe and engine contractors
needed. The aircraft is, in effect, a have made preliminary projections of
flying inlet and outlet for the engine, throughput for the onboard information
Control of the flow is essential. This system that range up to 25-50 million
will require air data, pressure, and local instructions per second (MIPS). A reli-
flow sensing on a scale never before ability requirement in the 10-7 to 10-9

required. Unfortunately, such sensors do failures per hour range is likely to be
not exist. Probably the finest aero- necessary. Whereas the reliability
dynamic data sensing system yet tested requirement can be met with today's
was the "Q Ball", a servo-driven technology, obtaining the necessary
spherical nose installation on the X-15. throughput at that reliability in an
It delivered angle of attack, side-slip, aircraft-qualified installation is a
dynamic pressure, etc., over a very wide considerable technical challenge. Figure
range of conditions - up to a maximum 2-2 indicames how well sulle cuiieei

q of 2,200 psf (at about Mach number 5) systems can do. While some programs
and worked well up to a maximum are aimed at very high throughputs, such
achieved Mach number of 6.7 (at a q of as DARPA's strategic computing initia-
about 780 psf). The Shuttle Entry Air tive, very little work has been done to
Data System (SEADS) has been operated provide that level of computing capabil-
on one flight up to Mach number 27 but ity at the reliabilities necessary for this
at very low density. When used as basic application. A system of this capability
sensors for high bandwidth flight con- that can also grow by accretion of
trol, these sensors normally will have to functions and equipment will have to be
be multi-redundant. Even worse, heat designed in parallel with the aircraft to
tzamlsl'.: •[tes w ill increase as .LdIng th-u -- c m - -stem ar•ite..

edge radius decreases. Considering the ture can be built into the aircraft.
shapes of projected hypersonic vehicles, Obviously, it will be necessary to
a compound problem of very high tern- develop the technology in time to do
ocrature and no room for equipment this. If a phased test program is
such as the "Q ball" will further employed, full availability of this system
complicate the sensor problem even can be deferred. Its basic design,
before redundancy is considered. however, and laboratory proof of its

viability must be established in time to
Measurements of mass flow, density, make a commitment for defined hyper-

and three-dimensional velocity are sonic vehicle programs.
needed at very high data rates. Species
(HO, 0, Oil, etc) measurements using
various experimental techniques. may be 2.4.5 System Design Philosophy
fruitful in these areas, but are yet to be
proven in ground tests, much less on The uncertainties in the vehicle and
board. Even temperature sensing is a propulsion system dynamics constitute a
problem. Thermocouples are useful up significant, perhaps even a governing,
to perhaps 1700' C, but installation on challenge for the development of hyper-
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to have received insufficient attention. 

2.4.3 Sensors 

Hypersonic vehicles place new 
requirements on sensors required for 
feedback control. In addition to the 
thermal requirements outlined above, 
entirely new classes of sensors are 
needed. The aircraft is, in effect, a 
flying inlet and outlet for the engine. 
Control of the flow is essential. This 
will require air data, pressure, and local 
flow sensing on a scale never before 
re:quired. Unfortunately, such sensors do 
not exist. Probably the finest aero
dynamic da!a sensing system yet tested 
was the "Q Ball", a servo-driven 
spherical nose installation on the X-IS. 
H delivered angle of attack, side-slip, 
dynamic pressur~, etc., over a very wide 
range of conditions - tiP to a maximum 
q of 2,200 psf (at about Mach number 5) 
and worked well up to a maximum 
achieved Mach number of 6.7 (at a q of 
about 780 psf). The Shuttle Entry Air 
Data System (SEA OS) has been operated 
on one flight up to Mach number 27 but 
at very low density. When used as basic 
sensors for high bandwidth flight con
trol, these sensors normally will have to 
he multi-redundant. Even worse, heat 
il [t1J~f";1 1 ates will increaSe as h~ading 
edge radius decreases. Considering the 
shapes of prO.iected hypersonic vehicles, 
a compound prohlem of very high tem
uerature and no ~00m for equipme:lt 
such as the "Q ball" will further 
complicate the sensor problem even 
before redundancy is considered. 

Measurements of mass flow, density, 
and three-dimensional velocity are 
needed at very high data rates. Species 
(H 20, 0, 011, etc) measurements using 
various experimental techniques may be 
fruitful in these areas, but are yet to be 
proven in ground tests, much less on 
board. Even temperatun~ sensing is a 
problem. Thermocouples are useful up 
to perhaps 1700° C, but installation on 

the skin with wmng is a severe 
challenge. We have a long way to go in 
the sensor area ana an ambitious R&D 
program will be needed in this area also. 

2.4.4 Information System Requirements 

For one hypersonic vehicle concept, 
three airframe and engine contractors 
have made preliminary projections of 
throughput for the onboard information 
system that range up to 25-50 million 
instructions per second (MIPS). A reli
ability requirement in the 10-7 to 10-9 

failures per hour range is likely to be 
necessary. Whereas the reliability 
requirement can be met with today's 
technology, obtaining the necessary 
throughput at that reliability in an 
aircraft-qualified installation is a 
considerable technical challenge. Figure 
2-2 indicales huw wei1 sume ~Ull tiit 

systems can do. While some programs 
are aimed at very high throughputs, such 
as DARPA's strategic computing initia
tive, very little work has been done to 
provide that level of computing capabil
ity at the rcliabilities necessary for this 
application. A system of this capability 
that can also grow by accretion of 
functions and equipment will have to be 
designed in parallel with the aircraft to 
............... _'" .l..ro.~ _,.,.~ ..... t",...,.._., ~,.,rot.n...,..." ". .. ,...)...;t.o,.._ 
a';)')Ul \,.t utat. 1.1\... ..... """.),,&] 'oJJ"""'.... u.a ""IU"' .... ~ 

ture can be built into the aircraft. 
Obviously, it will be necessary to 
develop the technology in time to do 
this. If a phased test program is 
employed, full availability of this system 
can be deferred. Its basic design, 
however. and laboratory proof of its 
viability must J.>e establishp.d in time to 
mak~ a commitment for defined hyper
sonic vehicle programs. 

2.4.5 System Design Philosophy 

The uncertainties in the vehicle and 
propulsion system dynamics constitute a 
significant, perhaps even a governing, 
challenge for the development of hYDer-
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sonic vehicle control systems. These needed. They would be added with good
lead to a requirement for a very robust knowledge of the vehicie parameters and
control system and perhaps sophisticated dynamics from previous flight tests.
outer loop guidance capability. Through This would reduce the need for overly
careful planning, including early deci- robust control systems that will be a
sions in the areas of systems architec- challenging technical problem and should
ture and on some of the subsystem simplify the controls requirements for
physical factors, we believe some of the the vehicle. If during any flight, a
demands in these areas can be amelio- parameter, such as a temperature limit,
rated by the exploitation of a carefully was reached, the flight speed would be
phased flight test program, The full-up reduced and perhaps that particular test
controls capability will not be necessary terminated until a full understanding of
during early flight test in a program why the limit was exceeded was obtained
that slowly evolves toward hypersonic and the control law modified. This
speeds, the full-up controls capability punctuated buildup and elaboration of
could evolve slowly during the flight controls consonant with an orderly
test program. phased flight test program leads to a

full capability that probably will not be
Most important among the attributes as elaborate as would have to be

required for this approach is a control planned for if, the full capability was to
configuration which is at first as simple be installed in the vehicle from the
as possible but that can grow by accre- beginning of the flight test program.
tion as the incremental test program This advantage will have to be carefully
proceeds. The most significant implica- balanced against the implications of cost
tion of this is for the digital informa- and schedules to the test program should
tior, systems architecture. From the a problem arise that requires significant
very beginning, it must provide the redesign and validation of the control
necessary levels of safety, fault toler- system.
ance, and reliability. But it must also
be able to evolve into a much larger
system without rewiring the aircraft, 2.5 Materials for Hypersonic Vehicles
making any significant physical changes,
or reworking the software. This means 2.5.1 Introduction
the system architecture must from the
start be designed to be expandable while Structures for hypersonic vehicles
simultaneously oroviding the necessary must be lightweight, high-temperature
levels of reliability. When such a resistant, inspectable, durable, and
system is in place, it can be used for reliable. These requirements demand
fundamental flight control purposes at materials and concepts for structural
the beginining and then evolve toward a design of hypersonic vehicles that are
fully integrated engine, airflow, struc- still in the emerging technology phase of
ture control system. In the early stages development. Since different portions of
of the flight program, for example, the vehicle will encounter different
nominal trajectories and minimally pressures and atmospheric and temper-
compensated inner loop control functions ature regimes, depending on the vehicle
would be used. More elaborate compen- configuration and on the trajectory
sation and optimal control ann guidance flown, we must consider a wide variation
laws would follow when needed. As the of potential structural concepts. These
program begins to reach the middle will be influenced by mission require-
velocities where auxiliary constraints ments, desired performance, and the
such as temperatures become important, required payload.
additional control loops will be added as
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sonic vehicle control systems. These 
lead to a requirement for a vcry robust 
control system and perhaps sophisticated 
outer loop guidance capability. Through 
careful planning, including early deci
sions in the areas of systems architec
ture and on some of the subsystem 
physical factors, we believe some of the 
demands in these areas can be amelio
rated by the exploitation of a carefully 
phased flight test program, The full-up 
controls capability will not be necessary 
during early flight test in a program 
that slowly evoives toward hypersonic 
speeds, the full-up controls capability 
could evolve slowly during the flight 
test program. 

Most important among the attributes 
required for this approach is a control 
configuration which is at first as simple 
as possible but that can grow by accre
tion as the incremental test program 
prcceeds. 1 he most :;igl~ificaiit implica
tion of this is for the digital informa
tior. sy~tems architecture. From the 
very beginning, it must provlde the 
necessary levels of safety, fault toler
ance, and reliability. But it must also 
be able to evolve into a much larger 
system without rewiring the air~raft, 
making any significant physical changes, 
or reworking the software. This means 
the system architecture must from the 
start be designed to be expandable while 
simultaneously providing the necessary 
levels of reliability. When such a 
system is in place, it can be used for 
fundamental flight control purposes at 
the begi!1ning and then evolve toward a 
fuliy integrated engine, airflow, struc
ture control system. In the early stages 
of the flight program, for example, 
nominal trajectories and minimally 
compensated inner loop control functions 
would be used. More elaborate compen
sation and optimal control anu guidance 
laws would follow when needed. As the 
program begins to reach the middle 
velocities where auxiliary constraints 
such as temperatures become important, 
additional control loops will be added as 
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needed. They would be added with good 
knowledge of the vehicie parameters a.nd 
dynamics from previous flight tests. 
This would reduce the need for overly 
robust control systems that will be a 
challenging technical problem and should 
simplify the controls requirements for 
the vehicle. If during any flight, a 
parameter, such as a temperature limit, 
was reached. the flight speed wouid be 
reduced and perhaps that particular test 
terminated until a full understanding of 
why the limit was exceeded was obtained 
and the control law modified. This 
punctuated buildup and eiaboration of 
controls consonant with an orderly 
phased flight test program leads to a 
full capability that probably wilI not be 
as elaborate as would have to be 
planned for if, the full capability was to 
be installed in the vehicle from the 
beginning of the flight test program. 
This advantage will have to he carefully 
balanced against tnc implications of cost 
and schedules to the test program should 
a problem arise that requires significant 
redesign and validation of the control 
system. 

2.5 Materials for Hypersonic Vehides 

2.5.1 Introduction 

Structures for hypersonic vehiCles 
must be lightweight, high-temperature 
resistant, inspectable, durable, and 
reliable. These requirements demand 
materials and concepts for structural 
design of hypersonic vehicles that are 
still in the emerging technology phase of 
development. Since different portions of 
the vehicle wilI encounter different 
pressures and atmospheric and temper
ature regimes, depending on the vehicle 
configuration and on the trajectory 
flown, we must consider a wide variation 
of potential structural concepts. These 
will be influenced by mission require
ments, desired performance, and the 
required payload. 
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Many considerations affect materials At high altitude, atmospheric oxygen
choices for hypersonic vehicles. Some begins to dissociate above Mach number
of the more obvious: load-temperature- 7, with both oxygen and nitrogen almost
time cycle, vehicle reusability require- fully dissociated above about Mach num-
ments, interior environment require- ber 15, and io-nization above about Mach
ments, and the type of fuel and pro- number 20. These real gas effects at
pulsion system chosen. Materials- the stagnation regions will require
related factors that affect the lifetime coatings to protect against oxidation, to
of the structural elements are: form high emittance surfaces to lower

surface temperatures, and to protect
"* resistance to chemical attack against erosion.
"* oxidation and corrosion resistance
"* chemical stability as affected by Many factors will determine which

alloy depletion at the surface and by materials are best for the various
diffusion at elevated temperatures structural elements of a hypersonic

* interphase stability at high temper- vehicle. In briefings to this committee
atures between fibers and matrix, on vehicle concepts and configurations,
between coatings and contacted large portions of the vehicle structure
phases, etc. were described as stiffness critical,

"* metallurgical stability, i.e., grain other areas were judged to be buckling
growth, over-aging, or precipitation or crippling critical, other areas strength
during use and in thermal cycling critical. Some areas were designed by

"• creep fracture toughness considerations, ther-
"• high futig~uc tcs;stance mal fatigue, creep, etc. in examining
"• low crack propagation rates, and these requirements, it becomes evident
"• designs that are inspectable, that a great deal of materials testing

refurbishable, and damage tolerant, will be required to create an adequate
materials properties data base. Many

Temperature regimes range from materials of interest are anisotropie and
cryogenic temperatures (-268' C) for process dependent; these factors compli-
fuel containment up to 1100-2200' C for cate and expand the amount of testing
leading edges, control surfaces, and needed to develop a reliable data base.
stagnation points. Also, dynamic Finally, many of these properties must
pressures up to 2000 psf may be exper- be obtained for temperatures from -268'

os s, ng,\, ti~. n. C to 22000 C.
.... r posing -,-ry str"'-en, require-22 0

nients on both structural concepts and
materials choices. For example, the The committee was briefed by the
wing leading edge is one of the most Air Force, NASA Langley personnel, and
critical design areas because of' !he the airframe and propulsion contractor
severity of the aerothermal environment, teams on the NASP program concerning
We must overcome such problems as material choices and the status of their
localized heating, thermal gradients, developments. Centralization of the
connection to the airframe structure, Materials Technology Maturation Program
aerodynamic loads, thermal stresses and according to the type of' materials under
distortions, and interface heating. A consideration is an important correct
number of leading edge concepts exist step to obtain the required data in a
such ns radiatively-cooled, heat-pipe cost-effectixe and expeditious manner.
cooled, and actively cooled designs. It is important to realize that getting
Similar considerations apply to nose caps property data meaningful for design
and control surfaces as well as to the requires material specimens in the proper
fuselage. size, thickness, and finish that have

been processed with a well-defined ped-
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Many considerations affect materials 
choic('s for hypersonic vehicles. Some 
~)f the more obvious: load-tclllperature
time cycle, vehicle reusability require
ments, interior environment require
ments, and the type of fuel and pro
pulsion system chos!!n. Materials
related factors that affect the lifetime 
of the structural clements are: 

• resistance to chemical attacK 
• oxidation and corrosion resistance 
• chemical stability as affected by 

alIoy depletion at the surface and by 
diffusion at clevat~d temperatures 

• interphase stability ~t high temper
atures between fibers and matrix, 
between coatings and contacted 
phases, etc. 

• metallurgical stability, I.e., grain 
growth, over-aging, or precipitation 
during usc and in thermal cycling 

• Creep 
• high raligut' I \:SiSi.lil(t~ 

• low cr3cl\. propagation rates, and 
• designs that are inspectable, 

refurbishablc, and damage tolerant. 

Temperature regimes range from 
cryogenic temper3tures (-268 0 C) for 
fuel cont,linment up to 1100-22000 C for 
k3ding edges, control surfaces, and 
SI:1gnalion points. Also, dynamic 
pressures up to 2000 psI' may be expcr
icncrd~ posing vcry stringent require
mC'nts on both structural concepts and 
materials choices. for example, the 
wing leading edge is one of the most 
critic:lI design areas because of !he 
severity of the aerothermal cp.vironment. 
We must overcome such problems as 
localized heating. thermal gradients, 
connection to the airframe structure, 
aC'fodynamic loads, thermal stresses and 
distortions, and interface heating. A 
fwmber of Il'ading edge concepts exist 
sllch ::s radiatively-cooled, heat-pipe 
cooled, and activdy cooled designs. 
Similar considerations apply to nose caps 
and control surfaces as weJl as to the 
fuselage. 

At high altitude, atmos.pheric oxygen 
begins to dissociate above Mach number 
7, with both oxygen and nitrogen almost 
fully dissociated above about Mach num
ber 15, and iOi1ization above about Mach 
number 20. These real gas effects at 
the stagnation regions will require 
coatings to protect against oxidation, to 
form high emittance surfaces to lower 
surface temperatures, and tG protect 
against erosion. 

Many factors will determine which 
materials are best for the various 
structural clements of a hypersonic 
vehicle. In briefings to this committee 
on vehicle concepts anci configurations, 
large portions of the vehicle structure 
were described as stiffness critical, 
other areas were judged to be buckling 
Or crippling critical, other areas strength 
critical. Some areas were designed by 
fracture toughness considerations, ther
nial f3tlgUC, creep .. etc. In exanlining 
these requirements, it becomes evident 
that a great deal of materials testing 
will be required to creale an adequate 
materials properties data base. Many 
materials of interest are anisotropic and 
process dependent; these factors comp\!
cate and expand the amount of testing 
needed to develop a reliable data base. 
Finally, many of these properties must 
be obtained for temperatures from -268° 
C to 2200° C. 

The committee was briefed by the 
Air Force, NASA Langley personnel, and 
the airf;-ame and propulsion contractor 
teams On the NASP program concerning 
material choices and the status of their 
developments. Centralization of the 
Materials Technology Maturation Prugram 
according to the type of materials under 
consideration is an important CGrtect 
step to ohtain the n'quireLi data in a 
cost-effccti\e and expeditious m~nner. 

It is importalll to realize that getting 
property data meaningful for design 
requires material specimens in the proper 
size, thickness, and finish that have 
been processed with a weI I-defined pcd-
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igree. Most of the available data desirable properties, including fabricabil-
consist of tensile strength properties at ity, joinability, ease of assembly,
room temperature and higher obtained on reasonable cost, reproducibility, and they
small coupon-type specimens and by must be available in sizes and shapes
three-point bend tests. Much of the suitable for fabrication into final
data are not yet of sufficient quantity product sections.
to be statistically significant for design
purposes and emanate only from a single High temperature, lightweight
source. In some vehicle configurations structural materials of interest include
described to us, the structural weight the new RST high temperature aluminum
fraction necessary to achieve the per- alloys, high temperature RST and oxide
formance goals set for the NASP re- dispersion strengthened titanium alloys,
search vehicle dictates that the vehicle the titanium aluminide and nickel
be made largely of metal-matrix compos- aluminide intermetallic alloys (TiAI,
ites, carbon-carbon composites, thermo- Ti3AI, NiAI, and Ni3AI), and metal
plastics, titanium, and titanium alumin- matrix component alloys with reinforcing
ides. particulates, or fibers, of SiC and otht.r

refractory materials. The high temper-
A materials development program ature materials that are available in

must include several related vehicle quantity and well characterized are the
design inputs, such as stiffness vs. successfully applied nickel and cobalt
strength, minimum gauge requirements, base superalloys dispersion-strengthened
:iceptble cleep el legauttlo and fatigue wAt LJe re'ractcay ca-bides--- a

life, and behavior in oxidizing and other
chemical environments. Compared to the The requirements for cryogenic fuel
materials data required for subsonic containment pose material needs that
aircraft, hypersonic aircraft materials include light-weight super-insulation,
data base requirements are much more organic-based graphite composite mater-
extensive because of the need for ials for propellant tanks and internal
thermal, chemical, oxidation and other structural applications and a variety of
data at elevated temperatures over non-structural materials. Temperatures
specified time periods, of interest go down to -2400 C.

The con•entional'y processed tita:i-
2.5.2 High Tcmperature Materials ium alloy, Ti-6AI-4V, has strength to

3000 C, and the RST-processed Ti (dis-
Potential system requirements dictate persion-strengthened) alloys may sustain

that the structural weight fraction of ,,•mperatures o," at least 8000 C. How-
proposed hypersonic vehicles be much ever, titanium and its alloys oxidize
smaller than that of conventional sub- ahnve 5500 C in long time applications,
sonic aircraft. To satisfy the need for aiu are also susceptible to hydrogen
minimal structural weight fraction, one embrittlement. This reactivity poses
is forced to consider material con'epts significant applications problems because
on the edge of emerging technology, hydrogen will be the pr~mary fuel and
Iligh temperature materials are needed will be used for regenerative cooling of
that maintain useful properties at the parts of the structure. There is a need
necessarily elevated working temper- for the development of high thermal
atures; they must be high in stiffness, conductivity, low density materials (that
high in strength, low in density, oxi- are not embiittled by hydrogen and
dation resistant, have high fracture maintain adequate high temperature
toughness, and creep resistance. In strength) for piping for regenerative
addition they must have several other cooling of the structure and p.-rts of the
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igree. Most of the available data 
consist of tensile strength properties at 
room temperature and higher obtained on 
small coupon-type specimens ~nd by 
three-point bend tests. Much of the 
data ale not yet of sufficient quantity 
to be statistically significant for desigr. 
purposes and emanate only from a single 
source. In some vehicle configurations 
described to us, the structural weight 
fraction necessary to a(;hieve the per
formance goals set for the NASP re
search vehicle dktates that the vehicle 
be made largely of metal-matrix compos
ites, carbon-carbon composites, thermo
plastics, titanium, and titanium ~Iumin
ides. 

A materials development program 
must include several related vehicle 
design inputs, such as stiff:1ess vs. 
strength, minimum gauge requirements, 
acc;eptabie net:p eiulIgatiulI anu fatigue 
life, and b~havior in oxidizing and other 
chemical environments. Compared to the 
materials data required for subsonic 
aircraft, hypersonic aircraft materials 
data base requirements are much more 
extensive because of the need for 
thermal, chemical, oxidation and other 
data at elevated temperatures over 
specified time periods. 

2.5.2 High Temperature Materials 

Potential system requirements dictate 
that the structural weight fraction of 
proposed hypersonic vehicles be much 
smaller than that of conventional sub
sonic aircraft. To satisfy the need for 
minimal structural weight fraction, one 
is forced to consider material COIl"cpts 
on the edge of emcr~ing technology. 
I I igh temperatl:re materials are needed 
that maintain useful properties at the 
necessarily elevated working temper
atures; they must be high in stiffness, 
high in strength, low in density, oxi
dation resistant, have high fracture 
toughness, and creep resistance. In 
addition they must have several other 
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desirable properties, including fabricabil
ity, joinability, case of assembly, 
reasonable cost, reproducibility, and they 
must b~ available in sizes and shapes 
suitable for fabrication into final 
product sections. 

High temperature, lightweight 
structural materials of interest include 
the new RST high temperature aluminum 
allGYs, high temperature RST and oxide 
dispersion strengthened titanium alloys, 
the titanium alum in ide and nickel 
aluminide intermetal1ic alloys (TiAI, 
TisAI, NiAI, and NisAl), and metal 
matrix component alloys with reinforcing 
particul[ltes, or fibers, of SiC .. od otht.[ 
refractory materials. The high temper
ature materials that are available in 
quantity and well characterized are the 
successfully applied nickel and cobalt 
base superalloys dispersion-strengthened 
witlI fine refractory" carbides alid oxid0S. 

The requirements for cryogenic fuel 
containment pose material needs that 
include light-weight super-insulati0n, 
organic-based graphite composite mater
ials for propella~t tanks and internal 
structural applications and a variety of 
non-structural materials. Temperatures 
of interest go down to -240° C. 

The conventionally processed tita:l
ium alloy, Ti-6AI-4V, has strength to 
3000 C, and the RST -processed Ti (dis
persion-strengthened) alloys may sustain 
.-:mperatures 0; at least 800 0 C. How
ever, titanium and its all(lYs oxidize 
ahrove 5500 C in long time applications, 
ailu are also susceptible to hydrogen 
embrittlement. This reactivity poses 
significant applications problems because 
hydrogen will be the pr:mary fuel and 
wiIl be used for regenerative cooling of 
parts of the structure. There is a need 
for the development of high thermal 
conductivity, low density materials (that 
are not embrittled by hydrogen and 
maintain adequate high temperature 
strength) for piping for regenerative 
cooling of the structure and p~ rts of the 
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propulsion system. A portion of the properties. Although the high specific
Materials Maturation pro ram is devoted strength and low density evoke great
to this task. Materials under consider- interest for structural applications in the
ation include the titanium aluminides and 700-1000" C range, the materials are
copper based metal matrix composites. inherently brittle at low temperature and

efforts are underway to increase their
ductility. Such improvements in low

2.5.2.1 The Aluminides temperature ductility are mandatory if
these materials are to be useful. Titan-

For service above about 700-1000' C ium aluminide honeycomb panels have
for relatively long times, there is much been successfully produced by brazing.
interest in the intermetallic compounds: The key to titanium aluminide metal
Ni 3AI, NiAI, Ti3AI, and TiAl. These matrix composites is the fabrication of
basic materials offer significantly lower foil, which can be diffusion bonded
density (the lightest being the TiAI around fibers such as SiC. Foil 0.003"
phase), improved stiffness, high thick has recently been produced with
strength-to-weight, and improved oxi- sufficient tolerance for this application.
dation resistance due to the high However, reproducibility of results
aluminum content, to operating temper- requires considerable additional work,
ature levels significantly higher than and higher temperature oxidization
those of their metallic base alloy testing is urgently needed.
counterparts.

Little is known about the interac-
However, these are intermetallic tioný of the matrix and fibers and

compounds and have poor ductility at particulate reinforcements at elevated
room temperature and below, except for temperatures. It is likely that a barrier
the modified Ni 3 AI phase-alloyed with coating will be needed on the fibers to
boron. They have relatively low prevent degradation. Since these mater-
strength at temperatures above a!-out ials are desircd in minimum gauge struc-
8000 C in the unalloyed state and have tures and in honeycomb panels, the
relatively low melting temperatures problem of internal oxidation at elevated
compared to those of the refractory temperatures must also be addressed.
metals, and the ceramic and carbon-
based composite materials. Titanium aluminides and carbon-

carbon composites are often suggested
For structural application at 700- for higher temperature applications.

10000 C, the titanium aluminides show RST titanium is specified but no infor-
much potential. They are up to 50% mation about properties, availability of
lighter and have higher specific stiffness shapes and structures, etc. seems avail-
than the superalloys (see TFable 2-A). able. Finally, composite metallic
Titanium aluminides have been proposed materials, again largely based on
as matrix materials for SiC and other titanium alloys, are specified as major
fiber-reinforced metal matrix composites, components of the vehicle structure;
where the high temperature strength of mainly in SiC fiber-reinforced titanium
the fibers offsets the rapid fall-off in and titanium aluminides. Data are
strength of' the titanium aluminide above extremely limited; manufacturing methods
8000 C. are not well knGwn; size and shape

potential are in question. Vehicle
All of these materials are products designers appear to be relying on

of newly emerging technologies with a material producers to supply these
limited data base for design, development materials and data. RSR titanium
and testing to ascertain the iesultant alumiride (RSR powder metal!urgy) is of
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propulsion system. A portion of the 
Materials Maturation program is devoted 
to this task. Materials under consider
ation include the titanium alum\nides and 
copper based metal matrix composites. 

2.5.2.1 The Aluminides 

For service above about 700-1000n C 
for relatively long times, there is much 
interest in the intermetallic compounds: 
Ni3AI, NiAI, TisAI, and TiAI. These 
basic materials offer significantly lower 
density (the lightest being the TiAI 
phase), improved stiffness, high 
strength-to-weight, and improved oxi
dation resistance due to the high 
aluminum content, to operating temper
ature levels significantly higher than 
those of their metallic base alloy 
counterparts. 

However, these are intermetallic 
compouncs and have poor ductility at 
room temperature and below, except for 
the modified NisAI phase-alloyed with 
boron. They have relatively low 
str~ngth at temp~ratures above a!'out 
8000 C in the unalloyed state and have 
relatively low melting temperatures 
compared to those of the refractory 
metals, and the c{;ramic and carbon
based composite materials. 

for structural application at 700-
10000 C, the titanium aiuminides show 
much potential. They are up to 50% 
lighter and have higher 3pecific stiffness 
than the superalloys (sec Table 2-A). 
Titanium aluminides have been proposed 
as matrix materials for SiC ~nd other 
fiber-reinforced metal matrix composites, 
where the high temperature strength of 
the fibers offsets the rapid fall-off in 
strength of the titanium aluminide above 
800 0 C. 

All of these materials are products 
of newly emerging technologies with 2 

limited data base for design, development 
and testing to ascertain the Iesultant 

properties. Although the high specific 
strength and low density evoke great 
interest for structural applications in the 
700-1000° C range, the materials are 
inherently britt:e at low temperaturc and 
efforts are uncerway to increase their 
ductility. Such improvements in low 
temperature ductility are mandatory if 
these materials are to be useful. Titan
ium aluminide honeycomb panels have 
been successfully produced by brazing. 
The key to titanium aluminide metal 
matrix composites is the fabrication of 
foil, which can be dif fusion bonded 
around fiber~ sut:h as SiC. Foil 0.003" 
thick has recently been produced with 
sufficient tolerance for this application. 
However, reproducibility of results 
requires considerable additional work, 
and higher temperature oxidization 
testing is urgently needed. 

Little is known about the interac
tion.; of the matrix and fibers and 
particulate reinforcements at elevated 
temperatures. It is likely that a barrier 
coating will be needed on the fibers to 
prevent degradation. Sincc these mater
ials are desired in minimum ga~ge struc
tures and in honeycomb p:\nels, the 
problem of internal oxidation at elevated 
temperatures must also be addr~ssed. 

Titanium aluminides and carbon
carbon composites are often suggested 
for higher temperature appiications. 
RST titanium is specified but no infor
mation about properties, availability of 
shapes and structures, etc. seems avail-
able. Finally, composite metallic 
materials, again largely based on 
titanium alloys, are specified as major 
components of the vehicle structure; 
mainly in SiC fiber-reinforced titanium 
and titanium aluminides. Oata are 
e)(tremely limited; manufacturing methods 
are not well knewn; size and shape 
potential are lfI question. Vehicle 
designers appear to be relying on 
material producers to supply these 
materials and data. RSR titanium 
alumil1idc (RSR powder metal!urgy) is of 



Superalloys Ti Alloy Ti3A1 TiAl

Density (Ibs/in 3 ) 0.3 0.16 0.15 0.14

Modulus (x106 psi) 28 16 18 25

Max Temp: (0 C)

Creep 1000* 540 815 1000

Oxidation 1000 600 650 1040

"*1095 °C for ODS (or MA) alloys

TABLE 2-A

Titanium Aluminides Property Comparison

Superalloys Ti Alloy Ti3A1 TiAl 

Density (lbs/in3) 0.3 0.16 0.15 0.14 

Modulus (xl06 psi) 28 16 18 25 

Max Temp: (0 C) 

Creep 1000* 540 815 1000 

Oxidation 1000 600 650 1040 

*1095 °C for ODS (or MA) alloys 

TABLE 2-A 

Titanium Aluminides Property Comparison 
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unknown merit, especially for large through conventional alloying, by )ply-
structures. Few details are available on ing RST principles, through oxide c sper-
the powder metallurgy processes being sion strengthening and by applicat ., of
used especially regarding oxygen con- the aluminides as the matrix for com-
tamination, powder characteristics, and posite structures, Since the basic
the subsequent consolidation methods aluminides are relatively new structural
and conversion to structural shapes. materials, their properties and those of
Titanium aluminide foil material and the alloys that may be developed from
honeycomb structures are specified but them are largely unknown. The aim is
supporting data on product yield, sizes, to produce alloys capable of operation
methods of joining, shapes, and proper- up to about 1000-1100" C while main-
ties are not available other than those taining fabricability, formability, and
quoted above. Two specialty alloys, MA while retaining oxidation resistance for
956 and MA6000E, mechanically alloyed, thousands of hours, and exhibiting
nickel base, oxide dispersion-strength- suitable strength, toughness, etc.
ened alloys are in production and used
in aircraft. They have a fair data base, Some properties of titanium alumin-
but we have limited data on fabrication, ide materials are compared to conven-
performance, oxidation, resistance, etc. tional nickel base superalloys and

titanium alloys in Table 2-A. Improve-
A general criticism of the status of ments in high temperature strength using

most composite materials, and particu- metal matrix composites are shown in
larly of the aluminides is that mechan- Figure 2-3.
ical test data aro. extreir-ely ,-:iiLU, and,
in many specific cases, unavailable.
Most of the data are short-time tensile 2.5.2.2 Superailoys
data; few data are available for lives of
100 to 1000 hours at high temperatures The superalloy compositions and
in appropriate atmospheres. Crack structures are based on extensive and
growth data are generally unavailable, excellent performance records for
Longtime tests at maximum temperature numerous applications where the
are unavailable. Choices of materials maximum operating temperatures are
are based largely on inadequate data and about 950' C and life is in the tens of
optimistic projections. Although thousands of hours.
titanium a,-lminide appears to be the

choice of some airframe designers, Current nickel base superalloys have
others depend heavily on carbon-carbon been developed for high strength and
composites. Most test work has been long time service in turbine combustion
with carbon-carbon (including small atmospheres with performance far in
panels). There has been very little work excess of any anticipated demands.
with the titanium aluminides and there Melting at temperatures at about 13000
has been very little material to work C, the nickel base superalloys have
with. In this respect the use of carbon- operated at temperatures up to 10000 C,
carbon may be somewhat more realistic, uncooled, and higher with cooling, or in
particularly at the higher temperatures. excess of 80% of the absolute melting
The joining methods with carbon-carbon temperature. For increased high
composites and metal matrix composites temperature performance, these alloys
are a serious concern and as yet not have also been prepared as directionally
much work has been done. solidified (DS), coarse grained, precision

cast blades, and as single crystal (SC)
The NASP technology maturation alloys with preferred crystalline orien-

program is aimed at improving materials tations. The literature and prior
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unknown merit, especially for large 
structures. Few details are available on 
the powder metallurgy processes being 
used especially regarding oxygen con
tamination, powder characteristics, and 
the subsequent consolidation methods 
and conversion to structural shapes. 
Titanium aluminide foil material and 
honeycomb structures are specified but 
supporting data on product yield, sizes, 
methods of joining, shapes, and proper
ties are not available other than those 
quoted above. Two sp~cialty alloys, MA 
956 and MA6000E, mechanically alloyed, 
nickel base, oxide dispersior.-strength
ened alloys are in production and used 
in aircraft. They have a fair data base, 
but we have limited data on fabrication, 
performance, oxidation, resistance, etc. 

A general criticism of the status of 
most composite materials, and particu
larly of the aluminides is that mechan
ical test data arc extremely limited, and, 
in many specific cases, unavailable. 
Most of the data are short-time tensile 
data; few data are ava!lable for Jives of 
100 to 1000 hOUrs at high temperatures 
in appropriate atmospheres. Crack 
growth data are generally unavailable. 
Longtime tests at maximum temperature 
aie unavaihble. Choices of materials 
are based largely on inadequate data and 
optimistic projections. Although 
titanium a!uminide appears to be the 
choice of some airframe designers, 
others depend heavily on carbon-carbon 
composites. Most test work has been 
with carbon-carbon (including small 
panels). There has been very little work 
with the titanium aluminides and there 
has been very little material to work 
with. In this respect the use of carbon
carbon may be somewhat more realistic, 
particularly at the higher temperatures. 
The joining methods with carbon-carbon 
composites and metal matrix composites 
are a serious concern and as yet not 
much work has been done. 

The NASP technology maturation 
program is aimed at improving materials 
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through conventional alloying, by . >ply
ing RST principles, through oxide c' sper
sion strengthening and by applicat./ of 
the aluminides as the matrix for com
posite structures, Since the basic 
aluminides are relatively new structural 
materials, their properties and those of 
the alloys that may be developed from 
them are largely unknown. The aim is 
to produce alloys capable of operation 
up to about 1000-1100° C while main
taining fabricability, formability, and 
while retaining oxidation resistance for 
thousands of hours, and exhibiting 
suitable strength, toughness, etc. 

Some properties of titanium alumin
ide materi<lls are compared to conven
tional nickel base superalloys and 
titanium alloys in Table 2-A. Improve
ments in high temperature strel1gth using 
metal matrix composites are shown in 
Figure 2-3. 

2.5.2.2 Supel'ailoys 

The superalloy compositions and 
structures are based on extensive and 
excellent performance records for 
numerous applications where the 
maximum operating temperatures are 
about 9500 C and life is in the tens of 
thousands of hours. 

Current nickel base superalloys have 
been developed for high strength and 
long time service in turbine combustion 
atmospheres with performance far in 
excess of any anticipated demands. 
Melting at temperatures at about 13000 

C, the nickel base superalloys have 
operated at temperatures liP to 10000 C, 
uncooled, and higher with cooling, or in 
excess of 80% of the absolute melting 
temperature. For increased high 
temperature performance, these ailoys 
have also been prepared as directionally 
solidified (DS), coarse grained, precision 
cast blades, and as single crystal (SC) 
alloys with preferred crystalline orien
tations. The literature and prior 
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experience are abundant for temper- desirable to use exceedingly fine disper-
ature-stress-life time applications of soids (0.01 to 0.2 microns) to achieve
these materials for a broad range of high strength levels, long time stability
operating conditions. Further, a number at very high fractional melting temper-
of coatings have also been developed of atures, combined with demonstrated
the MCrAIY type where M is generally practical formability, useful ductility,
Ni, Co, Fe, or combinations of these and toughness. With these very fine
elements and the Cr, Al, and Y are as dispersoids one needs only 1 to 2 volume
indicated. These coatings have excellent percent of oxide to achieve the desired
life performance and are routinely high temperature stability and strength-
applied as needed. ening. For still greater stiffness, higher

volume contents of oxides can be added
The major negatives of the super- (10-30%), with further benefits in

alloys are low melting temperatures and strength but loss of ductibility.
a relatively high specific gravity.

Dispersion strengthened (as well as
composite alloys) are strengthened

2.5.2.3 Dispersion Strengthened through the stored energy of cold work
(Stabilized) Alloys in processing. The very fine inter-

particle spacing pins high levels of
Where oxides are used as the disper- dislocations (cold work); and the

soids, the resultant alloys are ODS avoidance of significant alloy recovery
(oxide dispersion stabilized) alloys; where or recryýiailizaiion pfeseiVes -th-
carbides are the dispersoids, the alloys strengthening benefits effectively almost
are carbide dispersion strengthened to the melting temperature of the alloy.
(CDS). Only refractory oxides are inert
in most metallic matrixes, and the oxide Recent studies have now established
does not contribute to the strength preferred alloy processing methods to
through interaction with the matrix; incorporate the fine oxide particulates
carbides and other intermetallics are reproducibility; in fact, several process-
generally wetted by the metallic matrix ing technologies are being used success-
and therefore can contribute directly to fully.
strengthening through resultant bonding
forces. Hl y .,, successful ODS matef.alc have

been reported based on Mg, Al, Ag, Cu,
The ODS alloys have reached a state Fe, Ni, Co, Pt, stainless and heat resist-

of development where significant ant alloys, the superalloys, titanium, and
increases in applications are being others. Alloyed matrixes are used to
achieved. (See Figure 2-4.) achieve selected properties, such as

corrosion or oxidation resistance, and
Oxide volume contents from as little high strength, but pure metals are also

as 0.5% to as much as 10% have been used effectively for high strength and
used in both pure metal bases and high conductivity as with Cu, Ag and Al.
complex alloys such as the commercial
nickel base alloy IN-100 (Ni-Co-Cr-Mo- Refractory carbides are also of
Al-Ti-V-B-Zr-C). Strength generally interest for selected CDS alloys.
increases with increasing oxide volume Because the carbide. are rarely inert in
content, as do the elastic modulus and most metallic systems, strengthening is
hardness, whereas formability, ductility, often enhanced by bonding reactions
and toughness decrease. The critical between the very fine carbide disper-
structural parameter is the interparticle soids and the metallic matrix. For
spacing among dispersoids, making it maximum alloy stability at the highest
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experience are abundant for temper
ature-stress-life time applications of 
these materials for a broad range of 
operating conditions. Further, a number 
of coatings have also been developed of 
the MCrAIY type where M is generally 
Ni, Co, Fe, or combinations of these 
elements and the Cr, AI, and Yare as 
indicated. These coatings have excellent 
life performance and are routinely 
applied as needed. 

The major negatives of the super
alloys are low melting temperatures and 
a relatively high specific gravity. 

2.5.2.3 Dispersion Strengthened 
(Stabilized) Alloys 

Where oxides are used as the disper
soids, the resultant alloys are ODS 
(oxide dispersion Habilize(1) aiioys; where 
carbides are the dispersoids, the alloys 
are carbide dispersion strengthened 
(CDS). Only refractory oxides are inert 
in most metallic matrixes, and the oxide 
does not contribute to the strength 
through int~raction with the matrix; 
carbides and other intermetallics are 
generally wetted by the metallic matrix 
and therefore can contribute directly to 
strengthening through resultant bonding 
forces. 

The ODS alloys have reached a state 
of development where significant 
increases in application~ are being 
achieved. (See Figure 2-4.) 

Oxide volume contents from as little 
as U.5% to as much as i 0% have been 
used in both pure lUetal bases and 
complex alloys such as the commercbl 
nickel base alloy IN-IOO (Ni-Co-Cr-Mo
Al-Ti-V -B-Zr-C). Strength generally 
increases with increasing oxide volume 
cont~nt, as do the elastic modulus and 
hardness, whereas formability, ductility, 
and toughness decrease. The critical 
structural parameter i3 the interparticle 
spacing among di:;persoids, making it 

desirable to USf! exceedingly fine disper
soids (0.01 t() 0.2 microns) to achieve 
high strength levels, long tim.e stability 
at very high fractional melting temper
atures, combined with dl'monstrated 
practical formability, useful ductility, 
and toughness. With these very fine 
dispersoids one needs only 1 to 2 volume 
percent of oxide to achieve the desired 
high temperature stability and strength
ening. For still greater stiffness. higher 
volume contents of oxides can be added 
(10-30%), with further benefits in 
strength but loss of ductibility. 

Dispersion strengthened (as well as 
composite alloys) are strengthened 
through the stored energy of cold work 
in processing. The very fine inter
panicle spacing pins high levels of 
dislocations (cold work); and the 
avoidance of significant alloy recovery 
or recry:siaiii:l.i1iilJli preserves the 
strengthening benefits effectively almost 
to the melting temperature of the alloy. 

Recent studies have now established 
preferred alloy processing methods to 
incorporate the fine oxide particulates 
reproducibility; in fact, several process
ing technologies are being used ~uccess
fully. 

Highly succes~fu! ODS materials have 
been reported bast:.d on Mg, AI, Ag, Cu, 
Fe, Ni, Co, Pt, stainless and heat resist
ant alloys, the supera!Joys, titanium, and 
others. Alloyed matrixc:> are used to 
achieve selected properties, such as 
corrosion or oxidation resistance, and 
high strength, but pure metals are also 
used effectively for high strength and 
high conductivity as with Cu, Ag and At. 

Refractory carbides are also of 
interest for selected CDS alloys. 
Because the carbide:; are rarely inert in 
most metallic systems, strengthening is 
often enhanced by bonding reactions 
between the very fine carbide disper
soids and the metallic matrix. For 
maximum alloy stability at the highest 
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possible temperatures, only the refrac- offer some interesting properties.
tory carbides such as HfC, ZrC, and SiC
are of interest. As a result of such Minor efforts have been undertaken
bonding. strengtheniing is achieved and with Nb, Mo, Ta, and W as high temper-
retained at low or high temperatures ature ODS alloys. Molybdenum has been
even after recrystallization, unlike the dramatically strengthened to 16000 C by
case for the ODS alloys. At very high fine dispersions of HfC, produced by
temperature, say, above about 0.6 of the conventional melting technology. Powder
absolute melting temperature, strength metallurgy blending should result in
properties fall off' more rapidly than for higher temperature performance with
the ODS alloys. ODS alloys, with carbide dispersion

strengthening of combinations of both.
Reftactory carbides, with much

lower values of heat of formation than
refractory oxides, tend to be coarser 2.5.2.4 Carbon-Carbon Composites and
than the oxides. Further, the ultrafine Ceramic Composite Materials
carbides, if prepared separately for
subsequent blending interactions, may For temperatures to 22000 C,
form oxide films that will modify the carbon-carbon composite materials have
expected interactions. Thus, carbides shown excellent properties and perfor-
tend to be coarser than oxides, and are mance on the shuttle leading edges; and
always used in larger quantities, for nose. New, improved manufacturing
example, from 10-25 volume percent for methods continue to be developed. Sec-

aiiuaX ii'U.iI SLIt-iigLthe1iiiY. tJonV .• Z..tVZt ..L..lL... .fo dlir nes a_-e
being fabricated. Carbon-carbon corn-

Combinations of fine oxides at low posites show excellent combinations of
volume content with fine carbides at properties: very low specific gravity,
high volume content recently have been high modulus, low thermal conductivity,
shown to provide interesting and useful improving strength at high specific
combinations of properties, each accord- levels with increasing temperature,
ing to its interactions with the matrix, excellent thermal and mechanical shock
For specific applications intermetallics resistance and toughness. Oxidation is a
other than the carbides can be used problem but rates are not catastrophic,
effectively to achieve other combinations as with some of the refractory metals in
of properties; ths,. ,, .,t refrac an oxidizing, atmfosphere; hoever, .ot-
tory borides, nitrides, silicides, etc. ing will undoubtedly be required for long

life performance.
Relatively little developmental work

has been done with higher melting alloys At somewhat lower temperatures,
thuai &hse of Fe, Ni, and Co. Platinum from about 1400" to 19000 C, ceramic
has been dispersion stabilized with ThO2  composite materials show promise.
and stiwed very large increases in Manufacturing technologies are being
strength in long time tests at 1300' C. developed, and reinforcement with
Rupture strcngth values for lives of 106 refractory and carbon fibers look
to 1000 hours were 10 to 20 tiirzef promising. Oxidation resistance is
greater than for pure platinuni and four excellent; strength levels are attractive;
t6nes greatei than for the best known but thermal stresses and thermal and
alloy, namely Pt-40% Rh. The upper mechanical shock are more severe than
temperature limit for ODS alloys has not with thO carbon-carbon composites.
\et been determined. In terms of Spl".,'fic gravity, specific strength, and
oxidation and certain corrosion phenom- specific modulus values are all excellent.
ora, these precious metal ODS alloys
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possible temperatures, only the refrac
tory carbides such as Bfe, ZrC, and SiC 
are of interest. As a result of such 
bonding. strengtheniltg is al:hieved and 
retained at low or high temperatures 
even after recrystallization, unlike the 
case for the ODS alloys. At very high 
temperature, say, above about 0.6 of the 
absolute melting temperature, strength 
properties fall off more rapidly than for 
the ODS alloys. 

Reff actory carbides, with much 
lower values of heat of formation than 
refractory oxides, tend to be coarser 
than the oxides. Further, the ultrafine 
carbides, if prepared separately for 
subsequent blending interactions, may 
form oxide films that will modify the 
expected interactions. Thus, carbides 
tend to be coarser tha!1 oxides, and are 
always used in larger quantities, for 
exnmple, from 10-25 volume percent for 
1Ili.1ii.ill' ulli ~il eugihelliug. 

Combinati':ms of fine oxides at low 
volume content with fine carbides at 
high volume content recently have been 
shown to provide interesting and useful 
comvinations of properties, each accord
ing to its iIltt"ractions with the matrix. 
For specific applications intermetallics 
otr.er than the carbides can be used 
effectively to a(.~hieve other combinations 
of properties; these include the refr~c-· 

tory borides, nitrides, siiicides, etc. 

Relatively little developmental work 
has been done with higher melting alloys 
thad i.h;',se of Fp., Ni, and OL Platinum 
has !1een dispersion stabilized with Th02 
and sk.wcd very large il1cre3')es in 
StrCi1f,th in long time tests at 1300< C. 
Rupture strength vailles for lives of 100 
to 10uO hours were 10 to 20 tjnlt~~ 
greater than for pure p:atinum and four 
t;mes greatCI than foc the Lest knrwn 
alloy, namely Pt-40% Rh. The upper 
tt'mper&tme limit for ODS alloys has nOl 
~ct been dererrr,ined. In terms of 
oxi.i::.tion ar,d certain co~rosion phe!lom
er.a, these precious metal ODS alloy~ 
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offer some interesting properties. 

Minor efforts have: been undertaken 
with Nb, Mo, Ta, and W a~; high temper
ature ODS alloys. Molybdenurn has been 
dramatically strengthened to 160{)0 C by 
fine dispersions of HfC, produc(:;d by 
conventional melting technology. Powder 
metaUurgy blending should result in 
higher temperNure performance witl! 
ODS alloys, with carl;ide dispersion 
strengthening of combinations of both. 

2.5.2.4 Carbon-Carbon Compo~ites and 
Ceramic Composite Mate"ials 

For temperatures to 2200° C, 
carbon-carban composite materials have 
shown excellent properti()s and plwfor
mance on the shuttle leading edge.'; and 
nose. New, improved manufacturing 
methods continue to be developed. Sl~C
t;on sizes of interest for aiifraffi6s a,e 
being fabricated. Ca~bon-carbon com
posites show excellent combinations of 
properties: vt~ry low specific gravity, 
high modulus, low thermal conductivity, 
improving strength at high specific 
levels with increasing temperature, 
excellent thermal and mechanical shock 
resistance and toughness. Oxidation is a 
problem bet rates are not catastrophic, 
as with some of the refractOry metals in 
an oxidizing atmosphere; hO~~lever 11 -.:oat-
ing will undoubtedly be required for long 
life performance. 

At somewhat lower temperat:Jfes, 
from about 1400° to 1900° C, ceramic 
~~omposite materials show promise. 
Manufactudng technologies are being 
developed, and reinforcement with 
refractory and carbon fibers look 
~roIT' ISlOg. Oxidation resistance is 
excellent; strength levels are attractive; 
but thermal stresses and thermal and 
mechanical shock are more severe than 
with th;J carbon-carbon composites. 
Sr'.'·~ific gravity, specific strength, ar.d 
specific mo(iulw: values are all excellent. 
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Because of their high temperature in particular, must be identified. Such
capability, favorable properties, and low defects can originate during one or more
density, carbon-carbon composites repre- of the processing steps, e.g. during pre-
sent enabling technology for advanced impregnation lay up, impregnation, and
propulsion systems and hypersonic high temperature pyrolysis and graphiti-
vehicle structures. These systems have zation steps. The most fundamental
a spectrum of temperature requirements cause of defects in the high temperature
in uncooled nose sections, leading edges processing phases is the thermal expan-
of inlets and wings in hypersonic air- sion anisotropy of crystalline graphite
craft design, from 1650' to 22000 C. parallel and perpendicular to the basal
Thc! current generation of superalloys is plane, with variation of thermal expan-
limited to approximately 10000 C. With sion in different directions in the
improvements now being developed, such composite, producing high stresses at
as directional solidification, oxide elevated temperatures, subsequently
dispersion strengthening and RST, use giving rise to structural flaws. Another
temperatures as high as 1100' C are aspect of the thermomechanical behavior
probable. However, to operate at 14000 at high temperatures that should be
C and higher, carbon-carbon and ceramic examined is the potential for stresscomposites, ceramics, and coated relaxation by creep, particularly above

refractory-based alloys are the remaining 16500 C.
viable materials. ar

All carbon-carbon composites in
To uaiu iiunhi of the ..... t.: * ..... c x,- ,cL-.eh;t.lac w.11 P.n o nter

property data for design of carbon- oxidizing environments, and the single
carbon has been obtained on test cou- most c,',tical factor that could limit the
pons at eivated temperatures, although use of such materials for structural
other properties of the material may be applications is reliable oxidation
more critical because of the specific protection. They will need coatings to
structural concept. The properties of protect them from oxidation. Long term
carbon-carbon composites depend oxidation protection of carbon-carbon
strongly on the processing history of the composites at temperatures over 16500 C
material. Trhe thermal expansion, tensile will require coatings and material
strength, bimodularity, shear defor- combinations different from those used
mation, and notch sensitivity are all €.erasfulY on the snace shuttle. Outer
interrelated and depend strongly on the coatings of SiC and Si3N 4 cannot be
processing of the composite. During used at temperatures over 1909' C
manufacture, crease cracks and waviness because reaction products disrupt the
sometimes appear. These are caused by SiO 2  layer necessary for oxidation
thermal stresses arising from the heating protection. Oxide coatings may have to
of the preformed structure to the be used. Criteria for selection of oxide
graphitization temperature and occur coatings include melting point, vapor
because of the anisotropy of both the pressure, thermal expansion, and
thermal expansion and the elastic reactivity. Fundamental issues of
modulus. Small changes in the con-- thermodynamics and kinetics limit the
stituents, geometry, or processing might material choices to a small number of
lead to a rash of failures un!ess the oxides.
mechanisms of failures are understood
and processing variables are very Joining of carbon-carbon composite
carefully controlled. Defects in the panels presents major problems. Fas-
composites can affect the performance tener openings must be protected from
of the, end product; the causes and the oxidation. Fastener materials must have
significance of voids and delaminations, the same coefficients of expansion as
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Because of their high temperature 
capability, favorable properties, and low 
density, carbon -carbon composites repre
sent enabling technology for advanced 
propulsion systems and hypersonic 
vehicle structures. These systems have 
a ~pectrum uf temperature requirements 
in uncooled nos~ sections, leading edges 
of inlets and wings in hypersonic air
craft design, from 1650° to 2200° C. 
Th~ current generation of superalloys is 
limited to approximately 1000· C. With 
improvcments now being developed, such 
as directional solidification, oxide 
dispersion strengthening and RST, lise 
temperatures as high as 11000 Care 
probable. However, to operate at 14000 

C and higher, carbon-carboh and ceramic 
composites, ceramic<;, and coated 
refractory- based alloys are the remaining 
viable materials. 
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property data for design of carbon
carbon has been obtained on test cou
pons at ekvated temperatures, although 
other properties of the material may be 
more critkal because of the specific 
structmal concept. The properties of 
carbon-carbon. composites depend 
strongly on the processing history of the 
material. Tile thermal expansion, tensile 
strength, bimodul:.uity, shear defo\"
ination, and notch sens~tivity are aH 
interrclated and depend strongly on the 
processing of the l~omposite. During 
manufacture, crease cr~cks and wavinp.ss 
sometimes appear. These are caused by 
thermal stresses arising from the heating 
of the preformed structure to the 
graphitization temperature aml occur 
because of the anisotropy of b0th the 
thermal expansiol1 and the elaG!ic 
modulus. Sm:l1l ch:.mges in the con-· 
stitucnts, geometry, or processing might 
lead to a rash of faiJure~ unless the 
mcc.:hanisms of failures are understood 
and processing variablt~s are very 
carefully controlled. Defects in the 
composites can affect the performance 
r,f the. end product; the causes and the 
sisnificancc of voids and oclaminations, 

in particular, must be identified. Such 
defects can originate during one or more 
of the prl}cessing steps, e.g. during pre
impregnation lay up, impregnation, and 
high temperature pyrolysis and graphiti
zation steps. The most fundamental 
cause of defects in the high temperature 
processing phases is the thermal expan
sion anisotropy of crystalline graphite 
parallel and perpendicular to the basal 
plane, whh variation of thermal expan
sion in different directions in the 
composite. producing high stresses at 
elevated temperatures, subseqvently 
giving rise to structural flaws. Another 
aspect of the thel'rnomechanical behavior 
at high temperatures that should be 
examined is the potential for stress 
relaxation by creep, particularly above 
1650° C. 

All carbon-carbon composites in 
hyp~r$cnic vehicles \~i!l encounter 
oxidizing environments, and the single 
most c' :tical factor that could limit the 
use of such materials for structural 
applications is reliable oxidation 
protection. They will need coatings to 
protect them from oxjdation. Long term 
oxidation protection (If carbon-carbon 
composites at temperatures over 1650° C 
will require coatings and material 
combinations different from those used 
su('cessflll!y on tile space shuttle. Outer 
coatings of SiC and SisN. cannot be 
used at temperatures over ) 9000 C 
because reaction products disrupt the 
Si02 layer necessary for oxidation 
protection. Oxide coatings may have to 
be used. Criteria for selection of oxide 
coatings include melting point, vapor 
pressure, thermal ex.pansion, and 
reactivity. Fundamental issues of 
thermodYllamics and killetic3 limit the 
material l~h(\ices to a small number of 
oxides. 

Joining of carbon-carbon l:ompo!lite 
panels presents major problems. Fas
te.ner opening,> mw.a be protected from 
oxidation. Fastt'ner materials must have 
the same \~oefficicnts of expansion as 
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the composite, since any protrusion undergoing directional recrystallization
above the surface could produce a and extreme grain growth of the highly
shockwave causing very high heating at cold worked extruded product just below
the shock interface. Gap fillers will be the melting temperature. This process
needed (as do the shuttle tiles), produces an oriented, elongated very
Tolerances on thin carbon-carbon skins coarse grain structure that has extended
will be very close since the fasteners the operating temperature of the nickel
cannot be used to form the skins to the base alloy from about 900 to 11000 C
substructure as is done with metals, and without loss of creep resistance, a
shims cannot be used. The carbon- phenomenal improvement in high tern-
carbon material may be limited to a perature operating performance. A
relatively low operating strain. Carbon- simpler technique by Smith and co-
carbon composites are weak in shear, workers at MIT simplified the overall
exacerbating the problem of load processing developed by Benjamin and
transfer through the fastener assembly. achieved similar properties at 1100' C.
Also, if the processing of the material is At 1100* C, at high engineering stresses
not rigorously controlled and the and long life, the resultant ODS nickel-
graphite fibers are not uniformly bonded base superalloy recrystallized to an
to the graphitized matrix, hysteresis in oriented, very coarse grained structure
thermal expansion and contraction can and showed operating capability at
occur, varying from panel to panel thus almost 90 percent of the melting tem-
complicating the thermal-structural perature (absolute) of the basic nickel
analysis. base alloy. The Pt-ThO2 alloy discussed

above showed outstanding 1300Q C prop-
Major use of carbon-carbon com- erties at greater than 80 percent of the

posites can be specified with confidence, (absolute) melting point of pure Pt. The
only after several technical issues are upper temperature limit for high
resolved and understood, including the strength applications has not been
best fibers to use and the relation of reached as of now.
the matrix-fiber interface to properties,
the best precursors, the processing steps The processing technologies required
that will minimize cracks and defects, for the production of ODS and CDS
and a detailed data base on the proper- alloys are important. The results
ties and behavior of carbon-carbon recounted above demonstrate the tre-
composites in the intended applications. mendous strides made in increasing the

temperature potential for alloys embody-
ing such structures.

2.5.2.5 Processing Developments for
Advanced Metallic Materials in particular, the processing tech-

nologies currently available make it
Since about 1950 a significant imperative to apply the same processes

number of processing technologies have to the refractory metals and their alloys:
been developed for incorporating fine Nb, Mo, Ta, and W, with emphasis on Nb
refractory particulates into metallic and Mo and their selected alloys.
matrixes. Recently, Benjamin and co- Because of their relatively low specific
workers at the International Nickel gravities, very high useful temperatures,
Company, developed a mechanical alloy- and outstanding elastic modulus in the
ing process for blending ultrafine Y0 3  case of molybdenum, the potential exists
into nickel base superalloys. Following for high strength operation at 1400' to
hot extrusion of the metallic master 17500 C. This would mean transcrystal-
alloy powder mix with the Y2O., the line deformation and fracture modes
alloys are zone anneal-processed (ZAP), (relatively much more ductile than in the
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the composite, since any protrusion 
above the surface couid produce a 
shockwave causing very high heating at 
the shock interface. Gap fillers will be 
needed (as do the shuttle tiies). 
Tolerances on thin carbon-carbon skins 
will be very close since the fasteners 
cannot be used to form the skins to the 
substructure as is done with metals, and 
shims cannot be used. The carboil
carbon material may be limited to a 
relatively low operating strain. Carbon
carbon composites are weak in shear, 
exacerbating the problem of load 
transfer through the fastener assembly. 
Also, if the processing of the material is 
not rigDrously controlled and the 
graphite fibers are not uniformly bonded 
to the graphitized matrix, hysteresis in 
thermal expansion and contraction can 
occur, varying from panel to panel thus 
complicating the thermal-structural 
analysis. 

Major use of carbon-carbon com
posites can be specified with confidence, 
only after several technical issues are 
resolved and understood, including the 
best fibers to use and the relation of 
the matrix-fiber interface to properties, 
the best precursors, the processing steps 
that will minimh::e cracks and defects, 
and a detailed data base on the proper
ties and behavior of carbon-carbon 
composites in the intended applications. 

2.5.2.5 Processing Del'elopments for 
Ad,'allced Metallic Materials 

Since about 1950 a significant 
number of processing technologies have 
been developed for incorporating fine 
refractory particulates into metallic 
matrixes. Recently, Benjamin and co
workers at the International Nickel 
Company, developed a mechanical alloy
ing process for blending ultrafinc y:"o3 
into nickel base superalloys. Following 
hot extrusion of the metallic master 
alloy powder mix with the Y 2°3' the 
alloys are zone anneal-processed (ZAP), 
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undergoing directional recrystallization 
and extreme grain growth of the highly 
cold worked extruded product just below 
the melting temperature. This process 
produces an oriented, elongated very 
coarse grain structure that has extended 
the operating temperature of the nickel 
base alloy from about 900 to 1100° C 
without loss of creep resistance, a 
phenomenal improvement in high tem
perature operating performance. A 
simpler technique by Smith and co
workers at MIT simplifi~d the overall 
processing developed by Benjamin and 
achieved similar properties at 1100° C. 
At 1100° C, at high engineering stresses 
and long life, the resultant ODS nickel
base superalloy recrystallized to an 
oriented, very coarse grained structure 
and showed operating capability at 
almost 90 percent of the melting tem
perature (absolute) of the basic nickel 
base alloy. The Pt-Th02 alloy discussed 
above showed outstanding 1300° C prop
erties at greater than 80 percent of the 
(absolute) melting point of pure Pt. The 
upper temperature limit for high 
strength applications has not been 
reached as of now. 

The processing technologies rcquired 
for the production of ODS and CDS 
alioys are important. The results 
recounted above demonstrate the tre
mendous strides made in increasing the 
tf-mperature potential for alloys embody
ing such structures. 

in particular, the processing tech
nologies currently available make it 
imperative to apply the same processes 
to the refractory metals and their alloys: 
Nb, Mo, Ta, and W, with emphasis on Nb 
and Mo and their selected alloys. 
Because of their relatively low specific 
gravities, very high useful temperatures, 
and outstanding elastic modulus in the 
case of molybdenum, the potential exists 
for high strength operation at 1400° to 
17500 C. This would mean transcrystal
line deformation and fracture modes 
(relatively much more ductile than in the 
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intercrystalline failure mode) which tough strong alloys, or metal matrix
would result in increased ductil ty. The composites (oxides, carbides, borides,
more simple niobium (molybdenum) ODS etc.) using coarser dispersoids and high
alloys might indeed also be ductile near volume content (10 to 30 volume per-
room temperature (low ductile to brittle cent) appears feasible and should be
transition temperature compared to studied, in particular because bulk
molybdenum.) shapes can be produced at high density,

convertible to full density by hot
working or hot isostatic pressing (HIP).

2.5.2.6 Other Developments

The development of the Osprey and 2.5.3 Coatings
Liquid Dynamic Compaction (LDC) 'spray
atomization and collection" processes has Coatings will play a large role in
opened new potential for producing bulk, insuring stability of the major structural
complex, reactive metal products and materials at the high temperatures that
shapes. By combining rapid solidification hypersonic vehicles will be subjected to
processing (1000 0C/s) to minimize segre- in flight at the high Mach numbers. In
gation during solidification, and minimiz- the case of compressor and turbine
ing exposure to the atmosphere, the alu- blades of modern jet engines, coatings
minides, in particular, should benefit on aie mandatory to insure adequate life.
both counts. This also would be true In previous applications of nickel base
for the refractory metals and alloys; alloys to thin gauge honeycomb face
however, the problem of extremely high sheets of high temperature structures,
melting temperatures vis-a-vis atomiza- thermal cycling for short periods of time
tion has not yet been adequately ad- to 1100' C causes internal oxidat~on to
dressed and deserves attention. occur. Data on several nickel base

alloys thermally cycled 10 times for one
The still more recent development of hour each time to temperatures of 1200'

fine solid particle (oxides, zarbides, etc.) C indicate that internal oxidation will
injection into an atomized liquid metallic occur from both sides of a minimum
spray offers unusual potential for inject- gauge sheet using up a good portion of
ing fine particulates with uniform dis- the load carrying capability of the
tribution during production of sheet, material. (See Fgure 2-5.) In the case
strip, plate or preform bodies while of the a'ui"i"-ndes an extern.al coat.ing
achieving high as-deposited densities, may be needed as well as a barrier
typically 96+ percent, in conventional coating in the fibers for the metal
metailic alloy deposition. Very fine matrix composites to prevent inter-
structures, relatively free of segregation, diffusion. Simple binary diffusion
and at low contamination levels are couples can be used to determine
indicated to be quite practical. Sup- optimum coating materials for these
plementing the usual Osprey and LDC applications.
processes, a linear atomizer has been
patented and used to sharply increase Extended use of carbon-carbon corn-
rates of deposition and to make possible posites at elevated temperature is limited
the production of large, flat, uniform by the extent to which they can be pro-
cross-sectional sheets, strip, and plate. tected from oxidation. Oxidation pro-
The LDC production of dispersion tection has concentrated on the use of
strengthened alloys with very fine exterior coatings such as silicon nitride
dispersoids, oxides, carbides, borides, and silicon carbide. However, their use
etc., at low volume content (I to 3 alone is not sufficient to protect the
volume percent) to produce ductile, carbon-carbon substructure against
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intercrystalline failure mode) which 
would result in increased ductil ty. The 
more simple niobium (molybdenum) ODS 
alloys might indeed also be ductile near 
room temperature (low ductile to brittle 
transition temperature compared to 
molybdenum.) 

2.5.2.6 Other De\'elopments 

The development of the Osprey and 
Liquid Dynamic Compaction (LDC) "spray 
atomization and collection" processes has 
opened new potential for producing bulk, 
compiex, reactive metal products and 
shapes. By combining rapid solidification 
processing (lOOO°C,Is) to minimize segre
gation during solidification, and minimiz
ing exposure to the atmosphere, the alu
minides, in particular, should benefit on 
both counts. This also would be true 
for the refractory metals and alloys; 
however, the problem of ex.trCIoely high 
melting temperatures vis-a-vis atomiza
tion has not yet been adequately ad
dressed and deserves attention. 

The still more recent development of 
fine solid particle (oxides, ~arbides, etc.) 
injection into an atomized liquid metallic 
spray offers unusual potential for inject
ing fine particulates with uniform dis
tribution during production of sheet, 
strip, plate Or preiorm bodies whiie 
achieving high as-deposited densities, 
typically 96+ percent, in conventional 
metallic alloy deposition. Very fine 
structures, relatively free of segregation, 
and at low contamination levels are 
indicated to be Quite practical. Sup
plementing the usual Osprey and LDC 
processes, a linear atomizer has been 
patented and used 10 sharply increase 
rates of depOSition and to make possible 
the production of large, flat, uniform 
cross-sectional sheets, strip, and plate. 
The LDC production of dispersion 
strengthened alloys with very fine 
dispersoids, oxides, carbides, borides, 
etc., at low volume content (1 to 3 
volume percent) to produce ductile, 

tough strong alloys, or metal matrix 
composites (oxides, carbides, borides, 
etc.) using coarser dispersoids and high 
volume content (10 to 30 volume per
cent) apDears feasible and should be 
studied, in particular because bulk 
shapes can be produced at high density, 
convertible to full density by hot 
working Or hot isostatic pressing (HIP). 

2.S.3 Coatings 

Coatings will play a large role in 
insuring stability of the major structural 
materials at the high temperatures that 
hypersonic vehicles will be subjected to 
in flight at the high Mach numbers. In 
the case of compressor and turbine 
blades of modern jet engines, coatings 
are mandatory to insure adequate life. 
In previous applications of nickel base 
alloys to thin gauge honeycomb face 
sheets of high temperature structures, 
thermal cyding for short periods of time 
to 1100° C causes internal oxidat;on to 
occur. Data on several nickel base 
alloys thermally cyckd 10 times for one 
hour each time to temperatures of 1200° 
C indicate that internal oxidation will 
occur from both sides of a minimum 
gauge sheet using up a good portion of 
the load carrying capability of the 
mat~rial. (See F~gure 2-5.) In the case 
of ihe alUlIlil"Iides an external coating 
may be needed as well as a barrier 
coating in the fibers for the metal 
matrix comp~sites to prevent inter
diffusion. Simple binary diffusion 
couples can be used to determine 
optimum coating materials for these 
applications. 

Extended use of carbon-carbon com
posites at elevated temperature is limited 
by the extent to which they can be pro
tected from oxidation. Oxidation pro
tection has concentrated on the use of 
exterior coatings such as silicon nitride 
and silicon carbide. However, their use 
alone is not sufficient to protect the 
carbon-carbon substructure against 
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oxidation at some of the temperatures to ing structural weight fractions in the
be encountered. One reason for this is vicinity of .15. This leaves .10 of the
the thermal expansion mismatch between TOGW for the payload and all the sub-
the substrate and the coating. Carbon- systems which make the airplane a use-
carbon 2-D composites have low in-plane ful system. As will be demonstrated
and high through-thickness thermal with historical data, a structural weight
expansion. During cooling from the fraction of .15 requires a giant step
processing temperature, thermal stresses function increase in the capabilities of
are generated that craze the coating. materials and structural concepts.
Defects in the coating, such as pinholes
and thin spots, lead to premature If we assume the payload fraction is
degradation of the substrate, and the .05, then a 10,000 pound payload requires
steady state and dynamic fatigue loads an airplane with a TOGW of 200,000
of flight can cause additional cracking. pounds. If the structural weight frac-
To overcome this problem the use of tion increases by .01 at the expense of
glass-forming sealants based on silicon the payload fraction, i.e., the payload
dioxide that will flow at the temper- fraction decreases to .04, then the
atures encountered to seal cracks and TOGW increases to 250,000 pounds to
pinholes has proven very advantageous, carry the same 10,000 pound payload.
This sealant remains intact both Thus a 7 percent increase in the struc-
chemically and physically over a wide tural weight fraction (.011.15) in the
range of environments. It has proven preliminary design stage with fixed
"very effective on the nose cap and payload results in a 25 percent increase
leading edges of the shuttle. However, in TOGW. Contrarily, a 7 percent
for the times at the contemplated increase in the structural weight
highest temperatures of hypersonic flight fraction for an airplane with a fixed
most coatings will either melt, evap- TOGW of 200,000 pounds means a 20
orate, or decompose. For example, some percent decrease in payload.
of the carbon-carbon composite structure
will encounter temperatures of at least To return to the question of feasible
19000 C, at pressures of 0.1 atmosphere structural fractions, summary weight
or less. Under these conditions, a statements are shown in Table 2-13 for
silicon dioxide sealant could react with the shuttle orbiter and for the C-141
the silicon carbide coating, formin-g ,,,,,tary lss transport. A, use- -

silicon monoxide, which at this pressure mostly aluminum alloys for their struc-
and temperature can boil off as a gas. tures. The orbiter can use aluminum
Hence, barrier coatings or different alloys because a passive thermal pro-
sealants are needed. tection system maintains the temperature

of the aluminum structure at acceptable
levels.

2.6 The Structural Challenge
The first four items, wing, tail, body

"The challenge confronting the struc- and alighting gear, comprise the struc-
tural designer of a hypersonic vehicle is ture of the vehicle. Note that these add
reflected in the structural weight frac- up to a structural weight fraction of
tion, which is the weight of the whole .297 for the orbiter and of .273 for the
structure divided by the take-off gross C-141. However, the thermal protection
weight (TOGW). System requirements system of the orbiter should be con-
and propulsion systems presently sidered as a part of the structural
envisioned require fuel fractions in the weight fraction; when this is added to
neighborhood of .75 for single stage to the first four items, the structural
orbit. Some design studies are predicat- weight fraction becomes .409. The fuel
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oxidation at some of the temperatures to 
be encountered. One reason for this is 
the thermal expansion mismatch between 
the substrate and the coating. Carbon
carbon 2-D comvo!:ites have low in-plane 
and high through-thickness thermal 
expansion. During cooling from the 
processmg temperature, thermal stresses 
are generated that craze the coating. 
Defects in the coating. such as pinholes 
and thin spots, lead to premature 
degradation of the substrate, and the 
steady state and dynamic fatigue loads 
of flight can cause additional cracking. 
To overcome this problem the use of 
glass-forming sealants based on silicon 
dioxide that will flow at the temper
atures encountered to seal cracks and 
pinholes has proven very advantageous. 
This sealant remains intact both 
chemically and physically over a wide 
range of environments. It has proven 
very etlective on the nose cap and 
leading edges of the shuttle. However, 
for the times at the contemplated 
highest tempentures of hypersonic flight 
most coatings will either melt, evap
orate, or decompose. For example, some 
of the carbon-carbon composite structure 
will encounter temperatures of at least 
19000 C, at pressures of 0.1 atmosphere 
or less. Under these conditions, a 
silicon dioxide sealant could react with 
th~ ::;ilir.:un <.;arbiut: <.;oZlting, fOlming 
silicon monoxide, which at this pressure 
and temperature can hoil off as a gas. 
Hence, barrier coatings or different 
sealants are needed. 

2.6 The Structural Challenge 

The challenge confronting the struc
tural designer of a hypersonic vehicle is 
reflected in the structural weight frac
t.ion, which is the weight of the whole 
structure divided by the take-off gross 
weight (TOGW). System requirements 
and propulsion systems presently 
envIsioned require fuel fractions in the 
neighborhood of .75 for single stage to 
orbit. Some design studies are predicat-
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ing structural weight fractions in the 
vicinity of .15. This leaves .10 of the 
TOGW for the payload and all the sub
systems which make the airplane a ~se
ful sy5tem. As will be demonstrated 
with historical data, a structural weight 
fraction of .15 requires a giant step 
function increase in the capabilities of 
materials and structural concepts. 

If we assume the payload fraction is 
.05, then a 10,000 pound payload requires 
an airplane with a TOGW of 200,000 
pounds. If the struc;tural weight frac
tion increases by .0 I at the expense of 
the payload fraction, i.e., the payload 
fraction decreases to .04, then the 
TOGW increases to 250,000 pounds to 
carry the same 10,000 pound payload. 
Thus a 7 percent increase in the struc
tural weight fraction (.01/.15) in the 
preliminary design stage with fixed 
payioad resuits in a 25 percent increase 
in TOGW. Contrarily, a 7 percent 
increase In the structural weight 
fraction for an airplane with a fixed 
TOGW of 200,000 pounds means a 20 
percent decrease in payload. 

To return to the question of feasible 
structural fractions, summary weight 
statements are shown in Table 2-B for 
the shuttle orbiter and for the C-141 
_~1~ .. __ •• 1 __ !", .. !_,., ._ .... ___ ..... _.. o ..... t... ~ ......... 
JlJIIHal y IV~)1;)lI~;:' 1I all;)VVI~. l.IVUI u;:',., 

mostly aluminum alloys for their struc
tures. The orbiter can use aluminum 
alloys because a passive thermal pro
tection system maintains the temperature 
of the aluminum structure at acceptable 
levels. 

The first four items, wing, tail, body 
and alighting gear, comprise the struc
ture of the vehicle. Note that these add 
up to a structl;ral weight fraction of 
.297 for the orbiter and of .273 for the 
C-14 I. However, the thermal protection 
system of the orbiter should be con
sidered as a part of the structural 
weight fraction; when this is added to 
the first four items, the structural 
weight fraction becomes .409. The fuel 
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fraction for the C-141 is less than one- the vehicle under consideration. In this
half of that required for a single stage procedure, the structural mass of the
to orbit hypersonic vehicle. It should component is distributed to prevent fail-
also be observed that airplanes must ure in the critical (primary) failure
have important sub-systems such as mode. These primary failure modes
propulsion, electronic, air conditioning, determine the local thickness and stiff-
etc.: the designers of these sub-systems ness of the structure, and thus "size"
will demand their fair share (in their the structure for that particular type of
view) of the total weight fraction. vehicle. The durability and damage

tolerance allowable is determined by
Structural weight fractions of other analysis of fatigue, crack growth,

transport category aircraft such as the fracture toughness, and stress corrosion
L-1011 and the 747 are approximately or oxidation for each material. When
.30. Transport category aircraft are thece factors are taken into account
designed to maneuver limit load factors together with gauge tolerance and other
of 2.5; gusts in the atmosphere may considerations of fastening and joining,
induce slightly larger load factors. a more realistic structural weight
Structural weight fractions of fighter fraction is then obtained than that
type aircraft such as the F-15 and F-18 which is predominantly a function of
are approximately .32; these aircraft are strength and stiffness.
designed to maneuver limit factors in
excess of 7.

2.6.2 Str,_ticura Concepts
The smallest structural weight

fraction of a vehicle is .11 for a Hypersonic vehicle performance
supertanker (to this committee's knowl- ae~ends intimately on such structural
edge) and that is of approximately 1200 concepts as material choice, active/-
million pounds! passive cooling, insulation, thermal

protection, thermal/structural behavior,
configuration, fabrication, and manufac-

2.6.1 Determination of Structural Mass turability. Vehicle structural concepts
Fraction for Iligh Performance depend on the mission profile, e.g., a
Vehicles high-Mach cruiser with frequent use and

short turn-around times will have dif-
Several different criteria are used to ferent requirements than an orbital

evaluate the optimum design concepts vehicle used frequently or a hypersonic
for various portions of the vehicle based reentry vehicle used only once.
on its configuration, the trajectory
flown, the aerothermal environment en- The technology base for structures
counteied, and a number of other fac- running for sustained periods at elevated
tors. Portions of the vehicle may be temperatures needs to be developed.
stiffness critical, others buckling or The mechanics of hot structures is not
crippling critical; some areas may be well understood in such areas as vehicle
designed by fracture toughness, strength, leading edges, vehicle nose or lip
thermal fatigue, creep, compression, regions, airframe surfaces including
oxidation, etc. To determine the control surfaces, internal load-carrying
structural mass of the component to be structures, or local regions of severe
evaluated we must note the probable aerothermal loads. Leading edges, for
failure modes that the component could instance, are a critical design area
encounter. The mass of the component because of extremely high localized
is distributed according to the primary heating, high thermal gradients and
failure modes that size the structure for stresses, coupled with aerodynamic loads,
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f raction for the C -141 is less than one
half of that required for a single stage 
to orbit hypersonic vehicle. It should 
also be observed that airplanes must 
have important sub-systems such as 
propulsion, electronic, air conditioning, 
etc.: the design~rs of these sub-systems 
will dcm:!nd their fair share (in their 
\'i~w) of [he total weight fraction. 

Structural weight fractions oi other 
transport category aircraft such as the 
L-IOII and the 747 are approximately 
.30. Transport category aircraft are 
designed to maneuver limit load factors 
of 2.5; gusts in the atmosphere may 
i nd uce slightly larger load factors. 
Structural weight fractions of fighter 
type aircraft such as the F-15 and F-18 
are approximately .32; these aircraft are 
designed to maneuver limit factors iIi 
excess of 7. 

The smallest structural weight 
fraction of a vehicle IS .11 for a 
supertanker (to this committee's knowl
edge) and that is of approximately 1200 
million pounds! 

2.6.1 Determinatioll of Structural Mass 
Fraction for High Performance 
Vehicles 

Sev~ral different criteria are used to 
evaluate the optimum design concepts 
for various portions of the vehicle based 
on its configuration, the trajectory 
flown, the aero thermal environment en
counteled, and a number of oth~r fac
tors. Portions of the vehicle may be 
stiffness critical, others buckling or 
crippling critical; some areas may be 
designed by fracture toughness, strength, 
thermal fatigue, creep, compression, 
oxidation, etc. To determine the 
structural mass of the component to be 
evaluated we must note the probable 
failure modes that the component could 
encounter. The mass of the component 
is distributed according to the primary 
failure modes that size the structure for 

the vehicle under consideration. In this 
procedure, the structural mass of the 
component is distributed to prevent fail
ure in the critical (primary) failure 
mode. These primary failure modes 
determine the local thickness and stiff
ness of the structure, and thus "size" 
the structure for that particular type of 
vehicle. Tile durability and damage 
tolerance allowable is determined by 
analysis of fatigue, crack growth, 
fracture toughness, and stress corrosion 
or oxidation for each material. When 
these factor:) are taken into account 
together with gauge tolerance and other 
c0nsiderations of fastening and joining, 
a more realistic structural weight 
fraction is then obtained than that 
which is predominantly a flJnction of 
strength and stiffness. 

2.6.2 Stf!.!~tur!!l Conn'!* 

Hypersonic vehicle performance 
aepends intimately on such structural 
concepts as material choice, active/
pass!ve cooling, insulation, thermal 
protection, thermal/structural behavior, 
configuration, fabrication, and manufac
turability. Vehicle structural concepts 
depend on the mission profile, e.g., a 
high-Mach cruiser with frequent use and 
short turn-around times will have dif
ferent requirements than an orbital 
vehicle used frequently or a hypersonic 
reentry vehicle used only once. 

The techn%g.l' base for structures 
rWllling for sustained periods at elevated 
temperatures needs to be developed. 
The mechanics of hot structures is r,ot 
well \..nderstood in such areas as vehicle 
leading edges, vehicle nose or lip 
regions, airframe surfaces including 
control surfaces, internal load-carrying 
structures, or local region'.; of severe 
aerothermal loads. Leading edges, for 
instance, are a critical desigll area 
because of extremely high localized 
heating, high thermal gradients and 
stresses, coupled with aerodynamic loads, 
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ORBITER ORBITER C-141 C-141

WEIGHT FRACTION WEIGHT FRACTION
COMPONENT Pounds %of TOGW Pounds %of TOGW

Wing 14,718 0.061 34,350 0.109
Tail 2,891 0.012 5,907 0.019
Body 41,540 0.172 34,523 0.110
Alighting Gear 12,569 0.052 10,935 0.035
Surface Control 2,255 0.009 3,652 0.012
Propulsion 34,027 0.141 25,212 0.080
Aux. Power Plant 3,941 0.016 523 0.002
Hydraulics 2,293 0.009 2,689 0.009
Electrical 4,041 0.017 2,683 0.009
Electronics 5,063 0.021 2,871 0.009
Furnishings 2,130 0.009 5,017 0.016
Air Conditioning 3,649 0.015 2,537 0.008
Thermal Protection 27,154 0.112 0.000
Crew 1,252 0.005 2,756 0.009
Fuel 23,856 0.099 111,480 0.354
Payload 60,000 0.249 70,000 0.222

TOGW 241,379 1.000 315,135 1.000

TABLE 2-B

Summary Weight Statements for Shuttle Orbiter

and C-141

ORBITER ORBITER C-141 

WEIGHT FRACTION WEIGHT 
COMPONENT Pounds %of TOGW Pounds 

Wing 14,718 0.061 34,350 
Tail 2,891 0.012 5,907 
Body 41,540 0.172 34,523 
A li g h t oj n g G ear 12,569 0.052 10,935 
Surface Control 2,255 0.009 3.652 
Propulsion 34,027 0.141 25,212 
Aux. Power Plant 3,941 0.016 523 
Hydraulics 2,293 0.009 2,689 
Electrical 4,041 0.017 2,683 
Electronics 5,063 0.021 2,871 
Furnishings 2,130 0.009 5,017 
Air Conditioning 3,649 0.015 2,537 
Thermal Protection 27,154 0.112 
Crew 1,252 0.005 2,756 
Fuel 23,856 0.099 111,480 
Payload 60,00n 0.249 70,000 

TOGW 241,379 1.000 315,135 

TABLE 2-8 

Summary Weight Statements for Shuttle Orbiter 

and C-141 

C-141 

FR,A.CTIC~ 
%of TOGW 

0.109 
0.019 
0.110 
0.035 
0.012 
0.080 
0.002 
0.009 
0.009 
0.009 
0.016 
0.008 
0.000 
0.009 
0.354 
0.222 

1.000 
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which together prevent a safe, reusable, 4) Internal structure - Practical means
reliable, light leading edge. Active need to be developed to design
cooling is also required, with attendant internal structures which can carry
technology development required for significant loads while running hot,
hypersonic vehicles, or for cold internal structuies that

attach to hot structures. There is a
An indication of the thermal technology requirement to develop

environment that must be sustained in procedures to conduct simultaneous
hypersonic flight is shown in Figure 2-6. thermal, structural, and dynamic
Multiple materials are necessary for analysis. Again, verification through
local conditions on the vehicle. Active component testing where aero-
cooling is essential at the higher thermal dynamic and thermal toads are
fluxes that are characteristic of the imposed is necessary before the
hypersonic regime. technology is ready for design or

development purposes.
Specific structural technology base

requirements for hypersoaic flight are: 5) Local aerothermal loads - Intense
local loads often drive structural

1) Vehicle leading edge - Analysis tools concepts. A comprehensive data
are needed for active cooled edges base and analytical tools need to be
(convective, transpiration), heat-pipe developed to allow durable and safe
cooled edges, radiatively cooled structural concepts at minimum
e gcs, or forcrL.. ... ...... :cans"
of leading-edge cooling. Verification

of these analytical procedures is
necessary through testing at suf- 2.6.3 Development Process

ficient scale before the technology
is ready for design or development. Figure 2-7 illustrates the develop-

ment process for producing structural
2) Nose or lip regions - Again, analyt-- concepts for a hypersonic vehicle with

ical tools are necessary for active, specified mission/performance goals given
passive, or reactive cooled noses or an adequate technology base. Testing of
lips. A durable light structure is structural concepts at the component
de•ireid. Ve;rifica tion through testing level anrd assembled ievel in q realistic

beyond proof-of-concept experiments thermal/structural environment would be
is important before the technology a large part of the development process.
is ready for development purposes. The result of this development procedure

would be critical structural hardware
3) Airframe surfaces and coitrol experience. Presumably the structural

surfaces - Hypersonic vehicles will concepts developed are designed to real-
run hot. Local temperatures will istic criteria, ultralight, temperature
often exceed 1650' C. Active resistant, and durable.
cooling everywhere is not practical.
Structural element (spar, rib, The next logiral step to advance a
stiffener, panel, etc.) technology at technology toward use as structural
elevated temperatures needs de.,elop- hardware is often discounted. This step
ment. 'rc ng is necessary to is fabrication or demonstration of
validate structural concepts with and manufacturability. Very often, high
without thermal protection and for technology endeavors (such as the
various cooling concepts and joining development of hypersonic vehicles)
concepts. stretch-out or fail because of lack of

attention to the industry which must
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whiC'h tOf.ether prevent a safe, reusable, 
reliable, light !cading edge. Active 
cooling is also !"cquired, with attendant 
technulogy development required for 
hypersonic vehicles. 

An indication of the thermal 
environment that must be sustained in 
hypersonic flight is shown in Figure 2-6. 
Multiple materials are necessary for 
local conditions on the vehicle. Active 
cooling is essential at the higher thermal 
fluxes that are ch:J.racteristic of the 
hypersonic regime. 

Specific structural technology base 
requirements for hypersollic flight are: 

1) \' ehicle leading edgf - Analysis tools 
are needed for active cooled edges 
(convedive, transpiration). heat-pipe 
cooled edges, radiatively cooled 
c:dg~·s71 or for othCi 31teinatc ii,cans 
of leading-edge cooling. Verification 
of these analytIcal procedures i3 
necc3sary through testing at suf
ficient scale before the technology 
is ready for design or development. 

2) Nose or lip regions - Again, analyt·· 
ical tools are necessary for active, 
passive, or reactive cooled noses or 
lips. A durable light structure is 
d~sir:?d. Verification through testing 
beyond proof -of-concept experiments 
is important before the technology 
is ready for development purposes. 

3) Airframe surfac~s and cop-trol 
surfaces - Hypersonic vehicles will 
run hot. Lucal temperatures will 
often exceed 1 ()50 n C. Active 
cooling everywhere is not practical. 
Structural element (spar, rib, 
stiffener, panel, etc.) technology at 
elevated temperatures needs de·.Ielop
ment. Tc ng is necessary to 
validate structural concepts with and 
without thermal protection and for 
various cooling concepts 'lnd joining 
\:oncep's. 
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4) InternaD structure - Practical means 
need to be developed to de:;ign 
internal structures which can carry 
significant loads while runnin& hot, 
or fo;- cold internal structUles that 
attach to hot structures. There is a 
technology requ!rement to develop 
procedures to conduct simultaneous 
thermal, structural, and dynamic 
analysis. Again, verification through 
component testing where aero
dynamic and thermal ioads are 
imposed is necessary before t:u; 
technology is ready for design or 
development purposes. 

5) Lo,;:al aerothermal loads - Intense 
local loads often drive structural 
concepts. A comprehensive data 
base and analytical tools need to be 
developed to allow durable and safe 
structural concepts at minimum 

1.6.3 Development Process 

Figure 2-7 illustrates the develop
ment process for producing structural 
con\..~epts for a hypersonic vehicle with 
specified mission/performance goals given 
an adequate tecl}nology base. Testing of 
structmal concepts at the component 
level al1d assembled level in a realistic 
thermal/structural environment would be 
a large r,:nt of the development process. 
The result of this development procedure 
would be critical structural hardware 
experience. Presumably the structural 
concepts developed are designed to real
IstiC criteria, ultralight, temperature 
[esistant, and durable. 

The next logi(~al step to advance a 
techlloloSY toward use as structural 
hardware is often discounted. This step 
is fabrication or demonstration of 
manufacturab:lity. Very often, high 
technology endeavors (such as the 
development of hypersonic vehicles) 
stretch··out or fail because of lack of 
:ntention to the industry which must 
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produce the parts. Successful structural structural loading of such test articles
concepts for hypersonic vehicles will applicable to some NASP components.
require careful development of com-
ponent fabrication processes, manufac- We are, however, concerned about
turing process methods and procedures, the lack of large scale test facilities
fastening technology, joining methods, required to validate components at full-
assembly techniques, inspection methods, scale. Of concern is the ability to
sealing technology, methods of repair or adequately test a wing-fuselage carry
rework, and maintainability consider- through section, a tank-fuselage section,
ations. A lack of technological maturity or an actively-cooled full airframe
in any of these areas leads to incom- section. It might be impossible to
plete structural hardware experience, adequately ground test a full-size
Successful activity in these areas would representative section in a combined
in principle lead to structural concepts aerothermal environment. Such testing
that are not only ultralight, temperature can be done only in flight. The attend-
resistant, and durable but also pro- ant technical risk in proceeding to flight
ducible, maintainable, and repairable. with only moderate confidence in the

flight vehicle design is accordingly high.
The final step of the development

process is flight testing to assess We are also concerned about the
safety-of-flight, operations, support- eventual feasibility of producing
ability, and vehicle performance. How hypersonic vehicle structures that are
rugged, how reliable, how accurate, and durable and easy to maintain, and
how operationally useful the hypersonic economical in small or large quantities.
vehicle is would follow from this flight The design and fabrication of actively-
test program. cooled structures must consider factors

such as regenerative cooling channels,
piping, valves, etc. Such plumbing must

2.6.4 Status of Structural Concepts for be considered as part of the structural
Hypersonic Vehicles weight fraction. The high-temperature

materials for hypersonic aircraft may
The NASP program has an aggressive require great care to process, fashion or

Technology Maturation Plan to develop maintain. It is worth considering mul-
the technology base to design an exper- tiple production sources of key vehicle
imental hypersonic X-plane. Prior to sections. A good deal more emphasis
this NASP program, hypersonic technol- must be placed on production issues
ogy base development had been spotty at before judgments of the operational
best for 20 years with the exception of utility of hypersonic vehicles are
technology for reentry vehicles and the approached.
shuttle orbiter.

After careful study of those 2.6.5 Structural Design Considerations
elements of the Technology Maturation
Plan directed at structural concepts, we The attainment of routine hypersonic
conclude that the projected technology flight places before the structural
base has generic as well as design designer a host of new design conditions
specific validity for hypersonic vehicles, which accompany the large amounts of
The Technology Maturation Plan should thermal energy generated in the bound-
result in a structural data base valid for ary layer. An air-breathing aircraft
hot structures a few feet by a few feet. passes through flight regimes from
There probably are adequate test facil-- subsonic through supersonic to reach
ities to provide a credible thermal- hypersonic, all in two to three minutes.
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produce. the parts. Successhil structural 
concepts for hypersonic vehicles will 
require careful development of com
ponent fabrication processes, manufac
turing process methods and :Jrocedures, 
fastening technology, joining methods. 
assembly techniques, inspection methods, 
sealing technology, methods of repair or 
rework, and maintainability consider
ations. A lack of technological maturity 
in any of these areas ieads to incom
plete structural hardware experience. 
Successful activity in these areas would 
in principle lead to structural concepts 
that :ire not only ultralight, temperature 
resistaN, and durable but also pro
ducible, maintainable, and rerairable. 

The final step of the development 
process is flight testing to assess 
safety-of -flight, operations, support
ability, and vehicle performance. How 
rugged, how reliable, how accurate. and 
how operationally useful the hypersonic 
vehicle is would follow from this flight 
test program. 

2.6.4 Statl!s of Structural CO<lcepts for 
HYJlersonic Vehicles 

The NASP program has an aggressive 
Technology Maturation Plan to develop 
the technology base to design an exper
imental hypersonic X-plane. Prior to 

this NASP program, hypersonic technol
ogy base development had been spotty at 
best for 20 years with the exception of 
technology for reentry vehicles and the 
shuttle orbiter. 

After careful study of those 
elements of the Technology Maturation 
Plan directed at structural concepts, we 
conclude that the projected technology 
base has generic as well as design 
srecific validity for hypersonic vehicles. 
The Technology Maturation Plan snould 
result in a structural data base valid for 
hot structures a few feet by a few feet. 
There probably arC adequate test facil·· 
ities to provide a credible thermal-

structural loading of such test articles 
applicable to some NASP components. 

We are, however, concerned about 
the lack of large scale test facilities 
required to validate components at full
scale. Of concern is the ability to 
adequately test a wing-fuselage carry 
through section, a tank-fuselage section, 
or an actively-cooled full airframe 
section. It might be impossible to 
adequately ground test a full-size 
representative section in a combined 
aerothermal environment. Such testing 
can be done only in flight. The attend
ant technical risk in proceeding to flight 
with only moderate confidence in the 
flight vehicle design is accordingly high. 

We are also concerned about the 
eventual feasibility of producing 
hypersonic vehicle structures that are 
durable and easy to maintain, and 
economical in sl'uall or !a!'ge quantities. 
The design and fabrication of actively
cooled structures must consider factors 
such as regenerative cooling channels, 
piping, valves, etc. Such plumbing must 
be considered as part of the structural 
weight fraction. The high-temperature 
materials for hypersonic aircraft may 
require great care to pro('ess, fashion or 
maintain. It is worth considering mul
tiple production sources of key vehicle 
sections. A good deal more emphasis 
must be placed on production issues 
before judgments of the operational 
utility of hypersonic vehicles are 
approached. 

2.6.5 Structural Design Considerations 

The attainment of routine hypersonic 
flight places before the structural 
designer a host of new design conditions 
which accompany the large amounts of 
thermal energy generated in the bound
ary layer. An air-breathing aircraft 
passes through flight regimes from 
subsonic through supersonic to reach 
hypersonic, all in two to three minutes. 
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Thermal Environment of Mater·ials at Hypersonic Speeds 
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Stagnation temperatures quickly reach for design and to bring the manufactur-
500+ C at low altitudes and 2200* C at ing and material producing infrastructure
high altitudes. The common aircraft to an acceptable level of maturity.
aluminum alloys, which melt at about
600' C, become worthless as structural Good properties at high temperatures
materials at about 400' C. Thermal necessarily require high melting temper-
stiesses are induced by the transient atures. Melting point data may, however,
nature of the flight profile. For be misleading. For example, the
example, a steel alloy wing structure available titanium alloys do not fulfill
may undergo thermal stresses of 75,000 the promise that the high melting
to 150,000 psi during the transient temperature of pure titanium would
temperature gradients induced as the indicate. Thus, at 200* C, which is
aircraft attains hypersonics cruise if approximately one-third of its melting
specific design details cannot riiriimize point, 2024-T4 aluminum still retains
the adverse effects of thermal gradients, about 80 percent of its normal temper-
If all the structural parts reach 550' C, ature tensile yield strength. At a
a ten-foot-span wing of stainless steel comparable percentage of its melting
would expand over an inch in length. temperature, i.e., at about 550' C,
Internal push-pull rods and hydraulic titanium has only about 25 percent of its
lines might differ in temperature by normal temperature strength.
several hundred degrees, and, in length,
by intolerable amounts. These are some The high temperatures have other
of the simpler thermal phenomena that effects that must bz, anticipated. Thin-
confront the structural designer. skin n.onocoque or semi-monocoque con-

struction which is not free to expand
can fail by thermal buckling. Thick skin

2.6.5.1 The Structural Desigaer's construction leads to larger thermrnl
Approach, Circa 1988 stresses because of the larger temper-

ature gradients.
It is informnazive and instructive to

consider courses of action that the The structural designer can also
structu'al designer can take. Several devise preventive measures. For
courses of action are apparent. example, the load-carrying structural

members can be covered with a passive
The designer would naturally explore thermal protection system (ITS) such as

first the possibilities of using new that used in the orbiter. A passive
materials. Obviously, if a material were thermal protection system can a) reduce
available that had a coefficient of the rate of heat flow into the structure
thermal expansion comparable to pyrex and, hence, b) Increase the time neces-
glass, and had elevated temperature sary for the load carrying structure to
strength properties comparable to those reach a given temperature. Since the
of 7075-T6 at normal temperatures, then insulation material has a certain heat
the thermal problem would be trivial, capacity, it can also serve as a sink for
Strength properties are important but a portion of the thermal energy.
such factors as corrosion resistance,
susceptibility to thermal stresses, Problems accompany the use of a
maturity of the manufacturing infra- passive thermal protection system. If
structure to translate materials into the coating is bonded tightly to the
structural forms and availability are of structure, then the strains of the
equal significance. Historically, the coating will be transferred to the
record shows that many years are structure, but, more seriously, the
required to gather a data base sufficient coating will be unable to expand freely
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Stagnation temperature~ Quickly rear.h 
5000 + C at low altitudes and 22000 C ~i. 
high altitudes. The common aircraft 
aluminum alloys, which meit at about 
6000 C, beccme worthless as structural 
materials at about 4000 C. Thermal 
stI esses are induced by the transient 
i1ature of t!le fllght profile. ror 
example, a steel alloy wing structure 
may undergo thermal stresses of 75,000 
to 150,000 psi during lhe translen! 
temperature gradients induced as the 
aircraft attains hypersonics cruise if 
specific design details cannot nliriimlze 
the adverse effects of thermal gradients. 
if all the structural parts reach 5500 C, 
a tell-foot-span wing of stainless steel 
would expand ovel an inch in length. 
Internal push-pull rods and hydraulic 
I ines might differ in temperature by 
several hundred degrees, and, in length, 
by intolerable amounts. These are some 
of the simpler trermal nhenomeila that 
cOllfront the structural designer. 

1.6.5.1 Th~ SiruduraJ Di~~igller's 
Approach, Circa 1988 

It is informa"dn anci imti"u(;tive to 
consider courses of action that the 
structufal d~signer C3'l take. Several 
courses of act:on are apparC!l t. 

The designer would naturally explore 
first the possibilities of using new 
materials. Obviously, if a material were 
available that had a coefficienl of 
thermal expansion comparable to pyrex 
gla~s, and had elevated temperature 
strength properties comparable to those 
or 7075-T6 at normal temperatures, then 
the thermal problem would be trivial. 
Strength properties are important but 
~uch factors as corrosion resistance, 
susceptibility to thermal stresses, 
maturity of the manufacturing infra
structure to transbte materials into 
structural forms and availability are of 
equal significance. Historically, the 
record shows that many years are 
required to gather a data base sufficient 
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for design and to bring the manufactur
ing and material producing infrastructure 
to an acceptable level of maturity. 

Good properties at high !emperatures 
necessarHy require high melting temper-
3turc:'. Melting point da(a may, however, 
be misleading. For example, the 
available titanium alloys do not fulfill 
the promise that the high melting 
temperature of pure titanium would 
iildicate. Thus, at 2000 C, which is 
approximately one-third of its melting 
point, 2024-T4 aluminum still retains 
about 80 percent of its normal temper
ature tensile yield strength. At a 
comparable percent3ze of its melting 
temperature:, i.e., at about 550 0 C, 
titanium has only about 25 percent of its 
normal temperature strength. 

The high temperatures have other 
effects (hat mGst b~ anticipated. Thin
~kil1 ~-!lOnocot:ue or semi-monocoque con
s~ruction which is not free to expand 
can fail by thermal buckling. Thick skin 
construction leads to larger therm II 
stresses because of the larger temper
ature gradients. 

The structural designer call also 
devise preventive measures. For 
example, the load-carrying structural 
members can be covered with a passive 
thermal protection system (TP:S) such as 
that used in the orbiter. A passive 
thermal protectiOI~ system can a) reduce 
the rate of heat flow into the structure 
and, hence, b) Increase the time neces
sary for the lead carrying structure to 
reach 3 given temperature. Since the 
insulation material has a certain heat 
capacity, it can also serve as a sink for 
a portion of the thermal energy. 

Problems accompany the ust' of a 
passive thermal protection system. If 
the coating is bonded tightly to the 
structure, then the strains of the 
coaling will be transferred to the 
structure, but, more seriously, the 
coating will be unable to expand freely 
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and may crack. This suggests the pos- Two parameters of chief interest to
sibility of applying the insulation in a the structural designer are the recovery
"fish-scale" or "roof-shingle" pattern. In factor and the heat transfer coefficient.
this manner, the insulation is free to The recovery factor relates stagnation
expand. Another possibility is to "float" temperature and free-stream temperature
the structure in an insulated shell. The to the adiabatic wall temperature. Once
transfer of air loads from the shell to this number is known, the adiabatic wall
the main load carrying members could be temperature can be found. This is the
effected by a network of posts, and if temperature at the surface of the object
these posts couid be arranged so that if the object is insulated against heat
the loads are predominantly compression, transfer. Having found the adiabatic
then glass or ceramics can be used. wall temperature, the problem is one of

convective heat transfer from the
The structural designer can also boundary layer to the structure. Here

devise ways to cool the structure and in we find the biggest hiatus in present
this manner use the best properties of knowledge. Some information exists on
the materials. Cooling the structure the heat-transfer coefficient for steady
involves many more complications. The heat flow but much remains to be done
cooling of the structure requires free before the transient problem can be
access of the cooling agent; at this solved.
moment, invention is required. Trans-
piration cooling offers another possibility The magnitude of the recovery fac-
if a suitable porous material can be tor ranges between 0.80 and 0.95. It
create6. depends chiefly upon the nature of the

flow, i.e., laminar or turbulent, on the
Prandtl number (a dimensionless cormbin-

2.6.5.2 The Aerodynamic Heating ation of specific heat at constant
Phenomena pressure, viscosity, and thermal conduc-

tivity) and upon the shape of the solid
A proper assessment of the effects boundary to the flow.

of aerodynamic heating requires an
understanding of the source of the The heat-transfer coefficient is the
thermal energy. During flight a thin constant of proportionaiity which relates
boundary layer, in which the air velocity the heat flow into the structure and the
drops from flight speed to zero, enveiops temperature difference between the
the aircraft. We understand the con- structure and its recovery temperature.
sequences of the boundary layer phen- It is conveniently combined with a char-
omera for low speed flight, but at acteristic length and thermal conductiv-
higher speeds the dissipation of energy ity into a dimensionless number called
within the boundary layer represents an the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number
important additional factor. In fact, the varies with Reynolds number, Prandtl
degradation of mechanical energy into number, shade of the solid boundary and
heat is approximately proportional to the the nature of the flow, i.e., laminar or
square of the velocity gradient. As heat turbulent. All of these dimensionless
is so produced near the surfaces, some parameters depend on the properties of
conduction into or out of the surfaces is the fluid, and these, in turn, are all
to be expected. Thus, there is also a functions of the temperature.
thermal as well as a momentum boundary
layer within which convection, con- The exterior surface of the structure
duction, and dissipation are balanced. is a boundary of the flow across which

there will be interaction between condi-
tions in the structure and conditions in
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and may crack. This suggesls the pos
sibility of applying lhe insulation in a 
"fish-scale" or "roof -shingle" pattern. In 
this manner, the insulation is free to 
expand. Another possibility is to "float" 
the structure in an insulated shell. The 
transfer of air loads from the shell to 
the main load carrying members could be 
effected by a network of posts, and if 
these posts couid be arranged so that 
the loads are predominantly compression, 
then glass or ceramics can be used. 

The structural designer can also 
devis~ ways to cool the structure and in 
this manner use the best properties of 
the materials. Cooling the structure 
involves many more complications. The 
cooling of the structure requires free 
access of the cooling agent; at this 
moment, invention is required. Trans
piration cooling offers another possibility 
if a suitable porous material can be 
createc:J. 

2.6.5.2 The Aerodynamic Heating 
Phenomena 

A proper assessment of the effects 
of aerodynamic heating requires an 
understanding of the Source of the 
thermal energy. During flig}:t a thin 
boundary layer, in which the air velocity 
drops from f1ighi speed w zero, enveiops 
the aircraft. We understand the con
sequences of the boundary layer phen
omefla for low speed flight, but at 
higher speeds the dissipation of energy 
within the boundary layer represents an 
important additional factor. In fact, the 
degradation of mechanical energy into 
heat is approximately proportional to the 
square of the velocity gradient. As heat 
is so produced near the surfaces, some 
cOl1duction into or out of the surfaces is 
to be expected. Thus, there is also a 
thermal as well as a momentum boundary 
layer within which convection, con
duction, and dissipation are balanced. 

Two parameters of chief interest to 
the structural designer are the recovery 
factor and the heat transfer coefficient. 
The recovery factor relates stagnation 
temperature and free-stream temperature 
to the adiabatic wall temperature. Once 
this number is known, the adiabatic wall 
temperature can be found. This is the 
temperature at the surface of the object 
if the object is insulated against heat 
transfer. Having found the adiabatic 
wall temperature, the problem is one of 
convective heat transfer from the 
boundary layer to the structure. Here 
we find the biggest hiatus in present 
knowledge. Some information exists on 
the heat-transfer coefficient for steady 
heat flow but much remains to be done 
before the transient problem can be 
solved. 

The magnitude of the recovery fac
tor ranges between 0.80 and 0.95. It 
depends chiefly upen the nature of the 
flow, i.e., laminar or turbulent, on the 
Prandtl number (3 dimensionless combin
ation of specific heat at constant 
pressure, viscosity, and thermal conduc
tivity) and upon the shape of the solid 
boundary to the flow. 

The heat-transfer coefficient is the 
constant of proportionaiity which relates 
the heat flow into the structure and the 
temperature difference between the 
structure and its recovery temperature. 
It is conveniently combined with a char
acteristic length and thermal conductiv
ity into a dimensionless number called 
the Nusselt number. The Nusselt number 
varies with Reynolds number, Prandtl 
number, sha?e of the solid bounda.-y and 
the nature of the flow, i.e., laminar or 
turbul~nt. All of these dimensionless 
parameters depend on the propelties of 
the fluid, and these, in turn, arc all 
functions of the temperature. 

The exterior surface of the structure 
is a boundary of the flow acro')s which 
there will be interaction between condi
tion') in the structure and conditions in 
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the boundary layer. Heat transfer in therefore, depends chiefly on the solu-
the boundary Jayer depends on the tem- tion of the heat-conduction equation in
perature at the surface of the structure. solids. This equation discloses that the
As the surface temperature rises, the mass density, specific heat, and thermal
gradient will change, and the rate or conductivity of the structure are the
heat flow into the structure will change. material properties present. All three
If the flow conditions are not changing are functions of the loal temperature.
with time, the necessary trial procedure Unfortunately, data about the variation
in determining the correct balance of these material properties with tem--
between heat transfer in the boundary perature are meager. But even if such
layer and heat flow into the structure data existed, the solution of the heat
may not be too difficult. If the flow condu.tion equation can be obtained only
conditions are transient, then the trial by numerical methods.
procedure becomes quite cdmbrrsome. A
necessary objective of research would be The flight history of the vehicle will
to define the degree of interdependence, determine the type of boundary condi-
but it is likely that there will be tions that the temperature distribution
important flight configuratioris in which must satisfy. Two types are possible:
the interaction cannot bc nuglected. those that depend on time, and those
Again, the structural designer here needs that do not.
certain detailed information about the
flow, though this is perhaps of minor If the vehicle is accelerating, diving,
interest to the aerodyi~amicist. in the or efiimoing, then transient conditions
past, it was the structud designer who exist on the surface of the structure,
demanded knowl.edge of the spanwise and and time becomes a very important fac-
chordwise pressuie distributions and who tor in the formulation of the boundary
felt the greatest need for detailed conditions. On t64• other hand, if the
information on transient aerodynamic vehicle is in ?evel, constant speed flight,
forces. So in this new field, it is again then the boundary conditions do not
the structural designer who needs inti- depend on time. In both cases, the
mate knowledge of the origin and trans- temperature distribution in the structure
fer of thermal energy in the boundary varies continuously with time. It should
layer. also be noted that the entire flight

i111311 y ltiU'I. UL/ •p.•IJ I•.l, A IlUý i!. 1I

insufficient to specify a flight at
2.6.5.3 The t'emperature Distribution in constant velocity because the temper-

the Structure ature distribution at the initiation of
constant velocity will determine the

All three basic heat-transfer pro- character of the subsequent heat flow,
cesses: convection, conduction, and and this initial temperature distribution
radiation, are present in the aircraft depends on how J-e vehicle attained this
temperature distribution problem. Heat velocity.
enters the structure from the boundary
layer, is conducted to distant portions of Experimental data on temperature
the structure, and escapes at the surface distributions are also quite meager
by rad;ation. Heat transfer out of the because of an absence of a suitable
structure by convection and by radiation laboratory source of thermal energy, an
can be considered as additional boundary absence of experimental techniques, and
conditions to the main process of heat inadequate knowledge of what is impor-
conduction into remote portions of the tant.
structure. Determination of the temper-
ature distribution in the structure,
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the boundary layer. Heat transfer in 
the boundary layer depends on the tem
perature at the surface of the structure. 
As the surface temperatur~ rises, the 
gradient will change, and the rate or 
heat flow into the structure will change. 
If the flow conditions are not changing 
with time, the necessary trial procedure 
in determhling the correct balance 
bet.ween heat transfer in the boundary 
layer and heat flow into the structure 
may not be too diffjcult. If the tlow 
conditions are transient, then the trial 
procedure becomes quite cllmb~"some. A 
necessary objective of research ','>'ould be 
to define the degree of interdependence. 
but it is likely that there will be 
important flight configuratic..ris in whi:h 
the interaction cannot be m:r,ip.~i:ed. 
Again, the structural Ge~igner here needs 
certain detailed informatjof. about the 
flow, though th is is perhap~ of minor 
interest to the aerodYhamicist. III Ihe 
past, it was the structu.T~! designer who 
demanded knovYIectge of the slxmwise and 
chordwise pressure cistributions and who 
felt the greatest need for detailed 
information on transient aerodynamic 
forces. So in tlJi" new field, it is again 
the stmctural designer who needs inti
mate knuwledge of ttie origin and trans
fer of thermal energy in Hte boundary 
layr.r. 

2.6.5.3 The Temperature Distribution in 
the Structure 

All three basic heat-tran::;fer pro
cesses: convection, coaduction, and 
radiation, are present in the aircraft 
temperature distribution problem. Heat 
enters the structure from the boundary 
layer, is conducted to distant portions of 
the structure, and escapes at the surface 
by radiation. Heat transfer out of the 
structure by convection and by radiation 
can be considered as additional boundary 
conditions to the main process of heat 
condllction into remote portions of the 
structure. Determination of the temper
ature distribution in thr. structure, 
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therefore, depends chiefly on thp. solu
tion of the heat-conduction equa~ion in 
solids. This equation discloses that the 
mass density, specific heat, and thermal 
conductivity of the structure are the 
material oropt::rlies pre.sent. AU three 
are fum:tions of the lo~al temperature. 
Unfortunately, data about the variation 
of these material properties with tern·· 
perature ,ue meager. But even if such 
data existed. the solution of th.e he-at 
condu_~tion equation can ue obtained only 
by numerical methods. 

The night history of the vehicle will 
(te\~rmine the type of boundary condi
tions that the temperature distribution 
must satisfy. Two tYves are possible: 
those that dep~nd on time, and those 
th~-\t do not. 

If the vehicle is accelerating, diving, 
or dimbing. then tran::;ient conditions 
exist on the surface of the structure, 
ar.d time becomes a very important fac
tor in the fornH.llation of the boundary 
conditions. On ti·i'~ other hand, if the 
vehicle is in level, constant speed flight, 
then the boundary conditions do not 
depend on time. In both cases, the 
tt;:mperature distribution in the structure 
varies continuously with time. It should 
also be noted that the entire flight 
'-~_". __ •• _ •• _ .. 1- .... ____ :r:_.... "T·L ••. : .. ! ... 
JIJ~~Vl y 11lU;')~ VC ::'..,1;\.11 leu. IlIIU;:) n 1;:) 

insufficient to specify a flight at 
constant velocity because the temper
ature distribution at the initiation of 
constant velocity will determine the 
character of the subsequent heat flow, 
and this i:litial temperature distribution 
depends on how ~re vehicle attained this 
velocity. 

Experimental data on temperature 
distributions are also quite meager 
because of an absence of a suitable 
laboratory source o~' thermal energy, an 
absence of experimental techniques, and 
inadequate knowledge of what is impor
tant. 
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2.6.5.4 Structurel Effects of High Thes, e critical conditions are either
Temperatures obviously worse than others or have

been shown from experience to be the
The objectives of the structural most severe. In the case of the added

designer are to design a structure that complication of high temperatures, the
fulfills the following requirements. relative severity of different conditions

is far from obvious, and there is
a. Strength, i.e., the structure must be insufficietit accrued experience to

strong enough to withstand all delineate the most severe temperature
conditions imposed on it which are distributions. Consequently, much
within the established limitations of analylical and experimental work must
that particular model without be done before design criteria can be
permanent deformations or failures formulated.
of any member.

High temperatures in the structure
b. Rigidity, i.e., the structure must have three primary adverse effects:

possess sufficient rigidity to prevent
such acroelastic phenomena as 0 Stresses are induced by the differ-
flutter or static divergence. ential expansion of different por-

tions of the structure.
c. Longevity, i.e., the structure must 0 The properties of the mateijal are

meet all requirements for a specified adversely affected.
number of missions. e The shape of the structure is dis-

torted, which may lead to nonlinear
d. Damage tolerance, i.e., the structure interactions with the flight loads.

must be able to resist failure due to
the presence of flaws, cracks or If it can be assumed that the struc-
other damage for a specified period ture behaves elastically and if the tern-
of unrepaired usage. perature distribution is known, then in

theory the stresses can be calculated.
e. Efficiency, i.e., the vehicle must be But, if the materials behave inelastically,

able to meet its performance speci- as they will at the high temperatures,
fications as to speed, climb, etc. then there are no proven methods avail-
which means obt.aiing th -renqired able. Certain strength properties of
strength and rigidity for the least current materials at high temperatures
possible weight. are known, but there are wide gaps in

this picture. Time is again a very
f. Economy, i.e., the above objectives important parameter because failure at

must be obtainable at a cost estab-- elevated temperatures is not instan-
lished by the importance of the taneous but may take time to develop.
mission or by the expense of alter- Also, after exposure to high tempera-
native methods of accomplishing the tures for a certain amount of time, the
same mission. elastic properties of the material at

normal temperatures can also be
A gross measure of the efficiency of affected. It is envisioned that the

the structure is given by the structural structural designer may be able or may
weight fraction. Measures of the struc- be forced to specify the amount of time
tural integrity of the structure are given which the vehicle can sustain a certain
by the margins of safety. These result flight path or flight maneuver. The
from extensive calculations under a factor of time also introduces new modes
number of critical conditions to which of structural behavior. Thus creep and
all other conditions are compared, creep-buckling under constant load can
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2.6.5.4 Structund Effects of High 
T ~mpel'atures 

The objectives of the structural 
designer are to design a structure that 
fulfills the following requirements. 

a. Strength, i.e., the structure must be 
strong enough to withstand all 
~onditions imposed on it which are 
within the established limitations of 
that particular model without 
permanent deformations or failures 
of any member. 

b. Rigidity, i.e., the structlire must 
possess sufficient rigidity to prevent 
such aeroelastic phenomena as 
flutter or static divergence. 

c. Longevity, i.e., the structure must 
meet all requirements for a specified 
number of mi!;sions. 

d. Damage tolerance, i.e., the structur~ 
must be able to resist failure due to 
the presence of flaws, cracks or 
other damage for a specified period 
of unrepaired usage. 

e. Efficiency, i.e., the vehicle must be 
able to meet its performance speci
fications as to speed, climb, etc. 
which rneans Dbtainine the required 
strength and rigidity for the least 
possible weight. 

f. Economy. i.e., the above objectives 
must be obtainable at a cost estab·
lished by the importance of the 
mission or by the expense of alter
n:Hive methods of accomplishing the 
same mission. 

A gross measure of the efficiency of 
the structure is given by the structural 
weight fraction. Measures of the stru~
tural integrity of the structure are given 
by the margins of safety. These result 
from extensive calculations under a 
number of critical conditiom to which 
all other conditions ate compared. 

The;ye critical conditions are either 
obviously worse than others or have 
been shown from experience to be the 
most severe. In the case of the added 
complication of high temperatun:s, the 
relative severity of different conditions 
is far from obvious, and there is 
insufficietlt accrued experience to 
delineate the most severe temperature 
distributions. Consequently, much 
an~lyl ical and experimental work must 
be done before design criteria can be 
formulated. 

High iemperatures in the structure 
ha ve three primary adverse effects: 

• Stresses are induced by the differ
ential expansion of different por
ti0ns of the structure. 

• The propertie~ of the material are 
adversely affected. 

e The sh~pe of the structure is dis
torted, which may lead to nonlinear 
interactions with the flight loads. 

If it can be assumed that the struc
ture behaves elastically and if the tem
perature distribution is known, then in 
theory the stresses can be calculated. 
But, if the materials behave inelastically, 
as they will at the high temperatures, 
then there are no proven methoris avail
able- Certain strength properties of 
current materials at high temperatures 
are known, but there are wide gaps in 
this picture. Time is again a very 
important parameter because failure at 
elevated temperatures is not instan
taneous but may take time to develop. 
Also, after exposure to high tempera
tureS for a certain amount of time, the 
elastic properties of the material at 
normal temperatures can also be 
affected. It is envisioned that the 
structural designer may be able or may 
be forced to specify the amount of time 
which the vehicle can sustain a certain 
flight path or flight maneuver. The 
factor of time also introduces new modes 
of structural behavior. Thus creep and 
creep .. buckling under constant load can 
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occur. means.,

Superimposed upon the Stresses a. lightweight passive thermal
caused by thermal expansion are the protection systems
ordinary flight loads caused by gusts, b. internal impedances such as
pullouts, etc. In some cases, these can joints
be added linearly, but in other cases c. active cooling
there will be interactions. Here again d. other ingenious means
the interactions which bring the struc-
ture closer to failure must be considered In part, the above items assume
in the design. certain data that are not yet available.

Some of these deficiencies concern data
of a very basic nature, including:

2.6.5.5 Summary
a. High-temperature properties of

It is apparent from this brief exam- aircraft materials
ination that the invention of new mater- b. Effects of heating rate on
ials is the panacea for hypersonic flight, material properties
The structural designer must rely on the c. Heat-transfer coefficients for
material scientist to invent the material the entire flight regime, from
and can only offer words of encourage- supersonic to hypersonic
ment and point out what properties d. Recovery factors
should be optimized.

These data can be obtained only
It is perhaps less apparent what experimentally. Some of the other

other structural research goals should be deficiencies concern techniques, i.e., the
set. Unfortunately, personal opinions state of the art needs to be advanced.
cannot be entirely divorced from evalu- The following are included in this
ations that must precede the establish- category:
ment of research goals. The following
steps should be taken at this time. a. Efficient methods of calculating

temperature distribution
1. Create experimental facilities that b. Efficient methods of calculating

can enable the structural designer to temperature stresses and strains
arrive at an optimum structure by
cut-and-try methods. The ramifications of the aerodynamic

heating problem are so wide that,
2. Study flow patterns to evaluate the undoubtedly, there are good arguments

effect of shape in reducing the for drastically altering or adding to the
boundary layer temperature. above.

3. Study the possibility of minimizing
thermal gradients and, therefore, 2.7 Role of Computational Fluid
stresses by design alterations; vis., Dynamics
with the same flight program
comparison of stress distributions in Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
structu'es with systematic differ- has become the principal tool for
ences in the f3llowing charac- aerodynamic and propulsion-flow design
teristics. of hypersonic vehicles. Three cir-

cumstances have contributed to this.
4. Study the feasibility of controlling First, existing ground-based experimental

the heat flow by the following facilities are unable to realistically
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occur. 

Superimposeci upon the stresses 
caused by thermal expansion are the 
ordinary flight loads caused by gusts, 
pullouts, etc. In some cases, these can 
be added linearly, but in other cases 
there will be interactions. Here again 
the interactions which bring the struc
ture closer to failure must be co.1sidered 
in the design. 

2.6.5.5 Summary 

It is apparent from this brief exam
ination that the invention of new mater
ials is the panacea for hypersonic flight. 
The st:'uctural designer must rely on the 
material scientist to invent the material 
and can only offer words of encourage
ment and point out what properties 
should be optimized. 

It is perhaps less apparent what 
other structural research goals should he 
set. U nf ortunately. personal opinions 
cannot be entirely divorced from evalu
ations that must precede the establish
ment of research goals. The following 
steps should be taken at this time. 

I. Create experimental facilities that 
can enable the structural designer to 
arrive at an optimum structure by 
cut-and-try methods. 

2. Study flow patterns to evaluate the 
effect of shape in reducing the 
boundary layer temperature. 

3. Study the Dossibility of minimizing 
therrr.al gradients and, therefore, 
stresses by design alterations; vis., 
with the same flight program 
comparison of stress distributions in 
structu'es with systematic differ
ences in the f.::>lIowing charac
teristics. 

4. Study the feasibility of controlling 
the heat flow by the following 
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means; 

a. lightweight passive thermal 
protection systems 

b. internal impedances such as 
joints 

c. active cooling 
d. other ingenious means 

In part, the above items assume 
certain data that are not yet available. 
Some of these deficiencies concern data 
of a very bask nature, including: 

a. High-temperature properties of 
aircraft materials 

b. Effects of heating rate on 
material properties 

c. Heat-transfer coefficients for 
the entire flight regime, from 
supersonic to hypersonic 

d. Recovery factors 

These data can be obtained only 
experimentally. Some of the other 
deficiencies concern techniques, i.e., the 
state of the art needs to be advanced. 
The following are included In this 
categury: 

a. Efficient methods of calculating 
temperature distribution 

b. Efficient methods of calculating 
temperature stresses and strains 

The ramifications of the aerodynamic 
heating problem are so wide that, 
undoubtedly, there are good arguments 
for drastically altering or adding to the 
above. 

2.7 Role of Computatinnal Fluid 
Dynamics 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 
has become the principal tool for 
aerodynamic and propulsion-flow design 
of hypersonic vehicles. Three cir
cumstances have contributed to this. 
First, existing ground-based experimental 
facilities are unable tl) realistically 
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simulate the combined thermal, dynamic, of computers to simulate the proper
and chemical flow conditions of hyper- thermodynamic and chemical aspects of
sonic flight. Second, the power of hypersonic flight, while providing
current supercomputers now enables 3-D- extraordinarily detailed information, has
flow simulations of realistic flight made it apparent that CFD continues to
conditions using the full Reynolds- be essential for the design of hypersonic
averaged Navier-Stokes equations. vehicles. We must note, however, that
Third, the extent of flow detail obtained some level of physical approximation will
in computer simulations is inherently be required to bring the numerical
much greater than experiments .an pro- problem within practical computational
vide. The inadequacy of simulation in capabilities. The modeling of turbulence
ground-based experimental facilities is is one example. It follows that experi-
especially acute for the high-velocity, mental verification of the physical
high altitude portions of hypersonic validity cf the numerical models is
trajectories involving non-equilibrium air crucial to the central role of CFD in
chemistry. Under these conditions, hypersonics.
chemical reaction rates are important,
and realistic air flow simulation requires The anticipated near-future feasibil-
that the flight parameters of velocity, ity of scramjet propulsion has added to
free stream density, free stream ther- the role of CFD some major elements
mochemical state, and physical scale all missing from the design of past hyper-
be simulated together. sonic vehicles.

1hough realistic air flow simulations Hypersonic flow problenis " ssociad
are impossible in present experimental with ballistic missiles, Apollo, and
facilities, they are, at least in principle, shuttle, for example, were those of
possible in CFD simulations. Ballistic unpowered atmosphere entry and descent.
ranges can simulate velocity, free stream But hypersonic vehicles that must ascend
density, and free stream chemical state, through the atmosphere with air-
but not the physical scale of flight breathing engines and descend during
vehicles. Even if money were no object, unpowered reentry involve much more
and a full-scale experimental hypersonic complex hypersonic flows, as noted
flow facility were envisioned, known earlier. Air-breathing ramjet and
technology does not provide a guide to scramjet flows can interact strongly with
produce a clean aii flow a.ound a sta- the external flow ov. r th, vcicle body,
tionary test object with the requisite as discussed more fully in section 2.2.
velocity, density, temperature, and Experimental simulations of the integra-
chemical state. tion of external aerodynamic flows with

hypersonic propulsive flows are not
Computers, however, can simulate feasible for flight conditions, but

the proper free-stream and physical computer simulations are. Thus CFD is
scale conditions, while providing detailed an especially critical technology in the
information on temperature, aensity, design of hypersonic vehicles that
pressure, and chemical species con- involve major problems of airframe/-
centration at every point in the flow engine integration.
field provided the physical behavior can
be adequately modeled, within present
limits of computational power. Such 2.7.1 Status of Hypersonic CFD
detail, of course, also yields information,
on suiface skin friction, heating, lift, The current state of CFD codes for
drag, thrust, and pitching moments. In hypersonic flow depends on the type of
consequence, the potential overall ability computation being made, whether for
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simulate the combined thermal, dynamic, 
and chemical flow conditions of hyper
sonic flight. Second, the power of 
current supercomputers now enables 3-D
flow simulations of reali~tic flight 
conditions using the full Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equations. 
Third, the extent of flow detail obtained 
in computer simulations is inherently 
much greater than experiments ... In pro
vide. The inadequacy of simulation jn 
ground-based experimental facilities is 
especially acute for the high-velocity, 
high altitude portions of hypersonic 
trajectories involving non-equilibrium air 
chemistry. Under these conditions, 
chemical reaction rates are important, 
and re(l.listic air flow simulation requires 
that the flight parameters of velocity, 
free stream density, free stream ther
mochemical state, and physical scale all 
be simulated together. 

Though reaiistic air fiow simuiations 
are impossible in present experimental 
facilities, they are, at least in principle, 
possible in CFD simulations. Ballistic 
ranges can simulate velocity, free stream 
density, and free stream chemical state, 
but not the physical scale of flight 
vehicles. Even if money were no object, 
and a full-scale experimental hypersonic 
flow facility were envisioned, known 
technology does not provide a guide to 
produce a deall ail fiow aJound a sta
tionary test ob.i~ct with the requisite 
velocity, density, temperature, and 
chemical state. 

Computers, however, can simulate 
the proper free-stream and physical 
scale conditions, while providing detailed 
information on temperature, aensity, 
pressure, and chemical species con
centration at every point in the flow 
field provided the physical behavior can 
be adequately modeled, within present 
limits of computational power. Such 
detail, of course, also yields information, 
on sUiface skin friction, heating, lift, 
drag, thrust, and pitching moments. In 
consequence, the potential overall ability 

of computers to simulat~ the proper 
thermodynamic and chemical aspects of 
hypersoni~~ flight, while providing 
extraordinarily detailed information, has 
made it apparent that CFD continues to 
be essential for the design of hypersonic 
vehicles. We must note, however, that 
some level of physical approximation will 
be required to bring the numerical 
problem within practical computational 
capabilities. The modeling of turbulence 
is one example. It follows that experi
mental verification of the physical 
validity cf the numerical mod~ls is 
crucial to the central role of CFD in 
hypersonics. 

The anticipated near-future feasibil
ity of scramjet propulsion has added to 
the role of CFD some major elements 
missing from the design of past hyper
sonic vehicles. 

Hypersonic fiow prubil!nls assu..:;iaku 
with ballistic missiles, Apollo, and 
shuttle, for example, were those of 
unpowered atmosphere entry and descent. 
But hypersonic vehicles that must ascend 
throueh the atmosphere with air
breathing engines and descend during 
unpowered reentry involve much more 
complex hypersonic flows, as noted 
earlier. Air- breathing ramjet and 
scramjel flows can interact strongly with 
the exteinal flow OVCi the vehicle body, 
as discussed more fully in section 2.2. 
Experimental simulations of the integra
tion of external aerodynamic flows with 
hypersonic propulsive flows are not 
feasible for flight conditions, but 
computer simulations are. Thus CFD is 
an especiaIJy critical technology in the 
design of hypersonic vehicles that 
involve major problems of airframe/
engine integration. 

2.7.1 Status of Hypersonic CFD 

The current state of CFD code!' for 
hypersonic flow depends on the type of 
computation being made, whether for 
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external aerodynamics, inlet, combustion, is useful for such flows if the inlet
or nozzle flow. Some hypersonic vehi- passage is slender and there is no
cles, such as boost-glide, involve only streamwise flow separation. PNS codes
external aerodynamic flows, whereas have been used for some time through-
NASP involves all types. out the aerospace industry. Hypersonic

codes for 3-D flow with equilibrium air-
chemistry using the full Reynolds-

2.7.1.1 External Aerodynamics averaged Navier-Stokes equations also
exist widely. Analogous inlet codes,

Computational fluid dynamics codes however, do not yet exist widely, al-
for this type of flow are the most though some with reaction rate rather
advanced. With present supercomputers than equilibrium air chemistry are under
and codes, we can make 3-D computa- development in various places and should
tions of aerodynamic and heating para- be available for application in the near
meters using the Reynolds-averaged future. As in the case of external aero-
Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic dynamic flows, the main limitations to
flow over fuselage-wing-tail configur- the physical reality of inlet codes are in
ations, provided we know the location of the uncertain empirical criterion used
boundary layer transition. The aero- for transition from laminar to turbulent
space industrN already has such codes flow when it occurs on portions of inlet
for perfect gas and equilibrium-air surfaces, and the uncertain semi-
chemistry. Three-dimensional codes for empirical models used for hypersonic
nonequilibrium (reaction rate dependent) turbulence stresses and heat transfer.
chemistry are available now in a few
laboratories, while others, currently There is an additional special limit-
being developed by aerospace comoanies, ation of present inlet codes. They are
are expected soon. The main limitation unable to treat realistically the high
to the tealization of these codes is that altitude flight conditions of flow over
the location of, or some criterion for, cowl lips with small radii of curvature.
transition must be known. A second Maximum cowl-lip heating on a vehicle
limitation is that present semi-empirical like NASP occurs at high altitudes and
models for the turbulence stresses and high Mach numbers. The physical flow
heat flux while acceptable, are not as conditions in flight are of a type not
accurate as would be desiiaw' for yet IlnVestiLatd calls.Jo:I•1a u

hypersonic wall-bounded flows having CFD or experiment. In high altitude
strong transverse or streamwise pressure flight, the shock wave thickness on a
gradients. With continued calibration of cowl-lip is not negligible compared to
hypersonic codes, and exploration of new shock detachment distance. Instead, the
or modified turbulence models, the flow can be of the "merged" type where-
degree of CFD realism should improve in the lip bow wav;, is merged together
with time. with the lip t_. ...... ry layer. The inte-

raction of a relatively thick fuselage
bow shock impinging on a merged lip

2.7.1.2 Inlet Flows shock layer has not yet been explored.
Present CFD simulations and experi-

In hypersonic inlets, pronounced 3-D mental investigations have corresponded
aspects of flow can be produced by to low-altitude flow conditions wherein
interaction of shock waves with a the shock wave thickness is negligible
boundary layer, and by the presence of compared to the detachment distance.
internal corners. The relatively simple Under these conditions, unlike high
parabolized form of the Reynolds- altitude conditions, it is unnecessary to
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (PNS) compute through the shock wave struc-
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-----------------------------------------------------------------.------
external aerodynamics, inlet, combustion, 
or nozzle flow. Some hypersonic vehi
cles, such as boost-glide, involve only 
external aerodynamic flows, whereas 
NASP involves all types. 

2.7.1.1 External Aerodynamics 

Computational fluid dynamics codes 
for this type of flow are the most 
advanced. With present supercomputers 
and codes, we can make 3-D computa
tions of aerodynamic and heating para
meters using the Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes equations for hypersonic 
flow over fuselage-wing-rail configur
ations, provided we know the location of 
boundary layer transition. The aero
space industr~ already has such codes 
for perfect gas and equilibrium-air 
chemistry. Three-dimensional codes for 
nonequiIibri!.lm (reaction rate dependent) 
chemistry are available now in a few 
laboratories, while others, currently 
being developed by aerospace comoanies, 
are expected soon. The main limitation 
to the leali~ation of these codes is that 
the location of, or some criterion for, 
transition must be known. A second 
limitation is that present semi-eG1pirical 
models for the turbulence stresses and 
heat flux while acceptable, are not as 
accurate as wouid b~ ut=sirabie for 
hypersonic wall-bounded flows having 
strong transverse or streamwise pressure 
gradients. With continued calibration of 
hypersonic codes, and exploration of new 
Or modified turbulence models, the 
degree of CFD realism should improve 
with time. 

2.7.1.2 Inlet Flows 

In hypersonic inlets, pronounced 3-D 
aspects of flow call be produced by 
interaction of shock waves with a 
boundary layer, and by the presence of 
internal corners. The relatively simple 
p:trabolized form of the Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equations (PNS) 

is useful for such flows if the inlet 
passage is slender and there is no 
stream wise flow separation. PNS codes 
have been used for some time through
out the aerospace industry. Hypersonic 
code~ for 3-D flow with equilibrium air
chemistry using the full Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes equations also 
exist widely. Analogous inlet codes, 
however, do not yet exist widely, al
though some with reaction rate rather 
than equilibrium air chemistry are under 
development in various places and should 
be available for application in the near 
future. As in the case of external aero
dynamic nows, the main limitations to 
the physical reality of inlet codes are in 
the uncertain empirical criterion used 
for transition from ~aminar to turbulent 
flow when it occurs on portions of inlet 
surfaces, and the uncertain semi
empirical models used for hypersonic 
turbuience stresses and hear transft:r. 

There is an additional special limit
ation of present inlet codes. They are 
unable to treat realistically the high 
altitude flight conditions of flow over 
cowl lips with small radii of curvature. 
Maximum cowl-lip heating on a vehicle 
like NASP occurs at high altitudes and 
high Mach numbers. The physical flow 
<:onditions in flight are of a type not 
yet investigated realistically by either 
CFD or experiment. In high altitude 
flight, the shock wave thickness on a 
cowl-lip is not negligible compared to 
shock detachment distance. Instead, the 
flow can be of the "merged" type where
in the lip bow wavi' is merged together 
with the lip L~." .• ry layer. The inte
raction of a relatively thick fuselage 
bow shock impinging on a merged lip 
shock layer has not yet been explored. 
Present CFD simulations and experi
mental investigations have corresponded 
to low-altitude flow conditions wherein 
the shock wave thickness is negligible 
compared to the detachment distance. 
Under these conditions, unlike high 
altitude conoitions, it is unnecessary to 
compute through the shock wave struc-
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ture. Unfortunately, the Navier-Stokes computation. Currently 2-D reaction-
equations have long been known to be rate codes are used to compute nozzle
"very inaccurate for computing the flow exhaust expanding into ambient air, but
structure within shock waves, so these 3-D reaction-rate codes for an expansion
equations cannot be used to get reliable partly over the surface of a vehicle, and
CFD results for the particular conditions partly into a vehicle-dependent external
existing on cowl lips in high altitude aerodynamic flow, do not yet exist,
flight. Since the shock on cowl lip although they are under development.
heating may be very high, it must be
investigated more realistically than it Vital to a nozzle flow computation
has been, by either direct simulation is knowledge of the distribution of
Monte Carlo methods, or by appropriate species, thermodynamic state, and
new experiments, or by continuum dynamic quantities exhausting from the
equations more appropriate than Navier- combustor. One must also know what
Stokes. chemical reactions are important, and

what their rates are, since nor,-equil-
ibrium chemistry is essential in nozzle

2.7.1.3 Combustion Flows expansion. In the nozzle flow compu-
tation, a new element arises because the

Computational fluid dynamics codes exhaust-fuselage boundary layer might
for scram jet combustors in hypersonic relaminarize. Like transition, relaminar-
flight are in a relatively primitive state ization is poorly understood for the
because of two circumstances. First, conditions of hypersonic flight.
models for turbulent mixing in reacting
compressible flows have been far less
successful to date than have models for 2.7.2 Validation of Hypersonic CFD
boundary layer flows. Second, experi- Codes
mental data on hydrogen-air mixing in
scramjet combustors for flight faster An expeiimental validation of non-
than Mach number 8 have not been equilibrium hypersonic CFD codes is
available to provide any code calibration more difficult than for conventional
in this important Mach number range. aircraft codes because of the absence of
The degree of incomplete fuel-air mix- ground-based test facilities that can
inp, and the nonuniform distribution of stimulate together the total variety of
both species concentration and of ther- physics represented in hypersonic codes.
modynamic state are issues of potentially Different experimental facilities,
vital importance. It is unfortunate that however, can test different components
the turbulent-mixing and chemically of the overall hypersonic physics
reacting type of flow in combustors, simulated in the codes. Hypersonic wind
which is yet to be investigated exper- tunnels, for example, can test a code's
imentally for flight above Mach number ability to simulate perfect-gas flows over
8, is also the same type of flow for complex 3-D geometries, although not
which present CFD computations are the always at the desired flight Mach and
most uncertain. Reynolds numbers. Shock-tube type

facilities, on the other hand, can test a
code's ability to simulate high temper-

2.7.1.4 Nozzle Flows ature thermochemical aspects of a flow,
although usually for simplified geomet-

In the expansion of combustion ries and not always at the desired
products through a nozzle, or a partly Reynolds number. Even though ground
wall-bounded nozzle, reaction-rate facilities cannot test together all
chemistry is essential to the flow interacting components of the physics
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ture. Unfortunately, the Navier-Stokes 
equations have long been known to be 
very inaccurate for computing the flow 
structure within shock waves, so these 
equations cannot be used to get reliable 
CFD results for the particular conditions 
existing on cowl iips in high altitude 
flight. Since the shock on cowl lip 
heating Inay be very high, it must be 
investigated more realistically than it 
has been, by either direct simulation 
Monte Carlo methods, or by appropriate 
new experiments, or by continuum 
equations more appropriate than Navier
Stokes. 

2.7.1.3 Combustion Flows 

Computational fluid dynamics codes 
for scramjet combustors in hypersonic 
flight are in a relatively primitive state 
bcc:luse of two circumst:lnces. First, 
models for turb~lent mixing in reacting 
compressible flows have been far less 
successful to date than have models for 
boundary layer flows. Second, experi
J1l~ntal data on hydrogen-air mixing in 
s~ramjet combustors for flight faster 
than Mach number 8 have not been 
available to provide any code calibration 
in this important Mach number range. 
The degree of incomplete fuel-air mix
if!f" ~nct the nonuniform distribution of 
both species concentration and of ther
modynamic state are issues of potentially 
vitai importance. It is unfortunate that 
the turbulent-mixing and chemicaIty 
reacting type of flow in combustors, 
which is yet to be investigated exper
imentally for flight above Mach number 
8, is also the same type of flow for 
which present CFD computations are the 
most uncertain. 

2.7.1.4 Nozzle Flows 

In the expansion of combustion 
products through a nozzle, or a partly 
wall-bounded T!ozzle. reaction-rate 
chemistry IS essential to the flow 

computation. Currently 2-D reaction
rate codes are used to compute nozzle 
exhaust expanding into ambient air, but 
3-D reaction-rate codes for an expansion 
partly over the surface of a vehicle, and 
partly into a vehicle-dependent external 
aerodynamic flow, do not yet exist, 
although they are under development. 

Vital to a nozzle flow computation 
is knowledge of the distribution of 
species, thermodynamic state, and 
dynamic quantities exhausting from the 
combustor. One must also know what 
chemical reactions are important, and 
what their rates are, since non-equil
ibrium chemistry is essential in nozzle 
expansion. In the nozzle flow compu
tation, a new element arises because the 
exhaust-fuselage boundary layer might 
relaminarize. Like transition, relaminar
ization is poorly understood for the 
conditions of hypersonic flight. 

1.7.2 Validation of Hypersonic CFD 
Codes 

An expel imental validation of non
equilibrium hypersonic CFD codes is 
mote difficult than for conventional 
aircraft codes because of the absence of 
ground-based test facilities that can 
stimulate together the total variety of 
physics represented in hypersonic codes. 
Different experimental facilities, 
however, can test different components 
of the overall hypersonic physics 
simulated in the codes. Hypersonic wind 
tunnels, for example, can test a code's 
ability to simulate perfect-gas flows over 
complex 3-D geometries, although not 
always at the desired flight Mach and 
Reynolds numbers. Shock-tube type 
facilities, on the other hand, can test a 
code's ability to simulate high te:nper
ature thermochemical a:.pects of a flow, 
although usually for simplified geomet
ries and not always at the desired 
Reynolds number. Even though ground 
facilities cannot test together all 
interacting components of the physics 
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represented in a hypersonic CFD code, it require the development of methods for
is nevertheless essential to test by computing through transition in a
comparison with experiment as many of hypersonic boundary layer on a vehicle
a code's physics components as is flying through a prescribed disturbance
feasible. Even when this is done, some field. Knowledge of the disturbance
aspects of a hypersonic code (e.g. field in the stratosphere would, of
transition location, and nonequilibrium course, also be needed. These obstacles
radiative heating) cannot be adequately to the direct numerica! simulation of
tested by comparison with available transition and turbulence (DNST) prob-
ground test experiments. Flight tests ably will be overcome in the long range
may be the only way to thoroughly test future. This will open up an entirely
the ability of a code to accurately new level of CFD capability having much
compute such flow field parameters. greater realism than present capabilities

provide.

2.7.3 Future Role of CFD The potential future importance of
DNST to the Air Force is great, since it

Overall, hypersonic CFD today would largely overcome most of the
appears acceptable for external aero- present limitations of CFD. Such a
dynamics and inlet flows provided that capability would provide a large increase
the location of transition is known, and in the effectiveness of CFD applications
for nozzle flows, provided the initial to the design of aircraft and turbine
entrance conditions are known. CFD, engines as well as hypersonic vehicles.
however, is weak for combustor flows, In view of such a major future potential,
and is unable to reliably predict the the technology of DNST computation is
location of transition. We must recog- clearly important to the long range
nize that these current limitations are interests of the Air Force. Since this
not inherent to CFD, but are mainly a potential would serve industry and other

consequence of the present state of agencies as well as the Air Force, it
supercomputer development which forces may by itself justify the development of
the use of a Reynolds-averaged form of future supercomputers with power suf-
the Navier-Stokes equations. While this ficient to realize this next-generation
time-averaging process produces equa- level of advanced CFD technology.
tions that are solvable on current
computers in a practical amount of time,
it requires that the turbulent stresses 2.8 Experimental Capabilities
and heat flux be modeled, thereby
introducing the primary inaccuracies in Ground test requirements for hyper-
present day codes. If the full time- sonic flight vehicles, even for cases of
dependent Navier-Stokes equations were simulation rather than duplication of
employed instead, the turbulent eddies flight conditions, impose extreme
would be directly computed rather than demands on the equipment in terms of
modeled, and the degree of CFI) realism pressure and temperature (see Figure 2-
would be expected to greatly increase. 8). Further, such facilities are expen-
Such calculations for a complex three- sive, ranging from $1-2 million to in
dimensional vehicle are outside the reach excess of $500 million and take several
of today's supercomputers. However, years to construct or bring on-line.
they may be feasible for computing the During the 1960's extensive hypersonic

onset and extent of boundary layer test facilities were constructed in the

transition on a fuselage using current or U.S., and overseas, so that by 1971, 52
next generation supercomnputers. This major operational aerodynamic test units
advanced type of computation would existed, as shown in Figure 2-9. How-
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represented in a hypersonic CFD code, i. 
is nevertheless essential to test by 
comparison with experiment as many of 
a code's physics components as is 
feasible. Even when this is done, some 
aspects of a hypersonic code (e.g. 
transition location, and noneQuilibrium 
radiative heating) cannot be adequately 
tested by comparison with available 
ground test experiments. Flight tests 
may be the only way to thoroughly test 
the ability of a code to accurately 
compute such flow field parameters. 

2.7.3 Future Role of CFD 

OveralI, hypersonic CFD today 
appears acceptable for extern .. ,l aero
dynamics and inlet flows provided that 
the location of transition is known, and 
for nozzle flows. provided the initial 
entrance conditions are known. CFD, 
however, is weak for combustor flows, 
and is unable to reliably predict the 
location of transition. We must recog
nize that these current limitations are 
not inherent to CFD, but are mainly a 
consequence of the present state of 
supercomputer development which forces 
the use of a Reynolds-averaged form uf 
the Navier-$tokes equations. While this 
time-averaging process produces eQua
tions that are solvable on current 
computers in a practical amount of time, 
it requires that the turbulent stresses 
and heat flux be modeled, thereby 
introducing the primary inaccur~cies in 
present day codes. If the full time
dependent Navicr-S!okes equations w~re 
employed instead, the turbulent eddies 
would be directly computed rather than 
modeled, and the degree of CFD realism 
would be expected to greatly increase. 
Such calculations for a complex three
dimensional vehicle are outside the reach 
of today's supercomputers. However, 
they may be feasible for computing the 
onset aud extent of boundary layer 
transition on a fuselage using current or 
next generation supercomputers. This 
advanced type of computation would 
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require the development of methods for 
computing through tranSitIOn in a 
hypersonic boundary layer on a vehicle 
flying through a prescribed disturbanca 
Held. Knowledge of the disturbance 
field in the stratosphere would, of 
course, also be needed. These obstacles 
to the direct numerica! simulation of 
transition and turbulence (DNST) prob
ably will be overcome in the long range 
future. This will open up an entirely 
new level of CFD capability having much 
greater realism than present capabilities 
provide. 

The potential future importance of 
DNST to the Air Force is great, since it 
would largely overcome most of the 
present liMitations of CFD. Such a 
capability would provide a large increase 
in the effectiveness of CFD applications 
to the design of aircraft and turbine 
engines as well as hypersonic vehicles. 
In view of such a major future potential, 
the technology of DNST computation is 
clearly important to the long range 
interests of the Air Force. Since this 
potential would serve industry and other 
agencies as well as the Air Force, it 
may by itself justify the development of 
future supercomputers with power suf
ficient to realize this next-generation 
level of advanced CFD technology. 

2.8 Experimental Capabilities 

Ground test requirements for hyper
sonic flight vehicles, even for cases of 
simulation rather than duplication of 
flight conditions, impose extreme 
demands on the equipment in terms of 
pressare and temperature (see Figure 2-
8). Further, such facilities are expen
sive, ranging from $1-2 million to in 
excess of $500 million and take several 
years to construct or bring on-line. 
During the 1960's extensive hypersonic 
test facilities were constructed in the 
U.S., and overseas, so that by 1971, 52 
major operational aerodynamic test units 
existed, as shown in Figure 2-9. How-
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ever, during the 1970's and 1980's the represents an extension of the ground
number of operational facilities was test concept aod is complementary to,
reduced dramatically so that by 1986 not a substitute for complete systems
only 23 were still in useful condition ground testing. Experimental aircraft
(see Figure 2-10). Engine test facilities such as the projected NASP research
are similarly restricted (see Figure 2-11). vehicle will be essential in expanding
Indeed, while recent interest has led to the data base for large portions of the
some moth-balled facilities being flight envelope. In the following
refurbished some are still being consid- sections general facility requirements,
ered for destruction. and then specific requirements for

aerodynamics, propulsion, and materials
Further, many of these facilities are and structures, will be discussed

20 to 40 years old and do not produce separately.
appropriate flow conditions to address
the problems presented by hypersonic
air-breathing vehicles and their develop- 2.8.1 Test Requirements
ment. Indeed, recent studies of the
upper atmosphere indicate that the corn- Test requirements for a hypersonic
mon concept of a quiescent and rela- vehicle capable of flying over a speed
tively uniform regime (a goal of some range up to orbital (Mach number 25)
facility developments such as the NASA are extremely severe. Data for ?ero-
Quiet Tunnel) may not represent reality, dynamic, propulsion, and structural
Also, research is needed on facilities and materials are required up to the very
their effect in particular on such phen- high piessuieSa artd ten-mperatures at
oriena as boundary layer transition and which air becomes a hot plasma corn-
chemical kinetics. posed of molecular and atomic particles,

ions, and free electrons. In stagnation
Even where ground testing has been regions of a hypersonic vehicle at high

used extensively, such as the space altitudes, atmospheric oxygen begins to
shuttle with 35,000 occupancy hours and dissociate above about Mach number 7.
other vehicles (see Table 2-C), flight Both oxygen and nitrogen are almost
performance is not always well pre- fully dissociated at Mach number 15, and
dicted. For the hypersonic regime, ionization becomes important at Mach
extrapolation to portions of the flight numbers approaching 20.
envelope will f-'urt... Ocr n crCanC t he

probability of error. CFD codes will Data are required for pressure
help in some cases; however, code distributions, surface friction, temper-
validation in many areas remains to be ature distributions, heat transfer rates
done and requires the same ground test from cooled surfaces, chemical reaction
facilities discussed above and in the rates at high temperatures, and in
following sections. locally disturbed flow, fuel/air mixing

rates, material properties at high
Thus, for the foreseeable future, it temperatures, and structural response.

appears that it will not be possible to
verify advances in many of the hyper- The key test parameters for aero-
sonic technologies through ground dynamic testing are Mach number, Rey-
testing. Consequently, flight test nolds number, Knudsen's number, and
programs are needed for components of facility total enthalpy as well as
hypersonic air-breathing vehicles that transients in these variables. For the
cannot be adequately tested in ground combustion processes associated with the
facilities, for validation of concepts, and type of air-breathing cycles being
proof of CFD codes. Such testing considered, this list is substantially
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ever, during the 1970's and 1980's the 
number of operational facilities was 
reduced dramatically so that by 1986 
Conly 23 were still in useful condition 
(see Figure 2-10). Engine test facilities 
are similarly restricted (see Figure 2-1 J). 
Indeed, while recent interest has led to 
some moth-balled facilities being 
refurbished some are still being consid
ered for destruction. 

Further, many of these facilities are 
20 to 40 years old and do not produce 
appropriate now conditions to address 
the problems presented by hypersonic 
air-breathing vehicles and their develop
ment. Indeed, recent studies of the 
upper atmosphere indicate tbat the com
mon concept of a quiescent and rela
tively uniform regime (a goal of some 
facility developments such as the NASA 
Quiet Tunnel) may not represent reality. 
Also, research is needed on facilities and 
their f"ffect In panicuiar all such phen
omena as boundary layer transition and 
chemical kinetics. 

Even where ground testing has been 
used extensively, such as the space 
shuttle with 35,000 occupancy hams and 
other vehicles (see Table 2-C), flight 
p~rformance is not always well pre
dicted. For the hypersonic regime, 
extrapolation to portions or the flight 
enVelOPe Vv"ill fUithci inCicasc the 
~robahility of error. ern codes will 
help ill some cases; however, code 
validation in many areas remains to be 
done and requires the same ground test 
facilities discussed above and in the 
foll0wing sections. 

Thus, for the foreseeable future, it 
appears that it will not be possible to 
verify advances in many of the hyper
sonic technologies through ground 
testing. Consequently, flight test 
programs are needed for components of 
hypersonic air-hreathing vehicles that 
cannot be adequately tested in ground 
facilities, for validation of conceptS, and 
proof of CFD codes. Such testing 

represents an extension of the ground 
test concept and is complementary to, 
not a substitute for complete systems 
ground testing. Experimental aircraft 
such as the projected NASP research 
vehicle will be essential in expanding 
the data base for large portions of the 
flight envelope. In the following 
sections general facility requirements, 
and then specific requjrements for 
aerodynamics, propulsion, and materials 
and structures, will be discussed 
separately. 

2.8.1 Test Requirements 

Test requirements for a hypersonic 
vehicle capable of flying over a speed 
range up to orbital (Mach number 25) 
are extremely severe. Data for aero
dynamic, propulsion, and structural 
materials are required up to the very 
high lJH';~SUl t;S aiid temperatures at 
which air becomes a hot plasma com
posed of molecular and atomic particles, 
ions, and free electrons. In stagnation 
regions of a hypersonic vehicle at high 
altitude~, atmospheric oxygen begins to 
dissociate above about Mach number 7. 
Both oxygen and nitrogen are almost 
fully dissociated at Mach number 15, and 
ionization becomes important at Mach 
numbers approaching 20. 

Data are required for pressure 
distributions, surface friction, temper
ature distributions, heat transfer rates 
from cooled surfaces, chemical reaction 
rates at high temperatures, and in 
locally disturbed flow, fuel/air mixing 
rates, material properties at high 
temperatures, and structural response. 

The I<cy test parameters for aero
dynamic testing are Mach number, Rey
nolds number, Knudsen's number, and 
facility total enthalpy as well as 
tramients in these variables. For the 
combustion processes associated with the 
type of air-breathing cycles being 
considered, this list is substantially 
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Representative Testing for Some Systems 

Subsonic Transonic Supersonic Hypersonic Hypervelocity Total 
# Tunnel 

Mercury 14.91 38.37 38.00 3.42 5.17 33 

Apo" 0 14.23 32.26 33.71 10.16 9.64 28 

X-20 3.81 24.68 24.54 21.30 25.67 29 

C-5A 61. 69 3B.31 0 0 0 14 

F-lll 15.14 52.35 32.53 0 0 23 
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longer and allows for less flexibility in more severe for slender vehicles because
terms of simulation through dimension- Mach number, free flight Reynolds num-
less variables. Thus, it is necessary to ber, and full enthalpy must be repro-
consider Prandtl number, Stanton duced in a single test facility as real
number, Eckert number, Lewis number, gas effects become important. In con-
and species chentical reaction rates non- trast, a blunt vehicle such a the Apollo
dimensionalized by residence time. For capsule or even the space shuttle (which
some cases scaling or non-dimension- reenters and stays at a high angle of
alization is ineffective and full-scale attack - 40 deg - down to about Mach
hardware testing is needed, such as with number 10) requires full enthalpy sim-
structural panels and joint sections. ulation, but not the full Mach number
(See Appendix C: Glossary and Appendix and Reynolds number.
D: Dimensionless Groups in Fluid Mech-
anics for explanations of these dimen- Since viscous and high temperature
sionless variables.) effects are importanv for virtually all

hypersonic testing, facilities using air as
From an aerodynamic and propulsion a medium are required because other gas

standpoint it is necessary to locate the media (freon, helium, pu-e nitrogen) po
region of boundary layer transition on a rot provide the right quaniitative
slender vehicle forebody to determine simulation and there are no satisfactory
flow conditions in the inlet of air- means of converting all the required
breathing engines and the subsequer;t data to air.
combustion process, particularly above
Mach number 6 for which scramijet pro- th ti ove requirements hold for
pulsion is envisaged. Thus, full Reynolds both aerodynamic/aerothermodynamic and
number and Mach number should b- propulsion testing. For the latter, it is
reproduced in a ground test facility, if not sufficient to test at free stream
full simulation were to be achie-ed. conditions corresponding to the lower

Macn number at the immediate engir.c
In contrast to a rocket-powered iulet (direct connect testing) because of

vehicle such as the space shuttle, which flow diswoitiorn in the actual flight inlet
can have a steep ascent traiectory, a due to ingestion of the thick forebody
hypersonic vehicle using air-brcathint, boun~dary layer, the impingemei, t of
propulsion for boost to orbital veiocity shocks generat.-d upstream and shock
would require a trajectory over an ex- wave-boundary layer intcactions. Thus
tended Mach number range in the lower fuli Mach number and forebody geometry
atmosphere to meet the air mass flow art required to test the propulsion
requirements of its engine. This implies system.
a high dynamic pressure of about 1500
psf corresponding to which the Reynolds Another important use of hypersonic
number on a full--scale vehizle would hrcund test facilities will be validation
exceed 100 million up to Mach 10 or of CFD codes as the dependence on
higher. Although a steeper rate of numerical techniques as a design tool is
ascent probably would have to be fol- expected to be extensive in the hyper-
lowed above Mach number 12 because of soniic regime because of physical limit-
temperature limitations on materials, ations of wind tunnels at the higher
Reynolds numbers of the order of 10 to Mach numbers.
20 million can be expected up to above.
Mach number 20. This will require wind tunnels with

capabilities not only at the desired test
For free stream Mach numbers above conditions, for example Mach number

about 10, test requirements become even and Reynolds number for aerodynamic
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longer and allows for less flexibility in 
terms of simulation through dimension
less variables. Thus, it is necessary to 
consider Prandtl number, Stanton 
number, Eckert number, Lewis number, 
and species chemical reaction rates ncn
dimensionalized by residence time. For 
some cases scaling or non-dimension
alization is ineffective and fuli-scale 
hardware testing is needed, such as with 
structural panels and joint sections. 
(See Appendix C: Glossary and Appendix 
D: Dimensionless Groups in Fluid Mech
anics for explanations of these dimen
sionless variables.) 

From an aerodynamic and propulsion 
standpoint it is necessary to locate tht' 
region of boundary layer transition on a 
slender vehicle forebody to determine 
flow conditions in the inlet of air
breathing engines and the subsequer;\. 
combustion process, particularly :lhove 
!vhr::h numb~:- 6 for which scramjet pro
pulsion is envisaged. Thus, full ReY:lOlds 
number and Mach number shouln bt. 
reproduced in a ground test facility, if 
full simulation were to be achieved. 

In contrast to a rocket-pow(;red 
vehicle such as the space shuttle, which 
can have a steep ascent tra,iectory, ... 
hypersonic vehicle using uir-breai:hi:lf' 
propulsion for boost to orbital veiocllY 
would require a trajectory o\"~r an ex
tended Mach number range in the !ower 
atmosphere to meet the air mass fi0W 

requirements of its engine. This implies 
a high dynamic pressure vf about 1500 
psf corresponding to which the ReY:lOIJs 
number on a full·'scale vehi:.:!e would 
ex.ceed 100 million Up to Mach 10 or 
higher. Although a steeper rate of 
ascent probably would have to be fol
lowed above Ma~h number 12 bc.:..::ause of 
temperature limitations on materials, 
Reynolds Ollmbers of the oreer of 10 to 
20 million can be expected up to above 
Mach number 20. 

For free stream Mach numbers above 
about 10, test requirements bccol1l~ even 
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more severe for slender vehicles because 
Mach number, free flight Reynolds num
ber, and full enthalpy must be repro
duced in a single test facHity as real 
gas effects become important. In con
trast, a blunt vehicle such a the Apollo 
capsule or even the space shuttle (which 
reenters and stays at a high angle of 
attack - 40 deg - down to about Mach 
number 10) requires full enthalpy sim
ulation, but not the full Mach number 
and Reynolds number. 

Since viscous and high temperature 
effects are imp:)rtanl' f(I1' virtually all 
hypersonic testing. facihties using <\ir as 
a medium ace required bcc~\!s'" other gas 
media (freon, helium, pu:e nitrogen) 00 
cnt r-ro·"ide the: fl6ht quamitat;ve 
simulativn a~d there are no satisfac~ory 
means of converting all the reqaired 
da~a to air. 

1'110 ,Ihove requirements hold for 
both aerodynamic/aerNhermodynamic and 
propubion testing. For the latter, \1. is 
not sufficient to test at free s£ream 
conditi0ns c0rresponding IO the lower 
MaCh number at th-.: immediate eng!r.~ 
iiliet (di,ect .;mmec.t testing) b~cause of 
flow disWI ~ion in the actual flig,1-it inlet 
cue to ingestion of the rhick forebody 
oou!,dary layer, the iPlpingemer,t of 
shocks g(~nerat~d upstream and shock 
wave-bo;mdary layer interactions. Thus 
full Mach number aDd forebody geometry 
art; required to test the propulsion 
system. 

An0iher important use of hypersonic 
pcund test facilities will be validation 
01 CFD codes as rhe dependence 0:1 

numerical techniqlJe~ as a design tool is 
expected to be eJaensive in the hyper
so;)ic regime because of physi . .::al limit
ations of wind tunnels at the higher 
Mach numbers. 

This will require wind tunnels with 
capabilities not only at the desired tf'>t 

conditions, for example Mach number 
and Reynolds number for aerodyr.amic 
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tests, but with well-documented flow Of these high Re facilities only the
quality due to their effect on important Calspan shock tunnels are able to pro-
phenomena such as boundary layer tran- duce free flight total temperatures above
sition. Most of the existing tunnels Mach 10, and only the 96-in. shock tun-
were built primarily for lift and drag nel approaches total temperatures for a
type measurements or leading edge heat Mach number well in the teens. Test
transfer and do not have good enough durations for these facilities are a few
flow qualities for code validation. milliseconds.

Thus, in general, facilities using air From a propulsion standpoint,
as the test medium and operating Rey- scramjet research has been undertaken
nolds numbers of 100 million would be in the 4 ft. diameter Scramjet Test
required for full testing of a hypersonic Facility at the NASA Langley Research
cruise vehicle intended for operation up Center at Mach number 6 and temper-
to Mach numbers 10 or 12, while atures up to 40000 R on small models
Reynolds number up to 10 to 20 million under one sq. ft. in cross-section.
and Mach numbers up to 25 would be Scramjet tests up to Mach number 7
required for an air-breathing orbital were run in the HRE hypersonic test
vehicle. Furthermore, full temperature facility at Plum Brook, Ohio, over a
simulation and high Re would be decade ago, but this facility has not
required for a hypersonic lifting vehicle been in use since.
operating above about Mach number 10.

Aside from limited nprameter simn-
lation, a drawback in most existing

2.8.2 Aerodynamic Test Capabilities facilities is that the flow quality is not
good enough for boundary layer transi-

Facilities for aerodynamic and pro- tion simulation. Boundary layer transi-
pulsion testing in the subsonic, tran- tion on wind tunnel models has generally
sonic, and supersonic regimes (below been found to occur at much lower
Mach number 5) are adequate to meet Reynolds numbers than in free flight.
most future requirements if some facil- This is due mainly to disturbances in the
ities in need of repair are rehabilitated, flow emanating from wind tunnel settling

chambers and acoustic radiation from
Above Mach number 5 there are nozzle wall boundary layers. A super-

some 30 major facilities1 in the United sonic facility designed to minimize such
St-,es and eight in Western Europe, the disturbances has been under study at the
United Kingdom, and Japan. All but one NASA Langley Research Center - the
half dozen were built in the 1950s and "quiet supersonic tunnel". Present plans
1960s. All of the newer facilities were are for a Mach number 3.5 capability
built in the early to mid-1970s. None with possible addition of a Mach number
arý known to have be-ý!n built after 6 nozzle later.
1976.2

Thus, capabilities foi aerodynamic
Of these 30 facilities, seven (vir- and propulsion testing to meet require-

tually all in U.S. industry) are on ments in the hypersonic regime are
standby status, i.e., they are not pres- extremely limited below Mach number 10
ently operational- Only seven hyper- and virtually non-existent above Mach
sonic facilities using air are capable of number 10.
yielding Reynolds numbers based on
c:hord length 3 in excess of 20 x 106. Because wind tu:inels (even shock
(See Table 2-D.) tunnels despite their ery short running

times) are temper:ature-limited for
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tests, but with well-documented flow 
quality due to their effect on important 
phenomena such as boundary layer tran
sItIOn. Most of the existing tunnels 
were built primarily for lift and drag 
type measurements cr leading edge heat 
transfer and do not have good enough 
flow qualities for code validation. 

Thus, in general, facilities using air 
as the test medium and operating Rey
nolds numbers of 100 million would be 
required for full testing of a hypersonic 
cruise vehicle intended for operation up 
to Mach numbers 10 or 12, while 
Reynolds number up to 10 to 20 million 
and Mach numbers up to 25 ',,",ould be 
required for an air- breathing orbital 
vehicle. Furthermore, full temperature 
simulation and high Re would be 
required for a hypersonic lifting vehicle 
operating above about Mach number 10. 

2.8.2 Aerodynamic Test Capabilities 

Facilities for aerodynamic and pro
pulsion testing in the subsonic, tran
sonic, and supersonic regimes (below 
Macl! number 5) are adequate to meet 
most forure requirements if some facil
ities in need of repair are rehabilitated. 

At:<,ve Mach number 5 there are 
some 30 major facilities I in the United 
Sta~es and eight in Western Europe, the 
Up.ited Kingdom, and Jap:tn. All but one 
half dozen were built in the 1950s and 
j 960s. All 01 the nc-wer facilities were 
built in the early to mid-1970s. None 
ar~ known to have b(".'~n bu ilt after 
1976.2 

Of these 30 facilitie~, seven (vir
tually all in U.S. industry) are Oil 

standby status, i.e., they are not pres
ently operational. Only seven hyper
sonic facilities using air arC capable of 
yielding Rey'nolds numbers based on 
r.:hord length3 in excess of 2() x 106 . 

(See Table 2-D.) 

Of these high Re facilities only the 
Calspan shock tunnels are able to pro
duce free flight total temperatures abov~ 
Mach la, and only the 96-in. shock tun
nei approaches total temperaturf';s for a 
Mach number well in the teens. Test 
duration:'. for these facilities are a few 
m ilIiseco n ds. 

From a propulsion standpoint, 
scramjet research has been undertaken 
in the 4 ft. diameter Scramjet Test 
Facility at the NASA Langley Research 
Center at Mach number 6 and temper
atures up to 4000° R on small models 
under one SQ. ft. in cross-section. 
Scramjet tests up to Mach number 7 
were run in the HRE hypersonic test 
facility at Plum Brook, Ohio, over a 
decade ago, but this facility has not 
been in use since. 

Aside from limited pqra!T'cter simn ~ 
!ation, a drawback in most existing 
facilities is that the flow quality is not 
good enough for boundary layer transi
tion simulation. Boundary layer transi
tion on wind tunnel models has generally 
been found to occur at much lower 
ReynolJs numbers than in free flight. 
This is due mainly to disturbances in the 
flow emanating from wind tunnel settling 
chambers and acoustic radiation from 
nozzle wall boundary layers. A super
sonic facility designed to minimize such 
disturbance~ has been under study at the 
NASA Langley Research Center - the 
"quiet supersonic tunnel". Present plans 
are for a Mach number 3.5 capability 
with possible addition of a Mach number 
6 nozzle later. 

Thus, capabilities fOI aerodynamic 
and propulsion testing to meet require
ments in the hypersonic regime are 
extremely limited below Mach number 10 
and virtually lIor.-existent above Mach 
number 10. 

Because wind tU:lnels (even shock 
tunnels despite their ,ery short running 
times) are temper:iture-limited for 
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Facii i ty Location M T<>R Max Re x 10-6 

96-in. Shock TunneJ Cal span 6.5-24 11,500 139 

48-in. Shock Tunnel Cal span 5,5-2~ 5 t 800 92 

Hypervelocity Tunnel 19 NSWC 10-14.5 3r 660 92 

Hyperveloc;ty Tunnel 18 NSWC 5-8 1,460 85 

Mach 6 High Re NASA LaRC 6 1,060 45 

Mach 6 High Re AFWAL 6 1,100 28 

3.5-ft Wind Tunnel NASA ARC 5, 7, 10 3,460 24 
(standby) 

TABLE 2-0 

High Speed Aerodynamic Facilities 
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structural reasons, such schemes as MHD ature resistant, inspectable, durable, and
acceleration of a hypersonic stream safe. The structural design concepts
generated by a wind tunnel, are being depend on vehicle configurations chosen
investigated as a way to achieve high for the flight profiles that will be flown,
Mach numbers. The committee has and from the material choices available.
reviewed one such proposal for steady Structural optimization can be done once
state crossed-field acceleration of air to all the loads are known, the stresses
25,000 feet per second, and we find the determined, heat transfer known, the
proposal does not reflect understanding aeroelastic behavior of the vehicle
of the large body of knowledge devel- determined, and once the strength, stiff-
oped by the MFID community over the ness, and fracture toughness of the
last 20 years. The analysis on which materials selected are known in consid-
the proposal is based is limited to "one- erable detail for all conditions of vehicle
dimensional" or channel flow, without operation.
consideration of wall effects. These
effects limit the feasibility of such The design criteria for a hypersonic
devices and have received a great deal vehicle will determine the amount and
of study. The overall conclusion of type of structural development testing
these detailed studies is that the steady required. This should include the speci-
crossed-field accelerator is an ineffec- fication of time, temperature, load
tive device for producing large gas synthesis, cumulative creep criteria,
velocities, because too large a fraction oxidations criteria which can then
of the input energy goes into heating influence coating criteria, fracture
the walls, as well as the gas to be mechanics and fatigue, sonic fatigue and
accelerated. panel flutter. A typical structural

component is shown in Figure 2-12.

2.8.3 Materials and Structures Test
Facilities 2.8.3.2 Facilities

The Air Force recently conducted a The Air Force study mentioned
study of the high temperature test tech- above indicated that there are existing
nology needed for hypersonic vehicle facilities adaptable for major component
applications. They found that heating testing. However, a major structural
capability above 1400 C. will be dif- cnuponeur test fac-,iii1y was estimiatiedI tU
ficult to achieve and that instrumen- cost $90 million dollars. A full-scale
tation is not available for use above test facility that would be required for
8000 C, Also, high temperature strain structural certification was estimated to
gauges are not available for temper- cost $462 million dollars. In the
atu-es over 800* C. When testing must National Space Transportation and
combine flowing air, arid mechanical and Support Study 1995-2010, prepared by
thermal cycling to obtain the necessary the Joint DOD/NASA Transportation
data for structural design, one must Technology Team, total structures/-
conclude that additional testing capabil- materials funding included facilities.
ities are needed to get the data in an The facilities funding totaled $554
expeditious manner. million dollars that included a structural

certification facility. In fact, these
figures add up to about the same amount

2.8.3.1 Structures Testing as estimated by the Air Force for
hypersonic vehicle structural testing and

Hypersonic vehicles will require certification.
structures that are ultra-light, temper-
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structural reasons, such schemes as MHD 
acceleration of a hypersonic stream 
generated by a wind tunnel, are being 
investigated as a way to achieve high 
Mach numbers. The committee has 
reviewed one such proposal for steady 
state crossed-field acceleration of air to 
25,000 feet per second, and we find the 
proposal does not reflect understanding 
of the large body of knowledge devel
oped by the MHD community over the 
la<;t 20 years. The analysis on which 
the proposal is based is limited to "one
dimensional" or channel flow, without 
consideration of wall effects. These 
effects limit the feasibility of such 
devices and have received a great deal 
of study. The overall conclusion of 
these detailed studies is that the steady 
crossed-·field accelerator is an ineffec
tive device for producing large gas 
velocities, because too large a fraction 
of the input energy goes into heating 
the walls, as well as the gas to be 
accelerated. 

2.8.3 Materials and Structures Test 
Facilities 

The Air Force recently conducted a 
study of the high temperature test tech
nology needed for hypersonic v~hicle 

applications. They found that heating 
capabiiity above 1400~ C. wiii be oif
ficuIt to achievc; and that instrumen
tation is not available for use above 
800 0 C. Also, high temperature strain 
gauges are not available for temper
at;!· es over 800 0 C. When testing must 
combine flowing air, and mechanical and 
thermal cycling to obtain the necessary 
oata for structural design, one must 
conclude that additional testing capabil
ities arc need cd to get the data in an 
cxped!tious manner. 

2.8.3.1 Structures Testing 

Hypersollic vehicles will require 
structures that are ultra-light, temper-
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ature resistant, inspectable, durable, and 
safe. The structural design concepts 
de.,end on vehicle configurations chosen 
for the flight profiles that will be flown, 
and from the material choices available. 
Structural optimization can be done once 
all the loads are known, the stresses 
determined, heat transfer known, the 
aeroelastic behavior of the vehicle 
determined, and once the strength, stiff
ness, and fracture toughness of the 
materials selected are known in consid
erable detail for all conditions of vehicle 
operation. 

The design criteria for a hypersonic 
vehicle will determine the amount and 
type of structural development testing 
required. This should include the speci
fication of time, temperature, load 
synthesis, cumulative creep criteria, 
oxidations criteria which can then 
influence coating criteria, fracture 
mechanics and farigue, sonic faiigue ami 
panel flutter. A typical structural 
component is shown in Figure 2-12. 

2.8.3.2 i'acilities 

The Air Force study mentioned 
above indicated that there are existing 
facilities adaptable for major component 
testing. However, a major structural 
\,;Ulllponeflt test facili~y was estima'ied to 
cost $90 million dollars. A full-scale 
test facility that would be required for 
structural certification was estimated to 
cost $462 r.l ill ion dollars. In the 
National Space Transportation and 
Support Study 1995-20 I 0, prepared by 
the Joint DOD/NASA 'iransportation 
Technology Team, total structures/
materials funding included facilities. 
The facilities funding totaled $554 
mill ion dollars that incl uded a structural 
certification facility. In fact, these 
figures add up to about the same amount 
as estimated by the Air Force for 
hypersonic vehicle structural testing and 
certification. 
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There has been some discussion of because of the inability to adequately
activating the NASA Plumbrook high simulate the combined environments of
temperature test facility in Sandusky, temperature and flow. Experimental data
Ohio, and the NASA Dryden facility at can be obtained in several ways.
Edwards Air Force Base, but to date
there seems to be no funding to activate Rocket or free-flight tests lack
these facilities. In 1985, the Aerospace adequate communication between the
Industries Association's Aerospace flying vehicle and the test engineer.
Technical Council established a High Only a small amount of data are
Temperature Test Facility (HTTF) Col- obtained from each flight, and each
laborative R&D Ad Hoc Group to deter- flight represents a very large expendi-
mine whether the Members of A.I.A. ture of money and engineering time. To
should form a partnership to develop get a maximum return from flight tests,
such an HTTF. In February of 1987, the simulated flight tests first should be
Ad Hoc Group, after visiting the NASP performed in the laboratory.
program office, reported that DOD and
NASA were doing a "good job assessing
and developing the necessary test facil- 2.8.3.3 High-Speed Wind Tunnel Tests
ities" that would cover most of the
needs identified by the HTTF ad hoc To obtain high temperatures in a
group and that the group should be dis- wind tunnel the air must be heated to
banded with no further action. As of the desired temperatures, and this poses
March 1988, there seems to be no posi- new problems in wind tunnel design.
tive action with funding to proceed to Such a venture entails its own host of
define these facility needs. The major difficulties and results undoubtedly will
test facility, now being refurbished to not be forthcoming for some time.
carry out testing in aerothermal loads
and high temperature structures, is the
Langley 8-Foot high temperature tunnel, 2.8.3.4 Laboratory Tests with Heating
a Mach number 7 blowdown type of Devices
facility in which methanc is burned in
air under pressure and the resulting Laboratory heating devices that
combustion products are used as the test produce thermal energy can be devel-
nmtediumm with U ImaxillUIln stagilatio teWin- oped. Such devices should be inves-
perature near 3800' R to reach the tigated, and the possibilities are many.
required energy level of flight simula- Radiant devices, such as those in
tion. This facility will, however, not be ordinary household cooking ranges or in
ready for testing until the late fall of refractory ovens, can be arranged in a
1988. There is an urgent requirement dense pattern over a broad area to
for the development of major high obtain a distributed source of high
temperature materials and structural radiant energy. The transient heating
component test facilities. The develop- phase could be controlled by changing
ment of such facilities is mandatory to the distance between model and heater.
insure that an adequate data base of It could also ',e done by a system of
material properties is developed and that shutters on the heater. Chordwise and
structural design concepts can be spanwise variation of temperatures could
evaluated to support hypersonic vehicle be obtained by painting or otherwise
design- preparing the exposed surface of the

model to achieve different absorptions.
In the end, flight experiments may The design of the heater could also be

be necessary as an adjunct to evaluate arranged so that its thermal output
the structural concepts being considered varies across its face. But the scarcity
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There has been some discussion of 
activating the NASA Plumbrook high 
temperature test facility in Sandusky, 
Ohio, and the NASA Dryden facility at 
Edwards Air Force Rase, but to date 
there seems to be no funding to activate 
these facilities. In 1985, the Aerospace 
I nd ustries Association's Aerospace 
Technical Council established a High 
Temperature Test Facility (HTTF) Col
laborative R&D Ad Hoc Group to deter
mine whether the Members of A.l.A. 
should form a partnership to develop 
such an HTTF. In February of 1987, the 
Ad Hoc Group, after visiting the NASP 
program office, reported that DOD and 
NASA were doing a "good job assessing 
and developing the necessary test facil
ities" that would cover most of the 
needs identified by the HTTF ad hoc 
group and that the group should be dis
banded with no further action. As of 
March j 988, there seems to be no posi
tive action with funding to proceed to 
define these facility Deeds. The major 
test facility, now being refurbished to 
carry out testing in aerothermal loads 
and high temperature struc~ures, is the 
Langley 8-Foot high temperature tunnel, 
a Mach number 7 blowdown type of 
facility in which methane is burned in 
air under pressure and the resulting 
combustion products are used as the test 
lI-.eJiulIl wiih a lIlaXilIlUIIl :siagHaiiuI\ tem
perature near 3800° R to reach the 
required energy level of flight simula
tion. This facility will, however, not be 
rcady for testing until the late fall of 
1988. There is an urgent requirement 
for the development of major high 
temperature materials and structural 
component test facilities. The develop
ment of such facilities is mandatory to 
insure that an adequate daia base of 
material properties is developed and that 
structural design concepts can be 
evaluated to support hypersonic vehicle 
design 

In the end, flight experiments may 
be necessary as an adjunct to evaluate 
the structural concepts being considered 

because of the inability to adequately 
simulate the combined environments of 
temperature and flow. Experimental data 
can be obtained in several ways. 

Rocket or free-flight tests lack 
adequate communication between the 
flying vehicle and the test engineer. 
Only a small amount of data are 
obtained from each flight, and each 
flight represents a very large expendi
ture of money and engineering time. To 
get a max.imum return from flight tests, 
simulated flight tests first should be 
performed in the laboratory. 

2.8.3.3 High-Speed Wind Tunnel Tests 

To obtain high temperatures in a 
wind tunnel the air must be heated to 
the desired temperatures, and this poses 
new problems in wind tunnel design. 
Such a venture entails its own host of 
difficulties and results undoubtedly will 
not be forthcoming for some time. 

2.8.J.4 Laboratory Tests with Heating 
Devices 

Laboratory heating devices that 
produce thermal energy can be devel
oped. Such devices shouid be inves
tigated, and the possibilities are many. 
Radiant devices. such as those in 
ordinary household cooking ranges or in 
refractory ovens, can be arranged in a 
dense pattern over a broad area to 
obtain a distributed source of high 
radiant energy. The transient heating 
phase could be controlled by changing 
the distance between model and heater. 
It could also 1 'e done by a system of 
shutters on the heater. Chordwise and 
span wise variation of temperatures could 
be obtained by painting or otherwise 
preparing the exposed surface of the 
model to achieve different absorptions. 
The design of the heater could also be 
arranged so that its thermal output 
varies across its face. But the scarcity 
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of experimental data and the complexity
of the problem would indicate that much
can be learned and perhaps should be
first learned from experiments on simple
models using simple experimental appara-
tus.

1. Test section I ft. in diameter or more.

2. In contrast, there is evidence that the Soviet Union continued to build hypersonic
facilities through the 1970s and 1980s.

3. Chord length defined as the square root of die test section area.
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of experimental data and the complexity 
of the problem would indicate that much 
can be learned and perhaps should be 
first learned from experiments on simple 
models using simple experimental appara
tus. 

1. Test section 1 ft. in diameter or more. 
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2. In contrast, there is evidence that the Soviet Union continued to build hypersonic 
facilities through the 1970s and ) 980s. 

3. Chord length defined as the square root of lhe test section area. 
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3.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Below are the principal findings we (6) Sustained hypersonic flight in the
have adduced from our review of hyper- atmosphere between the two ex-
sonic technology for military application, tremes of (4) and (5) above pre-
and the recommendations we offer to sents major technical difficulties.
further these technologies and their Problems of surface heating, thrust,
applications, vehicle stability and control,

infrared signature, aiming, and
weapon release could make any

3.1 Potential Military Hypersonic potential military advantage in this
Applications speed range unlikely.

(1) Hypersonic aircraft technology, in
association with air-breathing 3.2 Propulsion- Airframe Integration
propulsion, offers potentially large
increases in speed, height, and 1) Engine-airfiame integration is a
range of military aircraft, and may key aspect of configuration def-
enable or extend important Air inition for hypersonic vehicles-
rurce linissiciris. !h maximum. air

breathing Mach number increases.
(2) Operational hypersonic aircraft will

necessarily have very large turning 2) The combination of long forebody
radii, and useful missions therefore and low Reynolds number produce a
require global or near-global range. thick entropy layer that must be

ingested by the engine or diverted.
(3) Cryogenic fuels are necessary, and Its thickness is sensitiie to Mach

any studies of hypersonic aircraft number and Reynolds number, and
missions should therefore include a will vary significantly over the
careful examination of the base flight corridor.
oupt,. qi •%l•t.•.n #.......J

imply. 3) The Low Reynolds number is dic-
tated at high Mach number by the

(4) The simplest class of hypersonic need to reduce heat transfer rates
cruise vehicle would fly up to Mach and pressure loadings, to transition
number 8. This class can signif- to rocket propulsion for orbital
icantly advance the reconnaissance insertion, or both.
and strike missions now done by
the SR-71. 4) A very large ratio of capture area

to frontal area results from low
(5) The most attractive potential Air Reynolds number (high altitude) and

Force missions involve flight to small fractional energy addition due
orbital or near-orbital speeds above to combustion.
the sensible atmosphere. In con-
trast to ballistic missiles and 5) Efficient operation at very high
satellites, these offer flexible Mach numbers require configur-
recall, en route redirection, and ations that pose serious integration
return to base. problems at off-design Mach num-
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3.0 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Below are the principal findings we 
have adduced from our review of hyper
sonic technology for military application, 
and the recommendations we offer to 
further these technologies and th~ir 
applications. 

3.1 Poten tial Military Hypersonic 
Applications 

(I) Hypersonic aircraft tecnnology, in 
association with air-breathing 
propulsion, offers potentially large 
increases in speed, height, and 
range of military aircraft, and may 
enable or extend important Air 
Fur~t: 11ij~:)j0fl5. 

(2) Operational hypersonic aircraft will 
necessarily h<lve very large turning 
radii, and useful missions therefore 
require global or near-global range. 

(3) Cryogenic fuels are necessary, and 
any studies of hypersonic aircraft 
missions should therefore include a 
careful examination of the base 

imply. 

(4) The simplest class of hypersonic 
cruise vehicle would fly up to Mach 
number 8. This class c.:an signif
icantly advance the reconnaissance 
and strike missions now done by 
the SR-71. 

(5) The most attractive potential Air 
Force missions involve flight 10 

orbital or near-orbital speeds above 
the sensible atmosphere. In con
trast to ballistic missiles and 
satellites, these offer flexible 
recall. en route redirection, and 
return to basco 

(6) Sustained hyp~rsonic flight in the 
atmosphere between the two ex
tremes of (4) and (5) above pre
sents major tcchn\cal difficulties. 
Problems of surface heating, thrust, 
vehicle stability and control, 
infrared signature, aImmg, and 
weapon :-elease could make any 
potential military advantage in thIS 
speed range unlikely_ 

3.2 Propulsion-Airframe Integrl.ltioR 

1) Engine-airframe integration is a 
key aspect of configuration def -
inition for hypersonic vehicles-

breathing Mach number increases. 

2) The combination of long forcbody 
and low Reynolds number produce a 
thick entropy layer that must be 
ingested by thl'.: engine or diverted. 
Its thickness is sensili-,e to Mach 
number and Reynolds number, and 
will vary significantly over the 
flight corridor. 

3) The Low Reynolds number is dic
tated at high Mach number by (he 
need to reduce heat transfer rates 
and pressure loadings, to transition 
to rock~t propulsion for orbital 
insertion. Or both. 

4) A very large ratio of capture area 
to frontal area results from low 
Reynolds number (high altitude) and 
small fractional energy addition due 
to combustion. 

5) Efficient operation at very high 
Mach numbers require configur
ations that pose serious integration 
problems at off -design Mach num-
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ber. The large nozzle expansion performance.
leads to very large base drag at
transonic speeds. The interaction (4) The stability of the scram jet flow
of the nozzle expansion plume with with hydrogen reaction is not
the slipstream, and with the understood; instability poses the
reaction control system, will possibility of developing strong
influence both the net thrust and shock waves and catastrophic loss
moments at near orbital speeds. of engine.

6) Integration of the low speed pro- (5) Short term design studies and long
pulsion system with the hypersonic term research studies of hydrogen
propulsion system, in a way that injection and mixing should be
does not degrade the performance increased as soon as possible to
at hypersonic speeds, is a major assure that this issue does not
concern. become an obstacle to high-speed

engine development. Measurement
7) The variation of engine-inlet of molecular mixing should be

boundary layer conditions with emphasized and the exploration of
flight conditions (Mach number, novel techniques of mixing augmen-
Reynolds number, and altitude) tation must be encouraged.
must be quantitatively predictable, Because the combustor heat release
or an engine concept must be pattern is mixing controlled and,
devised that is inisen, sitive to the further, becau..se the state of the
boundary layer thickness. air entering the combustor may be

extremely non-uniform, the mining
8) Items 5, 6 and 7 above are un- process must be understood to the

solved problems. Engine-airframe extent that it can be controlled as
integration should receive more well as accelerated.
emphasis, by teams drawn from
both engine and airframe contrac- (6) One-dimensional or quasi one-
tors. dimensional computation of reacting

flow in the combustor is inadequate
and often misleading.

(7) The H-OH reaction must be corn-
(1) Injection of h-drogen fuel and pleted for the scramjet to perform

rapid mixing %ith air with minimum well. Much of this reaction will
loss is the most influential factor happen during expansion in the
affecting the engine length and nozzle and this reaction may
heat load. "freeze out" early in the expansion

process.
(2) The heat release pattern irn the

engine is determined b) the rate of (8) Under the most severe conditions
molecular mixing, and the super- of operation the molar flow rate of
sonic flow in the engine is hydrogen in the cooling passages is
extremely sensitive to the heat more than double the total molar
release pattern, flow rate of air through the

engines. Effective use of coolant
(3) The ingestion of ramp boundary and minimization of pumping losses

la) er and bow shock layer by the is imperative and an unusual degree
engine poses dVricult pi )blems of of integration with structural
engine design and penalizes engine design is required.
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ber. The large nozzle expansion 
leads to very large base drag at 
transonic speeds. The interaction 
of the nozzle expansion plume with 
the slipstream, and with the 
reaction control system, will 
influence both the net thrust and 
moments at near orbital speeds. 

6) Integration of the low speed prD
pulsion system with the hypersonic 
propulsion system, in a way that 
does not degrade the performance 
at hypersonic speeds, is a major 
concern. 

7) The variation of engine-inlet 
boundary layer conditions with 
flight conditions (Mach number, 
Reynolds number, and altitude) 
must be quantitatively predictable, 
Or an engine concept must be 
devi~c:u that i~ iliSc:f1SitiV"e 
boundary layer thickness. 

.'1._ .L ... 
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8) Items 5, 6 and 7 above are un
solved problems. Engine-airframe 
integration sh'luld receive more 
emphasis, by teams drawn from 
both engine and airframe contrac
tors. 

( II Inje.;tion of hydrogtn fUl"1 and 
rapId mi\ing \\0 ilh air with minimum 
lOiS i~ the most .nOurntial factor 
llfic.;ting the engine h!f\&lh and 
htlt load. 

(~, The heat release pattern ira the 
~ngine is determined b~ the rale of 
mole.:ular mixing. and the super
sOllie flow in the engine iC) 
extremely sensitive to the heat 
release pattern. 

(3) The ingestion of ramp boundary 
la) er and bow shock layer hy the 
engine poses d::ficult PI lblems of 
engine design and penalizes engine 
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performance. 

(4) The stability of the scramjet flow 
with hydrogen reactiGn is not 
understood; instability poses the 
possibility of developing strong 
shock waves and catastrophic loss 
of engine. 

(5) Short term design studies and long 
term research studies of hydrogen 
injection and mixing should be 
increased as soon as po';sible to 
assure that this issue does not 
become an obstacle to high -speed 
engine development. Measurement 
of molecular mixing should be 
emphasiz~d and the exploration of 
novel techn;qucs of mixing augmen
tation must be encouraged. 
Because the combustor heat release 
pattern is mixing controlled and, 
further, bec~use the state of the 
air entering the combustor may be 
extremely non-uniform, the mixing 
process must be understood to the 
extent that it can be controlled as 
well as accelerated. 

(6) One-dimensional or quasi one
dimensional computation of reacting 
flow in the combustor is inadequate 
and often misleading. 

(7} The H-OH reaction must be CO(l'\

pletd for the scramjet to perform 
wei\. Much of this reaction will 
happen during expansion in the 
nozzle and this reaction may 
"f reeze out" early in the expansion 
process. 

(8) Under ~he most severe conditions 
of operation the molar flow rate of 
hydrogen in the cooling passages is 
more than double the total molar 
flow rate of air through the 
engines. Effective use of coolant 
and minimization of pumping losses 
is imperative and an unusual degree 
of integration with structural 
deSign is required. 
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(1); The hydrogen requirement cool reverse transitions upon re-entry,
th2 engine exerts an unusu. ;high presefit extremely sensitive and
leverage on the air-planeý size and difficult problems. These must be
w.eight. It is; essential to refine solved to avoid plaring unaccept-
the accuracy of and confidence in able structural anid thermal loads
cý-timates of cooling requirements on the airframe and engine, which
bei'ore final selection of a'irplane may lead to failure.
size.

(15) The transition from one engine
ýlO) Hligh priority and additional mode to another, espccially from

emphas;is must be given to the the rarmjet to sc7iamjet, r,..ight
research and d&-sign stud~es con- produce large unsteady loads apd
cerned with the Ltilization and unsutisractory starting, To insure
nian.germent of hydrogen coolant against these problems, sufficient
Iflow Th is is of p)articular rocket propulsion should be incor~-
iiopo.-tance ir. the portions of th2 porated into the powerplant com-
engine that g-c-c0iI'll ~oe tr iG plex to suppress any severe
chianges during the acceleration. problems during transition.

(11) Fiim tcooling and sweat cooling with (16) Some ro~cket propulsion must be
hydrogen have very attractive fea- incorporated into the final propul-
tures and both technological and sion systemn a) to reach orbit from
re~qe.rch effort% must he. awgmt-nted. the scramjeq M:;ch number limit, h)
I he gas dynr~mic peculiarities of to facilitate the gradual introduc-
using hydrogen as the coolant tion oý advanced scramniet technol-
shoulcd be ernpL..tsized in these ogy over the life of the airp~lane,
studies. This work must be accel- and c) for de-orbit maneuver.
erated because coo~ant requireme,,nts
have such a powerful impi.act upon (171) The hiph-speed engine development
the airframe design. should be predicated on the prob-

abiklty that maost of the develop-
(i 2) The scram-jet most operate at Dtak mnept will be done in flight test.

perfo~.jnance thro.!ghoimt jrs en~ire To C'evelop an engine in flight, an
Mach rnumnber range during accet auxiliary rocket propulsion systemn,
eration. Teca gat'on and separate from the NASP engine
geomectric 01-iges requ~i-ed over package, will, be needed to augment
this range aie vei y extensive arid vwiubý anot assure airplane trim
rnusf be dooe w:fli the a~iomium during -ligh-speed engine tests.
intioou.-tion ol sl ocks an(. %hier
losses. (1 8) Completc. rcrta''jet engiees will

under-o development and testing
(12) *rhe geonit~ric- ciiammg.s roquiic'i of during the fligit prsgmam, t'oi in

th Xri~j' ovcr its Mactm number grounc --based facilities. Co
range place demands upon design of sequently, it is necessary to
cooling passi,,e~z, coolant fltow incorporate dore rocket propuL~ion
c,.anagernen' and Lits that are of - separate from any that m-ay be
urn rccederiv'-d difficulty. integrated with the scramjet -- for

settming desired engine test condi-
(14) Transition betwcen the ifeec oper- tions and extending the Eight

atirig m nodes of the propulsion envelope of the airplane.
systein, s-utso-nic to ranijei, ramnJet
to sciramjet, z'1id the rc-st---tt ard

------- -----
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(0, The t-.ydrogen requiremellt 'I cool 
th~ engine cxt;!rts an unusu, / high 
leverage on the airplane size' and 
weight. It i!; essenti::tl to refine 
t~~ accuracy of and confidence in 
c~limatc~ of cooling requirements 
be;'ore final ~el('ction ;)f airplane 
size. 

(10) High priority a'lcj additional 
.!mpha!;is mu!>t be given to the 
research and d..:;sign stud~es con
cerned with th(:; l..tilization and 
man-:grment of hydrogen coolant 
flow This is of :')articular 
iI11po;-t~m.::e ir. tl'.e porticns of th~ 
ellgine that \!Xp.:. ;.::, • ..:.:: isc::0lpetric 
chaf'grs during the acceleration. 

(II) Film «..:ooling and sweat coolin~ with 
hydrogen t-.ave very attractive fea
tures and both tEchnological and 
rf'sp.~H'ch efforts ml:st hp. allgmt~ntp.rl, 

1 he gas dym.mic peculiarities of 
using hydrogen as the coolant 
shaulL1 be el1l~I..~sized in these 
studies. This work must be accel
erated because coo;ant r~quirem'~nts 
have such a po·.verful iIl1~act upon 
the airframe design. 

(i 2) The scramjet mllst oper~lte at i)1,ak 
perf()~ Ina ncr t}"'o',lgho'It I(S en ,ire 
;v1ach r.,nnber range during accel 
eration. The c..r:.lfi:;I~·atioil and 
geometric ~h,,,"lbP.S requi.~d over 
tois range (lIe Ve, y extcI1sivc Jllct 
nH,~;r be dOllC w::h the ll.iniOlum 
intrudll:..tioll o· $I.ocks a:1(~'.hcr 

losses. 

\ I 1.) The ge0nh:ric citallg~s r~quiic':i of 
the scr~llT.jC! OVfr it;; Mach number 
range place d~mal1cts upon design of 
coo!ing p:}s~,\~e~, cco!ant flow 
canagcmcn' z,nd t lIs that are f)f 
unl r~cl'derll"d difficl.'lty. 

(I·l) Transition lx,tween the ll,:ec oper
ating modes of th~ propulsion 
:>ystcrn, ~'Jh()nic t<; r:lmjcl, ramjet 
to sCfdrnjet, <~dd the rc-st::-rt ar.d 

reverse transitions upon re-entry, 
preseflt extremely sensitive and 
difficult p!"oblems. These must be 
solved to avoid placing unaccept
able structural and thermal loads 
on the airframe and engine, which 
may lead to failure. 

(15) Tt-e tr:!!l.sition from one engine 
mode to another, espc-cially from 
the ralT'jet to sClamjet, fI~ight 

produce large unsteady loads and 
unsatis:actory st~rting. To insure 
agaimt these problems, ~ufficjent 
rocket propu\sicn shculd be ineor·· 
porated into the powerplant com
plex to suppress any severe 
probl~ms during transition. 

(16) Some rCickel propulsion must be 
incorp(wa!ed into the final propul
sion sy,tem a) to reach orbit from 
the scr;:tmj~t M:.;ch n1lmber limit; h) 
to fac.ilitate the gradual introduc
tion 0;" advanced scramjet technol
ogy over the life uf the airplane, 
and c) for de-orbit maneuver. 

(l7~ The hip,h-'s~eed engine development 
should be predicated on the prob
abil~ty that most of the develop
ment will be done in fljght test. 
To cevelo;:> an engint' in flight, an 
auxiliary rocket propulsion system, 
separate from the NASP engine 
y3ckage, wi!: be !1ceded to augment 
liiru::.~ 3'lt,( assure airplane tTlm 
during :ligh-speed engine tests. 

(I ej Compkt(. ~::;a"l'jct cneif'es will 
undcr30 development and te~tjng 

d~rir'g the fiig'lt pr'J3ram, !JOi. in 
groun( .. based facilities. CO.l-
sequently. it is necessary tu 
incorporate "orne rocket propu\:'ion 
- separate from any that Illay be 
integrated with the scramjct .. for 
s~ttil!g desired engine test condi
tions and extending the fi:ght 
en ve)ope or the airplane. 
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(19) With boundary layer ingestion, the the flow field condition arounid the body
scramjet engine is quite sensitive and through the inlet to the combustion
to angle of attack. This variation chamber. Above Mach number 10, the
in engine operation wi!l be aerodynamic problems involve the factors
reflected in changes of pressure identified in the lower Mach range, with
distribution over the discharge the additional complication of the rate
nozzle, resulting in a large pitching kinetics of real gas effects and the
moment. These difficulties may be special problems of low density flows
avoided only through unusually and small bluntness dimensions. Neither
careful integration during airframe the low nor high Mach number areas are
and control system design and currently amenable to detailed wind
development, tunnel exploration or validated compu-

tation to provide a well-grounded base
(20) The modular- design of the scramjet for design, although some results are

engine allows interaction between available from facilities that partially
the inlets of adjacent modules simulate the real flows. Therefore,
during ramjet start-up and transi- progress must rely on a fragmented
tion from ramieL to scramijet oper- approach, where limited experiments and
ation. This interaction can computation will in time provide an
propagate iniet maifunctions from adequate base for design. Validation of
one module to adjacent modules, this base will require flight tests that
This behavior appears likel> to be include many elements simultaneously, a
particularly sensitive to :.awing situation not amenable to full simtulation
1,,V,,v,,i V1 t11-- or. thc grournd or b .vaid..atcd compu-

tation.
(2;) Th'e strong interaction between the

high speed engine, the forebody
ramp. and the external no7zle, and 3.4.1 Low Ilypersoxiic Speeds (Miach
the very powerful dependence of Numbers 6 to 10)
this interaction upon pitch and yaw
of the entire airplane has important 1) The prime requirements are to
implications upon the control identify !he location and details of
s stem and the coupling of engine transition initiation, the transition
and airplane- Cotsideration should region, the mixed flowfield and
Ie..............g ,ompNromiss bou:dary v.n.cr cbaractpreris
that would reduce this potential around and through complex
problem, e' en at the expense of geometries with cold walls, and !he
reduced performance of the earliest mixing phenomena in the combus-
NASP configurations. tion chamber. These probloms are

recognized and are within re ch of
current techno!ogy hut how not

3.4 AerodInani cs heen m, .lvcd.

This committee has identified two 2) A unique Mach number 3.5 "quiet"
aiwtn aLcr,•driamnih problem areas. At low research facility at NASA Langley

hi.personit: Ntaih "'unibers (blow about is beginning to provide results
10), thei piob)ler i's nminly one of fluid indicating the necessity for such
neclianics. Tlhe prediction of the boun- f!ow characteristics. A Mach
darv la er and flow field characteristics number 6 research facility has been
are requiied to pcrmit the detailed approved, but not built. These
dtetermination of the pressure distribu- research facilities are inadequate
tion, skin friction, heat transfer, and for the requirements of Mach
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(\9) With boundary layer ingestion, the 
scramjet engine is quite sensiti'/c 
to angle of attack. This variation 
in engine operation wi!l be 
reflected in changes of pressure 
distribution over the discharge 
n:JZzlc. resulting in a large pitching 
moment. These difficulties may be 
avoided only through unusually 
careful integration during airframe 
and control system design and 
development. 

(20) The modula.- design of the scramjet 
engine allows interadion between 
the inlets of adjacent lH(JduIes 
during r:lmjet start-up and transi
tion from ram ie, tll scramjet oper
ation. This interaction can 
pro;Jag:ltr inict malfunctiom from 
ant> module to aJjacent modules. 
This behavior appears likel) to be 
particularlv sensitive to ~:awJng 

(::::) Th~ strong interaction b~tween the 
high ~pe(·d engine, the forebody 
ramp. and the external nonie, and 
the vcry powaful dependence of 
ihis interaction upon pitch and yaw 
(jf the entire ~lIrplaTle ha~ important 
irllrlil.'~tlOns upon the cuntrol 
S) ~tt'm and the \',-,upling of enf)i'1t' 
and airpl:tnc. COllsidcration sh(lldd 
l'r g!\·cn to d~lsig;1 ~onlp!"a!n!sc~ 

th:1t v. nuld n'ducc this potential 
problem, l'\ en 3! the expense of 
rc<ill..:ed performance of the ('arlit'st 
!-Jr\SI' configur:l1ions. 

JA Acrod)namics 

Tim committee has identified two 
Jll.lil1 :ll'f<)d~ lI:lmi..: l'rlll~knl 3rC:l~. At low 
i1~pL'r~oni~' M:I;:h ·'lllilber~ (h.:-Iow about 
10), th~' prohkm i'; nl1inly one of f1llid 
n,L'cktni..:::.. Th\.' rrl'di..:tion of the boun
d~\lY by cr and flow field ..:n3racteristics 
arc !'t'quill'd III perlnil ~he detailed 
dl'terrl.inati(l11 of the I'res~un' distribu
tion, s\""in frictiull. hC~H tr;Jn~fer, a'1d 
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the flow field condition arouad the body 
and through the inlet to the combustion 
chamber. Above Mach number 10, the 
aerodynamic problf)ms involve the factors 
identified in the lower Mach range, with 
the additional complication of the rate 
kinetics of real gas eCfect~ and the 
special problems of low density flows 
and small bluntness dimensions. Neither 
the low nor high Mach number areas are 
currently amenable to detailed wind 
tunnel exploration or validated compu
tation to provide a well··grounded base 
for design, although some results are 
available from facilities that partially 
simulate the real !lows. Therefore, 
progress must rely on a fragmented 
approach, where limited experiments anG 
comrutation will in time provide an 
ade4ulIe base for dec;ig'1. Validation of 
this base will require flight tests that 
include many clements ~imultane('\usly, a 
situation not amen-able to full sillwlation 

tation. 

3.4.1 Lo~' 1I,'pel"'Hmic Speeds (Mach 
Numbers 6 So 10) 

I) The rJrIme requirements are to 
identify !he locatio!: and details of 
transItIOn iOltl3tion, the transition 
region, the mixed flowfield and 

2) 

(' hi! ra('teri~t irs hnlln('hy\' 
~. ~ _._---./ 
around and through complex 
geomeHies wi:h cold walls, and ~h(; 

mixing phcl10IllCn:l in the cOillbus
tion chamber. Thes~ probl"m~ are 
recognized and are within re: ch of 
current techno!ogy hut hOI<' I/O( 

"C/,'/ .wlred. 

A unique Macil numb('1 3.5 "Quiet" 
research facility at NASI' Langley 
IS beginning to pro"ide results 
indicating the necessity for stich 
flow chlracter i~tics. A Mach 
number 6 rcse~Hch facility hlS been 
approved. but not built. These 
research facilities arc inadequate 
for thc requirements of Mach 
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number, Reynolds rnnmber, and size this lack will be an important
for the aerodynamic configuration, deltriment to the generation of
and mixing studies needed up to eniineering design data.
Mach number 10.

7) Evisting and proposed facilities,
3) A facility is needed to generate such as arc tunnels, M11D a~celer-

detailed experiments for conipu- ators, shock tunnels, and flight
tational validation and engineering ranges, each have some potentia! to
design data for complex configur-- generate the required data, but all
ations, under conditions where the have significant li-mitations.
effects of cold walls, roughness,
aind f!ow field disturbance charac- 8) CFD needs v'alidathon datt;, but it
teristics can be evaluated. Such a appears that it viust be done I'l
facility could provide the connec- elements since no fall simulation of
tion between the stratospheric high hypersonic speeds is available
distorbance f ield (yet to be or withii. sight ii; ground test
measured and -modeled) with zhc facilities. For this reason, flight
wind tunnel data shown to be tests w.ill beo necessary for full
sensitive to this pafaineter. valiizatim? (Sf (_-FD codes.

4) We recommend that the highest 9) The full characteristics of' th~e flow
priority be piaccd on the de!,ign, fields generated by present facil-
coiit;iruction, aiva (peration of a ivies are ineornpitic~n. xuid ot ycl
".1quiet" wiind tunnel in the Mach matched to the requirements of
number range of 10, with a scale CiD for specific validation e/.per-
and Rt'-ynolds number capability to irnents-, although the itechnolo-gy is,
pern)ý ffight simrulation. An in many cases. within roach.
expeditious approach may be the
conversion of an available facility 10) We recommend a comnbined CFD
-with the required operating condi- experirmneotal progrim fncuscd ois
tions, such as the AEDC Gas key hypersonicE aerodynantic
Dynamics Facil:y. elements to provide validated u~nits

for combination into realirkic

3.4.2 High Hypersonic Speeds (NI > 10) that can be reaclhed by gzowuiu
facilities.

5) For these conditions, the require-
ment is a simulation of BOTH the 11) We recommend that the field of
aerodynamrics (viscous and flow low density flows be given special
field described at low M) and Zhe attention with regard to direct
real gas effects including chemical simulation of particulate flows and
non-equilibriumr effects. High1 experim-.ntal validation. This would
Reynolds numbei continuum flow to provide much needed information on
the high free molecular region must high altitude, high Mach number
be understood and predicted. flight conditinns where continuum

Navier-Stokes compu~tations are of
6) No current facility or facilities can uwacertain accuracy. The applica-

cover the complete range of flow tion of the aerodynamic studies.
parameters with the flow quality boilh computational and grouiid-
(mean distribution, constituent and based, will require detailed
density determination, and flow knowledge of the characteristics of
field disturbance field) needed, and the stratosphere to translate. the
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number, Reynolds nllmber, and size 
for the aerodynamic configuration, 
and mixing studies needed up to 
Mach number 10. 

3) A facility is needed to gf'ilCrate 
detailed experimems for compu
tati()nal validation and engineering 
design data for complex configur·· 
ations, under condition~ where the 
effects of cold walls, roughness, 
and f!ov{ field disturbance charac
t~ristics can be evaluated. Such a 
fadlity could provide the cenn~c
tion bet\l:ecn the stratospheric 
disturbance fiel::i (yet to be 
measured and modckd) with :he 
wind tunnd o;1ta shown to be 
sensitive to this parameter. 

4j We recommend that the hi6hest 
priority be placed on the de~,ign, 
C(l{l~;lruc(ion\ ano epcr<Hion of a 
"quiet" Willd tllnnel in the Mach 
number rangr. of 10, with a scale 
and 17./!ynolds number capability to 
perm;, f!ighr sirr.ulation. An 
eXf/t::ditio1l5 approach may be the 
conversion of an available facility 
with the required operating condi
tion!>. such as the AEDC Gas 
Dyn:~mics facir·y. 

3.4.2 High Hypersonic Speeds (M > 10) 

5) For these conditions, the require
lTIent is a simulation of BOTH the 
aerodynamics (viscous and flow 
field described at low M) and ,he 
real gas effects including ch~mical 
non-equilibriulP effects. High 
Reynolds numbel continuum flow te 
the high free molecular region must 
be understood and predicted. 

6) No Cllrrent facility or facilities can 
cover the complele range of flow 
parameters with the flow quality 
(mean distribution, constituent and 
density determination, and flow 
fie!d disturbance field) needed, and 

this lack wiH be an important 
detriment to the generation of 
etli,:neering design data. 

7) E'I;isting and proposed facilities, 
:;u(:h as arc tunnels, MHD a::celer
ators, ~hock tunnels, and flight 
ranges, each have some potentia~ to 
generate the rCQ.uircd dat:~. but ali 
have significant limitations. 

8) CFD needs valjd:it;on d:H~;. but it 
appears that it must be done in 
elements sipce no /.41.' simulation of 
high hYP('TSonic speeds i~ available 
or withi1. sight iL ground test 
facilities. For this reasor., m!;ht 
tests will be n~ccssary for full 
validatjon d CFn codes. 

9) T"~ full characteri~tics of thl:: flow 
fields senerated by presl,.~nt facil
HIes are im,;,,)lnph:te :!.nd llUI yt:i 

matched to the requiremcills of 
(;fD for sreci~'ic validation exper
iments, although the l.E.'chno!og; is, 
in many cases. within r.cac.h. 

10) We rec~mmend a combined CFD 
experir;ler.lal progr:!l!I f:):::us~d 011 

key hypersonics aerodynanlic 
ell!ments to provide validated t:nits 
for combination iato rea)j~\ic: 
,..,.,._r: ............ :,.,. .... .... 
,",UIII .&u.~\lv .. ., 

that can be reac!.ed by 3~"HlI\li 

facilities. 

II} We recommend that the field of 
low density fIow~ be given special 
attention with regard to direct 
simulation of particulate flows and 
experimental validation. This would 
provide much needed information on 
high altitude, high Mach number 
flight ~onoitinns where continuum 
Navier-Stokes compl'tltions are of 
uilcertain accuracy. The applica
tion of the aerodynamic studies. 
both computational and groulld
based, will require detailed 
knowledgt': of the characteristic!; of 
the stratosphere to translate the 
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research results into engineering not exist.
data.

6) Control actions have the potentxal
12) Real gas reaction and recomtoination to reduce the sensitivity of engine

rates for all constituents and flight chatacteristics to uncertainties and
conditions are required. Many of fluctuations, however just what to
these rates are known at low tern- control, either directly or as a
peratures and extrapolation to surrogate, to achieve these benefits
higher temperatures appear to be is not welt known, and apprepriate
within reach of compatationaa! sensors may not be a.'ailable trow.
chemistry.

7) The hypersonic thermal enviionment
13) We recommend a national integrated chalieznges the capabi!ity of existing

program of high priority to provide electronic arid hydraulic technology.
these rates for inclusion into CFD
computations. The NASA Anies 8) A pi,.csed flight program, with asso-
Group provid.-. a key nucieus for ciattd phased flight control system
such Lm. effort. corJigurations that gradually work

up the speed envelope, is necessary
to reduce controls risks.

3.5 Controls, Guidance, instrumentation
and Information Processing 9) Three parallel actions are recom-

mended to reduce the risks

1) No succtessfu' hypersonic engine or involved with this technology area:
airframe will be possible without
multi-redundant, multi-effector a. Aggressive technology matur-
active control of aircraft rigid, ation efforts in control system
structural, and slosh modes; aircraft architecture (feedback system
and propulsion system; and thermal structure) and associated analy-
effects. sis/synthesis activities to cope

with the novel flight, engine,
2) Information and controls must join and thermal control needs.

aerodynamics, structures, materials, b. System studies into hardware
and mropulsion as a central and and software as needed to
enabling technology assure the availability of

adequate controls and
3" Control challenges for hypersonic associated equipment.

aircraft are well beyond any c. Efforts to define earlier (than
pre'ious accomplishments, in terms X-30 flight) experiments that
of overall airciafi and propulsion can be done to at least par-
system integration, in: the required tially validate the equipment
precision, and at subsystem levels and techniques prior to corn-
(e.g., engine, thermal) mitmen( t9 hypersonic flight.

Flight tests at lower speeds on

4) Very high throughput, fault-tol,,ran: other aircraft should be con-
control is essential to meet the sidered a well as laboratory
unprecedented comnbind require- and simulation--based testing.
ments for throughpui and rc'iabil-
it5. These actions shouid focus on all aspects

of control: subsystem control, integia-
5) Essential hypersonc-n f'.v sctivors tion of systems, reduction of sensitiv-

for airplavc and engin- controls do ities, control/information system archi-
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research results into engineering 
data. 

12) Real g~s reaction ~md recom Dination 
rates for all constituents and flight 
conditions are reGuired. Many of 
these rates are kl10wn at low tem
peratures and extrapolatit In to 
higher temperatures appear to be 
within rea~~h of computatiana! 
chemistry. 

13) We recommend a national integrated 
program of high priorXty to prov:ne 
these rat~:; f-=n inclusion into CFD 
computations. The NASA Am~s 
Group providf;~ a key nucleus for 
such ;">1': "Jffort. 

3.5 Contruls, Guld .. n(:~, instrumenla:ion 
and Ini ormation Protessing 

1) No succlssfuri hypen.onic engine or 
airframe will be ::>ossible without 
multi-redundant, multi-effector 
active COIw<il of aircraft rigid, 
structural, anlj slosh modes; aircraft 
and propulsion system; and thermal 
effects. 

2) Information and contmlc; must join 
aerodynamics, Sf.rucrure:;, materials, 
and propulsion as a central and 
enat-ling technology 

3) Control challenges for hypersonic 
aircraft are well beyond any 
pre"IOUS accomplishments, in terms 
of overall airCiaft and propulsion 
system integration, il; the rcquirad 
precision, and at sIJbsY:ltem levels 
(e.g .. engine, therml:ll) 

4) Very high throughput, faI.lJt-lol"r~n! 
control is esseiltial t<") meet the 
unprec,('dente(i comhin!.'d require
ments for throughpul and rt'·.iahil
it} , 

5) Essf'ntiai hyper:;( .. n;,· i'u,l,l Sl.IlSOrS 

for airpl~J'~ and engirll' \.(,n!r'Jls do 
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not exist. 

6) Control actions have the po(e{l.t~al 

to reduce the sensitivity of ~ngj:l1! 
chaIa~teristics to uncertai.nties and 
fluc~u:lduns. howevl;,r just what to 
control, either directly or as a 
surrogate, to achieve t~,e:;e bene fits 
is not well known, and appwpriate 
sensors may lIot be a'.'ailable ~:'.)w. 

7) T~e hypersonic thermlil envilonment 
chan~~nlWs the capabHity of existing 
e\ectronic am' hyrl:-aulic technology. 

8) ,,\ p~"\r:sed flight ;Jrogram, with asso
cit\t~d phas€,d flight control system 
cOI.figurations that gradually work 
up the speed envelope, is necessary 
to reduce control~ risks. 

9) Three parallel actions are recom-
mended to reduce the risks 
involved with this technology area: 

a. Aggressive technology matur
ation effort<; in control system 
architecture (feedback system 
structure) and associated analy
sis/synthesis activities to cope 
witr. the novel flight, engir.e, 
and thermal control needs. 

b. System studies into hardwdre 
and s<iftware as needed to 
assure the availability of 
adequate controls and 
associated equipment. 

c. Efforts to define earlier (than 
X-30 flight) experiments that 
can be done to ai least par
tially validate the equipment 
and techniques 9rior to corn
mitmen~ t') hypersonic flight. 
Flight tests at lower speeds on 
other aircraft shoold be con
sidered a well as laboratory 
and simulation··based testing. 

These a"tions shoUld focus on all aspects 
of control: subsystem control, integ1a
tion of systems, reduction of sensitiv
it!es, controljinfonnation system archi-
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tecture, environmental issues, sensors, 12) Another issue that will have to be
e•.c. examined early enough to enable

pursuit of alternatives, if needed, is
10) We recommend several more speci- that of communications. Above

fic actions in this broad framework. approximately Mach 10 there is
Ir all cases, the above parallel likely to be a layer of ionized
approach applies, particles over some sections of the

aircraft. This phenomenon will be
a) An effort should be launched configuration specific. An investi-

to explore and identify areas gation is needed to ensure that
where control activities give reliable communication pathways
some promise of reducing the will be available. If a definitive
effects of uncertain behavior in answer to this is not available
the engine. Effective quan- early, a technology program may be
tities to be sensed or otherwise needed to assure additional options
estimated and possible control for the first flight test vehicles.
system architectures are central As part of this communications
issues. Studies of alternative assessment, an examination should
mechanizations of sensors or be made of the relevance of pre-
their surrogates will be needed vious accomplishments in this area.
as part of this effort. In
carrying this out, the need for 13) The flight program and control
sensors in ground testing design philosophy should be config-
should be examined as well, ured to recognize the levels of
including applications to high- knowledge about uncertainties in
speed wind tunnels, the flight control system equipment

b) In some areas, such as in fault associated with each phase. Grad-
tolerant and high throughput ual work up through the speed
information systems architec- envelope, is essential to reduce the
tures, there already exist risks in control systems for all
government-supported technol- their primary functions.
ogy programs. The hypersonic
program offices should establish
liaisons with these activities to 3.6 Htigh temperature Materials,
promote their applications to Ciyogenics, and Cooling
hypersonic vehicles.

1) The structural weight fraction
1I) The tremendous heat loads that will required for single-stage near-

be a natural part of hypersonic orbital hypersonic flight will
flight, together with the uncer- require stiff, ultra-light, high
tainty of the heat transfer prop- temperature materials to insure
erties of new materials when com- vehicle performance and usable
bined in a specific design config- payload over the intended range for
uration, lead to the possibility of desired missions.
broad uncertainties in the thermal
environment for key information/- 2) The vehicle configuration and the
control equipment, including cables trajectory flown wi!l determine
and hydraulics. Detailed attention structural concepts and material
should be placed on highly robust requirements. Various portions of
thermal control to accommodate the the vehicle will require different
wide uncertainties in thermial materials because of varying
environment, structural loads and temperature
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tecture, environmental issues, sensors, 
e~c. 

10) We recommend several more speci
fic :lctions in this broad framework. 
Ir all cases, the above parallel 
approach applies. 

a) An effort should be launched 
to explore and identify areas 
where control activities give 
some promise of reducing the 
effects of uncertain behavior in 
the engine. Effective quan
tities to be sensed or otherwise 
estimated and possible control 
system architectures are central 
issues. Studies of alternative 
mechanizations of sensors or 
their surrogates will be needed 
as part of this effort. In 
carrying this out, the need for 
sensors in ground testing 
should be examined as well. 
including applications to high
speed wind tunnels. 

b) In some areas, such as in fault 
tolerant and high throughput 
information systems architec
tures, there already exist 
government-supported technol
ogy programs. The hypersonic 
program offices should establish 
liaisons with these activities to 
promote their applications to 
hypersonic vehicles. 

I 1) The tremendous heat loads that will 
be a natural part of hypersonic 
flight, together with the uncer
tainty of the heat transfer prop
erties of new materials when com
bined In a specific design config
uration, lead to the possibility of 
broad uncertainties in the thermal 
environment for key information/
control cqJipment, including cables 
and hydraulics. Detailed attention 
should be placed on highly robust 
ther-nul control to accommodate the 
wide uncertainties III thenll~1 

environment. 

12) Another issue that will have to be 
examined early enough to enable 
pursuit of alternatives, if needed, is 
that of communications. Above 
apprm.imately Mach 10 there IS 

likely to be a layer of ionized 
particles over some sections of the 
aircraft. This phenomenon wiil be 
configuration specific. An investi
gation is needed to ensure that 
reliable communication pathway~ 
will be available. If a definitive 
answer to this is not availabk 
early, a technology program may be 
needed to assure additional options 
for the first flight test vehicles. 
As part of this communications 
assessment, an examination should 
be made of the relevance of pre
vious accomplishments in this area. 

13) The flight program and control 
design philosophy should be config
ured to recognize the levels of 
knowledge about uncertainties in 
the flight control system equipment 
associated with each phase. Grad
ual work up through the speed 
enve;lope, is essential to reduce the 
risks In control systems for all 
their primary functions. 

3.6 High temperature Material!>, 
t:k yogenics, and Cooling 

I) 

2) 

The structural weight fraction 
required for single-stage near-
orbital hypersonic f1igh1 will 
require stiff, ultra-light, high 
temperature materials to insure 
vehicle performance and usable 
payload over the intended range for 
desired missions. 

The vehicle configuration and the 
trajectory flown wi'! determine 
structural concepts and material 
rcquirement5. Various portions of 
the vehicle will require different 
materials hecause of varying 
structural loads and t~mperature 
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isotherms that will be experienced b) Creep and stress ruptture tests
in hypersonic flight, for time periods of at least 100

hours, preferably for 1000
3) Material requirements will cover houcs, in appropiriate armo-

the range from -268' C (cryogenic spheres.
fuel tanks) to 22000 C for nose and c) Fracture properties such as
wing leading edges. fatigue crack growth rates and

fracture toughness values at
4) The major new requirements for appropriate temperature.

ultra-lightweight, high temperature, d) Oxidation resistance lp to
high stiffness, oxidation resistant about 100 hours over a range
materials will dictate the use of of temperature.
materials and material concepts now e) Structural and property changes
in the realn of emerging technol-- under the above conditions.
ogies. f) Reproducibility of structures

and properties from repeated
5) Those high performance materials fabrication or processing

that have been identified as having studies.
significant structural properties at g) Development of higher temper--
the high temperatures of interest, ature test f:ciliuies (tension,
and th(.ir ranks thin as te.nper- compression. fatigue, thermal
atures rise, do not have an stre..s, etc.) than are now

adequtc data base, nor are their available.
failgi e nec"an Is a• ade qua•ll a "4 Avi.1b1it, of at least two

understood, nor do we know their material producer,. for each of
ability to maintain adequate the classes of materials
properties for the necessary times selected is desired.
at elevated temperature to insure a i) Enc..aragemntrt of alternate
design with the necessary structural manufiacturing or processing
integrity for the intended missions. sources.

6) We do not have enough data to
develop design cri\eria to uwe these 3.7 Structural Coicepts
emergino matei:als.

0 The pected pefc-rmance of the.
7) We do not tnow if these materials propulsion sub-system of a h'pt-

can be produced ia the proper sonic air-breathing vehicle dictates
quantity, quality, and forms with a foe! f-,Qcdon in the neighborhood
consistenc prope,-tces to i:,sure a of .75 for orbital or near orbital
manufacturable design mid to inmuie single stage perforrnancu. For a
structual integrity of the pincx;osed usefu! pz:'lnad function and -
hype:so.iic ",,hicle. rcasonabte take-off gross w.-eigt.,

the structural weight fraction r.ust
8) Spe,-ilic requi'e:nents for materials be aVcqon .18.

for hvpersonic. ve.hi;cles include.
2) i)esigA philosophy ard specifications

a) Reliable test data on such piay a a-nact role ;n the strnu,-
diverse variables as strrngth, tural 'icsign, so the structural
moduu, structral slability. wei',ht fratfiln is seo-sitive to the

ductility, oxidation re' istance, s3fecificaýions imposed u., the
irterphate reFcrions, high vehicle

tt
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telnp~rature :,;reep, :u oj joini{1g. 
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b) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

'" \ H, 

j) 
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Creep and stress rupt\~re tests 
for time periods of at k~ast 100 
hours, preferably for ]000 
hOUiS, in appropriv,te artno
spheres. 
Fracture properties such as 
fatigue crack growth rates and 
fracture toug:mess value~ at 
appropriate tempe.rature. 
Oxidation resiGtance liP to 
about 100 hours over a rallge 
of temp~ratl~n:;. 
StructUt al and property changes 
under the above cOflditions. 
Repro!lucibillty of structures 
and prvperti?.5 from repeated 
fabric:Jtion or processir.g 
studic~. 
DevdJpmcnt or higher tCIl.pU-· 
ature test f::cilities (tension, 
compression. fatigue, thermal 
~trf.3S" etc.) than ar'~ now 
ft':ailable. 

matNial prod~cer,~ ~or each of 
thr cla::;ses of materials 
sekClcd il; G{,!,ired, 
EfH~(.'..lragemt,I1t of 
rnan~l\acturing Or 

sources. 

alterna~e 

processing 

The experted perfr·rman~e of thp. 
propulsion sub· system of a h~'pl!r
sonic ~ir-!.}fealhir.g vehicle ciictr.te} 
a f <ie! f, <'~~iun in t~e IIeighborh00d 
of .75 for orbital or ncar orbital 
single stag.: p('rforn1~mc'j. For a. 
lIsefu! p::::,had fllnction and r: 
rca~;on(!bll! takt.;-off cross weigl:t, 
the Slr·lctl.lraJ wr.ight fracti01l .f.ust 
be ah"\h .! 8. 

2) Desig!' philosophy and spedficatiwlS 
ph.'IY a d(\;)li'1af;.t rolr: ;ll the stn.l~ . 
twal dc!;ign, '>;) th0 structural 
wei:"llt fr<wri{_'J~ is s('.11sitive to the 
.3f lecific~.~i(j\1:' imp(j~ed u:, t~.e 

vehicle 
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3) Present vehicle specifications that requirements of strength, aeroelas-
insure structural integrity are the ticity, and longevity. Structural
result of years of service exper- design concepts must be. proven by
ience on subsonic and slightly the fabrication of hardware whicn
supersonic aircraft. Their impact, are then tested to the simulatvd
if imposed on hypersonic aircraft, environment.
must be studied and evaluated with
a fresh (i.e., zero-base) outlook 10) The structural integrity of airorafi
because the weight increases that are verified by full-scale testing
result from these historical speci- statically and under cycl c loads to
ficmtions miy keep the hypersonic determine the longt -ity and
aivcraft on the ground. durability. It does not seem

practical to simulate the temper-
4) Structural failure modes depend on ature environment w" hypersonic

the local details of the design, in aircraft.
addition to material propc.rties and
applied stress levels. These, in 11) Hypersonic aircraft vo.ll be hot on
turn, are driven by rhe configura- the outside and very cold in sonic
tion of the aircraft and the parts of the inside, which presents
internal layout. an unusual and severe environment

for sensors, fiber optics, cables,
5) Tensile st;e~rgth is only one dis- etc.

criminant of mwatertai goodoess for
aircraft, and it is misleading to
rank materials using tensile 3.8 The Rnle of CFD
striength.

1) CFD has become a pr;ncipal tool
6) An extensive plumbing system for for aerodynamic and propulsive-flow

active cooling will form a large design of bypersoi.ic vehicles
part of the stractural weight because coinp:'ters can simulate
fraction of the vehicle, simultaneously twe hypQ rsonic flighi

parameters of velccit;, free stream
7) The laige fuel fraction and the use density, physical scale, and free

o1, dLw • yeln fuel (i.e., hydrogen) ttream tLer state.

means a large portior of the air-- Present ground-based experimemnt
frame will be tankage. facilities cannot simulate tczether

all of these parameters, eipecially
8) Thermal stresses ,re di iven by for high altitude hypersoni: flight

temperature gaadjeidls. Heat flow conditions involving non-eqeilibri:,au
in the structure will be affected by air chemistry.
the conductance of structural
joints, viewing angles of colder 2) Current supercoroputers a( v
regions !o ho•twr regions, and the numerical methods can simulate 3-
thermal characteristics of the flows using the Reynolds-avevi e,

materiaIs. Naviet--Stokes equations, but thesc
equations require that the tar)',.-

9) New struclurai drtsign concepts are lence viscous stresses anoI htut ':t½o

required to meet the unique en-- be modeled, and that the location
virouniments encountered by hyper- and extent of transi ion frou
sonic aircraft. Active cooling, laminar to turbulent flow he knorv,
insulation, tlhermal protection, erc., a pri.ori

are added to meet the traditional
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requirements of strength, aeroelas
ticity, and longevity. St:-uctural 
design concepts must be. proven by 
the fabrication of hardware whicfl 
are then tested to the !'imulakd 
environment, 

10) The ~tructural integrity of air':;rafl 
are verified by full-scale te~tirlg 
statically and under cycl c loads to 
determine the longl ;ity and 
durability. It doe5 not seem 
practical to simulare the ten;per
ature environment 01' hypersonic 
aircraft. 

11) Hypersonic aircraft v, _ll be hi.l! on 
the outside and ver j cold in some 
parts of the inside, which presents 
an unusual and sevele environment 
for sensors. fiber optics, cables, 
etc. 

3.8 

I) 

2) 

The R'lle of CFD 

CFD has become a pr;ncirJal tool 
for acrodfnamic and propulsivt:-f1ow 
design of hypcrsot.ic vehicles 
becau5e (,.("n~"ters can sillHilatf 
simultaneously tile hyp: rsonic flighl 
parameters of velccit/, free stn:~m 
density, phy<;i~al scale, and fret' 
~tream 

.L .... __ "' .... L .... _=_ ..... 1 
tllt""111IV\o11~lllt'""al 

Present ground-based ey.perimel!l~1 
faciiiti".!s cannot simlliate tcgeiher 
all of th!'::)e parametefs, e~p~:::jally 

for high allitud~ hypcrSGli'. f1i~t,t 
conditions involving; non-t~ql!iljlJrh.f/l 
air chemistry. 

Current sllper~ompute(s 6,1'; 

numerical methvds call simul:He 3-1) 
flows lIsing the R<:;;ynold;,-a"~J"lre.j 

Navic! -·Stokes equations, but ,.1,(:,(.: 

equatiofls requi:e dial t}le tllrb.l·· 
knee ViSC0U~ str{'.~ses aml hti:lt f:tl> 
bl' modeled, and tha': th>: IG(.;ltio~1 
and eXlent of trJr.si1ion [r0<1, 

laminar to turbulent nt·Vi he kno';";' 
a prior;. 
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3) Present modeling of turbulence ful supercomputers than those novw
stresses and heat fluk, and mod- available.
eling of transition location, are tLhe
principal current liimitat'on of Ci D. 8) The future realization of advanced
Present validations of CF1I) code CFD involving the direct numerical
are relativeýly limited for hyperso~nic simulation of transition and turbu-
f lows. Turbulence models for lence would have important long-
attached v~all-bounded flows appear range consequences to the Air
more acceptabibe thar. for compres- Force in the design of future
sible-flow mixing processes such as hypersonic vehicles (and also
are involved in combustors. aircraft and turbine engines.)

4) Present CFD results appear accept- 9) Greater emphasis should be placed
Ablt for nozzte flows provided the on the modeling of tompressible
initial entrance c( iditions and all turbulent-mixing flows. Increased
relevant reaction rates are known, effort should also be given to
but CFI) is incapable of determin- modeling of hypersonic turbulent
ing whether or not relaminarization boundary layers in the prest~ice J
(3kes place on a nozzle wall, heat transfer and pressure gradi-

ents.
5) Current CFD simulations of the

intense aerodynarnic heating for 10) High altitude shock-on-shock
shrick on cow' lip sh-ock conditions heating on a cowl lip), the most
agre vwe'll with experimental intense local heating expected on
results, but L'.ith results correspond vehicles such as NASP, must be
to the loN.er altitude portion of the investigated by direct simulation
hypersonic fight corridor where Monte Carlo methods, appropriate
shock thzickness is negligible. For new experiments, and continuum
the high ;attituide flight conditions equations more advanced than
vwhceirmn the thickness of a shock Navier-Stokos.
wyavc canl become sizable coropa-ed
to the lip shock detachinent clis- 11) The direct numerical simulation of
tanice, necither computations nor turbulence in, compressible flows
etxpern-jemuts hav.e yet beeci ruade. should be amf important part of the

long-range technology development
6) The- present limitations of CFI) programn of the Air Force.

technology are not inherent to CED
itself, but are a consequeucc of the
state of supvýlcomipvter de~'eiop- 3.9 Test requirements
inent, Nhilcf fo~rce: tlme use of a
'ifne -averaged {'~erc~.averaged") ) Research onl facilities is needed to
form of th(e Navier-S~tokes eclua- identify theih effect oil the simu-
;ofls. iateii gaý flow and its intaraction

wiih real gzs kinetics.
7) ~h:long rangt futare of CY'D haF

ine. pot.iiuq. of usinji the 6ime- 2) Direct connect testing of scramijet
dcpemiidemit Navier--Stk,'y: equations combustors cannot be dono with
vNhei-ein tur'Vlent eddies are conventioral no7'.le cancept.: and

cie.~ on,.-ated rathey than high enthalpy souvr'es.
roodeled. This cý" ')d reff'ty reduce
the Jirnitatiorts ar -, iia,..curacies of 3) While it app,-!:r- that facility
CFL), but Will reCquire ic~re power- kcapabiii'.y is ,I-Sficient in some
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ful supercomputers than those nov: 
available. 

8) The future realization of advanced 
C'FD involving the direct numerical 
simulation of transition and turbu
lence would have important long
range consequences to the Air 
Force in the design of future 
hypersoni!.: vehicles (and also 
aircraft and turbine engines.) 

9) Greater emphasis should be placed 
on the modeling of lomprcssible 
turbulent-mixing flows, Increased 
effort should also be given to 
modeling of hypersonic turbuknt 
boundary layers in the preSblce . .f 
heat transfer and pressure gradi
ents. 

10) 

11) 

3.9 

2) 

3) 

High altitude shock-on-shock 
heating on a cowl lip. the most 
intense local heating expected un 
vehicles such as NASP, must be 
investigated by direct simulation 
Monte Carlo methods. approvriate 
lIew experiments, and continuum 
equations more advanced than 
Navier-Stokt-.s. 

The Circct numerical simulation of 
turbulence in compressible flows 
should be an' important part of the 
long-range technology development 
progral!l of th~ Air Force. 

T{'<;t requirements 

Kesearch on facilities is needed to 
identify theil effect on the simu
lateli ga:: flow and its intcrar:tion 
,,,,'ith real ~~S kinetics. 

[.\irc(:{ connect testing of scramjct 
combustors cannot be GO:1e with 
convention·ll nonle C,')I1C(·Pt.; a.!d 
high entha1fJr SlH.!rses. 

While it 
\~apabiiilY 

app~:'I-1; {hal facility 
is ~;;fficient in Sllme 
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areas, it should be noted that many 8) In the Mach number range of 5 to
of the faci!:ties are 20 to 40 years 10, the knowledge and technology
old and do not have flow condi- for facility construction exist;
tions of sufficiently good quality however, we have not developed
for aerodynamic and chemical kin-- the facilities to generate the
etic testing and code validation, required data base.

4) FVcility development and construc- 9) At Mach number 10 and a'jove, no
tion require a five to 10 year one facility today can fully sim--
period and new facilities are not ulate all hypersonic flight para-
therefore likely to contribute meters.
sub_:Lantially to design definition of
the NASP research vehicle. 10) Continued research is needed to

explore the possiblities ot develop-
5) Facilities for structural testing at ing such a facility for aerodynamic

1200' C and above do iLjt exist. and prospul-ic i testing and CFD
validation.

6) Dttails of the upper atmosphere,
inciuding its local composition and 11) In the absence of full simulation,
flow turbuklnce are not sufficiently limited simulation testing should be
well-known to adequately establish done wkh re possible for CFD valid-
the relation of flight conditions to ation.
results from gro. rd test facilities.

7) Hypersonics requires a substantial
and continuing investment in the
development of new facilities and
instrumentation.
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pf'riod and new facilities are not 
therefore likcly to contribute 
sub.;:...tntially to design definition of 
the t-; ASP rese;Jfch vehiclc. 

5) Facilities for structnal testing at 
1200° C and above dtl Ii Jt exist. 

6) Dl :ails of :he upper atmosphere, 
inciuding its local composition and 
flow turbuL'nce are not sufficiently 
well··known to adcqaatcly establish 
the relation of flight condltions to 
results from gro. nd test fa~:ilitjes. 

7) Hypersonics requires a substantial 
and continuing investment in the 
development of new facilities and 
instrumentation. 

8) In the Mach number range of 5 to 
10, the knowledge and techilology 
for facility constructiun exist; 
however, we have not developed 
the facilities to generate the 
required data base. 

9) At Mach number 10 and a'.Jove, no 
one facility today can fully sim·· 
ulate all hypersonic flight para
meters. 

10) Continued research is needi.!d to 
explore the possib;lities 01 develop
ing such a facility for aerodynamic 
and pro;ml' ic 1 testing and CFD 
validatio'1. 

II) In the abse<1ce of full simulation, 
limited simul~tion testing should be 
done WI-I re possible for CFD valid
ation. 
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APPENDIX A: Statement of Task

N% .th the current interest in and potential for hypersonic flight, there is a
need to determine for the Air Force and for the nation the research and development
approaches required to realize the opportunities offered by flight in this regime.

In its report, National Aeronautical R&D Goals, March 1985, the Aeronautical
Policy Review committee of tve OSTP enunciated a transatmospherics goal as, "exploiting
the growing convergence of aeronautics and space technology." It states that "the
capability to routinely cruise and maneuver into and out of the atmosphere, to gain rapid
responsiveness for low earth orbit missions (manned or unmanned), or to attain very
rapid transport services between earth destinations from conventional runways, must be
viewed as aerospace options with global importance for the future."

The National Aerospace Plane program has been established to build a single
stage research vehicle that can take off from a runway, achieve orbit, and return. A
joint program among DARPA, Air Force, SDIO, Navy, and NASA, with planned total
funding of $3.113, NASP is in an accelerated technology development phase (II), which
leads to a phase ili technicai readiness assessment in iate i989. Wf the assessnelnt is
positive, the program wil! proceed to design, fabrication, and test of a flight research
vehicle in the 1990-1995 period.

Against this background, the task of the AFSB committee on hypersonic
technology is to:

determine possible military uses of hypersonic flight

draw on the developing hypersonic technology base, including the evolving
results of NASP Phase II, to assess the technical feasibility of meeting the

identify the technological needs for hypersonic flight.

assess the research and development support requirements including
availability of expertise, data bases, and test facilities.

providc technical advice to the command level on the research and
develop ient strategy of the NASP, including:

"o the level of tccinical risk, in a• singli-stage to orbit research vehicle, and
strategies for risk reduction

"o the iesearch vehicle p-ogra'n approach to maximize the acquisition of
knowledge in the most criti i technical areas.

I,
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APPENDIX B: Acronyms

CDS carbide dispersion stabilized (alloys)

CFD computational fluid dynamics

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

DOD Department of Defense

HGV hypersonic glide vehicle

HIP hot isostatic pressing

HTTF high temperature test facility

L.DC liquid dynamic compaction

MIPS millions of instructions per second

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASP National Aerospace Plane

ODS oxide dispeision stabilized (alloys)

PIO pilot induced oscillations

PNS parabolized Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations

psf pounds per square foot

RST rapidly solidified titanium

TOGW take-off gross weight

TPS thermal protection system

7 A z o a nnl~nr-,recssed
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APPENDIX C: Glossary

adiabatic Thermodynamic change in system without heat transfer across system boundary.
In context of Gas Laws, possible to admit of exact adiabatic processes and visualize
them happening; shockwave, thou8h not isentropic, is not adiabatic in classical sense
because thermodynamic changes are not reversible.

air-breathing Asr" *ng air, specifically aircraft propulsion system that sustains
combustion of ftJ with atmospheric oxygen. Imposes constraints on vehicle speed
and height, but invariably offers longer range than rocket system for same vehicle
size or mass.

anisotropic Having properties, as conductivity, speed of transmission of light, etc., that
vary according to the direction in which they are measured.

bluntbody flows A blunt trailing edge or rear face of body cause turbulence immediately
downstream, but main airflow cannot detect that body or airfoil has come to an end
and thus continues to behave as if in passage over surface of greater length or
chord.

boundary layer Layer of fluid in vicinity of a bounding surface: e.g., layer of air
surrounding a body moving through the atmosphere. Within the boundary layer fluid
motion is determined mainly by viscous forces, and molecular layer in contact with
surface is assumed to be at rest with respect to that surface. Thickness of boundary
layer is determined mainly by viscous forces, and molecular layer in contact with
surface is assumed to be at rest with respect to that surface. Thickness of boundary
layer is normally least to distance from surface to fluid layer having 99% of free-
stream velocity. Boundary layer can be laminar or, downstream of transition point,
turbulent.

cold wall The condition of low model surface temperatures to allow more accurate
aerodynamic testing in a hypersonic wind tunnel.

creep Slow plastic deformation under prolonged constant load, greatly accelerated by
high temperatures.

cryogenic Operating at extremely low temperatures.

diabatic process Process in thermodynamic system with transfer of heat across
boundaries.

drag Retarding force acting upon body in relative motion through field, parallel to
direction of motion. Sum of all retarding foices acting on body, such as induced
drag, profile drag.

dykiamic pressure Pressure of a fluid resulting from its motion when brought to rest on
a surface, given by q = 4pV 2 ; in incompressible flow, difference between total
pressure and static pressure.

;r----------------------------------- - -- - - -
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,n A parameter used to correlate boundary layer transition; the faster by which
disturbances grow before transition occurs.

enthalpy Total energy (heat content) of system or substance undergoing change from
one stage to another under constant pressure, expressed as H = E + PV, where E is
energy, P pressure, and V volume.

flight envelope Curves of speed plotted against altitude or other variable defining
performance limits and conditions within which equipment must work.

flow fields Small regions within the physical flow plane, in each of which all flow
properties, including velocity, direction, pressure, etc. are considered constant.

free stream Fluid outside region affected by aircraft or other body.

hypersonic faster than Mach number 5.

Knudsen number, Kn Mean free path divided by characteristic length of body.

laminar boundary layer Comprise successive laminar layers, that adjacent to surface
having z ro relative velocity and successive layers adding velocity out to the free
stream.

laminar flow Fluid flow in which streamlines are invariant and maintain uniform

separation with perfect non-turbulent sliding between layers.

Lewis number Le = Pr (Prandtl)/Sc (Schmidt), used in hypersonics.

lift 1. Total lifting force from a wing (component of resultant force along lift axis),
aerostat envelope or other source excluding engine thrust. Normally, force

supporting aircraft. 2. Any element of such lift, acting through particular point.

Niach number, M Ratio of tiue airspeed to speed of sound in surrounding fluid (which
varies as square root of absolute temperature).

moment Turning effect about an axis; force multiplied by perpendicular distance from
axis to force.

monocoque Three-dimensional form, such as fuselage, having all strength in skin and
immediate underlying frames and stringers, with no interior structure or bracing.

Monte Carlo methods Use of random numbers to generate statistics on the behavior of
estimators of an assumed set of structural equations.

Nayvier-Stokes equations Basic set of equations for motion of body or flow parcel in
viscous fluid.

Nusselt number Non-dimensional parameter Nu = -qD/A6T where q is quantity of heat, D

is typical length, A is thermal conductivity and 6T is temperature difference..

pitch Angular displacement (rotation) about lateral (OY) axis.
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pitching moment One causing pitch, measured as positive when nose-up or tail-heavy.

Prandtl number Ratio of momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity, Pr - U Cp/A = vo,
where ju is viscosity, Cp is specific heat at constant p, A is thermal conductivity, v
is kinematic viscosity, and ct is angle of attack.

pyrolysis Chemical decomposition by heating.

q dynamic pressure

ram Increase in pressure in forward-facing tube, duct, inlet, etc., as result of vehicle
speed through atmosphere; if fluid flow were brought to rest in duct, pressure would
be q, dynamic pressure. Hence ram inlet, ram pressure, ramjet, ram air, ram effect.

ramjet Air-breathing jet engine similar to turbojet but without mechanical compressor or
turbine; compression is accomplished entirely by ram and is thus sensitive to vehicle
forward speed and non-existent at rest (hence ram cannot start from rest).
Inefficient below Mach number 3 but extremely important for unmanned vehicles,
especially in conjunction with rocket (.e.g., romrocket). Also called athodyd, Lorin
duct; not to be confused with pulsejet or resonant ducts.

ramp Sharp-edged wedge with sloping wall forming inner wall of supersonic inlet duct to
create oblique shock(s) and improve pressure recovery, especially at supersonic
speeds; usually has variable geometry.

regenerative cooling Use of cool incoming liquid, e.g., rocket engine propellant, to
remove heat from hot hardware, e.g., rocket nozzle skirt and exit cone. Essential
feature is that heat transfer is beneficial to both cooled item and coolant.

Rex Reynolds number based on position along surface measured from start of boundary
layer growth.

Reynolds number Most important dimensionless coefficient used as indication of scale of
fluid flow, and furidaivientai to all viscous fluiuds; ,, =- /" •hr sdc... ty, /
velocity, I a characteristic length (e.g., chord of wing) and pi viscosity = Vl/v where
v is kinematic viscosity. Expression is ratio of inertia to viscous forces. It shows,
e.g., that for dimensionless similarity, model tests in tunnels should be run at
pressures greater Lhan atmospheric.

Schniidi number Sc = jp/pD 12 where 1i is viscosity, p is density, and 1)12 diffusion
coefficient; ratio of viscous and mass diffusivity, or kinematic viscosity divided by
mass diffusivity.

scram jet Supersonic combustion ra,'jet; one in which flow through combustor itself is
still supersonic.

shock front The initial part of E, shock wa,,e in which the pressure rises from zero up
to its peak value. The shock front is generally assumed o be infinitely thin and a
mathematical discontinwity, but is actually of finite thickness. This front is not in
equilibrium; it is a transition region between equilibrium conditions in the air ahead
of the shock and the changed gas mixture behind it.
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shock layer In supersonic aerodynamics, the region between the shock front and the
boundary layer; assumed to be an inviscid flow. Radiation from the shock layer to
the nose cone of high speed missiles is one of the causes of skin heating.

shock wave A surface or sheet of discontinuity set up in a supersonic field of flow
through which the fluid undergoes a finite decrease in velocity accompanied by a
marked increase in pressure, density, temperature, and entropy, as occurs, e.g., in a
supersonic flow about a body.

sideslip Flight maneuver in which controls are deliberately crossed, e.g., to sideslip to
left airplane is banked to left while right rudder is applied; result is not much
change in track but flight path inclined downward, i.e. steady loss of height without
significant change in airspeed and with longitudinal axis markedly displaced from
flightpath. Angle of sideslip is angle between plane of symmetry and direction of
motion (flightpath, or relative wind). Rate of sideslip is component of velocity along
lateral axis.

sloshing Gross oscillatory motion of liquid in tank sufficient to impose severe structural
stress or affect vehicle trajectory.

stagnation point Point on surface of body in viscous fluid flow (one facing upstream and
one down) where fluid is at rest with respect to body, flow in boundary layer on
each side of stagnation point being in opposite directions.

stagnation temperature That at stagnation point, when all relative kinetic energy has
been converted isentropically to heat.

Stanton number Non-dimensional number defining heat transfer through a surface; St =
-q/pVCpdT where q is total quantity of heat, p is density of fluid (e.g., air), V is

relative velocity, CP is specific heat at constant pressure and dT is recovery
temperature minus wall temperature.

static divergence The efflux per unit volume from a point.

thermal fatigue Mechanical fatigue caused by stresses repeatedly imposed by thermal
cycling (oscillation between low and high temperatures).

thrust Force, especially that imparting propulsion.

transitional flow A flow of fluid that is changing from laminar flow to turbulent flow.

trim Angle between longitudinal axis (OX) and local horizontal, especially of airship,
marine aircraft or seaplane float on water.

turbulent flow Flow having turbulence superimposed on main movement, measured as
velocity incremenis about all three axes expressed as fraction or percent of mean
flow velocity.

viscosity Internal friction in fluid; property that enables fluid to generate tangential
force and offer dissipative resistance to flow, defined as ratio of shear stress to
strain; in air almost unaffected by presciire but inci,-a3es with temperature.
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APPENDIX D: Dimensionless Groups in Fluid Mechanics

Qualitative ratio

Parameter Definition of effects Importance

Reynolds number Re pUL/M Inertia/Viscosity Always

Mach number Ma U/a Flow speed/Sound speed Compressible flow

Froude number Fr f U2/gL Inertia/Gravity Free-surface flow

\Veoer number We pU2L/T Inertia/Surface teision Free-surface flow

Cavitation number Ca =p-.pup/U2  Pressure/Inertia Cavtation
(Euier number)

Prandtl number Pr pcp/k Dissipation/Conduction Heat convection

Eckert number Ec U2/cpT0  Kinetic energy/Enthalpy Dissipation

Specific-heat ratio "7 = Cp/CV Enthalpy/Internal energy Compressible flow

Strouhal number St = wL/U Oscillation/Mean speed Oscillating flow

Roughness ratic c/L Wall roughness/ Turbulent, rough walls
Body length

Grashof number Gr = fiATgL 3 p2/i.2 Buoyancy/Viscosity Natural convection

Temperature ratio TW/T 0  Wall temperature/ Heat transfer
Stream temperature

Pressure coefficient Cp = p-po/½pU2  Static pressure/ Aerodynamics,
Dynamic pressure hydrodynamics
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Qualitative Tatio
Parameier Definition of effects Importance

Lift coefficient CL = L/ipU2 A Lift force/ Aerodynamics,
Dynamic force hydrodynamics

Drag coefficient CD = D/½pU2 A Drag force/ Aerodynamics,
Dynamic force hydrodynamics

Lewis number pcprD/p Mass diffusion/
Energy diffusion

Knudsen's number Molecular mean Measure of continuum or
free path/ Free molecular flow
length

Stanion number h/copv = Reynoids anaiogy
(cf/2)(l/PR)2 /3  between friction and

heat transfer

Schmidt number p/pD Viscous to Uiffusion
ratio

'lihe only unusuai parameter here is 13, which is a diffusion coefficient.
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APPENDIX E: Letter to National Aerospace Plane 0Thntraztors

Date: July 14, 1987

To: NASP Contractors

From: AFSB Committee on Hypersonic Technology for Military Operations

Subject: Approach Being Taken to Critical Technologies for NASP

INTRODUCTION

Thc National Research Council Air Force Studies Board has beein reqjestPed by
the Commander, Air Force Systems Command, to conduct a bread review of
the status of technologies critical to hypersonic flight, and to assess the
possible applications of hypersonic flight by the Air Force. More specifically,
the task of the committee is to:

1) develop an understanding of possible military applications of hypersonic
flight.

2) draw on the developing hypersonic technology base, including the
evolving results of NASP Phase Ii, to assess the technical feasibility of
realizing the Dotential applications.

3) identify the technological needs for hypersonic flight.

4) assess the research and development support requirements including
availability of expertise, data bases, and tests facilities.

5) provide technical advice to the command level on the research and
development strategy of the NASIP, including:

a) the level of technical risk in a single-stage to orbit research
vehicle, and strategies for risk reduction.

b) the research vehicle program approach to maximize the acquisition
of knowledge in the most critical technical areas.
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In addressing this charge, the committee has received britfings from cog-
niz-ant staff of the Air Force and NASA, and has formulated a preliminary
view of technical issues, the resolution of which it deems most crucial to
realization of practical hypersonic flight.

The engineers and scientists of your organization have much to contribute to
this review. We would welcome the opportunity to meet with them and
examine the major technical problems and possible solutions to them. We
have discussed these issues among ourselves and have compiled a list of
questions that would serve to identify most of the crucial problems as we see
them at the present time. We share this list with you below in the hope that
you will orient your briefings toward and be prepared to discuss these issues.
We will be able to spend one day with your firm and would like to spend our
time in technical discussions with your best research and engineering talent
We are interested in the techical substance of your program and wish to
assure you that the results of our discussions will not in any way affect the
competitive character of your company's efforts. We have presented a rather
lengthy list of questions and must leave to your judgment the specifics of the
agenda and the prioritization of our concerns. Feel free to add to the list
other matters that you judge to be of comparable importance.

We recognize that some of the questions posed here may be unanswerable at
present. in theos case s,. .ve 1ic yrour ,..,. as to when h er the NTAS

program is structured to enable their resolution in the future.

BROAD ISSUES

The NASP program plays a central role in the nation's hypersonic research
program. Although there are other programs of basic and applied research
that are contributing to the technology base and to understanding of the
behavior of hypersonic vehicles in flight, the X-30 is intended to be a key
research vehicle, enabling exploration or the technologies critical to hyper-
sonic flight. Similarly, in addressing technical risks and risk redumtion for
hypersonic applications, the NASP technology maturation program, though a
subset of the overall hypersonic flight technology program, is of key impor-
tance.

To achieve its research objectives, the NASP program must provide access,
for experimentation, to the high Mach number regions of flight that are not
accessible in ground test, and must enable validation of those systems
concepts and verification of solutions to those technimal problems, that are
unique to hypersonic flight.

Thus, the committee judges the requirement for design of NASP to be
sufficient understanding of the critical technologies to enable the design of a
reusable vehicle (or vehicles) with reasonable assurance that they will be able
to exploie the flight corridor of interest for hypersonic flight vehicles.
Tentatively, this corridor includes the Mach number range from 0 to 25, at
associated altitudes such that the dynamic pressure is in the range from 500
to 200 psf. It includes steady state flight, as well as acceleration and
deceleration, in the hypersonic regime. Since the X-30 is to be a research
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vehicle, it may reasonably incorporate technologies that are not fully mature;
however, given the high visibility and cost of the program, these will have to
be sufficiently reliable in an experimental context to give reasonable assur-
ance thak the pro3ram cat be completed, and realize its experimental objec-
tives. We seek your assistance in identifying the key technology demonstra-
tions that must be in place before design of the X-30 research vehicle, as
well as those that will stem from its operation.

TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES

The committee has identified a set of technical issues that it believes to be
critical, and for which it seeks clarification of the present level of under-
s.inding. The set is nGt claimed to be complete, and the committee solicits
identification and undrstanding of issues or problems additional to those
listed below.

For each technical area, a brief statement of the issue will be followed by a
set of questions to which we request your response, specifically for those
that fall in your area of responsibility. We will also appreciate your views on
issues outside your direct areas of responsibility, should you care to offer
them.

HYPERSONIC PROPULSION

The committee considers the viability of the supersonic combustion ramjet to
be a key issue for hypersonic applications, since it is the SCRAMJET that
promises the high values of specific impulse at Mach numbers above 7, which
are essential to global hypersonic flight or single-stage transportation to
orbit. Yet from the information available thus far to the committee, serious
questions of feasibility exist iii a number of areas. The principal areas of
concern are:

a) Non-uniform flow in the engine inlet and hence into the
combustion chamber

b) Hydrogen injection and mixing
c) Hydrogen-air reaction in the combustor
d) The effect of combustor-exit non-uniformities on nozzle

performance
e) Gas flow and chemical recombination in the nozzle area
f) Transient and unsteady behavior of the propulsion system

The questions to which we request your response are:

I) What candidate injection systems have you identified, and to what
extent have you evaluated their performance with regard to fluid
mixing, molecular mixing, and pressure loss? What do you consider
adequate mixing, and how have you assessed the penalties of incomplete
mixing?
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2) How are you addressing the reactive flow in the nozzle; in particular,
to what extent are reaction kinetics included in nozzle performance
calculations?

3) What calculation techniques are you using to determine the effects on
the nozzle performance of nozzle-inlet thermal and composition
stratifications resulting from non-uniform combustion or mixing?

4) How are you assessing the stability of the inlet-combustor-nozzle flow
system and its response to small perturbations introduced for example
by atmospheric disturbances, vehicle attitude changes, or vehicle
defiections?

5) How are you addressing the issue of three-dimensional flow non-
uniformities in the engine inlet due to such phenomena as shock wave-
boundary layer interaction?

6) How are you addressing the operational transition between RAMJET and
SCRAMJET operation?

7) How do you propose to adjust the engine configuration to varying flight
conditions and to maintain regenerative cooling of critical areas during
these adjustments?

8) How are you assessing the engine off-design performance and its effect
on vehicle drag and cooling?

9) How are you approaching the engine-airframe integration process,
including the plume-slipstream interaction?

LOW SPEED PROPULSION

The principal area of concern here is the design of a low-speed propulsion
that will provide adequate take-off and transonic thrust, sufficiently high
specific impulse, high enough thrust to weight ratio, and be integrable into
the SCRAMJET envelope without detriment to the RAMJET and SCRAMJET
performai .e.

The questions to which we are seeking answers are:

1) What candidate systems are you considering and to what extent have
you identified their performance characteristics including possible losses
due to integration into the RAMJET and SCRAMJET?

2) What analyses or experiments have you made that will permit you to
assess the transition process from low speed tce RAMJET operation?

3) What techniques are you using to assess the stability ana control of
this transitional operation?
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BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

The problem of predicting boundary layer transition for the external flow, for
the internal flow on the inlet, and in the nozzle at flight Mach numbers
above 10 may lead to unacceptable uncertainties in the skin fraction drag,
heat transfer, and boundary layer thickness. It would appear that the
location and extent of transition must be reasonably well predicted under
conditions of real, reacting gases, three-dimensional flows in pressure
gradients, and with non-uniformities, unless large margins in drag and heat
transfer are acoeptable for the experimental vehiclt , which seems unlikely.
The questions we hope you will address are:

1) What techniques are you using to predict the locations of transition in
each of the critical areas of the vehicle?

2) To what extent have these techniques been verified experimentally,
including the effects enumerated above?

3) If we must accept large uncertainties in transition locations, what are
the resulting penalties to the vehicle perfo:mance?

4) To what extent can laminar flow be realized over large portions of the
vehicle in the presence of practical roughness, by shape changes for
favotable pressure profiles, by control of surface smoothness and
temperature, by selection of low Reynolds number flight paths, etc.?
Are you exploring such possibilities?

VEHICLE HEATING

Our experience thus far with hypersonic vehicles suggests that locally high
heating will result from complex three-dimensional flows in corners, from
shock-on-shock interactions, and from other phenomena that result in very
thin shear layers. At the very high Mach numbers these phenomena will be
complicated by the effects of nonequilibrium chemistry and perhaps radiation.
Since we do not have and do not expect to have the capability to fully
explore these complex phenomena experimentally, it would seem necessary to
rely heavily on extrapolation by computational fluid dynamics techniques from
the available data base. Our questions are:

1) What data base have you for addressing these issues?

2) What areas on the vehicle have you identified as especially critical
from the viewpoint of heat transfer, and how are you predicting the
heat transfer at these points? Are you counting on non-catalytic
coatings to reduce surface temperatures in certain areas?

3) What computational techniques are you using for dealing with the
three-dimensional, i,!acting flows at critical points? How have these
techniques been verified?
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4) Are there critical reaction rates that, you believe, are not yet known
to sufficient accuracy?

5) Have you considered the effects of shock-on-shock interactions such as
may arise from a bow shock crossing a wing or inlet leading edge
shock, if this occurs withiin the pitch, yaw and Macb number envelope
of your vehicle design?

STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS

The X-30 research vehicle and NASP technology maturation program are to
explore structu~ral concepts that will cope with the rigors of flight at
hypersonic velocities and. with the attendant structural integrity issues.
Structural concepts must address, for examples, the choice of materials,
thermal protection, active cooling, insulation, configuration, and fabrication.
Structural integrity requires an asse-ssment of the ability of the concept to
rmeet tl~e critical flight conditions with positive margins of safety. This
requires knowledge of failure modes, which means the gathering of a data
base from experime~nts.

Much ernnhasis is being placect in the technolegy maturation program on
developing new ma~terials that will have better high temperature properties
than are presently avai~able. In comparison with the materials data required
for sub:,oiric a~rplaiies, the h2•tersouic airplane data requirement is much more
extensive because, e.g., thernmal, chemnical, oxidation, and other data at
elevated temperatures are required. We wish to ascertain whether these
materials will be ready for the X-30 vehicle.

A rela~tively small fraction of. an airplane is critically loaded in tension, yet
the materials community appears to be using specific ten~sile stiength a• a
principal figure of" merit for new materials. The more prevalent modes of
failure are those due to buckling, fatigue, and fracture caused by small flaws.
it is the committee's perception that these modes of failure are not well_
understood for many of the materials projected for use in the NASP.
Additional areas of concern are the fracture toughness at r')om temperature _
of the high temperature materials, and the effect of fastener holes on the
strength and toughness of the adva•nced filamentary composite materials. Our
questions are:

1) On what data base do you draw for design, considering the issues
discussed above? tHow has it been validated?

2) What major structural tests do you envision for validation of the
structure of the NASP during design and prior to flight test?

3) Do the verification tests require thermal simulation? If so, what
facilities are available or must be provided?

4) Are the available computational techniques adequate for prediction of I

the structural deformations due to aerodynamic loads and heating?I
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5) What are the critical flight conditioos for the various structuial
components?

6) What are the critical modes of failure, i.e., what structural behavior
determines the sizes of the various stiuctural components'?

7) What are the projected methods of fabrication?

8) Will your concept meet the letter and/or spirit of specifications such as
MIL-STD 1536A and MIL-.A 83444?

9) What minimum or representative sizes of test materials are contem-
plated for materials evaluation? What minimum or representative
sections are contemplated for systems?

10) Of the several concepts for reusable thermal protection systems, such
as radiatively-cooled structures with internal insulation, external
insulation, or convectively cooled structure, which do you consider most
feasible for each of the critical heating areas of the NASP?

CONTROL

The control system for the X-30 will have to integrate control of the vehicle
attitude, engine geometry and fuel supply, center of gravity, and the trajec-
tory to high degrees of precision because of the sensitivity of the hypersonic
vehicle to all o,^ these.

It may also have to actively control lower frequency structural and shock
modes, maintain shock positions in the inlet so as to maximize performance
and avoid unstart, counter any thrust malalignments, etc. Precision require-
ments for sideslip and angle of attack control are at least unusual and
perhaps unprecedented.

Because the degree of interaction of controls and guidance with the aero-
dynamics, propulsion, and structural aspecis of the vehicle are to some extent
configuration-specific, we are interested in insights you have gained from
your studies. Some questions are:

1) How have you addressed the problem of simultaneous control of flight
path, aerodynamics, propu!sion, and damping of structural and slosh
modes?

2) What vehicle configuration (aerodynamic, structural, propulsion, etc.)
and control system features have been governing factors in your
design',

3) How have the requirements for control been explicitly considered in
your design studies?
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attitude, engine geometry and fuel supply, center of gravity, and the trajec
tory to high degrees of precision because of the sensitivity of the h}personic 
vehicle to all 0; these. 

It may also have to actively control lower frequency structural and shock 
modes, maintain shock positions jn the inlet so as to maximize performance 
and avoid unstart, counter any thrust malalignments, etc. Precision reQuire
ments for sideslip and angle of attack control are at least unusual and 
perhaps unprecedented. 

Because the degree of interaction of cuntrols and guidance with the aero
dynamics, propulsion, and structural aspecls of the vehicle are to some extent 
configuration-specific, we are interested in insights you have gained from 
your studies. Some Questions are: 

I) How have you addressed the problem of simultaneous control of flight 
path, aerodynamics, propu!sion, and damping of structural and slosh 
modes? 

2) What vehicle configuration (aerodynamic, structural, propulsion, etc.) 
and control system features have been governing factors in your 
design': 

3) How have the requirements for control been explicitly considered in 
your design studies? 
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4) What are the most highly leveraged performance, weight, etc., improve-
merits in the engine, aerodynamics, structure, etc., that can be exoected
to be achieved through active control?

5) What component (e.g,, sensor and effectors) and system elements will
require significant devlopinent and testing for research vehicle
applications? What facilities will be needed for testing of critical
system elements and the integ,-ated systems to assure stability of the
resarch vehicle?

6) What modclhng or analytical techniques have you used to deal with
interactions involving control?

7) What are the most stressing comnutational, data management and
"avionics" is3ues associated with the experimental vehicle? What is the
total computational load you en~ision?

SYSTEMS INTEGRATION

The X-30 as a reseaich vehicle will be among the most highly integrated
assemblages of technc~logies eý*'er attempted. The propulsion system must be
intimate with the airframe system, the aiifranie must be controlled in flight
a-; well as th , ... .... . e., t "I L io i
only if its parts function cooperatively to a deg,'ee that is unusual, perhaps
unique.

Our questions are:

1) What specific integratit.g methods and techniques are you using to treat
the airframe, engine inlet, engine, and nozzle as an integrated system?

2) What methods are appropriate for integrating the flight controls of the
vehicle, vehicle trajectory, fuel controls, and the thermal system
required to acti,'-ly cool t0e X-30?

SYSTEM CONCEPT

To help us understand your responses to these questions about critical
technologies, we would very much appreciate a brief description of the
vehicle concept that you consider most promising for the X-30 hypersonic
research aircraft, along with the following:

1) Flight trajectory profiles
2) lsotemperatures at critical points of the trajectories
3) Performance characteristics, such as take-off and landing distances,

acceleration rates, maximum velocity range, etc.
4) A weight statement summary
5) A table of materials, amount used, and location, and
6) Margins of safety for the most critical locations.

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 
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APPENDIX F: Schedulc of C"•mmitwc. Meetings

First Meeting
National Research Couacil
2100 Pennsylvania Avenie. NW
Room I11 455
Washington. D.C.
30 April - I May, 1987

Ageada

Tlfursdaý, 30 April 1987

0800 Introductory Comments Jack Kerrebrock, Chairman

0805 Overview of Hypersonic Duncan Mclver, NASA HQ
R&D at NASA

083 Cnnfigi,rqtir, nnd 1.in.et I .Mint NASA/Iangaev

Performance Studies Research Center

0920 High Mach Propulsion Griffin Y. Anderson, NASA/
Langley Research Center

1005 Break

1020 Low Mach & Special Systems Robert Coltrin, NASA/Langley
Propulsion Research Center

1105 High Temperature Materials Darrel Tenney. NASA/Langley
Research Center

1150 Working Lunch

1-130 Computational Fluid Dynamics Paul Kutler, NASA/Ames Research
Center

Douglas Dwoyer, NASA/Langley
Research Center

1315 Stabilization & Control Steve Sliwa, NASA/Langley Research
Center

1400 Structures Donald Rummier, NASA/Langley
Research Center

1445 Break
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APPENDIX I:: S"hcduh: of l,mmltte~ Meetings 

First Meeting 
l\:arional Research ('ou.1cil 
21UO Pennsylvania .\venne. NW 
Room JII 45:> 
\\lshington, D.C. 
:;0 April - I May, 1987 

0800 

080:; 

·ftmrsrla~. 30 A rril 1987 

Introducwry Comments 

Overview of Hypersonic 
R&D at NASA 

rnnfiC'lIr'ltinfl :Inri --·--·v-------- ... _-
Performance Studies 

High Mach Propulsion 

1005 Break 

1020 

1105 

Low Mach & Special Systems 
Propulsion 

High Temperature Materials 

1150 Working Lunch 

1~30 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

DI5 Stabilization & Control 

1400 Structures 

1.J45 Break 

Jack Kerrel::rock, Chairman 

Duncan Mciver, NASA HQ 

hmp~ I Hunt NA~A II ::tnDlpv 
------- -- ------., •• --- -I .----g--" 
Research Center 

Griffin Y. Anderson, NASA/ 
Langley Research Center 

Robert Coltrin, NASA/Langley 
Research Center 

Darrel Tenney. NASA/Langley 
Research Center 

Paul Kutler, NASA/Ames Research 
Center 

Douglas Dwuyer, NASA/Langley 
Research Center 

Steve Sliwa, NASA/Langley Research 
Center 

Donald Rummier. NASA/Langley 
Research Center 
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1500 Thermal/Structural Test Sidncy Dixon, NASA/Langley Research
Facilities Center

1545 Boundary Layer Transition Dennis Bushnell, NASA/Langley

Research Center

1630 Executive Session Chairman Ke~rebrock

1800 Social Period Committee Room 2,
2nd Floor Joseph Henry Building

1845 Dinner Committee Room 2,
2nd Floor Joseph Henry Building

Friday, I May 1987

0800 Executive Session Chairman Kerrebrock

0930 Break

0945 Execut;ve Session (ccntinueýd)

100 Electrounagnetic Propagation Leon Poirier, RADC/EE,
in Plasma Hanscom AFB

1200 Working Lunch

1230 USAF and Sovi.t Hypersonic Jim Mitchell, AEDC
Test Capability

1400 Meeting Wrap-up and Discussion Chairman Kerrebrock

1500 Adjourn
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1500 

1545 

1630 

1800 

1845 

0800 

Thermal/Structural Test 
Facilities 

Bounduy Layer Transition 

Executive Session 

Social Period 

Dinner 

Friday, 1 May 1987 

Executive Session 

0930 Break 

0945 Execut;ve Session (continuP:d) 

ilOO Electromagnetic Propagation 
in Plasma 

1200 Work.ing Lunch 

1230 

1400 

USAF and SOVil1t Hypersonic 
Test Capability 

Meeting Wrap-up and Discussion 

! 500 Adjourn 

Sidney Dixon, NASA/Langley Research 
Center 

Dennis Bushnell, N.A SA/Langley 
Research Center 

Chairman Ke .. rebrock 

Committee Room 2, 
2nd Floor Joseph Henry Duilding 

Committee Room 2, 
2nd Floor Joseph Henry Building 

ChairOla~ Kerrebrock 

Leon Poirier, RADC/EE, 
Hanscom AFB 

Jim Mitchell, AEDC 

Chairman Kerrebrock 
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Second Meeting
Naval Postgraduate School
101A Spanagel Hall
Monterey, California
2-3 Jane 1987

Agenda

Tuesday, 2 June 1987

0800 Welcome/Introduction Jack Kerrebrock, Chairman
Administrative Remarks Vernon Miles, Director

0825 HOTOL Tom Curran/John Leingang,

AFWAL/CA-P

1000 Break

1025 SWERVE Walton E. Williamson,
Sandia National Laboratory

1150 Chairman's comments on morning Chairman Kerrebrock
briefings

1215 Lunch Officers Club

1320 Hypervelocity Integrated Control David K. Bowser, AFWAL/FIGC
"Technology Challenges/

Flight Control Air Data Sensors

1400 Future Threats to an Operational Frank Jankowski, FTD/TQI
Hypersonic Vehicle

1500 Break

1510 Hypersonic Road Map Keith Richey, AFWAL/CAF

1645 Executive Session Chairman Kerrebrock

1830 Cocktails La Novia Room, NPS

1915 Dinner La Novia Room, NPS

Wednesday, 3 June 1987

0830 High Temperature Materials Nicholas Grant

0930 NA3P Technology Maturation Lt. Col. Vince Rausch,
AFSC/NA1
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1000 Executive Session Chairman Kerrebrock

1420 Meeting adjourned

Third Meeting
National Research Council
2001 Wisconsin Avenue
Green Building, Room 120
Washington, D.C.
22-23 October 1987

Agenda

Thursday, 22 October 1987

0800 Introductory Remarks Chairman Kerrebrock

0805 Administrative Announcements Vernon Miles

0810 Update on NASP Robert Barthelemy, AFSC/NA

0900 Engine - Contracto No. 1

1200 Working Lunch/Discussion Chairman Kerrebrock

1330 Engine Contractor No. 2

1630 Discussion

1730 Return to Quarters

1830 Dinner

Friday, 23 October 1987

0800 Engine Contractor No. 3

1100 Discussion

1200 Working Lunch/Discussion continued

1500 Adjourn
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1000 Executive Session 
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Third Meeting 
National Research Council 
200 I Wisconsin A venue 
Green Building, Room 120 
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Fourth Meeting
The Aerospace Corporation
2350 El Segundo Blvd
Building A, Room 1052
Los Angeles CA
23-24 November 1987

Agenda

Monday, 23 November 1987

0800 Introductory Remarks Chairman Kerrebrock

0805 Administrative Announcements Vernon Miles

0810 Update on NASP Lt. Col. Vincent Rausch,
AFWAL/NAI

0900 Airframe Contractor No. 1

1200 Working Lunch/Discussion Chairman Kerrebrock

1330u Airframe Coutiauwio No. 2

1630 Discussion

1730 Return to Quarters

Tuesday, 24 November 1987

0800 Airframe Contractor No. 3

! 100 D i.sc-,. o.-

1200 Working Lunch/Discussion continued

1500 Adjourn
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Fifth Meeting
National Research Council
2001 Wisconsin Avenue
Green Building, Room 134
Washington, D.C.
21-22 January 1988

Agenda

Thursday, 21 January 1988

0830 Work Session

1700 Adjourn

1800 Dinner

Friday, 22 January 1988

0830 Work Session

1500 Adjourn

Sixth Meeting
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California
10-11 March 1988

Agenda

Thursday, 10 March 1QAR

0830 Work Session

1700 Adjourn

1800 Dinner

Friday, 11 March 1988

0830 Work Session

1500 Adjourn
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